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OVERVIEW OF PROCEEDINGS
Indo - US Workshop on International Trends in Digital Preservation
We would like to express our gratitude to Indo-US Science & Technology Forum for sponsoring The Indo
- US Workshop on International Trends in Digital Preservation and for providing support to get several
international experts to share their knowledge of digital preservation with Indian participants.
We have tried to capture the current state of preservation initiatives in India and USA by requesting the
delegates to write research papers. All the papers received from the 13 International and 9 National
speakers have been divided into following four categories:
•
•
•
•

Challenges of Digital Preservation
Digital Preservation Methods, Tools & Infrastructure
Digital Preservation Case Studies
Scalability, Sustainability & Future Emergence of Digital Preservation

While the digital preservation efforts in US and Europe are at an advanced stage, the Digital Preservation
in India is at a very nascent stage and a broad framework for digital preservation is yet to be developed. It
is expected that the Indo-US Workshop on International Trends in Digital Preservation will guide the
Indian Working Group on NDPP in developing an action plan to address the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

National digital preservation policy
Digital preservation strategies
Digital preservation standards
Metadata for digital preservation
Legal issues and measures to address them
Identification of areas for research and development
Roles and responsibilities for digital preservation including for ‘born digital’ content
Digital preservation architecture
Digital repository audit and certification
Common issues across the subject including strategies and technologies, open standards and
interoperability aspects

The workshop will deliberate these issues and guide the development of international best practices to
address solutions to the above points. We sincerely thank all International and Indian delegates for their
cooperation and contributions to this workshop.
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Long term digital preservation strategies, national level policies, collaborative frameworks,
transition from short-term to long-term digital preservation
Case studies of digital libraries, archives of cultural heritage, scientific data, web content on
Internet, citizen information, digital preservation of museum collections, infrastructure and
solutions for digital preservation
Challenges for technology development and research, interdisciplinary issues
Proprietary versus open source solutions for digital preservation
Physical deterioration versus digital obsolescence

Digital Curation









Challenges involved in massive data storages
Disaster resistance and recovery, risk management
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Storage of data in wide variety of file formats of audio, video, images, etc.,
Life expectancy of storage media for backup
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Current domain specific best practices
Multi-lingual metadata
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Databases, migration paths for data conversion
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Intelligent search and retrieval, content-based search
Multi-lingual query
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Open content licence
International and national level legal issues
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Business models
Digital preservation services
Economics of digital preservation, socio-economic dimensions
Cost effective approaches for digital preservation
Online subscription models
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Recommendations for NDPP



Discuss, deliberate and define the comprehensive strategy and recommendations for National
Digital Preservation Programme initiated by Department of Information Technology,
Government of India
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Digital Preservation Challenges, Infrastructures and
Evaluations
David Giaretta
Science and Technology Facilities Council
Didcot, Oxon OX11 0QX, UK
+44 1235 446235
david.giaretta@stfc.ac.uk
Keywords: digital preservation, infrastructure, OAIS,
accreditation, certification
Model in particular the Information Model. The latter involves
tools for capturing all types of Representation Information
(Structure, Semantics and all Other types), and tools for defining
the Designated Community.

ABSTRACT
To preserve digitally encoded information over the long term
following the OAIS Reference Model requires that the
information remains accessible, understandable and usable by a
specified Designated Community. These are significant
challenges for repositories.

This paper will describe implementations of tools and
infrastructure components to support repositories in their task of
long term preservation of digital resources, including the capture
and preservation of digital rights management and evidence of
authenticity associated with digital objects.

It will be argued that infrastructure which is needed to support this
preservation must be seen in the context of the broader science
data infrastructure which international and national funders seek
to put in place. Moreover aspects of the preservation components
of this infrastructure must themselves be preservable, resulting in
a recursive system which must also be highly adaptable, loosely
coupled and asynchronous.

In order to justify their existence, most repositories must also
support contemporaneous use of contemporary as well as
“historical” resources; we will show how the same techniques can
support both, and hence link to the fuller science data
infrastructure.

Even more difficult is to be able to judge whether any proposal is
actually likely to be effective. From the earliest discussions of
concerns about the preservability of digital objects there have
been calls for some way of judging the quality of digital
repositories.

H3 [Information storage and retrieval]

In this paper several interrelated efforts which contribute to
solutions for these issues will be outlined.

K.6.1 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
Strategic information systems planning

Evidence about the challenges which must be overcome and the
consistency of demands across nations, disciplines and
organisations will be presented, based on extensive surveys which
have been carried out by the PARSE.Insight project
(http://www.parse-insight.eu).

General Terms

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H1.1 [Models and principles]: Systems and Information Theory

Management, Documentation, Standardization, Languages,
Theory, Legal Aspects.

Keywords
digital preservation, digital curation, infrastructure, workflows.

The key points about the revision of the OAIS Reference Model
which is underway will be provided; OAIS provides many of the
key concepts which underpin the efforts to judge solutions. In the
past few years the Trustworthy Repositories Audit and
Certification: Criteria and Checklist (TRAC) document has been
produced, as well as a number of related checklists. These efforts
provide the background of the international effort (the RAC
Working
Group
http://wiki.digitalrepositoryauditandcertification.org) to produce a
full ISO standard on which an accreditation and certification
process can be built. If successful this standard and associated
processes will allow funders to have an independent evaluation of
the effectiveness of the archives they support and data producers
to have a basis for deciding which repository to entrust with their
valuable data. It could shape the digital preservation market.

1. INTRODUCTION
Much work has been undertaken in the area of digital
preservation. It has been said (NSF 2007 [8]) that “the Open
Archival Information System (OAIS), [is] now adopted as the ‘de
facto’ standard for building digital archives”. The work presented
here is firmly based on OAIS.
2.

OAIS REFERENCE MODEL

The OAIS Reference Model provides a number of models for
repositories including a Functional Model, to which is relatively
easy to map an existing archive system, an Information Model,
which is rather more challenging, an Information Packaging
Model and federation models, plus preservation perspectives
including types of migration and a variety of software related
processes. A number of overall strategies, processes and
supporting infrastructures may be derived from these.

The CASPAR project (http://www.casparpreserves.eu) is an EU
part funded project with total spend of 16MEuros which is trying
to faithfully implement almost all aspects of the OAIS Reference
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Interpreted using

2.1 OAIS Information Model
*

The Information Model provides the concepts to support the longterm understandability of the preserved data. This introduces the
idea of Representation Information.

Representation Information

1

1

Information
Object

interpreted
using

interpreted using

Representation
Information

Semantic
information

Other
Representation
Information

Figure 2 Representation Information Object

*
Data
Object

adds meaning to

4-11.1

*
Structure
Information

Figure 2 shows more details and in particular breaks out the
semantic and structural information as well as recognising that
there may be “Other” representation information such as software.

1

The types of Representation Information are very diverse and it is
highly likely to be discipline dependent, although there will be
some commonalities.

2.1.1 Role of Significant Properties
Physical
Object

Digital
Object

At this point it is worth comparing the concept of Significant
Properties with that of Representation Information. The former is
widely used in the library community but it is hard to see how it
applies to, for example, science data.

1
1. .*

Clearly Significant Properties focus on those aspects of digital
objects which can be evaluated in some way and checked as to
whether they have been preserved. In particular after a
transformation of the digital object this is an important
consideration.
However, the meaning associated with a
Significant Property is nowhere defined. Therefore it must be the
case that the Significant Properties, while useful, do not contribute
to Understandability. For example it a Significant Property might
be that a text character is red, however the meaning of that
redness is not defined.

Bit

Figure 1 OAIS Information Model
The UML diagram in Figure 1 means that
an Information Object is made up of a Data Object and
Representation Information
•
A Data Object can be either a Physical Object or a Digital
Object . An example of the former is a piece of paper or a
rock sample.
•
A Digital Object is made up of one or more Bits.
A Data Object is interpreted using Representation
•
Information
•
Representation Information is itself interpreted using
further Representation Information
This figure shows that Representation Information may contain
references to other Representation Information. When this is
coupled with the fact that Representation Information is an
Information Object that may have its own Digital Object and other
Representation Information associated with understanding each
Digital Object, as shown in a compact form by the .interpreted
using. association, the resulting set of objects can be referred to as
a Representation Network. The question of where this recursion
ends is answered by the concept of Designated Community, which
is touched on further in sections 2.3.1.1 and 2.3
•

The question then is what is their significance. Giaretta (2009,
[9]) argues that the role that Significant Properties play is more
closely related to authenticity. Essentially the data curator will
check that the selected Significant Properties are unchanged after
a transformation in order to assure him/herself that the new
transformed version, to his/her satisfaction, may be used as an
authentic copy.
This view of significant properties allows the concept to be
included in the revision of OAIS which is being prepared, and
related to Representation Information. It also allows Significant
Properties of scientific data to be clearly defined, however that is
the topic of another paper.

2.2 OAIS Conformance
The mandatory responsibilities that an organization must
discharge in order to operate an OAIS archive are likely to
change, in the review which is coming to a close, to:
•
•
•

Negotiate for and accept appropriate information from
information Producers.
Obtain sufficient control of the information provided to the
level needed to ensure Long-Term Preservation.
Determine, either by itself or in conjunction with other parties,
which communities should become the Designated
Community and, therefore, should be able to understand the
information provided, thereby defining its Knowledge Base .
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•

•

•

The recursion in Representation Information leads to the question
of how and where this recursion ends. Given the definitions one
can see that the natural end of the recursion lies with what the
Designated Community knows i.e. the Knowledge Base, defined
as a set of information, incorporated by a person or system, that
allows that person or system to understand received information,
of the Designated Community. Once again, experience shows that
any such Knowledge Bases changes over time, the changes
ranging from the introduction of new theories to drift in
vocabularies.

Ensure that the information to be preserved is Independently
Understandable to the Designated Community. In other
words, the community should be able to understand the
information without needing the assistance of the experts who
produced the information.
Follow documented policies and procedures which ensure that
the information is preserved against all reasonable
contingencies, including the demise of the archive, ensuring
that it is never deleted unless allowed as part of an approved
strategy - there should be no ad-hoc deletions,
Make the preserved information available to the Designated
Community and enable the information to be disseminated as
copies of, or as traceable to, the original submitted Data
Object., with evidence supporting its Authenticity.

2.3.1.1 Definition of the Designated Community
An important clarification is needed here, namely that the
definition of the Designated Community is left to the preserver.
The same digital object held in different repositories could be
being preserved for different Designated Communities, each of
which could consist of many disjoint communities. In such a case
each repository could require different sets of Representation
Information.

In addition a conforming OAIS must support the OAIS
Information Model.

2.3 OAIS Concepts Applied to Usability and
Testability

The quid pro quo is that those funding or entrusting digital objects
to the repository can judge whether the definition of the
Designated Community is appropriate for their needs.

As a precursor to discussing its preservation, one may begin by
asking what the definitions of information or data might be - how
restrictive do we need to be? OAIS provides a very general
definition of Information, namely: Any type of knowledge that can
be exchanged. In an exchange, it is represented by data.

2.3.2 Preservation and Current Use
Bringing usability and understandability into the discussion of
preservation, with the implication that Representation Information
needs to be collected, has additional ramifications. In addition to
the future users, who are the focus of preservation efforts of a
digital object, there are current users who may also wish to
understand and use those same digital objects. Current users will
also require appropriate Representation Information.

Information clearly includes data as well as documents, and
covers behaviour, performance and explicit, implicit and tacit
information.
Data is defined as: A reinterpretable representation of information
in a formalized manner suitable for communication,
interpretation, or processing.

The tools and techniques which are needed for preservation are
therefore also of use in making digital objects usable to a wider
audience. This point will be expended in section 5.

2.3.1 Preservation and Testability
We need first some methodology by which to test the basic claim
that someone is preserving some digitally encoded information;
without such a test this is a meaningless claim. OAIS introduces
the, quite reasonable, test that the digital object must somehow be
useable and understandable in the future. However by itself this is
too broad - are we to be forced to ensure that the digitally encoded
designs of a battleship are to be understood by everyone, for
example a 6 year old child? In order to make this a practical test
the obvious next refinement is to describe the type of person - and
more particularly their background knowledge - by whom the
information should be understandable. Thus OAIS introduces the
concept of Designated Community, defined as an identified group
of potential Consumers who should be able to understand a
particular set of information. The Designated Community may be
composed of multiple user communities. Note that a Designated
Community is defined by the repository and this definition may
change/evolve over time.

3. THREATS AND CHALLENGES
3.1 What Can Change?
We can consider some of the things can change over time and
hence against which an archive must safeguard the digitally
encoded information.

3.1.1 Hardware and Software Changes
Use of many digital objects relies on specific software and
hardware, for example applications which run on specific versions
of Microsoft Windows which in turn runs on Intel processors.
Experience shows that while it may be possible to keep hardware
and software available for some time after it has become obsolete,
it is not a practical proposition into the indefinite future, however
there are several projects and proposals which aim to emulate
hardware systems and hence run software systems.

Bringing these ideas together we can then say, following OAIS,
that preserving digitally encoded information means that we must
ensure that the information to be preserved is Independently
Understandable to (and usable by) the Designated Community.

3.1.2 Environment Changes
These include changes to licences or copyright and changes to
organisations, affecting the usability of digital objects. External
information, ranging from name resolvers such as the DNS to
DTDs and Schema, vital to the use and understandability, may
also become unavailable.

We are clearly concerned about long term preservation, but how
long is that? OAIS defines Long Term as long enough to be
concerned with the impacts of changing technologies, including
support for new media and data formats, or with a changing
Designated Community. Long Term may extend indefinitely

3.1.3 Changes in What People Know
As described earlier the Knowledge Base of the Designated
Community determines the amount of Representation Information
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which must be available. This Knowledge Base changes over
time.

4. FFECTIVENESS OF PRESERVATION
EFFORTS
4.1 Background

3.1.4 Termination of the Archive
Without permanent funding, any archive will, at some time, end.
It is therefore possible for the bits to be lost, and much else
besides, including the knowledge of the curators of the
information encoded in those bits. Experience shows that much
essential knowledge, such as the linkage between holdings,
operation of specialised hardware and software and links of data
files to events recorded in system logs, is held by such curators
but not encoded for exchange or preservation. Bearing these
things in mind it is clear that any repository must be prepared to
hand over its holding – together with all these tacit pieces of
information – to its successor(s).

4.1.1 The Need for Trusted Repositories
The Preserving Digital Information report of the Task Force on
Archiving of Digital Information [10] declared,

3.2 Threats to Preservation

Non-maintainability of essential hardware, software or
support environment may make the information
inaccessible

3.

The chain of evidence may be lost and there may be
lack of certainty of provenance or authenticity

4.

Access and use restrictions may make it difficult to
reuse data, or alternatively may not be respected in
future

5.

Loss of ability to identify the location of data

6.

The current custodian of the data, whether an
organization or project, may cease to exist at some point
in the future

7.

a process of certification for digital archives is needed to
create an overall climate of trust about the prospects of
preserving digital information.

Certification

of

Digital

Section 1.5 of OAIS (Road map for development of related
standards) included an item for accreditation of archives,
reflecting the long-standing demand for a standard against which
Repositories of digital information may be audited and on which
an international accreditation and certification process may be
based. It was agreed that RLG and NARA take a lead on this
follow-on standard. This they did, forming a closed panel which
produced Trustworthy Repositories Audit & Certification: Criteria
and Checklist [11].

The major threats are as follows:

2.

•

4.2 Audit and
Repositories

There has been time for only an initial analysis of the results. The
results of most immediate interest revolve around a collection of
“threats” to digital preservation which are based on prior analyses
of the domain and which are pertinent to data re-use also. It is
worth noting that similar lists can be found in most project
proposals related to digital preservation.

Users may be unable to understand or use the data e.g.
the semantics, format, processes or algorithms involved

a critical component of digital archiving infrastructure is the
existence of a sufficient number of trusted organizations
capable of storing, migrating, and providing access to digital
collections.

The issue of certification, and how to evaluate trust into the
future, as opposed to a relatively temporary trust which may be
more simply tested, has been a recurring request, repeated in
many subsequent studies and workshops.

Surveys have been undertaken by PARSE.Insight [7] and
members of the Alliance for Permanent Access [16], investigating
creation, re-use, preservation and publication of digital data.
These surveys show a substantial demand for a science data
infrastructure which is consistent across nations, continents and
over a remarkably wide range of disciplines.

1.

•

TRAC was based on two documents, namely the OAIS Reference
Model [1] and the Report on Trusted Digital Repositories:
Attributes and Responsibilities [12]. The former lays out
fundamental requirements for preservation, while the latter
focussed on the administrative, financial and organisational
requirements for the body undertaking the preservation activities.
Other, separate, work includes the nestor Catalogue of Criteria for
Trusted Digital Long-term Repositories [13], which is also based
on OAIS, and DRAMBORA (Digital Repository Audit Method
Based on Risk Assessment) [14] developed jointly by the Digital
Curation Centre (DCC) [6] and Digital Preservation Europe [15].

4.2.1 Development of an ISO Accreditation and
Certification Process
The next step was to bring the output of the RLG/NARA working
group back into CCSDS. This has been done and the Digital
Repository Audit and Certification (RAC) Working Group has
been created, the CCSDS details are available from
http://cwe.ccsds.org/moims/default.aspx#_MOIMS-RAC, while
the
working
documents
are
available
from
http://wiki.digitalrepositoryauditandcertification.org. Both may be
read by anybody but, in order to avoid hackers, only authorised
users may add to them. The openness of the development process
is particularly important and the latter site contains the notes from
the weekly virtual meetings as well as the live working version of
the draft standards.

The ones we trust to look after the digital holdings may
let us down

The preliminary survey results show that between 50% and 70%
of responses indicate that all the threats are recognized as either
“Important” or “Very Important”, with a clear majority supporting
the need for an international preservation infrastructure.
Another clear message is that researchers would like to (re-)use
data from both their own and other disciplines and that this is
likely to produce more and better science. However more than
50% report that they have wished to access digital research data
gathered by other researchers which turned out to be unavailable.

Besides developing the metrics, which started from the TRAC
document, the working group also has been working on the
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strategy for creating the accreditation and certification process.
Review of existing systems which have accreditation and
certification standard processes it became clear that there was a
need for two documents
1.

Metrics for Audit
Repositories

and

Certification

2.

Requirements for Bodies Providing
Certification of Digital Repositories.

of

Non-maintainability
of Ability to share information about the
essential
hardware, availability of hardware and software
software
or
support and their replacements/substitutes
environment may make
the
information
inaccessible

Digital

Audit

and

The chain of evidence Ability to bring together evidence
may be lost and there may from diverse sources about the
be lack of certainty of Authenticity of a digital object
provenance or authenticity

The first document lists the metrics against which a digital
repository may be judged. It is anticipated that this list will be
used for internal metrics or peer-review of repositories, as well as
for the formal ISO audit process. In addition tools such as
DRAMBORA could use these metrics as guidance for its risk
assessments.

Access
and
use Ability to deal with Digital Rights
restrictions may make it correctly in a changing and evolving
difficult to reuse data, or environment
alternatively may not be
respected in future

It must be recognised that the audit process cannot be specified in
very fine, rigid, detail. An audit process must depend upon the
experience and expertise of the auditors. For this reason the
second document sets out the system under which the audit
process is carried out; in particular the expertise of the auditors
and the qualification which they should have is specified. In this
way the document specifies how auditors are accredited and
thereby helps to guarantee the consistency of the audit and
certification process. For this reason the RAC Working Group
refers to accreditation and certification processes.

Loss of ability to identify An ID resolver which is really
the location of data
persistent
The current custodian of Brokering of organisations to hold data
the data, whether an and the ability to package together the
organisation or project, information needed to transfer
may cease to exist at some information between organisations
point in the future
ready for long term preservation

At the time of writing both documents are in an advanced state of
preparation; the aim is to submit these documents for ISO in the
late Spring or early Summer of 2009. While the reviews are
underway further preparations for the accreditation and
certification processes will be undertaken. It should be noted that
the OAIS reference Model has also been undergoing revision and
the new version is expected to be submitted for ISO review at
around the same time. Because of the close links between the
metrics and OAIS concepts and terminology it is important that
the two remain consistent, and cross-membership of the working
groups will ensure this.

The ones we trust to look Certification process so that one can
after the digital holdings have confidence about whom to trust
may let us down
to preserve data holdings over the long
term

6. ROADMAP OF SOLUTIONS
A set (not an exhaustive list) of services which satisfying the
above requirements and which could be provided as the basis for a
‘generic’ science data infrastructure is as follows:

In addition to the “central” accreditation body there will be an
eventual need for a network of local accreditation and certification
bodies.

5. REQUIREMENTS FOR
DATA INFRASTRUCTURE

A

A set of tools and services, supported over the long
term, which make it easier to create adequate
Representation Information, and maintain it particularly
after active work on the dataset has ceased or slowed.

•

A set of services which make it easier to exchange
information about obsolescence of hardware and
software and techniques for overcoming these.

•

A set of standards and tools through which a user in the
future can be provided with evidence e.g. provenance,
on which he/she may judge the degree of Authenticity
which may be attributed to a digital object.

•

Registry of/Clearinghouse for rights information and
dark archive of licensing tools

•

A persistent identifier system for locating and crossreferencing digital objects which has adequate
organisational, financial and social backing for the very
long term which can be used with confidence

SCIENCE

We base the requirements for the preservation/re-use/access
infrastructure on a broad analysis of the threats described in
section 3.2 and an initial set of solutions.

Threat

•

Requirements for solutions

Users may be unable to Ability to create and maintain
understand or use the data adequate Representation Information
e.g. the semantics, format,
processes or algorithms
involved
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•

A system which will allow organisations which are no
longer able to fund the preservation of a particular
dataset is able to find an organisation willing and able to
take over the responsibility. The ultimate fallback could
be the European Storage Facility

•

An internationally recognised accreditation, audit and
certification process (for preservation aspects of
repositories) with a well defined and long-lived support
organisation, with appropriate tools and best practice
guides.

example, the EU in the first instance, together with major
stakeholders such as the members of the Alliance for Permanent
Access. However given that there is also significant commercial
need for digital preservation, although this tends not to be for the
indefinite future, there may be options to create a self-funding set
of services, especially where the service does not scale with the
amount of data needing preservation.
The Registry of Representation Information, the Knowledge gap
manager, the Authenticity tools, the licence tool dark archive, the
brokerage systems and the certification system, described in
section 7, do not necessarily suffer the problem of scaling with the
amount of information being preserved. For example one piece of
Representation Information may be used to describe 1 billion data
objects.

In addition we must of course encourage and support disciplines
to define their metadata/Representation information, and groups
of discipline to work on interdisciplinary usage; data in the system
will only be usable by aficionados if this is not done.

The Storage Facility on the other hand would grow with data
growth, although the declining cost of storage means that this
does not imply a simple linear cost relationship. Nevertheless such
a facility may be able to supply added value services such as
disaster recovery and integrity checking.

Supporting these are a number of considerations about policy,
organisation and finance.

6.1 Possible
Organisational
Concepts and Components

Infrastructure

Cost/benefit analyses are likely to be very highly instance specific
yet some common models are essential if judgments are to be
made about what can be afforded. A common framework for at
least collecting the information would be useful if a good
understanding of the important parameters is to be gained.

It is clear that a number of the infrastructure components
described above are themselves archives which need to preserve
digital information over the long term and which therefore
themselves require the support of that very preservation
infrastructure. For example any of these components must
themselves be able to be handed over to another host organisation,
and the Persistent Identifiers must support such a move and
resolve correctly.

6.3 Possible Policy Infrastructure Concepts
and Components
There are a number of broad policies or statements of intents
about preservation, re-use and (open) access. Although it is not
clear when or whether these will converge, it is clear that there is
almost certainly be a variety of such policies for the foreseeable
future. The preservation infrastructure must be able to operate in
this environment. Nevertheless alignment of policies will
undoubtedly make the task simpler, for which co-ordination at
national and international levels, including EU and transnational
consortia of key stakeholders such as the Alliance, would be
essential.

An initial organisational setup could be supported by a
government-level organisation, for example a component of the
EU, however the commitment to provide a service for an
indefinite time tends not to be popular. Therefore in the long term
the responsibility could be handed over to an arms-length or
consortium based organisational structure, and here the Alliance
for Permanent Access is bringing together key stakeholders and
may play a key role. Even this may need to be underpinned by
governmental guarantee in order to provide real confidence in the
infrastructure’s longevity.

6.2 Possible
Financial
Concepts and Components

This is an area which needs further investigation and planning, as
is being done by the PARSE.Insight project ([7])

Infrastructure

6.4 Preservation Infrastructures

It seems difficult to avoid the conclusion that the initial funding to
develop these infrastructure components must be provided by, for

Figure 3 Preservation Infrastructure
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Figure 3 shows a possible preservation infrastructure, in the
context of a broader e-Research infrastructure.

8. CASPAR CONCEPTUAL MODEL
Much of what is reported in this paper follows on from the
CASPAR Conceptual Model [3], which is of great importance to
the project’s approach to digital preservation, because it brings
together the key concepts which shape CASPAR, namely those to
do with digital preservation, guided by the OAIS Reference
Model and supplemented by the ideas of automation and
discipline independence. The latter set of concepts helps to
highlight those areas which can form a broadly applicable
infrastructure to support digital preservation in a cost-effective
manner.

Analogy is drawn with the network infrastructure which links
islands of connectivity (e.g. the EU funding of GEANT). The
network supplies services to isolated organisations, each with its
own resources such as CPU and storage. Additional infrastructure
such as the EU’s EGEE project, and the UK’s various GRID
project, connect these. Similarly infrastructure components
connect the repositories which use the lower levels of
functionality.
In the future there should be some similar interconnected
repositories and we need to transfer information from the “now”
to the future.

Another important concept is that of recursion. This appears time
and again within CASPAR and through the Conceptual Model. It
means that components which appear at one level of granularity
re-appear in a finer grained view, within the detailed breakdown
of those or other components. An example is Representation
Information, which itself needs its own Representation
Information to be understandable; the recursion stops at the
Knowledge Base of the Designated Community. (These terms are
taken from OAIS.)

7. CASPAR/DCC APPROACH
Regarding the OAIS mandatory responsibilities the CASPAR
project [2] one can derive a number of requirements for
information flow. For example an archive needs to
identify/capture
1) the access and digital rights management (DRM) associated
with a digital object

It is evidently true that the components of a preservation
infrastructure themselves need to be preservable: for example a
Registry which supports OAIS-type archives must itself be an
OAIS-type archive in that it must be relied upon to preserve its
(Representation) Information objects over the long term. The
Conceptual Model aims to provide an overall view of the way in
which the project sees preservation working. It is provided
primarily as a project-internal high level overview, and has been
designed to:

2) the Representation Information – shown in Figure 4
3) the Designated Community
4) an appropriate storage mechanisms
5) an infrastructure to support preservation over the long term
In addition, the artifacts, such as the DRM and
Representation Information, must themselves be preserved over
the long term.
Further details of CASPAR are available from the CASPAR
web site http://www.casparpreserves.eu and the DCC [6] web site.
There are a number of ways in which, for example,
Representation Information, may be captured, and a number of
strategies must be examined. The following section illustrates
some of these strategies.

•

help the members of CASPAR ensure integration and
consistency across the project;

•

help people outside the project understand the fundamental
ideas behind the design.

The model discusses the different levels of application of OAIS. It
identifies what components of a CASPAR-based archival system
are required, their functions and how they must interoperate at a
high level. These components include for example a
Representation Information Toolbox, a Virtualisation Assistant
and a Preservation Orchestration Manager. The Conceptual
Model also surveys the key underlying technologies of knowledge
management and virtualisation that underpin the entire CASPAR
approach. It touches on all aspects of the CASPAR approach to
the preservation of digitally encoded information, and is reflected
in the CASPAR architecture.

9. Preservation Workflows
A number of other workflows arise from the support components
identified by CASPAR, which may be summarized in Figure 5

Figure 4 CASPAR Information Flow
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9.2 Workflows
for
Representation Network

Maintaining

the

The Registry/Repository is supplemented by the Knowledge
Manager – more specifically a Representation Information Gap
manager which identifies gaps which need to be filled, based on
information supplied to the Orchestration component.
Of course the information on which this is based does not come
out of thin air. People (initially) must provide this information and
the Orchestration Manager collects this information and
distributes.
Support for automation in identifying such “gaps” , based on
information received, is illustrated in Figure 5 which shows users
(u1, u2…) with user profiles (p1, p2… – each a description of the
user’s Knowledge Base) with Representation Information {m1,
m2,…) to understand various digital objects (o1, o2…).
Figure 5 Preservation Workflows

Take for example user u1 trying to understand digital object o1.
To understand o1, Representation Information m1 is needed. The
profile p1 shows that user u1 understands m1 (and therefore its
dependencies m2, m3 and m4) and therefore has enough
Representation Information to understand o1.

Figure 5 contains a number of information flows; some sequences
of these flows making up workflows important for digital
preservation and two of these are described next.

9.1 Workflows for Use of Digital Objects

When user u2 tries to understand o2 we see that o2 needs
Representation Information m3 and m4. Profile p2 shows that u2
understands m2 (and therefore m3), however there is a gap,
namely m4 which is required for u2 to understand o2.

The following workflow, extracted from Figure 3, illustrates the
way in which digital objects may be used and understood by
users.
Identifiers (called here Curation Persistent Identifiers - CPID) are
associated with any data object, which point to the appropriate
Representation Information in a Registry/Repository, as illustrated
in Figure 6. The Representation Information returned by the
Registry/Repository itself is a digital object with its own CPID.

For u2 to understand o1, we can see that Representation
Information m1 and m4 need to be supplied.
interpretedUsing

User

CPID

Profile

RImodule

InfoObject

DataObject

CPID

Digital
Object

CPID
CPID
CPID

u1

Archive

m1

p1

u2

p2

m2

o1

m4

o2

m3

User
C

Figure 6 Representation Information dependencies

D
PI

CPID
Representation
Information

This illustrates on of the areas in which Knowledge Management
techniques are being applied within CASPAR, in addition to the
capture of Semantic Representation Information.

10. CONCLUSIONS

Rep. Info.
Registry/Repository
network

Digital preservation is not a one-off activity; the variety of
continuing threats and challenges, as outlined in this paper, must
be addressed. The approach taken by OAIS has several benefits
including providing the basis for certifying archives and showing
how a preservation infrastructure is intimately connected with a
general data infrastructure. This paper has expanded on these
ideas and also described how the standard for audit and
certification of digital repositories is being developed.

Figure 6 Use of Registry/Repository of Representation
Information
The above is not meant to imply that there must be a single,
unique, Registry/Repository, nor even a single definitive piece of
Representation Information for any particular piece of digitally
encoded information.
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Further detail may be found at http://www.casparpreserves.eu; full
documentation of the deliverables may be downloaded at
http://www.casparpreserves.eu/publications/deliverables
The
software
may
be
found
at
http://developers.casparpreserves.eu:8080/. Many strategies must
be considered and appropriate infrastructures are needed to share
the effort of preservation.

[6] Digital Curation Centre (DCC) – see http://www.dcc.ac.uk
[7] PARSE.Insight project – see http://www.parse-insight.eu
[8] National Science Foundation Cyberinfrastructure Council
(NSF, 2007), Cyberinfrastructure Vision for 21st Century
Discovery.
Retrieved
from
http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2007/nsf0728/nsf0728.pdf
[9] Giaretta, D (2009) paper in
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ABSTRACT
In this paper I survey the new challenges of curating and preserving social science data, drawing upon our experience as an operational
data archive, a founding member of the Data-PASS archival partnership, and a developer of open source digital library software. The
discussion covers a range of topics, including: long term digital preservation strategies; data formats; open source tools; citation and
verification; data sharing; and privacy issues
Social scientific data was among the first types of information to be created in digital form, and scientific data archives have been
preserving data for nearly a century. Nonetheless preservation and curation of social scientific data is becoming increasingly challenging,
as the volume and complexity of this data multiplies.
The evidence base of social science is shifting. As new information technologies come into use, an immense amount of ‘ambient data’ is
generated – this data is not part of a research design, but produced by individuals directly, or is produced as part of their regular
interactions with systems and organizations in their lives. This sort of data is increasingly relevant, and will become essential to social
science research. And this ‘ambient data’ evidence base is an oncoming deluge – the raw data in the web, e-mail, telephone conversations
(etc.) is literally a million times larger than the traditional evidence base of numeric data stored in data archives and government
repositories. At the same time, new cyberinfrastructure, broadly speaking, has the potential to catalyze the application of sophisticated
analytic methods to a new evidence base, revolutionizing the social sciences.
I identify the significant gaps in the current infrastructure supporting scholarly analysis: gaps between theory and data collection, between
collection and analysis, and among analysis, publication, preservation, and reuse. New tools and practices are being developed to bridge
these areas – including tools for robust citations for scientific data; distributed archival replication, and integration of analysis and
publication. Closing these gaps will enhance the replicability of research, enable new forms and scales of analysis, and ultimately
strengthen the connections between scientific evidence, and the publications and policies that rely on it.

Keywords
Citation, replication, digital libraries, infrastructure, open source, file formats, automated metadata extraction, dissemination, open content
licenses, value added applications and tools
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Although these projects are focused on just a few specific states
in the U.S., they are expected to serve as demonstration projects
for data archiving and time series development elsewhere. A core
objective of each project is that of engaging existing spatial data
infrastructures in the process of preservation.
These
infrastructures--which incorporate local, state, and federal
government agencies as well as the private sector--are already
focused on such issues as data standards, best practices, data
sharing agreements, metadata production and harvesting, catalog
development, and services integration. The projects have created
an opportunity to engage GIS practitioners in local, state, and
federal government in the process of creating a digital
preservation infrastructure.

ABSTRACT
Geospatial data consists of digital information that identifies the
geographic location and characteristics of natural or constructed
features and boundaries on the earth. Geospatial data are created
by a wide range of government, commercial, and not-for-profit
organizations for use in applications such as tax assessment,
transportation planning, hazard analysis, health planning,
marketing, utilities management, public safety, and national
security. The difficulties encountered in preservation of geospatial
data are representative of the challenges faced in other data
domains involving complex data. Geospatial data involves multifile, multi-format data sets with complex interrelationships and
fragile, sparsely documented formats that are often resistant to
accurate format migration. In addition, the preservation of
geospatial data is often complicated by missing or incorrect
metadata.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.2.8 [Database Applications]: Spatial databases and GIS.

Although many of these data resources are updated on a frequent
basis—daily or weekly—data dissemination practices focus almost
solely on providing access to current data. While snapshots of
older versions of data may be stored in producer archives, access is
almost as a rule not available and there is, in general, no
commitment to long-term preservation of the data or to time series
creation. These complex data objects do not suffer well from
neglect; long-term preservation will involve migration of data to
supported data formats, media refresh, and retention of critical
documentation. Emerging data streaming technologies further
threaten archive development as it becomes easier to get and use
data without creating a local copy—the secondary archive having
been in part a by-product of providing data access.

General Terms
Management, Standardization.

Keywords
Geospatial data, GIS, digital preservation, data archiving, spatial
data infrastructure

1. INTRODUCTION
Digital geospatial data includes such data resources as geographic
information systems (GIS) data sets, digitized maps, remote
sensing data resources, as well as non-spatial data that are tied to
specific locations. These complex data objects do not suffer well
from neglect, and long-term preservation will involve some
combination of format migration and retention of critical
documentation. Many of the targeted data resources are updated
on a frequent basis—daily or weekly in some cases—yet data
dissemination practices, for the most part, focus on providing
access to current data.

The North Carolina Geospatial Data Archiving Project (NCGDAP)
is a joint effort of the North Carolina State University Libraries and
the North Carolina Center for Geographic Information and
Analysis focused on collection and preservation of digital
geospatial data resources from state and local government agencies
in North Carolina. NCGDAP has been undertaken in partnership
with the Library of Congress and the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) as one of eight
initial partnership projects focusing on different content areas. In
November 2007, a new NDIIPP partnership called GeoMAPP
(Geospatial Multistate Archive and Preservation Partnership) was
initiated, led by the state geospatial organizations and the State
Archives of North Carolina, Kentucky, and Utah. GeoMAPP will
focus more explicitly on formal archival processes such as
selection, appraisal, retention scheduling, and interagency data
transfers.

The North Carolina Geospatial Data Archiving Project
(NCGDAP) and GeoMAPP (Geospatial Multistate Archive and
Preservation Partnership) are a pair of initiatives focused on
collection and preservation of digital geospatial data resources
from state and local government agencies. These projects have
been undertaken in partnership with the Library of Congress and
the National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation
Program (NDIIPP). [1] Although these projects are focused on
just a few specific states in the U.S., they are expected to serve as
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demonstration projects for data archiving and time series
development elsewhere.

produced in TIFF, GeoTIFF, or BIL image format, with MrSID,
JPEG, or JPEG 2000 compressed version created for image
delivery. These images are georeferenced and can be used within
GIS systems. The mix of orthoimagery resources available from
federal, state, and local government agencies is beginning to make
possible the analysis of change over time. The increasing
frequency of local government orthoimagery flights are further
enabling such analyses, though the agencies in question typically
focus on providing access to the most current images. Unlike
vector data, digital orthoimagery is not typically at risk of
overwrite, yet data from older flights are known to have become
less discoverable and less accessible.

A core objective of each project is that of engaging existing spatial
data infrastructures in the process of data preservation. These
infrastructures--which incorporate local, state, and federal
government agencies as well as the private sector--are already
focused on such issues as data standards, best practices, data
sharing agreements, metadata production and harvesting, catalog
development, and services integration. The projects have created
an opportunity to engage GIS practitioners in local, state, and
federal government in the process of creating a digital preservation
infrastructure.

2.1.3 Digital Maps

2. OVERVIEW OF THE GEOSPATIAL
DATA DOMAIN

Two general categories of digital maps occur. In the first case,
analog maps are scanned and then perhaps georeferenced or
georectified to allow use of the digital maps in GIS systems,
online mapping systems, or digital globe environments. In recent
years there been much interest in making older analog content
available in digital form. Government agencies are increasingly
building time into their applications, and the general public is
keenly interested in seeing this historic information.

Geospatial data are created by government agencies at the national,
state and local government level for use in applications such as tax
assessment, transportation planning, hazard analysis, health
planning, marketing, utilities management, public safety, and
national security. In the U.S, state agency data is typically of
larger scale (more detailed) than federal or national-level data.
Even more detailed, current, and accurate data is available at the
county and municipal government level. Although often created
with specific applications and functions in mind, these data
resources are used in applications ranging far beyond those initially
intended. End-user historical applications that can make use of
historical and time series data include analyses of urbanization,
environmental change, demographic change, land use change, and
past uses of individual sites.

A wide range of types of geospatial data exist, including data
produced in geographic information systems GIS) systems, satellite
or aerial imagery, and a variety of other data types. This paper
addresses the major content types that are most commonly found at
the state and local government level in the U.S.

The second general category of digital maps includes cartographic
representations generated by GIS or mapping systems. These
maps represent intellectual content and meaning beyond that
found in the underlying datasets from which they are derived, as
the maps result from the combination of a number of components
including: data layer selection and ordering, symbolization,
classification, output of data models, and annotation. Some of
these digital maps are georeferenced or produced in a multi-page
atlas format. In recent years PDF has emerged as a significant
geospatial format. The ability of PDF to capture and preserve
elements of cartographic representation makes it a powerful tool
for capturing finished output in a way that the underlying datasets
cannot. At the same time, complex PDF documents, including
those in the GeoPDF format, present new preservation challenges
of their own.

2.1.1 Vector Data

2.1.4 Tabular Data

Vector data resources model features on the earth’s surface as
points, lines, or polygons. A vector data set may form a “data
layer,” such as a streets dataset covering a county. If available as
snapshots in time, vector data will be able to provide future
researchers with historical information about human and
environmental processes. Unfortunately data producers typically
make only the current data versions available.
These data
resources are in many ways analogous to the Sanborn Fire
Insurance Maps which were published in the U.S. at the turn of the
last century. Those maps, while created with a very narrow purpose
in mind, survived by virtue of their relatively stable analog form.
The new local geospatial data, while initially created for very
specific administrative and operational purposes, already are
utilized in a wide range of applications beyond the intended uses.

Tabular data are numeric or textual data stored in database,
spreadsheet, comma separated value, or other like formats. A
given geographic feature may be assigned many different attribute
values based on tabular data that might be associated with that
feature. Some tabular data may be associated with geographic
features such as land parcels or census tracts.

2.1 Geospatial Data Types

2.1.5 Other Geospatial Data Types
A variety of other geospatial data types exist, including satellite
imagery, oblique aerial imagery, sensor data, digital elevation
models, and LIDAR (light detection and ranging) data.
Geospatial data is taking on an increasingly three-dimensional
nature as well. This paper, like the projects described, focuses
most directly on key data resources at the U.S. state and local
government agency level.

2.1.2 Digital Orthoimagery
A conventional aerial photograph contains image displacements
caused by camera lens distortion, camera tip and tilt, terrain relief,
and scale. The effects of camera tilt and terrain relief may be
removed through a rectification process to create a digital
orthoimage, which is a uniform scale photographic image—
essentially a photographic map. Digital orthoimagery is usually

3. CHALLENGES AND RISKS
While key feature data layers such as land records, street
centerlines, jurisdictional boundaries, and zoning are constantly
changing, current data management practice commonly involves
overwriting of older versions of data which are then no longer
available for historical or trends analysis. Emerging web services-
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or API-based technologies pose further challenges to the archive
development process as it becomes easier to get and use data
without creating a local copy—secondary archives often being in
part a by-product of providing data access. While digital
geospatial data inherits preservation challenges that apply to digital
resources in general, this content area also presents a number of
domain-specific challenges to the preservation process. [2]

metadata is unfortunately often absent or may not include the data
dictionaries associated with names and codes found in the data.

3.5 Temporal Versioning of Data
At the local level many vector data resources are continuously or
at least periodically updated. County cadastral (land parcel)
datasets, for example, are typically updated on a daily or weekly
basis. Such time-versioned content, if preserved, can form the
basis of time series analyses such as land use change analysis.
Unfortunately, the updated data in many cases is simply overwritten or otherwise modified with no digital knowledge of the
historic version maintained. An optimal capture frequency is
difficult to determine for any particular type of data given the
significant variation in update frequencies among data producers.
[3]

3.1 Unique Data Formats
Geospatial vector data file formats are highly complex and
extremely sensitive to both format migration and software display
environment, and backwards compatibility between versions of the
same software can be problematic. The absence of widely adopted,
open, non-commercial vector formats ensures that a preponderance
of vector data exists in commercial formats. Due to the complexity
of the content, migration between formats can lead to unacceptable
data distortion and data loss.

3.6 Metadata Unavailability of Inconsistency
In the Unites Stated, the geospatial metadata standard since 1994
has been the Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC)
Content Standard for Digital Geospatial Metadata, commonly
referred to as FGDC metadata. [4] An international standard for
geospatial metadata, ISO 19115, was released in 2003 but has not
yet been widely implemented in the U.S. [5] Geospatial metadata
presents several distinct challenges:

3.2 Spatial Database Complexity
The emergence of spatial databases, such as the ESRI Geodatabase,
has further complicated the preservation of digital geospatial data.
Spatial databases may consist of multiple individual datasets or
“data layers,” while also storing components such as behaviors,
relationships, classification schemes, data models, or annotations
that are external to or in addition to the datasets themselves. The
whole of the spatial database is greater than the sum of the parts, as
database components that build on the individual data layers add
value. These complex databases can be difficult to manage over
time due to the complexity of data models, uncertainty over longterm support of proprietary database models, and reliance on
specific database back ends for data storage.

3.3 Fragility of Cartographic Representation
The true counterpart to the old, preserved map is not the current
GIS dataset but rather the cartographic representation that builds
on that data. The representation is the result of a collection of
intellectual choices and application of current methods with regard
to symbolization, classification, data modeling, and annotation.
Unfortunately this representation is typically stored in one of the
following:
1)

a proprietary, software-specific project file for which there is
no preservation-safe alternative;

2)

an image- or PDF-based representation in which the
underlying data linkages have been severed; or

3)

as part of a web services-driven interface for which the
displayed results are ephemeral.

Exporting or converting these complex documents to preservable
image formats captures the data view but loses the underlying data
intelligence. There are semantic concerns as well, as the
symbologies employed have particular meanings within particular
contexts at particular points in time. Clearly however, any
preservation of cartographic representation should occur in
addition to—not instead of—preserving the underlying data.

•

In terms of government data, while FGDC metadata is
mandated at the federal level, it is less common at the state
level, and only rarely available at the local level.

•

In cases where metadata is absent, an archive may able to
populate some FGDC record sections, yet only the data
producers have the information needed to populate sections
such as data quality and lineage.

•

Even if metadata exists, the metadata information is often
asynchronous with the data (e.g., the metadata may not have
been updated to reflect format or datum change) or the
metadata may simply be incorrect.

•

Since the original FGDC standard was a content standard for
which no standard encoding was defined; existing metadata
commonly requires some degree of structural normalization
in order for the metadata to be interoperable with a
repository (the ISO 19139 standard for encoding geospatial
metadata is intended to address this challenge). [6]

•

The FGDC standard, while extensive, does not provide
container spaces for the added technical and administrative
metadata elements needed for archival processes. Examples
of metadata not supported by the standard include: data of
data acquisition by the archive, rights of the archive vis-à-vis
the data, plans for future transfers, technical information
about method of transfer, and method of assuring integrity of
the data.

3.7 Absence of Content Packaging
Geospatial data is characterized by complex, multi-file formats. In
addition, datasets are often accompanied by metadata and
ancillary documentation or data files which need to be bundled
with the core dataset files. Furthermore, archival technical or
administrative metadata elements not accommodated by FGDC
records, such as non-producer rights information, must be
bundled up with the data in some other way. Content packaging
standards such as METS (digital library), MPEG-21 DIDL

3.4 Loss of Semantic Information
Heterogeneous approaches to dataset naming, attribute naming,
and attribute classification schemes create both short- and longterm barriers to understanding and use of content. While good
metadata can make it possible to interpret these components, such
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minimize negative impacts on statewide efforts to coordinate data
acquisition efforts (the “first, do no harm principle”). The project
has proceeded on a two-track data acquisition approach that
divided data sources into two groups: “low friction” and “high
friction.” Data has been acquired more aggressively in low
friction situations where there were few or no technical or legal
barriers to acquisition and where data could be acquired at
minimal cost. In the meantime, NCGDAP has worked to support
a variety of partnership efforts focused on increasing the number
of “low friction” situations through the development of content
exchange networks and the cultivation of open data sharing
arrangements.

(multimedia), IMS CP (learning technologies), and XFDU (space
data) have emerged in other information communities, yet the
geospatial industry has not adopted a standard content packaging
scheme.
Ancillary files include metadata records, data dictionaries,
additional data documentation, legend files, data licenses,
disclaimers, and associated images. In many cases an individual
ancillary file will be shared by many or all datasets in a given
collection, creating the requirement that the ancillary files either be
replicated for bundling with individual datasets or referenced
separately through a persistent access mechanism.

As a consequence of NCGDAP outreach and engagement with the
data community, new geospatial data preservation initiatives have
begun under the leadership of key stakeholders within the data
community, with NCSU Libraries continuing to support these
efforts in an advisory and catalytic capacity. It is expected that
these efforts will be closely aligned with the most immediate
business needs of those stakeholders, with the “who, what, where,
why, and how” of data archiving being addressed in very practical
terms and in a manner that is designed to maximize the likelihood
of active participation of the data custodian community in the
preservation effort.

4. NORTH CAROLINA PARTNERSHIPS
The North Carolina Geospatial Data Archiving Project (NCGDAP)
builds on earlier efforts by North Carolina State University
(NCSU) Libraries, beginning in the year 2000, to acquire and
preserve state and local geospatial data. That early effort began in
response to rising user demand for emerging local data and a
growing sense of long-term risk to this newly emerging content.
The challenge of scalability in terms of engaging and archiving
content from well over 100 local agencies cultivated an
understanding of the need for an infrastructure-based approach to
archive development. It became clear that a preservation effort
could only scale by building from existing geospatial data
infrastructures that are evolving under the auspices of the National
Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI), National Geospatial Programs
Office (NGPO), Federal Geographic Data Committee, and
Geospatial One-Stop (GOS).

4.2 NC GICC Archival and Long-Term
Access Archival Committee
A key outcome of NCGDAP outreach efforts within the state was
the formation of the Archival and Long Term Access ad hoc
Committee, which was established by the North Carolina
Geographic Information Coordinating Council (GICC) in
November, 2007 subsequent to the adoption of GICC Data
Sharing Guidelines earlier in the same year. Recommendation
number eight in the Data Sharing Guidelines report included an
action on long-term access to geospatial data. Specifically, the
report recommended that “Data producers evaluate and publish
their long term access, retention, and archival strategies for
historic data.” [9] At the GICC meeting in which the Data
Sharing Report was presented it was noted that the strong interest
in archival and long term access guidelines indicated that more
clarification and guidance was needed, resulting in formation of
an ad hoc Committee that included representatives from state,
local, and federal agencies, as well as representatives from NCSU
Libraries and State Archives. A draft report was reviewed and
discussed by state and local agencies, with a final revised report
submitted to the GICC in November 2008. [10]

4.1 North Carolina Geospatial Data Archiving
Project
In 2004 the NCSU Libraries and the NC Center for Geographic
Information & Analysis entered into an agreement with the Library
of Congress to pursue preservation of state and local digital
geospatial data as part of the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP). [7] NCGDAP
is helping to inform development of a national digital preservation
infrastructure through a “learning by doing” approach focused on
identifying, acquiring, and preserving content within the context of
the NC OneMap spatial data infrastructure initiative and its
framework of partnerships with state, local, and federal agencies.
[8] As a component of the National Map, NC OneMap provides
an opportunity to engage content through traditional distribution
channels as well as through emerging web services based modes of
access. The original project work plan was based on a three-year
performance period from October 2004 through September 2007
and has since been extended through March 2009.

Recommendations provided in the report were intended as a
beginning guide for initiating data retention and archiving
practices and were not intended to comprise a comprehensive set
of standards. Recommendations did not include the handling of
older archived data, such as data already saved to tape or CD, but
rather provided a “day forward” approach. A key organizing
principle of the committee work was that recommended practices
should not place an undue additional workload on state and local
GIS professionals. It was understood that retention strategies
should be easy to accomplish as part of the agencies’ normal
workflow, and that existing infrastructure should be employed as
much as possible.

NCGDAP was conceived as demonstration preservation experience
in which the archive being developed is not so much an end in
itself as it is a catalyst for discussion among the various elements
of spatial data infrastructure. That discussion, which includes
libraries and archives, is centered not just on preservation
processes and best practices but also on roles and responsibilities
of the various players in what the geospatial community.
Due to concerns within the data community about the volume of
requests that state and federal agencies as well as others were
imposing on local agencies, the project targeted only a subset of
available data while trying to maximize the learning experience,
catalyze a community discussion about data preservation, and

Key recommendations of the report included:
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•

The archiving schedule for geospatial data layers should be
based on frequency of data update as well as business drivers
identified by individual agencies. The report provided
specific starting point recommendations for frequency of
capture of key framework data layers.

•

Participation in the NC OneMap Inventory was strongly
recommended, and it was recommended that historic and
superseded data be included in the inventory process.

•

Online, networked storage of archival data was strongly
recommended, and maintenance of at minimum three copies
was recommended as an archival best practice.

•

Format recommendations were based on a preference for
publicly documented formats which are not proprietary, have
no intellectual property restrictions, and benefit from broad
support by software tools. The Shapefile format was
recommended as an archival format for vector data, while
GeoTIFF or TIFF (with world file) were recommended as the
retention formats for raster data. Compression of archival
data was not recommended.

content. Kentucky and Utah are acting as partners, with involvement
of state geospatial agencies as well as State Archives from each state.
NCSU Libraries is participating in the project in an advisory and
catalytic capacity.
GeoMAPP is exploring ways to expand the capabilities of state
governments to provide long-term access to geospatial data.
Geospatial and archival staff in the participating states are
working together to identify, preserve, and make available data
with ongoing research or other value. A key project component
involves the testing of geographically dispersed content-exchange
networks for the replication of state and local geospatial data
among agencies within states as well as transfers between states to
promote preservation and access. Project activity has included
structured facilitation, collaboration among the geospatial and archival
community, network building and outreach to other state partners and
stakeholder associations.
Key GeoMAPP activities to date have included:
•

Acquainting archives staff and geospatial agency staff with
the nature of each others work, organizations, and
technology.

Consistent file naming schemes that make the characteristics
of the data easily discernable from the name were
recommended.

•

Evaluating and putting into place data inventory processes.

•

•

Fully compliant FGDC metadata should be developed and
should accompany the data.

Appraising geospatial records and establishing records
retention schedules for geospatial data.

•

Identifying existing and potential flows of data within states.

•

Data custodians should make archived data readily available
to other agencies and the public.

•

Establishing procedures for routine transfer of data from
geospatial agencies to archives.

•

Periodic review of retention policies and as well as integrity
of archived data was recommended.

•

Investigating archiving challenges and requirements for
complex GIS projects.

•

Organizations should publicize geospatial records retention
schedules and archival practices online.

•

Developing the business case for preserving geospatial data.

•

Engaging key software vendors in discussions about
customer requirements related to archival data management.

•

The report also included recommendations to update the records
retention schedule for NC OneMap; develop the capacity and
expertise at the Archives and Records Section to guide
development of agency records retention schedules for geospatial
content; and develop a plan and implement steps at the Archives
and Records Section to handle ingest of geospatial content as
prescribed in emerging schedules. It was proposed that the plan
should evaluate various geospatial content harvesting and ingest
scenarios, including leveraging of the NC OneMap clearinghouse
and data work flow as a content transfer framework.

The GeoMAPP work plan is based on a two-year performance
period from November 2007 through December 2009.

5. SPATIAL DATA INFRASTRUCTURE’S
ROLE IN DATA PRESERVATION
Early data archiving efforts at NCSU had made clear the need to
engage existing spatial data infrastructure in the data preservation
challenge. Spatial data infrastructure, which incorporates local,
state, and federal government agencies as well as the private
sector, had already been focused on such issues as data standards,
best practices, data sharing agreements, metadata production and
harvesting, catalog development, and services integration.
However, archiving and preservation had not yet become an area
of focus in these efforts.

The report acknowledges that the geospatial community is at the
early stages of tackling the preservation problem and that the
provided recommendations are intended to be initial, practical
steps. The committee acknowledged that there are outstanding
issues related to geospatial data preservation that are not addressed,
or are only mentioned briefly, in the report and that an ongoing
effort and additional guidelines will be needed.

The primary manifestation of spatial data infrastructure in North
Carolina is NC OneMap, a combined state, federal, and local
initiative that is focused on allowing users to view geographic
data seamlessly across North Carolina, search for and download
data for use on their own GIS, view and query metadata, and
determine agency data holdings through an on-line data
inventory. Included in the NC OneMap vision statement is the
assertion that “Historic and temporal data will be maintained and
available.” [12] While primarily focused on access and content
standardization, NC OneMap has offered a means by which to

4.3 GeoMAPP NDIIPP Multistate Geospatial
Initiative
A second major outcome of NCGDAP has been the initiation of
the NDIIPP Geospatial Multistate Archiving and Preservation
Partnership (GeoMAPP) project. [11] Co-led by the North Carolina
Center for Geographic Information & Analysis and the North Carolina
State Archives, this project will demonstrate, learn, and report on
strategies to enable long term access and preservation of geospatial
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engage a large number of local agencies in the process of creating a
digital preservation network, and NC OneMap is also closely tied
to a national digital network through a series of connected
initiatives devoted to access, integration, and utilization of
geospatial data.

practices was: “Establish a policy and procedure for the
provision of access to historic data, especially for framework data
layers.”

5.3 Inventory processes
One of the biggest challenges in archive development is that of
determining what data is available in the hundreds of state and
local agencies that might be exist in any given state. Earlier
experience had shown that a content identification approach
based on individual contacts to agencies does not scale and also
threatens to damage the overall network by contributing to data
producer “contact fatigue”, blunting enthusiasm for local
participation in infrastructure-based approaches, such as formal
inventories. The information acquired in this manner is spotty,
subject to transcription errors, and quickly becomes outdated.
Formalized, comprehensive, routine inventory processes which
have been vetted by the data producers and stakeholders more
efficiently serve general industry data discovery and access needs
while also supporting archival efforts. An added benefit is that
inventory systems can produce basic metadata for documented
data resources.

NCGDAP, and now GeoMAPP, through their connections with
those initiatives, have been working to raise the profile of digital
preservation and long-term access as issues to be addressed in
these existing and emerging national geospatial networks. Spatial
data infrastructure components that can play a beneficial role in
archiving and preservation efforts include the following.

5.1 Content Exchange Networks
A major challenge in archive development has been to find a
sustainable and affordable way by which data from hundreds of
counties and municipalities could be transferred to an archival
setting. Data acquisition experience prior to the projects and
especially in the early stages of project work made it clear that an
infrastructure-based approach to data acquisition was needed in
order to reduce acquisition costs and remove technical, legal, and
financial barriers to data acquisition for the archive. Archiving
aside, pressure within the data community for an infrastructurebased approach to data transfer arose from increasing local agency
frustration with the volume of data requests received from state and
federal agencies and other organizations such as universities.
Formal, structured data exchange networks, even if developed for
other business reasons, support data archiving efforts by providing
a low cost and routine means to acquire data which is authentic and
well-documented, with clarified rights information.

Earlier North Carolina surveys of local agency data in 1997 and
2003 became quickly out of date and interest grew in the idea of
developing a survey process that could operate on a continuous
basis. In December 2004 the National States Geographic
Information Council (NSGIC) decided to take an “all states”
approach to the development of a survey instrument so that each
state need not develop it’s own process and tools, developing the
RAMONA (Random Access Metadata tool for Online National
Assessment) inventory tool. RAMONA’s primary purpose is to
track the status of GIS in U.S. state and local government, aiding
the planning and building of spatial data infrastructures.
RAMONA is designed to work in concert with the federal
Geospatial One-Stop (GOS) portal, a metadata clearinghouse
operated by the USGS National Geospatial Programs Office. In
2006 RAMONA was implemented within the state as the
inventory component of the NC OneMap Program. [13]

Against the background of increased local, state, and federal
collaboration on development of data sharing infrastructure, a
number of data sharing mechanisms are beginning to emerge.
Examples in North Carolina include the NC OneMap
clearinghouse, the NCStreetMap.com street data sharing network, a
digital orthoimagery “sneakernet” data sharing network, and a
planned network for sharing of land parcel data.

5.2 Data Sharing Agreements

5.4 Metadata Production

Data that is openly shared without any use restrictions or copyright
is much easier for archives to acquire, preserve, and make
accessible.
To promote open sharing of data the
Local/State/Regional/Federal Data Sharing ad hoc Committee was
created by the state geospatial coordinating council in February
2007 to study the problem of data sharing between government
agencies and to develop specific recommendations that address the
concerns of local, regional, state, and federal government agencies.
A final report was completed in November 2007, with
recommendations focusing on:
•

Fostering partnership development across all organizations
and levels of government.

•

Avoiding wasteful duplication of effort.

•

Optimizing the use of technical infrastructure to address
business needs for information exchange.

•

Ensuring effective and economical leveraging of geospatial
resources for public benefit.

Given the cost of processing heterogeneous metadata resources,
the key to achieving efficient and cost effective handling of
metadata may lie in the development of formalized content
exchange networks and data infrastructures in which the metadata
is tightly bound to the data and flows within a standard
framework that ensures metadata currency and authenticity while
also promoting consistency in structure and content. Recently
developed and emerging data inventories and networks are
beginning to help meet these needs. Specific, recent operational
examples of such infrastructure include:

A set of core practices were suggested to help data producers and
content providers meet the intended goals for solving the issues
with statewide data sharing. Included in that set of recommended

•

The NC GIS Inventory, using RAMONA, which facilitates
easy creation of at least minimal metadata by creating a
metadata starter block that results from inventory
submissions.

•

NC OneMap metadata templates for key framework data
layers, which promote consistency both in content and
structure of metadata.

•

NCStreetmap, the new centerline data distribution system,
which allows for at least minimum metadata to pass through
the network in such a manner that the authenticity of the
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information is assured and that the structure of the data is
suitable for automated ingest processes.
Through metadata outreach, NC OneMap assists data providers in
the construction of useful metadata documentation for common
geospatial datasets and supports implementation of the FGDC
metadata standard.

•

There is significant local agency interest in resurrecting old
analog maps for use in the digital environment. This interest
creates a point of engagement and dialog around the issue of
preserving current geospatial data for use in future historical
analyses.

•

The true counterpart to the old, preserved map is not the
current GIS dataset but rather the cartographic representation
that builds on that data. The representation is the result of a
collection of intellectual choices and application of current
methods with regard to symbolization, classification, data
modeling, and annotation. These representations typically
occur in a complex proprietary project file format (difficult
to preserve) or in an ephemeral web services interaction.
Increasingly PDF is providing an option for static
representations.

•

Important data community documents such as inventories,
standards, and policy or best practices documents must
themselves be archived; in more than one case inventory
information that had been retired from agency websites was
retrieved from the Internet Archive.

•

Three-dimensional information is becoming an increasingly
important component of geospatial data, and some degree of
convergence between the geospatial technology and
Building Information Modeling (BIM) is occurring.

•

Place-based information, which is geo-located but not
necessarily map-like in nature, is becoming an increasingly
important component of the geospatial industry, with special
importance in social networking, location-based services,
and mobile applications.

5.5 Content standards
The wide range of approaches to dataset naming, attribute naming,
and attribute classification creates both short- and long-term
barriers to understanding and use of content. Naming and coding
inconsistencies complicate the process of data sharing even in the
context of present day use. “Framework data” content standards
provide some hope for improved consistency in the content and
structure of geospatial data. [14]

5.6 State or national archives as part of spatial
data infrastructure
State archives are an existing source of expertise and
organizational capacity for digital archiving within the realm of
state government. In addition to having a formal role in
development of a central archive, state archives already conduct
local records outreach and lead the definition of records retention
practices across the state. A key outcome of the NCGDAP effort
has been for the State Archives to become an integral part of the
spatial data infrastructure of the state. After collaborating
informally in NCGDAP project work, State Archives became colead in the GeoMAPP project and is now assuming a more direct
role in the data archiving effort.

6. PROJECT FINDINGS TO DATE

6.2 Technical Challenges

A key objective of both NCGDAP and GeoMAPP has been to
maximize the learning experience arising from the projects in order
to help inform a broader community discussion about geospatial
data preservation and to provide insight to Library of Congress in
the context of their effort to cultivate a national digital preservation
infrastructure. Key project learning experiences fall into the
general categories of: understanding the evolving content domain,
handling technical challenges, engaging spatial data infrastructure,
and engaging industry.

It was understood at the outset that geospatial data involves
complex multi-file, multi-format content and is increasingly prone
to be delivered by web services or to exist in spatial databases. In
terms of addressing the technical challenges associated with
geospatial data, a number of learning experiences have emerged
in the course of the project, including:

6.1 Understanding an Evolving Content
Domain
The geospatial data domain involves a complex mix of both data
and services. In terms of understanding the evolving geospatial
content domain, a number of learning experiences have emerged in
the course of the project, including:
•

PDF has emerged as a significant geospatial format. The
ability of PDF to capture and preserve elements of
cartographic representation makes it a powerful tool for
capturing finished output in a way that the underlying datasets
cannot. Much underlying data intelligence is lost, but not to
the extent that is the case with image snapshots. Complex
PDF documents, including those in the GeoPDF format,
present new preservation challenges of their own. GeoPDF
entered into the OGC (Open Geospatial Consortium) open
standards process in September 2008 and was voted into the
status of an OGC Best Practice in February 2009.

•

To the extent that geospatial metadata is available, it
commonly needs to be synchronized to match the dataset at
hand, normalized to a standard structure, and remediated to
support discoverability via key fields.

•

Mapping descriptive, technical, and administrative metadata
elements to a single repository ingest spoke helped to refine
the thinking about what discrete elements should be
maintained within the project. The collective experiences of
specific repository software communities, as represented in
default metadata schemas, can help to shape metadata
approaches.
It is possible that mapping to multiple
repository ingest environments would help to evolve more
robust metadata.

•

While digital repository software such as that employed in
the digital library community tends to distill digital content
into discrete “items”, much geospatial data is easier to keep
intact when managed as collections in either a file system or
database due to the existence of interrelated and shared
components within the collections.
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•

That sector comprises a major customer base that is well
positioned to carry the data preservation discussion forward.

Spatial databases may require a three-pronged approach that
involves: managing the content forward within the database
over time, occasionally replicating the database in its entirety
as an archival snapshot, and extracting individual database
components (e.g., data layers) into easily preserved formats.

7. FUTURE WORK
Specific areas of opportunity for research and industry
engagement in the area of geospatial data preservation include:

6.3 Engaging Spatial Data Infrastructure
At the outset it was understood that an infrastructure-based
approach was needed to address preservation of geospatial data
given the size and complexity of data resources and given the
diffusion of production points at the state and local level. In terms
of understanding the role that spatial data infrastructure might play
in preservation, a number of learning experiences have emerged in
the course of the project, including:
•

Formal, structured data exchange networks, even if developed
for other business reasons, support data archiving efforts by
providing a low cost and routine means to acquire data which
is authentic and well-documented, with clarified rights.

•

The path to digital preservation may lead through other more
compelling business problems. There is a significant overlap
between the conjoined problems of business continuity and
disaster preparedness and the lower priority problem of digital
preservation.

•

Regional efforts, for example at the Council of Government
level, serve as building blocks for statewide infrastructure and
provide diverse test bed environments for network
development.

•

State Archives and State Libraries have the potential to serve
as significant components of state data infrastructures. Local
records outreach and retention schedule processes serve as
existing infrastructure which might be leveraged into
geospatial data management.

•

In the data archiving project work, the process of working
with the data community on developing, refining, and then
executing a survey on current data retention practices helped
to socialize the problem of data preservation more than any
other outreach mechanism employed.

•

Data is more likely to survive if users are made aware of the
data’s existence and the data is being actively sought and
used.

•

Commercial software and data providers make business
decisions in response to customer problems, and will respond
to temporal data management and data preservation needs to
degree that they become pronounced customer problems. The
defense and intelligence sector is very much concerned with
maintenance of temporal data and depends upon the use of
open formats in the development of multi-agency systems.

•

Development of mechanisms for large scale data transfers
and distributed archive management provides opportunities
to collaborate with the grid computing community.

•

Improvement of methods for incorporating temporal and
historical data in data discovery and access environments.

•

Exploration of possible approaches for managing and
retaining temporal content and context within web servicesbased decision support environments.

•

Investigation of the implications of emergent geospatial PDF
content for long-term preservation, especially for retention of
complex documents and representations.

•

Exploration of preservation issues related to emergent placebased, non-spatial information resources.

•

Exploration of established and emerging digital library
technologies such as METS, PREMIS, and OAI-ORE in
connection with geospatial data preservation

Working within the context of existing spatial data infrastructure
has made it possible to achieve a deep level of engagement with
the community of geospatial data communities and custodians on
the issue of data archiving and preservation.
Archive
development approaches that focus on leveraging existing data
infrastructures promise to lower the costs for archive development
over the longer term. Continued work through new partnerships
such as GeoMAPP and the GICC Archival and Long-Term
Access committee promise to deepen the level of direct
involvement of the geospatial data producer and custodian
community in the data preservation effort.

There is a degree to which one might consider the geospatial
industry to be to some extent “temporally-impaired.” In terms of
understanding how to engage the geospatial community, both data
producers and users, in the preservation challenge, a number of
learning experiences have emerged in the course of the project,
including:
Promotion of temporal analysis opportunities and
requirements indirectly promotes data preservation by
cultivating demand for older data.

Engagement with standards organizations on issues such as
content packaging and archival data profiles (an OGC Data
Preservation Working Group was formed in December 2006
as an outcome of collaboration of NCGDAP with the U.S.
National Archives and Records Administration, and the
University of Edinburgh).

8. CONCLUSION

6.4 Engaging Industry

•

•

From the start the intent of the project work has been to catalyze
discussion about data preservation and archiving within the data
producer and custodian community and to engage spatial data
infrastructure in this effort. The path to sustainability for this
effort is seen to involve making data archiving part of the
lifecycle process of the data. The key is to leverage existing
infrastructure which could come to encompass data archiving and
temporal data management functions without the need for
prohibitively expensive additional investments.
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ABSTRACT

This presentation attempt to describe barriers to access such as
technology, political, social and professional considered as
hindrance in the access to Indian Cultural Heritage material.
Lack of proper policy guidelines especially on copyright issues
and intellectual property rights concerning both cultural
Heritage materials in original as well as in digital form is an
obstacle. Open access initiatives worldwide are advocating
access to even current information. Cultural Heritage belongs
to the humanity world wide, therefore, demand access to all.
Above are issues, which may not be solved at individual level or
institutional level.
These issues may require debate,
deliberations and formulation of policy framework at the
highest level.

It is estimated that India possesses more than five million
manuscripts on varied subjects lying scattered or fragmented in
India and foreign collections. This invaluable and unique pool
of knowledge is under threat. Recognizing the need to
encompass and preserve this knowledge resource and to make
these accessible to scholars and researchers, Kala Nidhi
Division of Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts
(IGNCA) initiated, microfilming of manuscripts programme of
private and public institutions in 1989. IGNCA has, so far,
microfilmed over 250000 manuscripts in 20,600 microfilm rolls,
out of that 14,400 rolls have been digitized. National Mission
for Manuscripts (NMM) established in February 2003 seeks to
unearth and preserve the vast manuscript wealth of India. The
digitization of over 25000 manuscripts under NMM, IGNCA
and also under project mode by Cultural Informatics Laboratory
(CIL), IGNCA makes largest repository of copies of
manuscripts at IGNCA. Besides, IGNCA is also having an
unique collection of 2500 rare books, about 1,0,5000 slides,
2000 paintings, 3000 photographs, more than 3000 hours of
video recordings, art objects, 10 personal collections of eminent
scholars such as Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterjee, Prof. Hazari
Prasad Dwivedi, Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan and Prof. Maheswar
Neog, photo documentation work on Rock Art, and various
museums in India etc. Many of these collections such as rare
books, photographs etc are well covered and some are not
covered under copyright laws. However, there are issues such
as ownership rights, permission rights and access rights etc,
which do not allow open access to these collections. As per the
existing arrangements, consultation to all collections at IGNCA
is allowed to all, 25% copies of the material are also allowed on
cost basis. However, to get a copy of the material, user need to
approach the concerned library (from where the copies have
been obtained) to seek permission.

Keywords
Barriers to Access; Copyright-cultural heritage; Indian Cultural
Heritage; Digital Preservation-legal issues, IGNCA

1. INTRODUCTION
The term Cultural Heritage denotes all kind of archival material
related with cultural traditions of various civilizations of the
world. It refers to knowledge created by the people associated
with Art, Culture and allied areas. Cultural Heritage may be
classified as Tangible Cultural Heritage and Intangible Cultural
Heritage. Tangible Cultural Heritage may be further divided as
moveable, immoveable and natural heritage.
Moveable
Heritage includes work of arts, books, manuscripts, artifacts, art
objects, artwork etc. Immoveable Heritage refers architecture,
monuments, archeological sites and buildings of historical
significance. Natural Heritage may include the record of the
countryside, natural environment, flora and fauna, forests, etc.
According to the 2003 UNESCO Convention for the
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage, the intangible
cultural heritage (ICH) – or living heritage – is the mainspring
of our cultural diversity and its maintenance a guarantee for
continuing creativity. Oral traditions and expressions including
language as a vehicle of the intangible cultural heritage;
Performing arts (such as traditional music, dance and theatre);
Social practices, rituals and festive events; Knowledge and
practices concerning nature and the universe; Traditional
craftsmanship; water management, tradition healings. Intangible
Heritage includes those knowledge resources, which are not
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formally documented and may not be available in form of a
material. Government of India has ratified the UNESCO
Convention for safeguarding of intangible cultural heritage. It
also agreed to contribute to the "Fund for the Safeguarding of
the Intangible Cultural Heritage" at least every two years.

city like Kolkata, it is estimated to have over 200000
manuscripts and Rare Books.

2. INDIAN CULTURAL HERITAGE

The Rampur Raza Library http://razalibrary.org/

The glorious past of Indian culture lies in ancient manuscripts.
These are the basic historical evidence and have great research
value, which led to recognize its need and importance
internationally. It is estimated that India possesses more than
five million manuscripts, making her the largest repository of
manuscript wealth in the world. They are written on different
kinds of material like birch bark, palm leaf, cloth and paper.
These manuscripts are in the custody of different institutions
like libraries, museum, mutts and individuals.

The Asiatic Society of Bombay, Mumbai

Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Public Library, Patna
http://kblibrary.bih.nic.in/

http://www.asiaticsociety.org/
The Asiatic Society, Kolkata http://www.asiaticsocietycal.com/
A large amount of intangible cultural heritage is lying scattered
with many individuals and institutions. Keeping this in view, in
year 2006 Ministry of Culture, Government of India announced
launch of a National Mission on Intangible Cultural Heritage with
Indira Gandhi National Centre for Arts as nodal Agency. However
mission is still in files only as after this announcement, IGNCA is
still waiting for funds and other necessary instructions from the
government of India.

3.

The ownership rights of copyright holders in case of tangible
cultural heritage materials except Indian ancient manuscripts are
well covered in Indian copyright act 1957 as amended in 1995.
The explanations for such works as given in above act is as
given below:

An estimate of heritage wealth of India is as under:
Table 1. Heritage Wealth of India
Total number of manuscripts in
India

5,000,0000

Indian manuscripts available in
European countries

60,000

Indian manuscripts in South
Asia and Asian countries

1,50,000

Number
of
manuscripts
recorded in catalogue

1,000,0000(approx.)

Percentage of manuscripts
recorded in catalogue

67%

Other Indian languages

25%

Arabic/Persian/Tibetan

8%

THE COPYRIGHT ACT 1957 AND
CULTURAL HERITAGE

•

Work of architecture means any building of structure
having as artistic character or design, or any model for
such building or structure;

•

Artistic work: a painting, a sculpture, drawing (including a
diagram, map, chart or plan), an engraving or a
photograph, whether or not any such work possesses
artistic quality

•

A work of architecture and any other work of artistic
craftsmanship.

•

Cinematograph film means any work of visual recording
on any medium produced through a process from which a
moving image may be produced by any means and
includes a sound recording accompanying such visual
recording and cinematograph shall be construed as
including any work produced by any process analogous to
cinematography including video films.

•

Engravings include etchings, lithographs, woodcuts, prints
and other similar works, not being photographs.

•

Musical work means a work consisting of music and
includes any graphical notation of such work but does not
include any words or any action intended to be sung,
spoken or performed with the music.

•

Photograph includes photolithograph and any work
produced by any process analogous to photography but
does not include any part of a cinematograph film.

•

Plate includes any stereotype or other plate, stone, block,
mould, matrix, transfer, negative duplicating equipment or
other device used or intended to be used for printing or

Source:http://asiaitsummit.nic.in/digitisation.pdf

Though our ancestors had tried to preserve these manuscripts,
thousands of such valued unpublished Indian manuscripts on
varied subjects are lying scattered or fragmented in India and
foreign collections and some of these are no longer accessible to
research scholars. This invaluable and unique pool of
knowledge is under threat and manuscripts are disappearing at
an alarming rate.
Apart from IGNCA, Asiatic Society at Kolkata, Mumbai,
Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Public Library at Patna, Rampur Raza
Library at Rampur are institutions of national importance in
possession of great Indian cultural knowledge resources. In a
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reproducing copies of any work, and any matrix or other
appliance by which sound recording for the acoustic
presentation of the work are or are intended to be made.
•

which the building or structure was originally constructed.
Provided that the original construction was made with the
consent or licence of the owner of the copyright in such
drawings and plans.

Sound recording means a recording of sounds from which
such sounds may be produced regardless of the medium on
which such recording is the method by which the sounds
are produced.

3.1

4.

Ownership of copyright as given in
Copyright Act 1957

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
ACT 2000 VIS-À-VIS DIGITAL
PRESERVATION AND ACCESS TO
DIGITAL INDIAN CULTURAL
HERITAGE

First owner of copyright:- subject to the provisions of the Act,
the author of a work shall be the first owner of the copyright
therein; In the case of a photograph taken, or a painting or
portrait drawn or an engraving or a cinematograph film made,
for valuable consideration at the instance of any person such
person shall in the absence of any agreement to the contrary, be
the first owner of the copyright therein.

Indian IT Act 2000 does not cover issues concerning digital
preservation and access to Indian cultural heritage. There is a
brief mention about “access”, “information”, “electronic record”
etc but all in different context and connotations. Some of the
terms as define in above act are as given below:

3.2

(a) "Access" with its grammatical variations and cognate
expressions means gaining entry into, instructing or
communicating with the logical, arithmetical, or memory
function resources of a computer, computer system or computer
network;

(1) In this Act, unless the context otherwise requires, —

Term of Copyright as per Copy Right
Act 1957

Term of copyright in published literary, dramatic, musical and
artistic works:- Except as otherwise hereinafter provided,
copyright shall subsist in any literary, dramatic, musical or
artistic work( other than a photograph) published within the
lifetime of the author until sixty years from the beginning of the
calendar year next following the year in which the author dies.
•

(r) "Electronic form" with reference to information means any
information generated, sent, received or stored in media,
magnetic, optical, computer memory, microfilm, computer
generated microfiche or similar device;

The making of sound recordings in respect of any literary,
dramatic or musical work, if
o

o

(t) "Electronic record" means data, record or data generated,
image or sound stored, received or sent in an electronic form or
microfilm or computer generated microfiche;

Sound recordings of that work have been made by or
with the licence or consent of the owner of the right in
the work.

(v) "Information" includes data, text, images, sound, voice,
codes, computer programmes, Software and databases or
microfilm or computer generated microfiche:

The person making the sound recordings has been
given a notice of his intention to make the sound
recordings, has provided copies of all covers or labels
with which the sound recordings are to be sold, and
has paid in the prescribed manner to the owner of
right in the work royalties in respect of all such sound
recordings to be made by him, at the rate fixed by the
copyright Board in this behalf.

•

The making or publishing of a painting, drawing,
engraving or photographs of a work of architecture or the
display of a work of architecture.

•

The making or publishing of a painting, drawing,
engraving or photograph of a sculpture, or other artistic
work falling under sub-clause (iii) of clause (c) of section 2
if such work is permanently situate in the public place or
any premises to which the public has access.

•

The inclusion in a cinematograph film of: -Any artistic
work permanently situate in a public place or any premises
to which the public has access; or Any other artistic work,
if such inclusion is only by way of background or is
otherwise incidental to the principal matters represented in
the film;

•

The reconstruction of a building or structure in accordance
with the architectural drawings or plans by reference to

5.

DIGITAL
PRESERVATIONLEGAL ISSUES

Copyright protects the rights of copyright owner. There is a
relationship between preservation and access in both the
traditional and digital forms. Copyright provides safeguard to
protect the original work from copying and reproduction.
Digitization deals with conversion of material from print or nonprint to digital form. So, it may be termed as reproduction of the
original work. Digital preservation deals with issues concerning
“refreshing”, “migration” and “emulation” of contents from one
form to other or one media to other. This copying process has
raised many legal issues. Both copyright Act 1957 and Indian IT
act 2000 are silent on these emerging issues. It needs to have a
fresh look and strategy to deal with issues concerning digital
preservation.
Many countries have legal deposit acts for digital material.
Books Delivery Act, which has provisions of deposition of
books at National Library of Kolkata and Delhi Public Library,
New Delhi also needs a revision. A new act as per present
demands, which may cover both the provisions of Books and
Digital Deposits, is required soon. It may demand a fresh look at
Indian Copyright Act and IT Act also. The legislation for
deposit of digital material may help in protection of IPR and
related rights.
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6.

BARRIERS
TO
ACCESS
CULTURAL HERITAGE

TO

6.1.1

The lack of basic infrastructure with many cultural institutions
in India is well known fact. Infrastructure such as telephone,
computers, Internet, Intranet, digital technology, availability of
trained IT manpower is still beyond the reach of many Cultural
Institutions in India. Hence the digital divided is increasing.

Cultural Heritage in India is unique, vulnerable and voluminous.
The benefits of Cultural Heritage, traditional knowledge and
monuments etc are not shared equally amongst all. Our Cultural
Heritage should be accessible not just to eminent class of
scholars but also to everyone whomsoever wants to use it.
Some of the key issues regarding access to Cultural Heritage are
as given below:
1.

Collect, store and organize for long term preservation

2.

Select, digitize, organize and validate content to
create an effective archiving system for users.

3.

It should be accessible to all users, irrespective
of the technology they use or their disabilities,
including navigation, content, and interactive
elements.

4.

Access systems should be user-centered, as per
the needs of users, relevance and ease of use.

5.

It should take care of multi-linguality. Access in
more than one language should be provided.

6.

It should use interoperable systems within
cultural networks to enable users to easily locate
the content and services that meet their needs.

Lack of basic infrastructure

6.1.2

Lack of technological vision

Recent years a number of initiatives have been taken up for
introduction of IT applications at various cultural institutions.
A number of digitization projects initiated with financial
support from Ministry of Information and Communication
technologies and Ministry of Culture have resulted in
digitization of manuscripts and other various cultural knowledge
resources such as manuscripts, photographs, paintings, and
audio video material at various institutions. Some of the
digitization work has also been undertaken by Institute
themselves for example IGNCA etc. Some institutes have
digitized the material with the help of National Informatics
Centre, C-DAC etc and with the funding support from Ministry
of Information and Communication Technology and other
funding agencies. However, most of this digitized material is
lying in form of CD/DVDs or file server. There is no
technological vision for access to this material. There is no
comprehensive plan or guidelines prepared by any institution in
relation to following objectives:o

Digital preservation

Copyright, ownership rights and other legal
issues should be clearly defined and protected.

o

Digital Archiving

o

Digital repository.

There are certain initiatives for preservation of Cultural Heritage
but access to Cultural Heritage is remain restricted within
certain group or groups of elite class. Most Indian cultural
heritage is hard to access. The rules of various libraries,
museums and archives pertaining access to such material are
harder for users who are not either graduate students or faculty.
It is difficult even for students and faculty. Non-availability of
catalogue, proper organization of material, closed access, and
bad physical condition of such material are common barriers in
access to such resources in all institutions in India.

o

Meta data Standard

7.

6.1.3

Incompatibility of metadata standards to describe cultural
heritage objects, and lack of other standards for the cultural
heritage sector are some of the barriers to access to Indian
cultural heritage.

6.1.4

Lack of digital archiving software

India is considered as IT super power, however, Library
Automation and digital library initiatives in India do not
supported by good quality softwares.

The Museums and other Cultural Institutions in India are in a
dilemma of dissemination and access to the Cultural material
available with them. Many of these institutions even do not have
proper storage space for the material available with them. The
majority of cultural heritage material available with them is still
not catalogued. Digitization has been started by some of these
Institutions, however access to digitized material is still a
dream.

6.2

Economic barriers

Without adequate financial resources neither Cultural Heritage
can be preserved nor access can be provided. Unlike resources
in science and technology, it is expected that access to resources
in the field of Cultural Heritage should be made free of charges.
However, there is cost involved in it. This cost need to be taken
care by either Government or other stakeholders. Therefore,
appropriate funds are required for making provisions for faster
access to cultural heritage resources. But situation is otherwise
as Art and Humanities is not a priority sector and is not having
sufficient budget available for preservation and access to
cultural resources.

There are many barriers in free and fair access of Indian
Cultural Heritage not only to common people but also to the
scholarly community. Some of such barriers to access to Indian
Cultural Heritage are discussed below: -

6.1

International standards

Technological barriers

Technological acts both as a barrier as well as a catalyst in
enhancement of access to information and knowledge. It also
helps in the preservation of Cultural Heritage. How technology
is a barrier in access to information is discussed below:
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6.3

Language barriers

archives of the Centre. The archives are enriched by personal
collection, ethnographic collections documentation and cultural
exchange. Many scholars, artists and art enthusiasts, over the
last decades, have carefully and dedicatedly collected materials
of their interest ranging from literature and personal histories,
recitation, painting, music to folklore and tribal arts. Some of
these rare collections of ethnography and audio/visual
documentation of old masters and rare arts forms have been
acquired by the archives. Ethnographic collections constitute
core collections consisting of originals, reproductions and
reprographic formats used as basic resource material in the
projects of lifestyle studies. In-house documentation includes
video and film documentations of various events of the Centre.
Emphasis is also given to researched audio and video
documentation in various studies sponsored by the Centre. A
major collection of the archives comprises cultural material
obtained through cultural exchange and research in area studies.
The archival collections are conserved, documented and made
available for the purposes of research and dissemination.

India is a country with many languages and scripts. The cultural
heritage material particularly manuscripts are available in
different languages and scripts. There are 18 official recognized
languages in India. There are more than 400 different languages
exist in India. About 50 different languages are being taught in
schools in India. India has Newspapers in 87 different
languages, Radio programmes in 71, and films in 15 languages.
The scholars are not available to read and translate many ancient
languages & scripts. So language is a barrier to access to Indian
Cultural Heritage material. Many inscriptions available in India
are still not being translated.

6.4

Technological obsolescence

Many of the audiovisual cultural heritage material are still not
integrated into traditional library activities. Old gramophones,
spool tapes, VHS & many more old form of audio visual
material is facing problem of technological obsolescence as
players for many of these equipments are not available.
Conversion of these materials into new form of multimedia
technologies is very expensive. The digital version of such
material also requires large storage space. Multimedia
technologies are also facing problem of current technological
obsolescence as technologies are changing at very faster pace.

7.

Some of the IGNCA collections and various issues concerning
copyright, ownership rights and permission rights are discussed
below:

7.1

Rare books

Rare books are crowning jewels of any library and the
illustrations in these add to its antiquity. IGNCA has a good
collection of 2500 rare books, some more than 200 years old.
IGNCA is making all efforts to identify such books that are held
by a large number of institutions and individuals all over the
country, to further develop this important collection. All these
books are out of copyright as per copyright Act 1957.

CULTURE HERITAGE AT IGNCA

The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA),
established in 1987 as an autonomous institution encompassing
the study and experience of all forms of the arts-each from with
its own integrity, yet within a dimension of mutual view of the
arts, integrated with, and essential to the large matrix of human
culture. The IGNCA's view of the arts encompasses a wide area
of studies, such as creative and critical literature, written and
oral; the visual arts, ranging from architecture, sculpture,
paintings and graphics to general material culture; photography
and film; the performing arts of music, dance and theatre in
their broadcast connotation; and all else in festivals, fairs and in
lifestyles that has an artistic dimension. It is on the Centre's
agenda to explore, study and revive the dialogue between India
and her neighbors, especially in the South and South East Asia,
in areas pertaining to the arts. The uniqueness of the IGNCA's
approach to the arts lies in the fact that it does not segregate the
folk and classic, the oral and the aural, the written and the
spoken and the old and the modern. Here the emphasis is on the
connectivity and the continuity between the various fields that
ultimately relate human-to human and human-to-nature. The
IGNCA manifests its academic and research work in its
publications, international and national seminars, conferences,
exhibitions and lecture series. The schools and other education
institutions are within the focus of the outreach programme of
the IGNCA. Government of India has designated IGNCA as the
model agency for all matters relating to the settings up a
national data bank on arts, humanities and cultural heritage.

7.2

Personal collections

Another unique feature of the Kala Nidhi reference library is the
holding of personal collections of eminent scholars and artists.
Already 10 such personalities such as Dr. Suniti Kumar
Chatterjee, Prof. Hazari Prasad Dwivedi, Dr. Kapila Vatsyayan
and Prof. Maheswar Neog etc. have gifted their personal
collections, which they had collected painstakingly over a
period of time, to the library. These collections have helped to
enrich the reference library substantially. Copyright Issues dealt
as per copyright Act 1957.

7.3

Cultural Archives collections

The Cultural Archives focuses on the collection, classification
and cataloguing of personal collections of scholars/artists who
have devoted a life time in collecting materials pertaining to
their fields of interest or discipline. It consists of more than 36
personal collections of eminent scholars in the field of
photography, music, paintings, video recording of some living
legends, slides, masks, artifacts, sculpture, art objects, and
textiles etc. Some of these are as listed below:
7.3.1.

Kala Nidhi Division of the IGNCA is a National Information
System and a Data Bank of the arts, humanities, and cultural
heritage with a fully supported reference library of multimedia
collections. It has a large collection of primary and secondary
material in the broad areas of humanities and the arts. Material
relating to different genres in the original and in the other forms
of copies is collected, classified and catalogued in the cultural

Sahitaya (Literature)

•Dr. R.C.Rangra collection –41 audio collections
•Voice of Tagore collection – 20 audio spools
•Akhilesh Mittal collection – 21 audio spools
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7.3.2

Vastu Silpa (Architecture)

•Lance Dane collection 998 art objects.

7.3.7

•Benoy Behl collection – 675 colour slides (35mm)

Some material such as photographs, music, paintings, slides,
artifacts are covered under copyright Act 1957. Some intangible
cultural heritage material has not been covered under copyright
laws. IGNCA has signed MOUs with most of these donors /
collectors and the terms and conditions of these MOUs are
guidelines for all reproduction. IGNCA has all rights for
display, reproduction for its own academic purpose, exhibitions,
reference of scholars at IGNCA, and publications.

•Shambunath Mitra collection – 15,189 black and white negatives

7.3.3

.Chayapata (Photographs)

•Raja Lala Deen Dayal collection –2700 glass plate negatives,
over 2700 contact prints, 200 original prints

7.3.8

•Henri Cariter- Bresson collection –107 black &White
photographs
•DRD Wadia collection – 8000 black &white prints, 4141 black
and white negatives (35and 12mm), 9 framed photographs, 39
equipment items and scrap books.
•David Ulrich collection – 25 black & white mounted prints
•Jyoti Bhatt and Raghava Kanerria collection – 50 mounted prints
•Snil Janah collection – 50 mounted prints
•Shambhu Saha collection – 61 Black & white un-mounted prints.
•Ashvin Mehta collection – 985 digital images, 15 colour
photographs, 10 black & white photographs

7.3.4.

Sangita (Music)

•S. Krishnaswami collection – 599 photographs, 1300 negatives,
784 black & white slides, 369 sketches
•S.Natarajan collection – 363 audio spools
•V.A.K.Ranga Rao collection – 608 music records (78 rpm)
•Ranganayaki Ayyengar collection – 57 music records
•Dr. S.Venkatesan collection – 116 music records (78 rpm)

7.3.5.

Other collections:-

•Elizbeth Brunner paintings – 1751 colour slides (35mm) , 852
paintings
•Coorg constumes and Jewellery – 43 pieces of jewellery and 2
sets of wedding costumes, and video cassette on coorgi
wedding.
•Abdul Majid Ansari collection – 9 clay surahis
•Prof. R.P.Mishra collection – 63 maps
•Ananda Coomaraswamy collection – 48 books, 1097 journals
115 letters, 703 music discs, 486 glass slides, 227 photographs
, ( more being added)
•UNESCO Posters – 44 colour plastified photographs
7.3.6

Masks

Total number of maks – approx. 1000
Digitized status all to be digitized.

Copyright Issues

Some of the terms and conditions of MOUs
Signed by IGNCA for acquisition of Personal
Photographic Collections

i. The copyright and all other rights in respect of the collection
are hereby transferred and assigned by the Depositor to the
IGNCA free from any claim, encumbrance, lien or charge
whatsoever.
ii. The Depositor hereby declares that the Depositor is the sole
and absolute owner of the collection to be supplied and
delivered to the IGNCA as provide in this agreement and that
the collection is free from any claim or ownership or
possession of the collection or reprographic copies thereof or
any right, title or interest in respect of the same or otherwise
relating thereto is hereafter made by any right, title or interest
in respect of the same or otherwise relating whatsoever, it
shall be the sole responsibility and liability of the Depositor
to settle such claim from time to time to save, defend and
deep harmless and indemnified the IGNCA from and against
all actions, causes, suits, proceedings, accounts, claims and
demands, whatsoever or otherwise which are IGNCA may
incur, sustain or suffer in consequence or by reason of the
supply and delivery by the Depositor of the collection to the
IGNCA as aforesaid and against all damages, costs, charges
and expenses and other sums of money incurred in respect
thereof. The Depositor shall give an undertaking and an
indemnity to the IGNCA in such form and in such manner as
may be required by the IGNCA in relation to the Agreement.
iii. The Depositor shall be given due acknowledgement
whenever reprographic copies of the photographic material
furnished by the Depositor are given out by the IGNCA for
reproduction in publications of scholarly work.
iv. The users will be allowed reference to the material from the
collection during specified hours of working days of the week
in the premises of IGNCA.
v. Subject to the provisions of the copyright act 1957 copies of
the photographic material from the collection shall be given
to the users on such terms and conditions as may from time to
time be prescribed by the rules and regulations made and the
proceedings held by the IGNCA for the purpose.
vi. Subject to the provisions of the copyright act 1957 copies of
the collection hereby supplied and delivered by the
Depositors shall not be given by the IGNCA in its entirely or
in substantial part thereof to any research institution, archives
or other similar organizations so as to give the collection the
status of an asset exclusive to the Trust.

Photographs are allowed
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vii. The Depositor shall not give any copies of the collection
hereby supplied and delivered IGNCA Trust to any person.

3

Maulana Abdul Kalam Azad Arabic & Persian 988
Research Institute, Tonk

4

Asiatic Society of Mumbai, Mumbai

7

5

Atomba Research Centre, Imphal

33

6

Bharat Kala Bhawan, Banaras Hindu University, 72
Varanasi

7

Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune

18572

8

Bharat Itihas Samsodhak Mandal, Pune

881

ii. The copyright of the donors work would vest during his
lifetime with him and thereafter with the legal inheritor of his
assets. However, IGNCA will be having all rights to make
use of donated material for access to users or its library and
also to outside scholars for academic and research activities.

9

Bombay University, Mumbai

9

11 Dr. U.V. Swaminathan Iyer Library, Chennai

3294

iii. The IGNCA shall not have the right to make commercial use
in any of the images given by the donor to IGNCA by
commercial use in meant the use of photo or any other
material in the collection for promoting any product or
Institutions or company there than IGNCA.

12 Government Museum, Alwar

1

iv. The IGNCA shall have the right to make copies of the
donor’s material for purpose of preservation of cataloguing
and dissemination for academic/research purposes.

15 Hijam Romani Singh Collection, Imphal

2

16 Juma Masjid Of Bombay Trust, Mumbai

141

v. The IGNCA shall have the right to display some of the
selected works in its website for users information.

17 Kamrupa Anusandhan Samiti, Guwahati

82

7.3.9

Some of the terms and conditions related
copyright and permission rights as per
MOUs signed by IGNCA for Gifted Digital
Collections

i. The donor shall have the right to see the consult his material
as per the rules and regulations of IGNCA and get digital
copies free of cost as an when desired by the donor for
academic or reference use.

7.4

10 Dhinachandra Singh Memorial Mss. Library, Imphal 273

13 Government Oriental Mss. Library & Research 46806
Centre, Chennai
14 Guru Sangolsem Kalidaman Singh Collection, Imphal 67

18 Keladi Museum and Historical Research Bureau, 111
Keladi

Manuscripts Collections

Recognizing the need to encompass and preserve this
knowledge resource and to make these accessible to scholars
and researchers, IGNCA in year 1989 has initiated the most
important manuscript-microfilming programme. The IGNCA
has approached many of the private and public institutions and
individuals who are in possession of valuable manuscripts
preferably in Sanskrit Language and has signed Memorandum
of Understanding with each of them for microfilming of their
manuscripts. The IGNCA has, so far, microfilmed over 250000
lakh manuscripts. Out of the total of over 20,600 microfilm
rolls, 17087 rolls have been digitized and 13803 rolls
duplicated. Some of the reprographic material of various
primary and secondary texts has also been obtained from many
foreign institutions including Bibliotheque Nationale (Paris),
Cambridge
University
Library
(Cambridge,
UK),
Staatsbibliothek (Berlin), INION (Russia), and Wellcome
Institute for the History of Medicine (London), and India Office
Library & Records (London).

Table 2.

Total
Mss.

1

Advaita Ashram Mayavati, Pithoragarh

91

2

Anand Ashram Samsthan, Pune

949

800

20 L.D.Institute. of Indology, Ahmedabad

1987

21 Maharaja Sawai Man Singh-II Museum, Jaipur

38

22 Manipur State Archives, Imphal

110

23 Manipur State Kala Academy, Imphal

556

24 Manipur State Museum, Imphal

52

25 Mutua Museum, Imphal

15

26 Nagpur University, Nagpur

22

27 Natuam Sangeeta Academy, Imphal

38

28 Oriental
Research
Instt.
Library,Thiruvananthapuram

The details of the repository collection are as under: -

Sl. Name of the Projects
No.

19 Khuda Bakhsh Oriental Public Library, Patna

&

Manuscripts 5426

29 Oriental Research Institute, Mysore

10249

30 People's Museum, Kakching, Imphal

516

31 Pt. Chandra Singh Memorial Library, Imphal

204

32 Padamshree N. Khelchandra Singh Collection, Imphal 599
33 Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Alwar

3237

34 Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jodhpur

2466

35 Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Udaipur

633
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36 Rama Krishan Mission, Chennai

70

37 Rampur Raza Library, Rampur

142

38 Sahitya Sanstha Rajasthan Vidyapeeth, Udaipur

93

39 Sankara Mutt, Kancheepuram

3232

40 Saraswati Bhawan Library, Varanasi

111339

41 Scindhia Oriental Research Institute, Ujjain

4190

42 Shri Chaitanya Research Institute, Calcutta

170

43 Shri Ranbir Sanskrit Research Institute, Jammu

5437

44 Sree Jagadguru Mooru Savira Math, Hubli

442

45 Sri Rama Verma Government Sanskrit College, 3661
Tripunithura
46 Thanjavur Maharaja Sarfoji Saraswati Mahal Library, 13042
Thanjavur
47 Vaidika Samsodhana Mandala, Pune

14393

48 Vrindaban Research Institute, Vrindaban

142

49 Yumnam Dhananjai Singh Collection, Imphal

42

External Collection

7.5

National
Mission
Manuscripts, IGNCA

for

Kritisampada: The National Database of
Manuscripts

The Mission's main aim is to create an electronic database of
manuscripts. The database contains information of various kinds
on India's manuscripts-titles, themes, authors, commentaries,
scripts, languages, conservation status and much more. The
database all contains information on existing catalogues. The
Mission endeavors to provide complete and valid information
about each manuscript. This database can be searched at
http://www.namami.org/pdatabase.aspx

Access to IGNCA Manuscripts
Collection and Copyright Issues

There is no copyright in relation to ancient manuscripts. Only
ownership rights involved. IGNCA has singed MOU between
concerned libraries that copies of the manuscripts will not be
provided to any user without their permission. Scholars and
researchers can access this microfilm/microfiche collection at
the IGNCA. They can also obtain copies, subject to certain
restrictions, and indeed the conditions spelt out in the MOUs
signed between IGNCA and concerned manuscript Library.
Access is free to all at IGNCA. As a general practice, one need
to seek permission of concerned library to obtain a copy of the
manuscript from IGNCA Collection. Copies are being made
available in Digital / Microfilm / Print formats on some
reproduction cost basis. The consultation to all above
manuscripts at IGNCA Reference Library is open to all without
any charges. Online catalogue of these manuscripts will be
made available soon.IGNCA has approached these libraries for
transfer of permission rights to IGNCA as a result of which
three institutions have given their consent. Seeking permission
from the others is still in the process.

255722

The National Mission for Manuscripts(NMM) is the other
important programme at IGNCA for preservation and
documentation of Manuscripts. The Ministry of Tourism and
Culture, Government of India established the National Mission
for Manuscripts in February 2003. A unique project in its
programme and mandate, the Mission seeks to unearth and
preserve the vast manuscript wealth of India. Working with
specially identified Manuscript Resource Centres (MRC-s) and
Manuscript Conservation Centres (MCC-s) in states all over the
country, the Mission collects data on manuscripts located in a
variety of places, from universities and libraries to temples,
mathas, madrasas, monasteries and private collections. It also
brings manuscripts and the knowledge they house to the public
through lectures, seminars, publications and specially designed
programmes for school children and university students.

7.5.1

7.6

Some of the terms and conditions in relation to permission
rights as listed MOUs signed by IGNCA for microfilming of
manuscripts with various Institutions is as given below:
i. In consultation with the concerned Manuscripts Library,
authorities, IGNCA will identify the Manuscripts, which are
to be microfilmed.
ii. All the Manuscripts will be microfilmed by IGNCA in the
premises of the concerned Manuscripts Library by Kala Nidhi
Reprography Unit of IGNCA.
iii. IGNCA will prepare one set of Master Negative Roll and two
more sets (Positive) of each roll.
iv. While IGNCA will retain the Master Negative Roll for
archival storage in their repository, one set of roll will be
given to the concerned Manuscripts Library (free of cost).
The other set of MF Roll will be kept in the Reference
Library of IGNCA for consultation.
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v. The copies of manuscripts will not be given to any one
outside IGNCA without the permission of the concerned
library.

•Archaeological Survey of India, New Delhi – 103

vi. The microfilm rolls of the Manuscripts will be used for
Academic & Research and not for commercial purpose.

•Balisattra Bhagavata Purana, Assam – 96

vii.

•Kashmir Miniature painting – 343

•National Museum Sculpture, New Delhi – 85
•Himalayan Scenery – 107

Publication of these Manuscripts, if any, by IGNCA will be
done with due acknowledgement and credits to the concerned
Manuscripts Library. Publication of manuscripts may also be
done on equal sharing of cost and copyright, when done by
mutual consultation.

7.7

•Illustrated Rare Book, IGNCA 1537
•Madhumalti paintings – 15
•Exhibition on Bhutan – 103

Slide Collection

•Thankas of Ladakh – 80

IGNCA has a collection of over 100000 slides on subject such
as Indian arts, paintings, sculpture, architecture, illustrated
manuscripts and the performing arts. Over the years it has
acquired and generated carefully selected slides from 17 centres
in India and 15 abroad. Notable among such acquisitions from
museums abroad are the important slide collection from the
Victoria & Albert Museum (UK) and the Chester Betty
Collection through the courtesy of INTACH (Charles Wallace
bequest). In addition to this, the American Association of South
Asian Art has also gifted a complete set of 8,000 slides.
Besides slides, the Unit also has a collection of more than 1,700
photo-negatives. All slides have been digitized.
•British Library, London -27671

7.7.1

i

IGNCA is having copyright on part of collection.

ii

Access at IGNCA is open to all without any access charges.

iii

To obtain a copy, user need to seek permission from the
concerned library from where slides have been acquired.
Some libraries charge some access fee.

iv

Re-production copies are available at present on charge basis
in any format i.e. slide, digital or print for academic and
research purpose.

v

There are different charges and rules for commercial use and
it depand on the purpose of the use.

•Chester Beatty Library, London-3441
•British Museum, London – 574
•Victoria and Albert Museum, London 6419

IGNCA is also engaged in photo-documentation of various
museums in India. Some of the terms and conditions of MOUS
Signed by IGNCA for Photo Documentation of Museum
collections are as given below:

•Staatliche Museum, Berlin 156
•Ashmolean Museum, Oxford – 100
•Slides from Yugoslavia – 216

i

In consultation with the concerned Museum (authorities),
IGNCA will identify the artifacts to be photo documented.

ii

The equipment necessary for photo documentation will be
provided by the IGNCA.

iii

The artifacts will be documented by IGNCA in the premises
of the concerned Museum.

iv

IGNCA will prepare two sets of slide documentation of each
object. IGNCA will retain one set of slides for archival
storage in their repository, and provide one set of slides to
the concerned Museum.

v

This will be a no profit no loss project and copyright will be
shared. Any publication by IGNCA will be done with due
acknowledgement and credit to the concerned Museum.

vi

Low resolution images of the artifacts along with textual data
many be made available.

•American Committee for Sought Asian Art (ACSAA) – 16222
•Picture of Records (USA) – 253
•Asian Culture Centre for UNESCO (ACCU)

- 978

•Prof. Kuchertz of Frieie University Berlin

-7

•Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Virginia, USA – 1
•Staats Bibliothek Presussischer Kulturbesitz, Berlin – 51
•Los Angeles Country Museum, California

Copyrights, permission rights and
ownership rights

-1

•Catherine B Asher, University of Minnesota, collection – 383
•American Committee for South Asian Art (ACSAA) – 3023
•Raza Library Rampur – 2483
•Gita Govinda – 2090
•Festival of India – 5251

8.

•India International Puppetry Festival – 1059
•IGNCA Seminars and fucntion – 2063

PROBLEMS
IN
ACCESS
TO
CULTURAL HERITAGE AT IGNCA

Most of the above collections available at IGNCA have been
collected from various individuals and institutions from India and
Abroad. Some of these acquisitions are in form of gifts and some

•Dr. Ranjit Makkuni collection – 57
•Bandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune – 199
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have been acquired on payment basis. However, most of these
cultural heritage materials have been acquired under certain
agreements. These agreements have put various conditions in
relation to outside access and reproduction. One of the major
condition in these agreements is that copies of these materials may
not be available to any outside user without permission from
concerned individual or library. This condition is a big obstacle
in free and open access to cultural heritage at IGNCA. Some of
the major problems faced by the users are as described below:-

WHAT NEED TO BE DONE AT
GOVERNMENT LEVEL?

Various barriers to access to cultural heritage faced by IGNCA
and other cultural institutions as discussed above need a
comprehensive well drafted strategy at the highest level. Most of
the manuscripts and other cultural heritage material are available
either with Government institutions or institutions supported by
various State and Central Government. Many of the manuscripts
Libraries, Museums and Archives are part of various
Universalities in India, which is also controlled by University
Grants Commission, which is also a body of Government of India.
There are no copyright restrictions on many of cultural heritage
resources. Individuals and institutions themselves have laid down
most of these restrictions. There are various reasons for these
restrictions. It may includes mindset, fear of loosing control and
avenues for revenue generation etc. Interactive from Government
of India say at the level of Ministry of Culture in collaboration
with Ministry of HRD and other concerned Ministries may lead to
some solution. A directive from Government of India may open
these cultural heritage materials to all its users.

i. As per the existing arrangements users need to seek permission
directly from the owner of the cultural heritage, which some
time is granted, and some time no response is received. In
many cases particularly in relation to manuscripts the response
received is very late, therefore, there is a delay in providing the
copies of the material to the users.
ii. Although, majority of cultural heritage material at IGNCA has
been digitized but due to various restrictions this digitized
material cannot be put on Internet for access to worldwide
scholarly community.
iii. Open access verses restricted access is a debate going on at
IGNCA since long. Still no decision has been taken about
access to cultural heritage at IGNCA under open access
environment.

10.

OPEN ACCESS TO CULTURAL
HERITAGE

At present access to cultural heritage of India is available with
in the boundaries of libraries, museum and archives only. Open
access to Indian cultural heritage resources is still a beautiful
dream. To fulfill this dream into reality, some hard decisions are
to be made. Cultural Resources belongs to humanity, so its
access to all should be made available. Copyrights, ownership
rights and permission rights need to be re-looked.

iv. There is no complete catalogue of all the cultural heritage
available at IGNCA. Most of the archival material housed in
Cultural Archives and in Divisions other than Reference
Library of IGNCA is still un-catalogued. So non-availability of
comprehensive catalogue is obstacle in locating the material in
particular area of interest. The catalogue is also not available
on Internet. Some efforts are being made to fulfill these
requirements.

11.

v. More than 60% of non-print material at IGNCA has been
digitized. However, there is no centralized archiving system or
online digital library in plan. Many of these materials are
available in either CD/DVDs or digital in form of TIFF and
JPEG files. Millions of pages of digital material have been
stored in form of different files. There is no PDF or searchable
PDF file to read particular manuscript or other multiple page
document.

CONCLUSIONS

In India there is Copyright Act, Information Technology Act
and Book Delivery Act to deal with issues concerning
information and knowledge. Many initiatives in form of
National Mission on Manuscripts, National Mission on
Intangible Cultural Heritage, National Mission on Education
and proposed National Mission on Libraries have been started
for preservation and access to Indian Cultural Heritage
resources.
Ministry of Information and Communication
Technology is also supporting digitization of Indian cultural
heritage. National Digital Preservation Programme (NDPP) is a
good beginning to have a National Digital Preservation Policy
for India. However, it does not seems any coordination and
linkages amongst these initiatives. Ministry of Culture is also
planning revision of Books Delivery Act (The delivery of Books
and Newspapers (Public Libraries Act) and other acts are also
being revised from time to time. But there is nothing about
Indian Traditional Knowledge Systems in these acts. Like other
countries India will also be needing legislation for legal deposit
of digital material. In such a Scenario proposed National
Mission on Libraries under consideration of Ministry of Culture,
Government of India seems to be the best choice to work on a
comprehensive legislation in relation to safeguarding, access
and preservation of Indian cultural heritage resources.

vi. Lack of comprehensive Metadata for all digitized material is
also a big hurdle in access to digitized material.
vii. IGNCA also not having any well-drafted digital preservation
policy for long term preservation of digitized material.
viii. IGNCA is leader in digitization of cultural heritage, however it
does not have well placed IT infrastructure in place. There is
no Intranet and lack of trained IT manpower also affects the
various digital Library initiatives.
ix. Indian cultural heritage at IGNCA is under utilized. Therefore,
an awareness regarding availability of such material is also
need to be created for the benefit of the scholars.
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to the archive’s policies.

ABSTRACT
We have been working on a technology model to support the
preservation and reliable access of long term digital archives. The
model is built around a layered object architecture involving
modular, extensible components that can gracefully adapt to the
evolving technology, standards, and protocols. This has led to the
development of methodologies, tools and services to handle a
number of core requirements of long term digital archives.
Specifically, we have built flexible tools for implementing general
ingestion workflows, active monitoring and auditing of the
archive’s collections to ensure their long-term availability and
integrity, storage organization and indexing to optimize access.
These tools are platform and architecture independent, and have
been tested using a wide variety of collections on heterogeneous
computing platforms. In this paper, we will primarily focus on
describing the underpinnings of our software called ACE
(Auditing Control Environment), and report on its performance on
a large scale distributed environment called Chronopolis. Built on
top of rigorous cryptographic techniques, ACE provides a policydriven, scalable environment to monitor and audit the archive’s
contents in a cost effective way. In addition, we will briefly
introduce some our recent efforts to deal with storage organization
and access of web archives.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.4 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and
Software; H.3.6 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Library
Automation; H.3.7 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital
Libraries

General Terms
Algorithms, Management, Measurement, Performance, Design,
Human Factors, Verification.

Keywords
Digital archiving, digital preservation, data integrity, web
archiving, information discovery and access.

1. INTRODUCTION
The issue of long-term preservation of digital information has
received considerable attention by major archiving communities,
library
organizations,
government
agencies,
scientific
communities, and individual researchers. Major challenges of
long term digital preservation include the development of
institutional and business models, technology infrastructure, and
social and legal frameworks, which need to be addressed to
achieve long-term reliable access of digital information. At the
same time, a significant number of initiatives have been set up to
develop technology prototypes to deal with various types of
immediate needs and to address some of the long term challenges.
These initiatives include the Internet Archive [2], the Electronic
Records Archive program at the National Archives [1], the
Library of Congress National Digital Information Infrastructure
and Preservation (NDIIPP) [3], the DSpace project [13], the
Fedora project [9, 12], the National Library of Australia’s
PANDORA project [4], LOCKSS [10], PORTICO [5], and the
Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype (TPAP) [6].

Long term preservation is a process that must begin before an
object is ingested into the archive and must remain active
throughout the lifetime of the archive. The ACE tool provides a
very flexible environment to actively monitor and audit the
contents of a digital archive throughout its lifetime, so as to
ensure the availability and integrity of the archive’s holdings with
extremely high probability. ACE is based on rigorous
cryptographic techniques, and enables periodic auditing of the
archive’s holdings at the granularity and frequency set by the
manager of the archive. The scheme is cost effective and very
general, does not depend on the archive’s architecture, and can
detect any alterations, including alterations made by a malicious
user. ACE can gracefully adapt to format migrations and changes

Current proposed technical approaches developed through these
prototypes provide functionalities such as tools for curation and
ingestion, some approaches for dealing with format obsolescence,
replication through a distributed infrastructure, and digital library
type tools for access. In spite of these advances, systematic
methodologies to deal with core infrastructure requirements are
still lacking. These requirements include:

Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that
copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. To copy
otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists,
requires prior specific permission and/or a fee.
Proceedings of the Indo-USWorkshop on International Trends in
Digital Preservation, March 24-25, 2009, Pune, India.
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•

Each preserved digital object should encapsulate information
regarding content, structure, context, provenance, and access
to enable the long term maintenance and lifecycle
management of the digital object.

•

Efficient management of technology evolution, both
hardware and software, and the appropriate handling of
technology obsolescence (for example, format obsolescence).

•

Efficient risk management and disaster recovery mechanisms
either from technology degradation and failure, or natural
disasters such as fires, floods, and hurricanes, or humaninduced operational errors, or security breaches.

•

Efficient mechanisms to ensure the availability and integrity
of content, context, and structure of archived information
throughout the preservation period.

•

Ability for information discovery and content access and
presentation, with an automatic enforcement of authorization
and IP rights, throughout the lifecycle of each object.

•

Scalability in terms of ingestion rate, capacity and processing
power to manage and preserve large scale heterogeneous
collections of complex objects, and the speed at which users
can discover and retrieve information.

•

Ability to accommodate possible changes over time in
organizational structures and stewardships, relocation,
repurposing, and reclassification.

integrity of each object in the archive. ACE Version 1.0 was
released in October 2008 after extensive tests conducted
through the Chronopolis project. More details about ACE
and some of the experimental results will be presented later
in this paper.

We have developed systematic technical approaches to deal
with some of the core issues stated above, and recently released a
number of related tools and services. Our overarching framework,
called ADAPT (Approach to Digital Archiving and Preservation
Technology), is a model based on a layered, digital object
architecture that includes a set of modular tools and services built
upon open standards and web technologies. These tools are
designed so that they can easily accommodate new standards and
policies while gracefully adapting to the underlying technologies
as they evolve. Our tools include:
•

•

•

Space Organization and Indexing for Web Archiving. The
web has become the main medium for publishing
information covering almost every facet of human activities
but the web is an ephemeral medium whose contents are
constantly changing. Web contents present unique challenges
well beyond those encountered in typical archives due to
their highly dynamic state, the underlying linking structures,
and the widely heterogeneous types of contents. We have
developed tools to organize and index web contents to be
archived in such a way to enable compact space usage and
fast exploration of archived web contents within a temporal
context.

•

Information Discovery, Access and Presentation. We have
recently introduced methodologies for the effective
exploration and information discovery of a web archive,
including the ability to browse the contents within a temporal
context, and to generate effective summarization of available
temporal contents that satisfy the user’s query. In particular,
we have extended information retrieval techniques to include
temporal contexts seamlessly into the web archiving
architecture. Our focus has been on high level, temporal
search, and on possible ways of presenting the matching
results so as to enhance exploration of archived web
contents.

2. BENCHMARKS AND TESTBEDS
We have used a wide variety of collections to test and validate our
tools and services. These collections were managed by several
archiving environments, including the following two distributed
environments.

Producer – Archive Workflow Network (PAWN) [14]. This is
a mature software platform that is quite flexible in
implementing distributed ingestion and processing
workflows into a centralized or distributed archive. This
software was developed in collabroation with the National
Archives and Records Administration (NARA) to manage
large scale distributed ingestion from widely distributed
producers. PAWN presents a secure and reliable
environment that enables distributed producers to easily
prepare and submit their records to the archive, while the
system automatically provides packaging and context, as well
as, allow automated processing chains to be defined and
executed on PAWN objects. PAWN has been tested
extensively on the TPAP grid for ingesting and organizing a
wide variety of records including NARA and SLAC records.
Many groups have expressed interest in PAWN including the
Library of Congress and several NDIIPP partners.
Auditing Control Environment (ACE) [15]. We have
developed a systematic method based on rigorous
cryptographic techniques, which will actively monitor and
audit the archive’s contents to ensure the availability and

•

Transcontinental Persistent Archives Platform (TPAP). This
distributed storage environment is a collaboration between
the San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC), the University
of Maryland, and the National Archives. The main goal of
this project is to demonstrate the use of data grid technology
in support of digital archiving in a distributed environment,
which includes the management of significant NARAselected collections across the three main sites at SDSC,
University of Maryland (UMD), and NARA. Over 5TB of
data were managed by the TPAP environment, which was
supported by a federation of the Storage Resource Broker
(SRB) data grid middleware. PAWN was used on the TPAP
environment for ingesting and organizing a wide variety of
collections including NARA and SLAC records. Another
tool developed by our group, Replication Monitoring Portal,
was extensively used to audit the state of replication for
various collections in TPAP.

•

The Chronopolis Environment. Chronopolis is a
geographically distributed archiving environment, built on
top of substantial storage residing at SDSC, UMD, and the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR), which is
actively managed by preservation tools and services.
Chronopolis is currently managing substantial collections
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from the NDIIPP partners, including the California Digital
Library (CDL) Web-at-Risk collection, the InterUniversity
Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR)
collection, and collections from the Scripps Institution of
Oceanography – Geological Data Center (SI-GDC), and
North Carolina Geospatial Data Archiving Project (NC
State). Chronopolis has been using ACE to monitor and audit
these collections for almost a year.

function takes an arbitrarily long bit string and apply a certain
mathematical function that generates a fixed length bit string
called the hash value or digest of the object. The main
characteristic of the function is that it is easy to apply, but it is
computationally infeasible to determine an input string for a given
hash value. Another related property is the following fact. Given
an input string, it is computationally infeasible to construct
another different string with the same hash value. A complication
about using hashing functions is that there are no known functions
that can be shown to satisfy the properties stated above. However
there are several hash functions (MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, and
RIPEMD-160) that have been in widespread use even though we
cannot prove the computational infeasibility mentioned above.

3. ACE – ACTIVE MONITORING AND
AUDITING OF DIGITAL COLLECTIONS
3.1 Background
Digital information is in general very fragile and can easily be
altered resulting in changes that are very hard to detect in general.
There are many potential risks that range from hardware and
software failures to major technology changes rendering current
software and hardware unusable, to the every growing number of
computer security breaches. Note also that most of an archive’s
holdings may be accessed very infrequently, and hence several
cycles of technology evolution may occur in between accesses,
thereby causing corrupted files to go undetected until it is too late
to fix the problem. Other potential long-term risks include
operational errors (mishandling of the archive’s holdings by a
staff member) and natural hazards and disasters such as fires and
floods. Another significant risk, especially in the long term, is
malicious alterations performed either by users internal or external
to the archive. Malicious alterations are the hardest errors to
detect. In fact, most of these risks may cause unnoticeable changes
to the archive, which may last for a long time before they are
detected. Two additional factors complicate matters further. First,
a number of transformations may be applied to a digital object
during its lifetime. For example, format obsolescence can lead to a
a migration of the current holdings in the obsolescent format to a
new format. Therefore information stored about the old version of
the object needs to be updated appropriately. Second,
cryptographic techniques, used by all current integrity checking
mechanisms, are likely to become less immune to potential attacks
over time, and hence they will need to be replaced by stronger
techniques. Therefore these two problems need to be also
addressed in any approach to ensure the integrity of a digital
archive.

The starting point of our approach is the scheme based on the
storage of the hash values of all the objects in a directory. Hence
the auditing of an object consists of computing the hash value of
the object followed by a comparison with the stored value. This
scheme will work correctly as long as the stored hash values are
kept intact, and the hashing scheme used remains secure. This
approach is not strong enough to satisfactorily manage the
integrity of long-term digital archives for the following reasons.
First, a malicious user can easily modify the object and its stored
hash value since the hash function is known, in which case the
scheme will not be able to detect the alterations made to the
object. Second, we note the fact that the number of hash values
grow linearly with the number of archived objects, and hence
ensuring the integrity of all the hash values amounts to a nontrivial problem that is, in many ways, very similar to the initial
problem we are trying to solve.
Our approach reduces the number of hash values to a very small
set of hash values called “witnesses,” essentially one per day
which amounts to a total size of around 100KB per year
regardless of the number of objects stored in the archive. The
correctness of our scheme depends only on maintaining the
integrity of the witnesses. Any alteration to an object, whether
malicious or otherwise, will be detected using one of the witness
values. Given the small-size of the witness values, they can be
easily saved on read-only media such as papers or archival quality
read-only optical media (with periodic refreshing of the contents).
To make this approach practical, we need an easy way to link a
digital object to the corresponding witness value. We provide the
details next.

3.2 Core Technical Principles

We organize the processing of the objects to be monitored and
audited into rounds, each round defined by a temporal index.
During each round, the digests of all the objects being processed
are aggregated into a single hash value, called the round summary
value. There are many possible schemes that can be used to
perform the aggregation, the simplest of which is to process the
digests in sequence, concatenating the previous hash value with
the running round summary value, and applying the hash function
to the concatenated string to update the round summary value.
However in our method, we make use of the Merkle tree [11],
which works as follows (see Figure 1). The digests of all the
objects being processed in a round form the leaves of a balanced
binary tree such as the value stored at each internal node is the
hash value of the concatenated values stored at the children. The
value computed at the root of the tree determines the round hash
value. Given the properties of a hash function, a change to any of

All known approaches to manage the integrity of a digital archive
revolve around the following three techniques.
•

A majority voting scheme using replicated copies of the
object or their hashes.

•

Build a directory containing the hash values of all the
archived objects. To audit an object, compute its hash value
and compare it to the stored value in the directory.

•

Using a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), create a digital
signature of the object and save it in the archive. The
auditing process involves the use of the public key of the
archive or a third party depending on the scheme used.

As we have argued in [15], each of these schemes has significant
limitations that render them unsuitable for long term archives.
Before describing our approach, we informally introduce the
notion of a cryptographic hash function. Essentially such a
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the objects being processed during a round will immediately result
in a different round hash value with extremely high probability.

3.3 Basic ACE Architecture
The basic ACE architecture consists of two main components, a
local component called Audit Manager (AM) that can be
configured at the archive to monitor and audit local data, and a
third-party component called Integrity Management Component
(IMC) that can generate integrity tokens and round hash values
upon requests from the archive. An IMS can support multiple
archives, including distributed archives. The IMS not only
generates the integrity tokens, but also maintains a database of the
round hash values, as well as generating the daily witness values.
The IMS is an independent entity whose function is to handle
requests from an archive, which typical includes the hash of the
object but not the object itself or a time stamp. The IMS is very
simple to implement, and is not assumed to be fully trusted (and
hence can itself be audited if necessary). In ACE, each integrity
token contains several pieces of information in addition to the
proof and the time stamp, such as the ID of the hash algorithm
used by the IMS (which could be different than the hash function
used by the archive), and the last time the object was audited. The
AM forms a bridging component with the IMS, whose function is
to send requests to the IMS to generate integrity tokens for a
number of objects, and requests for the round hash value
corresponding to a particular time stamp. Figure 2 shows the
overall ACE architecture of the general case of different archives
being supported by a single IMS.

Figure 1. Merkle Tree
We now introduce the notion of the proof of the digest of an
object. Given an object that is represented by a leaf of the Merkle
tree, the proof is the sequence of the hash values of the siblings of
all the nodes on the unique path from the leaf to the root. Note
that the number of hash values defining the proof is logarithmic in
the total number of objects processed during a round, and hence
will be quite small in general. In our scheme, each round is
restricted to a maximum time interval, and will be indexed by a
time stamp. Hence the total number of round hash values depends
on the total number of active rounds and not on the total number
of objects. To track the correspondence between an object and the
corresponding round hash value, we create an integrity token for
each object, which contains the corresponding round proof and its
temporal index (time stamp). An alteration of the object can be
detected by using its integrity token to compute the corresponding
round hash value, and comparing it with the stored round hash
value.
We re-iterate the process by aggregating the sequence of round
hash values generated each day using the Merkle tree scheme. The
root hash value defines the witness for that day. Any alterations in
the object will result with very high probability to a different
witness value.

Archiving
Node

Archiving
Node

Audit Manger
(AM)

Audit Manger
(AM)

Integrity Management System
(IMS)

Figure 2. ACE Architecture

In summary, our scheme is based on processing the objects, in
temporarily-indexed rounds to compute the round summary
values, and then combine all these values generated during a
single day into one hash value, called the witness for that day. An
alteration to an object can be detected by using its integrity token
to compute the corresponding round hash value, followed by
computing the corresponding witness value using the proof of the
round hash value. The resulting witness value will be different
with extremely high probability than the stored witness value, if
the original object has been modified.

3.4 ACE Workflow
In this section, we discuss a typical workflow with ACE, which
includes two main operations: registration and auditing as
described next.

3.4.1 Registration of Objects into ACE
For each object to be registered into ACE, the audit manager
creates a registration request and submits it to the IMS. The IMS
aggregates all the requests for the round and returns the integrity
token of the object to the requesting AM. In the meantime, the
IMS runs a continuous series of aggregation rounds, each round
closing either when the round receives the maximum number of
registration requests, or when the maximum amount of time
allocated for a round is reached, whichever comes first. These
parameters are assigned by the IMS administrator. However this
round interval policy can be overridden through a special object
registration request, which forces the current run to immediately

This approach, coupled with a strategy to proactively monitor and
audit the holdings of a digital archive, was implemented in a
software system called ACE. We will provide an overview of the
ACE software architecture, and outline its basic functionality in
the remainder of this section
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close and return an integrity token. Object registration requests
received during a round are aggregated together along with a
number of random values through the Merkle tree. The random
values are added as necessary to ensure a minimum number of
participants in a round. The resulting round hash value is
managed internally within the IMS, and the integrity token is
issued to each AM who participated in that round (that is, the
audit managers who sent requests during the round).

of this process will automatically invalidate the object under
consideration

3.5 Audit Manager
The ACE Audit Manager is a web application designed to be
installed locally at an archive. It provides an easy-to-use portal
that will provide an overview of the collections registered into
ACE, manage all the ACE audit operations, and provide detailed
logging of the status of all monitored items. In addition, it has
been designed to monitor multiple collections across different
types of storage. A screenshot of an Audit Manager installed on
the Chronopolis environment is shown in Figure 3.

The IMS constructs daily a witness value using the hash round
values of the day, and sends the witness value to all the
participating archives as well as store the value on a reliable readonly medium. These witness values are cryptographically
dependent on the round hash values, similar to the dependence of
each round hash value on the digests of the objects participating
in the same round. Copies of the witness values are stored on
reliable read-only media at the various archives.

3.4.2 The ACE Auditing Process
ACE Version 1.0 can be configured to monitor and audit the
archive’s holdings by the manager of the archive. The periodic
auditing policy can be set either at the object level or collection
level. For example, a policy for a certain collection could involve
auditing all the objects in the collection every three months, while
the policy set for another collection could require auditing all the
objects in that collection every six months. A default policy (audit
every six months) will be set during registration time unless the
archive manager overrides the default setting. In addition, the
auditing process could be invoked by the manager or authorized
users at any time on any object.
The process of auditing an object O consists of the following
steps.
1.

The audit manager computes the hash value of O and
retrieves its integrity token.

2.

Using the computed hash value of O and the proof contained
in the integrity token, the audit manager computes the round
hash value.

3.

Using the round time stamp contained in the integrity token,
the audit manager requests the corresponding round hash
value from the IMS.

4.

The audit manager successfully terminates the auditing
process if the computed hash value in Step 1. is equal to the
hash value stored in the integrity token, and the two round
hash values computed in Steps 2 and 3 are equal. Otherwise,
it sends an error alert to the archive manager.

Figure 3. Audit Manager Screenshot

3.6 Audit Manager Performance
ACE Version 1.0 has been used extensively on the TPAP and the
Chronopolis testbeds. We focus here on the performance achieved
within the Chronopolis environment. ACE has been deployed on
that environment for nine months, working almost flawlessly
during that period. The current default auditing policy is to audit
files at the University of Maryland every 30 days. Table 1
illustrates the performance of a single audit manager on the
collections audited at the University of Maryland, amounting to
approximately 6 million files. A large fraction of the time is the
result of the Storage Resource Broker overhead, and the overall
time is dominated by the time to access the collections across the
network.

Note that the successful termination of the auditing process
establishes the correctness of the object and its integrity token
with extremely high probability given the properties of the hash
functions. However occasionally we may want to apply a stronger
auditing process, independent of the trustworthiness of the archive
and the IMS.
An independent auditor can request the proof of the round hash
value from the archive and the proof of the corresponding daily
witness value from the IMS. Using these two values, the
independent auditor can easily compute the value of the witness
value, which is then compared to the stored value on the reliable
read-only media. If the two values are equal, then the object is
intact and both the archive and the IMS can be trusted. A failure
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medium where a substantial amount of important information is
being published, and hence unless we actively archive the critical
information, we may suffer a permanent loss of part of our
cultural and scientific heritage on a regular basis.

Table 1. Audit Manager Performance

CDL

No. of
Files
46,762

SIO-GDC

Collection

ICPSR
NC State

4,291

Audit Time
(hh:mm)
20:32

197,718

815

6:49

4,830,625

6,957

122:48

608,424

5,465

32:14

Size (GB)

Our work has dealt with some of the technical challenges facing
the organization, preservation, and access of web archives. Web
contents present unique challenges well beyond those encountered
in other types of archives. To start with, a web object is usually
not well-delineated because of all the links that it contains, which
makes it hard to determine the boundaries of a web object. Add to
that the fact that many web objects contain highly dynamic
contents that change at unpredictable rate, and the fact that a large
fraction of the web contents reside in the deep or hidden web, and
hence cannot be extracted through the typical web crawling
process.

During the auditing of the CDL collection, a single audit manager
was able to run at the rate of about 60 MB per second on average,
almost fully utilizing the file transfer bandwidth available. For the
other collections, where there were many small files, the audit
speed was further limited by the overhead accessing each file. For
example, on the ICPSR collection, the audit manager ran at the
rate of 13 MB per second, having to open up each of about 4.8
million files. These results indicate that the actual time spent by
an audit manager to perform the core auditing process is quite
small – in fact so small as to be effectively hidden by the
unavoidable overhead for accessing the collections. We note that
multiple audit managers can be run concurrently on different
collections to increase the performance almost linearly as long as
the network bandwidth can support the simultaneous access to the
collections.

4.1 Storage Organization and Indexing for
Fast Access
The most popular method currently in use by most web archives,
including the Internet Archive, stores a multitude of small web
objects into relatively large containers. An emerging standard for
such containers is the WARC format [7]. Typically, an external
indexing server is maintained to provide the mapping between
hyperlinks inside a WARC file and the location of the archived
object that the hyperlinks point to. In [18], we addressed the
problem of storing and indexing web contents using the crawling
strategy but avoiding the storage of any duplicate web contents
examined between two consecutive crawls. We developed a new
scheme that achieves precisely this goal while ensuring quick
access to the archived contents based on a temporal query
covering any period during the archival time span. The scheme,
called PISA – Persistent Indexing Structure for Archives involves a novel indexing structure based on the concept of multiversion B-tree and a very efficient duplicate detection algorithm.

A benchmark driver has been developed to help eliminate
bottlenecks in the Audit Manager. Two tests were performed; first
a collection containing 1.25 million digests was simulated and
registered in ACE. Digests were not actually generated, but rather
simulated. ACE still requested tokens, performed logging, and
registered items as if it were a real collection. Registration took 3
hours, 6 minutes with a sustained rate of 112 objects per second
being registered. An audit of the registered collection was
completed in 1hour, 17m showing an audit rate of 270.6 objects
per second.

To illustrate the benefits of our scheme, we ran two types of
experiments. The first type dealt with the impact of the duplicate
elimination, and the other type dealt with the performance of our
scheme versus that of the standard B+-Tree. For the first type of
tests, we chose two datasets from the Stanford’s WebBase project
– a news web archive, and a governors’ web archive to represent
respectively fast-changing websites, and relatively static websites.
For the second set of tests, we used the governor’s web archive
that happened to have more crawl dates (thus more versions) than
the news web archive, and hence presented an opportunity to
illustrate performance on temporal queries.

The test was re-run with 1.25 million 1MB simulated files to see
how the digest algorithm would affect ACE performance. For this
test, computing the digest and registration were performed
serially; for all production ACE drivers, computing the digest is
performed in parallel with registration. Registration took 6 hours,
7 m for a sustained rate of 56.8 objects/s and 56MB/s. A
subsequent audit was performed in 4 hours, 30 minutes for a
combined rate of 77.2 objects/s and 77.2MB/s. Subtracting the
ACE overhead, computing the digests was achieved at the rate of
a little over 110MB/s.

The results of the first set of tests showed that 82% of the
archived web pages in the governors’ web archive were duplicates.
We, therefore, could save about 73% of storage space with our
scheme. For the fast-changing news web archive, we could still
see 23% of the archived web pages were duplicates, which
accounted for 12% in storage space.

While there is certainly room for further optimization of the ACE
audit manager, comparing the benchmarks with throughputs from
the Chronopolis archive shows that even for the fastest collection,
the Audit Manager was bottlenecked by the underlying storage
system.

The second set of tests separately indexed the governors’ web
archive using B+-Tree, and PISA, and ran several access
operations (inserts, and several temporal and non-temporal
queries) on each index. The result showed a substantial
performance gain for some important temporal operations. For
example, we saw as much as ten times faster performance for
time-slice queries (“get all web pages that were valid at a certain
time point”). We are currently in the process of testing this

4. WEB ARCHIVING
A recent major thrust of our group has been on the storage
organization and indexing of web objects for fast information
retrieval and access to web archives. The web has become the
main medium that holds information regarding almost every facet
of human activities worldwide. However the web is an ephemeral
medium whose contents are constantly disappearing, sometimes
shortly after they have appeared. Moreover, the web is the only
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scheme on several terabytes of web archive data in collaboration
with the Internet Archive and the Library of Congress.

currently well-known, this specific URL may be completely
forgotten in the future.

4.2 Efficient Exploration of Archived Web
Contents

Another approach categorizes contents into a hierarchy through
which users can navigate down until the desired object is found.
Some web archives, such as the Minerva project of the Library of
Congress, have taken this approach for some of its collections,
such as the United States presidential election of 2000 that has
about 800 sites archived daily between August 1, 2000 and
January 21, 2001. However, as the size of the collection becomes
enormous, the categorization becomes almost impossible and not
effective.

The conventional way of constructing WARC containers does not
take into consideration the linking relationships among the web
objects stored across multiple containers. This conventional way
is to store the web objects as they are crawled into a container
until the container is full. Although this method is simple, it can
result in performance bottlenecks when users navigate through the
archived web objects that are stored in many different containers.

The last, and the most promising, approach provides full-text
search capability, based on an extension of information retrieval
techniques. An example can be found in the open source
archiving project WERA. Although more realistic and effective,
current information retrieval strategies do not take into account
temporal contexts, nor do they appropriately handle the evolution
of the importance of a web page over time. For example, they fail
to consider the fact that a page that contains “September 11” can
be totally irrelevant to the September 11 Attack if the page was
only valid before 2001.

In [16], we addressed the problem of how to organize the web
objects across multiple containers so that we will be able to
navigate through the linking structure of the web objects as
efficiently as possible. In particular, we considered a web graph
where each constituent web page is represented by a vertex, and
each incoming/outgoing link corresponds to a directed edge.
Given a web graph, we use a variant of the PageRank algorithm
[8] to assign each edge a weight according to its chance to be
taken in a browsing session. The weighted web graph is then
partitioned in such a way to minimize the amount of overhead
required to navigate through the archived pages.

In this ongoing work, we are developing methodologies for the
effective exploration and information discovery of a web archive,
including the ability to browse the contents within a temporal
context, and to generate effective summarization of available
temporal contents that satisfy the user’s query. In particular, we
extend information retrieval techniques to include temporal
contexts seamlessly into the architecture. In [17], we present
initial results using high level, temporal search, as well as, include
possible ways of presenting the matching results so as to enhance
exploration of archived web contents.

In order to evaluate our approach, we ran empirical tests on two
datasets. The first is the web graph of the University of Maryland
Institute for Advanced Computer Studies (UMIACS) web site,
located at http://umiacs.umd.edu domain. We crawled every Web
page within a five-hop distance (or depth) under this domain, and
constructed the web graph corresponding to this crawling. The
second dataset is the Stanford web graph which was generated
from a crawl of the stanford.edu domain created by the Stanford
WebBase project. Over each data set, we ran 1000 random walk
sessions and counted the number of containers each session
needed to retrieve.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have provided an overview of our overall
technology model to support long term digital archives. Of
particular importance to us has been the development of sound
technical approaches to ensure the integrity of and reliable access
to the holdings of a digital archive. The realization of these
technical approaches has been based on the development of
configurable, extensible, modular components, which can adapt
gracefully in a cost effective way as newer technologies,
standards, and protocols emerge. Given the critical importance to
proactively monitor the archive’s holdings, we have presented the
underpinnings of ACE – a cost effective software system that can
ensure the integrity of long term archives – and which has been
tested and validated in a large scale distributed environment. We
also provided of some of our current efforts to deal with
organization and access of archives dealing with web contents.
Given the dominant role of the web as the publication medium of
information related to almost all major human activities, web
archives will become the major source of historical information in
the future. Our focus there is in enabling information discovery
and mining for a large scale web archive within a temporal
context.

In the tests, we observed that when the graph partitioning scheme
is used, most random walks only needed to access very few
containers. Our method reduced the average number of containers
from five to one for the UMIACS web graph, and seven to four
for the Stanford web graph.

4.3 Information Discovery, Retrieval and
Presentation of Archived Web Contents
The holdings of a web archive are highly temporal since each
archived object is only valid for a fixed time span. Therefore, web
archives should be organized to support search and information
exploration within a temporal context. In this ongoing work [17],
we consider the mechanisms needed to enable information
exploration, search, and access of archived web contents within a
temporal context while effectively handling the highly
unstructured, complex contents and their linking structures, all
typically at very large scale.
In developing our strategy, we consider some of the most notable
approaches currently adopted in existing web archives, and
identify their limitations. The main approach used by The
Wayback Machine (Internet Archive), is to list archived web
pages chronologically based on a specific URL provided by the
user. However, requiring prior knowledge of the URL or even
specific information about the contents of a web site, severely
limits the future use of the archive. Note that even if the URL is
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management systems. As the volume of digital engineering data
increases, so does the need to archive this information for longterm use. Challenges to long-term archival include:

ABSTRACT
Digital product engineering information comes from a variety of
applications ranging from computer-aided design, engineering,
and manufacturing software to product data and lifecycle
management systems. As the volume of digital engineering data
increases, so does the need to archive this information for longterm use. The challenges of archiving this information are evident
in the U.S. Navy’s Torpedo Weapon Retriever (TWR) data set. In
order to build an effective archival information system from the
TWR data, an ingest process must include the generation of
descriptive metadata to aid in future access of archived TWR
information.
Descriptive metadata is essential for supporting long-term access
requirements for ship product model data. Through determining
descriptive metadata requirements and by attempting to
successfully generate TWR descriptive metadata during ingest, we
can (1) gain insight into the feasibility of generalizing ship data
ingest and customizing tools developed by the digital library
community for engineering-specific applications, (2) help to
coordinate ongoing long-term archiving efforts in the engineering
design community with the work of digital library researchers and
archivists, and (3) establish requirements for long-term archiving
of
engineering
data
produced
by
computer-aided
design/engineering and product data/lifecycle management
software applications.

•

The variety of engineering data types and complexity of
the relationships between the information units
comprising these data types.

•

Data accuracy requirements where, unlike in other
domains, a small anomaly in an engineering design can
have great economic and social consequences
throughout a product’s lifecycle.

•

Requirements that the digital models and systems built
today be extensible and reusable by subsequent
generations of technologists, even though a digital
product model may have a longer lifespan than the data
formats, application software, and computing platforms
used to create the model.

•

The need for digital product models to be semantically
rich enough to address long-term socio-technical
concerns such as forensics (accident and incident
investigation) and environmental issues (carbon
footprint, disposal).

A series of workshops held at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) [10][12] and the University of Bath [1]
over the last two years resulted in the following recommendations
for advancing long-term preservation and reuse of digital
engineering information:

Keywords
Descriptive metadata, descriptive information, product lifecycle
management, long-term archiving, digital preservation, torpedo
weapon retriever, engineering.

•

Develop domain-specific preservation criteria and
metrics.

1. INTRODUCTION

•

Digital product engineering information comes from a variety of
applications ranging from computer-aided design, engineering,
and manufacturing software to product data and lifecycle

Build a registry representing and classifying engineering
and scientific digital objects.

•

Determine how best to capture workflows of business
and manufacturing processes, and develop software
tools to help automate the process capture.

•

Collect and preserve archiving case studies. Case
studies can provide lessons learned by pointing out
examples of poorly organized archived data.

•

Collaborate with other groups concerned with long-term
access to engineering designs.

Official contribution of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology and the Naval
Surface Warfare Center, Carderock Division;
not subject to copyright in the United States.
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•

Develop new representation methods for both product
and process information.

•

Define domain-specific extensions to the Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) reference model [2].

•

Anticipate future access requirements for managing
archived digital objects.

Table 1. Items affecting descriptive metadata requirements.

This paper focuses primarily on the last three bullets by presenting
an approach to addressing archiving challenges evident in the
U.S. Navy’s Torpedo Weapon Retriever (TWR) data set. The
unstructured collection includes product model databases and
thousands of files in a variety of formats encompassing 3D
product models, computer-aided design (CAD) data, publications,
and drawings. The amount of data and proliferation of formats
make it hard to manage and search the collection, let alone ensure
the collection’s long-term accessibility. The volume of data,
diversity of information sources, and multitude of formats make
the TWR a good case study for long-term archival of ship
information in the general case, as well as for other engineering
domains.

Influence

Ship Examples

Product model data categories

Modeling and simulation,
characteristics,
systems,
geometry

Product model subsystems

Molded
forms,
hull
structure, equipment, piping,
HVAC (heating, ventilating,
and
air
conditioning),
foundations

Information access use cases

New
ship
design,
engineering analysis, cost
estimation,
decommissioning, historical
review, bid for construction,
logistical support, operation,
deployment

In the following subsections we discuss in depth some additional
factors beyond those listed in Table 1Table 1 determining
descriptive product model metadata. We first present a
classification of types engineering data archive access we call the
“3Rs” [11], a generalization of the last row in Table 1Table 1. We
then discuss the multitude, complexity, and evolution of digital
formats for product model data, using the TWR and shipbuilding
domains as illustrative examples.

2. DESCRIPTIVE METADATA ISSUES
In order to build an effective archival information system from the
TWR data, an ingest process must address the complexity and
diversity of the information sources, as well as requirements for
access and reuse. Ingest must therefore include the generation of
descriptive metadata to aid in future access of TWR Archival
Information Packages (AIPs), content units with associated
metadata preserved within an OAIS. Descriptive metadata,
referred to as Descriptive Information in the Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) reference model, is essential for
supporting long-term access requirements for ship product model
data. OAIS defines descriptive metadata to be “the set of
information, consisting primarily of Package Descriptions, which
is provided to Data Management to support the finding, ordering,
and retrieving of OAIS information holdings by Consumers.”
Other sources [9][13][14] give somewhat different definitions, but
these definitions all agree that descriptive metadata should
support searching and discovery of content.

2.1 Engineering Informatics and the “3Rs”
The ability to replicate the behavior of the artifact or the
experiment in the validation of science and engineering
knowledge is crucial. This requires that the information be
available in the best form for retrieval and reuse. The need to
know a designer’s intent becomes important in the context of
redesign and reuse of existing parts. Another important aspect of
engineering archiving is the ability to store the digital objects at
different levels of granularity and abstractions as required by the
design decision-making tasks. Without such an ability to compose
different digital objects for archiving it would not be possible to
maintain the ability to encode reuse or rationale-based access
needs.

Table 1Table 1 shows some factors influencing descriptive
metadata requirements, providing ship domain-specific examples
of each factor.
Through determining descriptive metadata requirements and by
attempting to successfully generate TWR descriptive metadata
during ingest, we can (1) gain insight into the feasibility of
generalizing ship data ingest and customizing tools developed by
the digital library community for engineering-specific
applications, (2) help to coordinate ongoing long-term archiving
efforts in the engineering design community with the work of
digital library researchers and archivists, and (3) establish
requirements for
long-term archiving of engineering data
produced by computer-aided design/engineering and product
data/lifecycle management software applications.

We therefore consider end-user needs from the point of view of
reference, reuse, and rationale – the “3Rs” – to better understand
the level of granularity and abstractions required in the definition
of digital objects. By “end user” we mean what the OAIS
reference model refers to as the designated community.
The 3Rs – reference, reuse, and rationale – define a set of access
capabilities for the designated community. By reference we mean
the ability to read the digital object and produce the digital object
for proper reproduction in a given display medium (computer
display, paper, etc.). We use the term reuse to mean the ability to
refer to and modify the digital object in an appropriate system
environment (software and hardware). The rationale is the highest
level of access in which the end user should be able to refer,
reuse, and explain the decisions about the content of the digital
object.
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stable means for long-term retention of product information.
STEP application protocols (APs) specify information models for
a specific engineering domain. STEP physical files (informally
known as Part 21 files or STEP files) use an ASCII format defined
in ISO 10303-21 [3]. A STEP processor can be any software
application capable of interpreting and/or generating STEP
physical files, for example a computer-aided design (CAD) tool
capable of importing and exporting STEP files, or a visualization
tool that can import STEP data. The objects represented and
exchanged using STEP, as well as the associations between these
objects, are defined in schemas written in EXPRESS (ISO 1030311) [4], an information modeling language combining ideas from
the entity-attribute-relationship family of modeling languages
with concepts from object-oriented modeling.

The primary driver for the 3Rs is the specific retrieval needs of
each of these scenarios. For example, a product data repository
intended primarily for reference may need to be organized
differently than one intended for reuse, where not only the
geometric aspects of the product are sought but also additional
information regarding manufacturing, part performance, assembly,
and other aspects. In a similar vein, rationale information may
have to be packaged differently in that it may include
requirements information along with other performance data on
the part or the assembly. Given the range of uses and perspectives
of the end users, their needs will have a large impact on the
process of archiving and retrieval.

2.2 Variety of Formats
The number of formats available to represent product model data
is seemingly limitless. The major classes are proprietary native,
open native, standards-based neutral, and ad hoc neutral. The
selection of the product model data format is dependent upon
several variables. These include the type of data defined in the
product model, the frequency and length of the data exchange
program, the maturity of the data definition specification, and the
availability of translators.

Although new STEP APs continue to be developed today,
EXPRESS and the Part 21 format were developed in the 1980s
when few, if any, alternatives existed that had the combined
representational capabilities needed for STEP’s ambitious scope.
Although EXPRESS is a powerful language, it is relatively
unknown to most programmers. The Part 21 syntax, although
effective for the task at hand, lacks extensibility, can be hard for
humans to read, and – perhaps most limiting – is computerinterpretable by a relatively small number of software
development toolkits that support STEP.

The reality is that an archive must capture all of the data required
to completely define the product, and in some instances,
processes. Therefore the archive must accommodate the full
spectrum of data formats. This can cause redundancies, further
complicating matters. The repository is an indexed collection of
data – nothing less, nothing more. The presence of data is not an
indicator of the quality of data. The burden of determining both
the utility and quality of the data is the responsibility of the
consumer. What the repository can do is make this process easier
by providing good metadata.

Developers and users of STEP have long realized that, in order for
STEP APs to gain widespread acceptance, the APs must be
specified in more modern and Internet-friendly languages and
formats [15]. In 3.2, we suggest such a mapping in order to
facilitate the development of descriptive metadata for long-term
archival.

2.3 Format Evolution

A native format is one created by an application. Typically it is
binary, proprietary, prone to change, and its specification is not
available to the general public. By maintaining tight control over
the definition of the native data format, the software provider can
optimize the data to its own requirements. One of the advantages
of a native format is the ability to share the data with other users
of the same system with a relatively high confidence that the
complete model can be exchanged without any loss of data.
Generally this is true if all users have the same or compatible
software version, if none have customized the software, and if all
users have identical or compatible libraries. To further complicate
matters, just because the application can successfully read and
display the native data does not mean the user can interpret the
model. This is because in some cases the context of the model
may be defined using procedures peculiar to the project.
Assuming users can obtain the hardware, the software, and the
documentation – and understand how the system works, then the
native format provides the most reliable and accurate
representation. In the near term, reliance on native formats is not
much of a problem, but in the long term it can be. In spite of these
long-term access concerns, archiving the native data is done as a
matter of course because it has such a small impact on resources
and because it is universally accepted as a good system
management practice [6].

The modern warship may arguably be the most complex product
known to man. It is large, has a huge number of parts, and may be
in service for decades. Over the past several thousand years, ship
designs and records have been maintained on paper. It is only
recently that ship design, construction, and life cycle support data
have been developed and maintained digitally. This has led to
several problems. On one hand, digitization allows designers,
operators, and logisticians to capitalize on the ship’s
compartmentalization to perform their tasks at a new level of
efficiency. On the other hand, the use of multiple disparate and
often incompatible systems has led to a new level of redundancy,
conflict, and in some cases a reduction in the availability of
information.
A ship data archivist must be prepared to handle design data in
various formats, with widely varying definitions and levels of
detail. For example, during early stage design, the theoretical
molded surfaces of the ship can be captured in a system that is
incompatible with the tool used to loft plates1 and arrange
structure. In order to transfer the mold data to the tool used for
structural design, an Initial Graphics Exchange Specification
(IGES) [19] file may be generated. During this phase the structure

1

The Standard for the Exchange of Product Model Data (ISO
10303) – informally known as STEP (the STandard for the
Exchange of Product model data) [7][20] – provides an open and

“To loft plates” is a marine term denoting the layout of metal plates for a
ship. It comes from the days when sails were laid out in a large open
room. Later on, the mold loft was the large open room where plate
templates were laid out.
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is modeled at a relatively low level of detail, referred to as a
scantling model. Several interactions may be required between the
scantling model and a structural finite element (FE) model. The
FE model is used to generate a data file that feeds an FE solver.
The solver generates yet another file containing the results. The
analyst then modifies the scantling model, which may trigger
changes to other models. Simultaneously, these changes may
require modifications be made to several upstream processes,
including hullform design. During the next iteration of this design
phase, it is almost certain there will be another change to the
hullform, necessitating revisions in all downstream processes.
It is critically important that all of this knowledge be captured in a
configuration controlled environment. In this small example, it
can be seen that dozens of different files of varying formats will
be generated. Over time, the design process typically converges
toward a more stable ship design, but the level of detail and
complexity increases. The complexity is further exacerbated by
the release of new software versions that frequently are not
backward compatible. This problem is not only limited to the
closed proprietary native systems. It may possibly apply to open
standards-based neutral systems as well if a previous release of a
standard is not upwardly compatible to a later version. As
technology matures, commercial translators that can read an older
data file – even one that complies with an international standard –
may not be available.

Figure 1. Evolution of representation formats for ship product
models.

But, although open non-proprietary standardized formats are
desirable for long-term data retention, even information
represented using standards-based methods is subject to format
evolution. As an example, consider a TWR data long-term
archival scenario maximizing the use of STEP to represent detail
design product model data.

A more desirable long-term solution would be for the product
model software supplier will implement AP239 (Product Life
Cycle Support) [16], an AP already gaining traction in the United
States and United Kingdom defense communities [18], to define
product structure, the relationships between objects, and reference
data libraries to define an extensible set of properties.

Although STEP APs such as AP218 (ship structures) and AP227
(plant spatial configuration) define information models welltailored to the ship domain, these APs have not yet been
implemented in commercial off-the-shelf software. On the other
hand, other APs such as AP203 (configuration controlled 3D
design) and AP214 (core data for automotive mechanical design
processes) are supported by today’s CAD software applications.
As time progresses, so do both the STEP standard as well as the
translators provided by the CAD vendors. This means, as shown
in Figure 1, that the STEP representation of the data may change
over the long term [5].

Assuming future vendor support, the ideal long-term solution
would be to employ implementations of AP214 for general
purpose geometry and AP239 for configuration management and
product structure, but to define application-specific product model
data using APs with a more specific scope, such as AP218 or
AP227.
In summary, even with a policy favoring STEP for representing
product information, the detail design data may manifest itself in
many different formats, each conforming to a different AP, or in
some cases not conforming to STEP at all. Over the life of the
product, format choices will evolve as a function of the product
model complexity, the quality of the translators, and the evolution
of the standard itself. Therefore, the goal of a single standard to
represent product model data may not be realistic, and we should
be prepared to encounter multiple formats over the lifecycle of a
product.

Initially, the data is created in native format, and the neutral file
format is selected as a function of the quality of the available
translators. If the desired translators are not available, a
compromise will have to be made in order to allow the data to be
accessible to the applications used during a specific design phase.
The evolution from this point forward could be as follows.
First, geometry is exchanged using any means possible, but most
probably using AP214 or AP203. The non-graphical data can be
extracted separately and saved in a project-specific Extensible
Markup Language (XML) [22] format. The XML often contains
only product properties and perhaps minimal product structure.
This approach is sufficient to enable minimal exchange of
geometric data, graphics, and basic properties. It also has the
greatest potential for minimizing the dependency on the product
model software supplier.

3. SUGGESTED TECHNICAL APPROACH
We suggest a two-pronged approach to addressing the issues
mentioned in Table 1Table 1 and discussed in Section 2. The first
aspect of this approach is to follow the OAIS reference model
description of the ingest function, attempting to maximize use of
existing tools developed by the digital preservation community.
The second aspect is to leverage the robustness and permanence
of STEP while, at the same time, applying a transformation from
EXPRESS and Part 21 to the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
[21] to facilitate the creation of descriptive metadata.
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mechanisms. OWL-DL enables integration with software tools by
providing an XML serialization of the ontology. A plug-in to a
CAD application could transform STEP geometry into OWL and
then allow the insertion, reading and editing of the non-geometric
information of the designed product. Geometry and non-geometric
information would then be represented in a unique consistent
model.

3.1 Role of Descriptive Metadata in the
Context of OAIS Ingest
Our approach to TWR data archival uses the OAIS reference
model. Our goal is to develop a TWR Submission Information
Package (SIP) template, and to generate accompanying
descriptive metadata to aid in future access of TWR Archival
Information Packages (AIPs). The generated descriptive
information is essential for supporting the various engineering
designated community access scenarios classified using the “3Rs.”
We expect lessons learned and insights gained through attempting
to generate descriptive information from the TWR product model
data to be a major contribution of our research.

The Part 21 files (EXPRESS instances) are classified using a
reasoner according to an OWL translation of the AP214
EXPRESS schema. The outputs of this classification are OWL
individuals corresponding to the Part 21 source files. Figure
3Figure 3 illustrates this scenario using as an example a STEP
representation of a gear object. OntoSTEP can enable the 3Rs as
follows:

In OAIS, a SIP must contain not only content information, but
also associated preservation description information (PDI) to aid
in the preservation of the content and packaging information, i.e.,
metadata delimiting and identifying the content information and
PDI. Standards and tools have been developed by digital library
researchers to aid in encoding PDI and packaging information.
These technologies were not designed specifically with
engineering applications in mind. However, they are extensible.
Thus our plan is to leverage these existing technologies, where
feasible, to create the “Ship SIP,” tailoring them as needed to
properly address domain-specific requirements.

Reference – Users can retrieve semantically rich information
for 2D and 3D visualization. The visualization information
can be annotated with appropriate metadata using
OntoSTEP. The language of annotation can be defined using
OntoSTEP.
Reuse – Users can retrieve geometry and non-geometric
information in a semantically rich fashion using OntoSTEP.
The information can be reused effectively as it has formal
semantics. The annotations can be effectively executed to
carry out the instructions embedded in the annotations. The
users can also retrieve information based on object properties
and can select and modify shapes based on metadata.

Figure 2Figure 2 illustrates the workflow of our approach. In the
lower left corner, TWR content is augmented with PDI and rules
or packaging information as needed for ingest. The augmented
TWR content then serves as input to two activities, each shown as
a rounded rectangle. The first is the generation of descriptive
information needed for future access of the archived TWR content
using methods we will develop. The second is creation of a Ship
SIP, using existing third party tools when feasible. The Ship SIP
and accompanying descriptive information are then ingested into
an archive, again using third party applications as appropriate.

Rationale – Since a project model created and annotated
using OntoSTEP has formal semantics and allows automatic
inference, it will be more capable of answering “why”
questions and reasoning about design decisions than would
an EXPRESS/Part 21 product model.

4. CONCLUSIONS
Descriptive metadata is key to successful long-term preservation
and reuse of digital product models. Using the 3Rs as a
framework and the Navy’s TWR data repository as a guiding
example, we enumerated several product model data issues that
descriptive metadata must address. We then suggested an
approach using semantic technology to create the descriptive
metadata within the context of the OAIS reference model.
The next step in this research is to define a descriptive metadata
schema for TWR and other product model data addressing the
requirements discussed. The schema could then be populated
using the OntoSTEP approach highlighted in 3.2. As we
mentioned in 3.1, defining this schema and developing algorithms
for instantiating it will be a major milestone and research
contribution.

Figure 2. Ingest workflow.

3.2 Use of Semantic Technology
In [8], a transformation of STEP information models and Part 21
data is presented to represent both geometry and non-geometric
data (such as function, behavior, requirements, weight, spring or
damper rates, flows, and ground clearance height) in a manner
more conducive to generating descriptive metadata. The
transformation, called “OntoSTEP,” produces semantically
enriched product models as output. With the semantic enrichment
of STEP, reasoning and inference mechanisms can be applied.
These reasoning mechanisms allow us to check the validity of the
models, to check the consistency of the instances and to infer new
knowledge. This transformation of STEP is developed using
OWL-DL, a sublanguage of OWL that is both computationally
complete and decidable. OWL-DL has a formal foundation
(description logics) that allows for automated reasoning

Although we focus on the ship product model domain in this
paper, we expect our results to be relevant to other engineering
domains involving complex products with long life cycles. The
aerospace industry [17] and – more recently – the automotive
industry [23] are adopting a rigorous and standards-based
approach to long-term archiving of their product model data. If
our research can benefit their respective efforts, then we will have
made significant progress toward achieving the objectives stated
at the end of Section 1.
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Figure 3. Product Ontology and 3Rs.
Part 11: Description methods: The EXPRESS language
reference manual.
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perfectly in tune with the technological changes without
jeopardizing security and authenticity. Archivists will have to
take timely action in tandem to ensure that information available
with them is rendered usable in the future.

ABSTRACT
Digital preservation of archival records in India has engaged the
attention of policy planners in governmental administration. A
beginning has been made in this direction during the 20th century.
During the 21st century, the problems of digitization of
descriptive standards along with preservation of digitized data are
going to assume gargantuan proportions.

The rapid technological advances are gearing towards a
spectacular change in accumulation of Archives in the times to
come. The business of government is facilitated by the evergrowing application of electronic tools for communicating,
processing transactions and managing information.
Digital
documents could be seen in every sphere of government,
legislative, executive, administrative, regulatory and judicial
agencies. As a result Archives the world over is a witness to the
birth of an electronic government. These electronic or digitized
records of this generation should be preserved and made available
in readable format, whenever needed.

This would lead to laying greater emphasis on records creation on
digital format. The creators as record managers and archivists as a
custodian of this novel format would have to devise strategies to
evolve viable logistics for a long term planning along with
intellectual exploitation of contents on digital format.
Besides, in order to control the implosion of this format variety of
inputs to control their explosion and exploitation would have to
be devised for ensuring authentic digital sources before they are
preserved for posterity.

Towards 21st century, many digital documents would be created
digitally as email, word processing or spreadsheet files, sometimes
routed as email attachments and also in online formats. Some of
the old and existing documents are converted from paper
documents to digital formats by scanners and other devices.

This paper would be a stimulant for further research on the need
of digital preservation in all key sectors of the governmental
administration, for harnessing this novel source by striking a
perfect balance between the creating agencies, custodians and
users of records in the backdrop of ever-growing concern for
preserving national heritage of India. The Indian experience as
gathered from National Archives of India in the field would open
up new vistas of insights in future for the ones who are waiting in
horizon to join the digital world of archives.

Archives, therefore, should be guided by long-term management
and preservation aspects and ensure that the preservation methods
and techniques are upgraded periodically. The digital file formats
in which the electronic records are stored in a computer include
many commercially based formats such as Word, Excel, Access
and Power Point formats. The details of current commercial
formats are proprietary and difficult and sometimes, impossible to
acquire especially when the software is upgraded or changed in
the backdrop of changing information technology. Consequently,
the format is more likely to be unavailable when we would want
to actually access it, since that format no longer remains the
“current” version of the developer/proprietor.

1. INTRODUCTION
The aim of Archives is towards long-term preservation of record
material of the past and present for the benefit of users in the
distant future.
The Archives, have a mammoth task in
safeguarding the documents/records, are now confronted with the
task of long time preservation of electronic records. The need of
the hour is to evolve a long-term preservation policy for
preserving traditional archives.
The task involves finding
suitable, reliable and stable infrastructures for carrying
preservation activity, which ensures that data is properly selected,
stored, with its logical and physical integrity being maintained
over the period of time for being accessed and disseminated

The ever increasing use of digital technology for creating and
communicating information in Government Departments since the
late 1980's and their transfer to Archives after 25 years as per the
Public Records Act and Rules of Government of India, in digital
media, requires different conservation methods and a well knit
preservation policy.
The current conventional policy of
management and upkeep of archival collections through xerox
copies, publications, microfilms and microfiche does not lay stress
on immediate and continued access to important digital data.
Rapidly changing institutional preservation policy is the need of
the hour for ensuring survival of archival data for future
generations.
Digital preservation comprises varied processes to ensure that
digital resources remain accessible, usable and understandable in
future, which has the capacity to cope with constant changes
brought about by the information boom. Therefore, a major
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challenge to initiate a correspondingly broad-based and diverse
discussion incorporating views from all concerned especially
technology experts in information science towards development of
a definitive preservation policy for Archives. Archivists would
have to identify the key problems for continued access to digital
collections, define core issues and recommend action to eliminate
barriers to instant solutions besides consider other technological
solutions to digital preservation.

Besides in 1998, National Archives initiated and is continuing the
digitization of converting analog microfilms into digital format by
using the Microfilm Scanner. The main idea behind this
conversion has been to facilitate the access of the fragile
documents which have been microfilmed for scholars and users
consulting Archives online without the handling the original
documents. The microfilm images are being converted into PDF
format
It may be worthwhile mentioning that National Archives of India
has already taken an initiative to preserve the contents of the
current important files which are not covered under the Public
Records Act, 1993. This relates to the microfilming of `A`
category records.

2. NATIONAL ARCHIVES OF INDIA
The National Archives of India is the repository of the noncurrent records of the Government of India which are being held
in trust for the use of administrators as well as scholars. It is an
Attached Office of the Ministry of Culture and is an implementing
nodal agency of the Government of India for the Public Records
Act, 1993 and Rules

1.

38,75,332 files

2.

64,221 volumes

In order to prevent the content loss of the current files which are
very important, the National Archives of India has commenced
microfilming of all important `A’ category files in the storage area
of the records in all Ministries/ Departments/ Offices of the
Government of India. The idea behind this task is to preserve the
negative or master copy of the microfilm in the National Archives
of India and preserve the positive microfilm of `A` category files
in the concerned Ministry/ Department/Offices.

3.

1,10,332 maps and cartographic items

Online Exhibitions on Internet:

4.

3,601 bills assented to by the President(s) of India

5.

1,065 treaties

The following exhibitions organized by National Archives of
India are now online in the National Archives website.
[www.nationalarchives.nic.in]

6.

2,442 rare manuscripts

7.

Microfilms: 35,000 Negative and Positive

The total holding of National Archives comprises the following:

1.
Commemorating 150 years of
Universities [1857-2007]
2.

approximately. [contains 4.9 million pages approximately]
8.

Microfiches: 9000 [0.9 million pages]

9.

Digital Images: 2, 60,000 [TIFF and PDF format

Presidency

Hindi Desh Se Pardes Tak

4. STANDARDS AND MEDIUM USED IN
NATIONAL ARCHIVES FOR
DIGITIZATION

3. SECURITY MICROFILM
PROGRAMME

Formats
Microfilms
Microfiche

For preserving the cultural heritage of the country National
Archives of India has taken up gigantic task of creating a backup
of the originals by microfilming the entire collection of
documents and keeping them away from the originals in its
Regional Office at Bhopal wherein the temperature and humidity
is controlled 24 x 7, 365 days. This practice is being followed
internationally, as the life expectancy of film medium is more than
500 years in comparison to the other media.

and

Photographs

Scanning

Stores in

300dpi

HDD, Removable
HDD, DVD, CDs

300dpi

DVDs
[Duplicates stored
in different
locations.]

Books and Printed
materials

Libsys software in Linux platform is being used for retrieval of
information from approximately 1.5 lakh books / periodicals /
journals in National Archives of India. The system provides
Online Public Access of catalogues of National Archives of India
Library.

300dpi

DVDs

In July 2000 National Archives of India had initiated a pilot
project for digitization of rare manuscripts with the help of Sony
Digital Camera. This Unit was established in collaboration with
Department of Science and Technology and National Institute of
Advanced Studies, Bangalore.
Rare manuscripts, viz.
Bhagwadgita, Ramayana, Mahabharata, etc. have been digitized
and stored in CD medium.
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National Archives being the nodal agency for upkeep of paper and
other formats of records as per the mandate of Public Record Act
and Public Record Rules, therefore, Ministry of Information
Technology should take the initiative to develop National
Archives as a hub for preserving the digital information for the
benefit of scholars and users of Archives for the retrieval of
information.

4.1 Long Term Preservation
National Archives is creating a facsimile of original documents in
the form of microfilming and keeping them away under ambient
conditions for posterity and for effective disaster management.
Positive Microfilms are prepared from the original negative
Microfilms and supplied to scholars and users of Archives for
consultation, thus avoiding the handling of old and fragile
documents.

By conducting regular awareness programme for the benefit of
personnel in the Ministries and Departments and thus apprising
them of the latest developments in the field of information
technology.

4.1.1 Preservation Challenges
No standard formats are available for the image formats.

5. MIGRATION

Integration of images with reference media data [digital images of
analog microfilm with data base]

Migration ensures the periodic transfer of digital information from
one software/ hardware configuration to another available medium
in vogue, or from one generation of computer technology to a
subsequent generation of information technology. If there is a
potent danger for loss of valuable information during migration
then institutions would have to determine what should be a total
acceptable quantum of loss (risk management) primarily with
access in mind, and serve as watchword towards evolution of a
definite policy.

Periodical checking of images in CDs and DVDs [whether the
Hardware, drives would be available in future?]
Lack of migration policy [will it be 5 years or 7 years?]
Compatibility of software and hardware [update of software for
compatibility with new hardware]
New technological advancements

The various aspects of digital preservation, which should be
strictly followed is: -

Non-standardized technical activities
Shortage of skilled personnel

1.

How is preservation of digital object different
than preserving an analog object?

4.1.2 Preservation policy

2.

How does preservation depend on access?

The mandate of Archives is to preserve and conserve archival
material housed in its custody. For Paper Records there are set
guidelines and laid down official policy. Electronic Records,
from the archival perspective, is in the stage of infancy. For its
application in the field of conservation of records it requires
urgent and immediate action. National Archives of India has now
initiated a policy for preservation of records in Archives and
Libraries. The same is under consideration by experts group.

3.

What are the essential attributes of a digital
object that should be preserved?

4.

How should you manage preservation of the
enormous volume of digital objects created by
governments and transferred in disk/CD
formats to archives for preservation?

Management policy

The professionals in archives are often faced with complex and
numerous related issues confronting their established tradition,
practice and ethics. Digital preservation represents a significant
new paradigm for archivists for archival collections and their
management.

Suggestions
An Office Procedure Manual for Electronic Records both born
digital (email, etc) and converted to digital mode in line with the
stipulations incorporated in ‘Manual of Office Procedure” should
be drawn within a specific time frame.

In view of the electronic records being generated with speed there
appears a need to evolve preservation policy at the national level
on priority basis. To meet this challenge Archives should evolve
and develop policy guidelines, for these techniques.

The Government of India has initiated in 1999 a “security
microfilming programme of ‘A’ category files which are still in
custody of creating agencies.

5.1 Objectives

In a similar manner till such time a final decision is taken regard
to the retention schedule/ appraisal/ transfer/ access of Electronic
Records (both born digital and converted to digital), the Ministry
of Information Technology should initiate in collaboration with
National Archives of India, a ‘DIGITAL RECORDS
PRESERVATION PROGRAMME” by creating a corpus of
experts to visit various Ministries/Departments and take ‘back up’
of electronic records in appropriate medium which would
subsequently be migrated to latest technology in keeping pace
with the changing technology in this particular field. (This
would also take care of Disaster Management of Electronic
Records towards preserving the cultural heritage for posterity.

The objectives of a digital preservation policy, alongwith its
purpose and scope, are consistent with those objectives typically
identified for traditional media but are broadened or extended to
account for a new medium and process, and work out the
priorities for their use and access. Digital preservation revolves
around the choice of interim storage media, the life expectancy of
a digital imaging system, and the expectation to migrate the digital
files to future systems while ensuring full functionality and the
integrity of the original digital system
It is a universally accepted fact that digital technology has
lowered the cost of data storage and increased the quantum of
research data available, but digital technologies alone are not
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sufficient to make this data useful. In its first place, stored data
has to be inherently “useful” for answering a worthwhile research
query. Secondly just because information is less costly for storage
does not necessarily make it more accessible, especially for
research consultation.

user has little incentive to protect the data for historical purposes.
In India presently when the information is displayed in the public
domain, it is not organized for the benefit of historical
researchers. Despite all the formal and prescribed mechanisms
designed to help researchers to retrieve the more traditional
original archival sources, they find that unsystematic informal
communication would be absolutely essential for retrieval of
digital information which is not kept with historical interests in
mind.

Archivists’ concern the world over, relate to the authenticity and
integrity of data are implied and, therefore, deserve special
attention. In archives, maintaining the value and importance of
digital holdings ensures that the information accessed by the user
is the same information that was initially acquired and described
and which still relays its context and structure. As stated earlier,
the care of manipulation of digital data, either intentional or
accidental, leads to deliberate alteration or deletion of information
without leaving any trace or evidence.

While formulating preservation policy for Archives as far as
digitization is concerned, the following features should be taken
in to account: 1.
Co-operation – national level management of Digital
Archives/Repositories – the State Archives have a major role to
play in it.

The principle objective for archives should be the document
management of the digital record over a period of time in order to
guarantee the reliability of its content and meaning. An objective
of digital preservation policy should be to clarify and extend the
application of ideas to a new medium or to introduce new
concepts keeping in view the necessary adherence to the history,
provenance of archives, etc.

2.
Redundancy of digital equipments hardware as well as
software
3.

International standard inter- portability

The policy should spell out answers and solutions for digital
media longevity, rates of deterioration of digital objects, storage
conditions and disaster recovery. The retention period of the paper
records and electronic records should also be looked into so as to
ensure an appropriate retention period of the electronic records is
fixed.
This could be deliberated in high-level technoprofessionals’ forum representing the archival fraternity alongwith
information technological experts.

Digital preservation policy should include and highlight the
timely provision of advice or provide support to the areas of
collections, acquisition and operations. This is crucial in the
digital world as technological obsolescence is a greatest challenge
to the acquisition and intellectual control activity of the concerned
archival institution. The institution should bring the object under
“preservation control" (ensuring current and future access) with
the technology necessary to access its informational content. This
issue becomes critical when the institution has a considerable
backlog of programmes relating to acquisitions or preservation
due to resource crunch or other underlying factors.

The subject of digital preservation is still in the primary domain of
the information technology professionals. The acquisition,
preservation and management of objects in new medium does
pose a challenge to Archives. Besides, there has been an increase
in the quantum of information being created digitally in
Government. The speeds with which new technologies to
preserve information are applied have not kept pace with its
creation.

Traditionally a successful track record is necessary to launch any
new endeavor. In the case of digital preservation they provide an
effective launch pad for the development of a new policy model
for the information age, which builds on existing knowledge and
incorporates added layers of technological and professional
concerns. Thus, traditional preservation policy offers a foundation
which represents a mature approach to the preservation of varied
collections of cultural heritage and reflects advances in
professional ethics and institutional vision.

The digital images may not last long due to fast changing
technology in hardware medium every 3-4 years and it would be
not possible to keep pace with ever changing technology with
ever-growing volume of records. Besides, problems would also
arise to provide on site technical back up to the record creating
agencies as compared to a central place of records storage, i.e.
National Archives of India.

Established preservation principles relating to respect for the
integrity of the original, minimal intervention, reversibility, as
well as concepts of preventive preservation, custody and access
can only partially support the demands of digital collections.

To preserve the contents an acceptable approach to digital
preservation would have to be found out; otherwise we would be
confronted with the problem of data loss, which would greatly
affect the concept archives which are continuous series of records.
It may be mentioned that recently equipment are being marketed
to convert digital images directly to microfilm media, the life
expectancy of this microfilm media is more than 500 years. This
should be explored to save the digital images.

Traditional preservation principles are so substantially
transformed when applied to digital material that in practice they
eventually fail to describe the scenario in a meaningful manner.
Frequent debates on the nature and relevance of preservation in a
digital world especially the role of archivists, librarians, curators,
managers, politicians, consumers, manufacturers is necessary for
clarifying principles which encompass the entire gamut of
preservation of all cultural resources, digital as well as other
formats.

Going with the times, the National Archives of India started the
computerization of reference media of records in the year 1998.
A tailor-made software AIMS (Archival Information Management
System), keeping in view the nature of records in its custody, was
developed for the purpose. Approximately data entry of reference
media of 2.4 million records has already been completed and the
same is available for being retrieved through the AIMS software,

Digital information is also being lost to future generation of
researchers, especially after purpose of the data is fulfilled; the
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digital documents stored in hard drives, magnetic tape or digital
discs - have storage life of less than 20 years. This necessitates
frequent update or migration of data to save contents thus stored
therein.

for scholars and users of Archives in the Intranet of the
Department.
The AIMS software, is being used in the Department, has been
further updated in the latest technology with SQL backend and
dot net in the front end. The software has been upgraded in such
a manner that the entire record holdings i.e., of Private Archives,
Cartography, Oriental Records and Reprography Section
reference media available in paper or microfilm form would be
data entered. Moreover the software has been customized for
integration of the digital images of the microfilms of records so
that when a user wants to consult a document the same could be
accessed online and a print out taken, if needed. This has
facilitated the consultation of a single original by many scholars in
tandem in the intranet in National Archives.

Archivists and data storage professionals are concerned with the
longevity the information stored in the hard disk, CDs, magnetic
tape and other like mediums.
Recently we have discussions in the net that the so called above
problems are going to be solved by the introduction of new
Millennial DiscTM* and Millennial WriterTM products which are
currently being developed at Millennia, Inc. The technology first
developed at Brigham Young University in Provo, Utah,
Millennia, Inc. claims that they have since created the first digital
disc that safely stores data for 1,000 years. They also claim that
the Millennia Disc is backwards compatible, which means once it
is created, it can be read like any other recordable DVD, and it
requires no special drive to read the contents. However it requires
a special writer to write the contents on the Disc This Disc and
Writer are scheduled for testing in 2009's first quarter.
[*http://millenniata.com]

It was reported some time back that the number of internet users
worldwide have been increasing 200 % every year. The rapid pace
of technological development and obsolescence, threatens vast
amounts of information of being "stranded" on tradition or old
medium as new and better techniques supersede them. Current
approaches to the preservation of important digital information
rely on techniques, which should be applied within the life span
of medium and their dependent technologies (software, hardware).
Apathy to look for trusted means and methods of digital
preservation would certainly exact a stiff, long-term cultural
penalty.

It seems that in future all the information generated by the
Government of India would be in digital form. Emergence of
“Digital Government” is a new trend. Manuscripts and Printed
Library material are being scanned and stored in digital format.
Each nation now dares to create and preserve records or evidences
of its activities in a digital format. Any work schedule is
unavoidable. The Government of India has been working out
viable agendas for introducing e-governance in all Ministries and
Departments. Office procedure automation software for storing
electronic records in digital form for consultation by posterity is
in the offing. The Government of India should ensure that all
Acts, Rules and Circulars are available in a user-friendly IT
version. The Government of India will surely emerge as one of
the most efficient and transparent e-government areas of the world
in not too distant future.

Adapting preservation policy to the digital age is dependent on the
coordination of a complex set of layered determinants of a
cultural, a technological and a professional nature. This requires
an appreciation of the larger cultural context for framing long
term institutional policy and a significant knowledge of digital
technology systems and trends. This would lead to emulating
current preservation practices and principles against a new digital
paradigm, and finally it demands new attitudes to the preservation
of cultural heritage collections in digital form. However, the
financial issues could be deliberated upon once a consensus is
evolved on the policy for digital long time preservation. Financial
issues are equally important and are likely to be supported by
information experts’ advice on cost-effectiveness of hardware and
software. This measure would definitely ensure smooth migration
on the available latest technology during every ten years in a
planned and phased manner.
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It may not be an exaggeration to state that, yesterday’s world was
well-documented but the present digital world is not so. The
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continually audits the content to detect any damage or loss, and to
repair it from the copies at other Boxes. Content is preserved in its
original format; if this format becomes obsolete the system can,
on demand, create temporary access copies in a newer format to
provide transparent, on-access format migration.

ABSTRACT
The LOCKSS Program (www.lockss.org), based at Stanford
University Libraries, provides libraries with tools that allow them,
easily and inexpensively, to collect today’s Web-published
materials and preserve them for tomorrow’s readers. In this paper,
we review the threat model upon which the LOCKSS software
was engineered, explain briefly how the software works, and
describe a selection of ways that communities are currently using
this resource.

Libraries and publishers worldwide are using the LOCKSS
distributed digital preservation technology. LOCKSS helps
libraries stay relevant by building collections even as an
increasing portion of today’s content is “born digital” and
published on the Web. LOCKSS replicates the traditional model
of libraries keeping physical copies of books, journals, etc. in
their collections, making it possible for libraries to house copies
of digital materials long-term.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H [Information Systems]: H.3. Information Storage and
Retrieval. H.3.7 Digital Libraries

General Terms

2.THREATS TO THE PERSISTANCE OF
DIGITAL INFORMATION

Design, Economics, Reliability, Security

Digital preservation systems have one fundamental goal, to
protect material for a very long time. Threats to keeping content
safe over protracted timescales include: technology failures,
economic failures, and social failures.

Keywords
Digital Preservation, replicated storage

1.INTRODUCTION
Archiving systems are designed to keep content accessible for the
very long term. In June 2005, the United States National Research
Council recommended to the United States National Archives that
the designers of a digital preservation system need a clear vision
of the threats against which they are being asked to protect their
system's contents [7]. To our knowledge, the LOCKSS (Lots Of
Copies Keep Stuff Safe) Program, is the only preservation system
designed around an explicit threat model [6]. It addresses an
unusually broad set of threats that could interfere with keeping
digital content safe, including those that are technical, economic,
and social.

The LOCKSS system designers judged these three key properties
critical for any digital preservation system:

The LOCKSS Program, founded in 1998, is grounded in ACM
award winning research [4]. The technology provides an OAIScompliant, open source, peer-to-peer, decentralized, distributed,
digital preservation infrastructure for preserving all formats and
genres of static content published on the Web. As far as possible,
it collects and preserves not merely the intellectual content of the
content, but also its original look and feel. Libraries run a
“LOCKSS Box” that collects the content they are interested in
preserving. The Boxes form a peer-to-peer network that

1.

The system must have no single point of failure; it must
not just tolerate the failure of any individual component,
it must be designed to tolerate more than one
simultaneous failure.

2.

Media, software and hardware must flow through the
system over time as they fail or become obsolete, and
are replaced. The system must support diversity among
its components to avoid monoculture vulnerabilities, to
allow for incremental replacement, and to avoid vendor
lock-in.

3.

The system must audit the content at regular intervals
frequent enough to keep the probability of failure at
acceptable levels.
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and earthquake must be anticipated. Other types of
threats, such as media, hardware and infrastructure
failures, will typically manifest then.

Specifically, the LOCKSS engineers designed the LOCKSS
digital preservation system to guard against these thirteen threats.
1.

Media Failure. All storage media must be expected to
degrade with time, causing irrecoverable bit errors, and
to be subject to sudden catastrophic irrecoverable loss
of bulk data such as disk crashes or loss of off-line
media.

2.

Hardware Failure. All hardware components must be
expected to suffer transient recoverable failures, such as
power loss, and catastrophic irrecoverable failures, such
as burnt-out power supplies.

3.

Software Failure. All software components must be
expected to suffer from bugs that pose a risk to the
stored data.

4.

Communication Errors. Systems cannot assume that the
network transfers they use to ingest or disseminate
content will either succeed or fail within a specified
time period, or will actually deliver the content
unaltered.

5.

Network Services Failures. Systems must anticipate that
the external network services they use, including
resolvers such as those for domain names and persistent
URLs, will suffer both transient and irrecoverable
failures both of the network services and of individual
entries in them. As examples, domain names will vanish
or be reassigned if the registrant fails to pay the
registrar, and a persistent URL will fail to resolve if the
resolver service fails to preserve its data with as much
care as the digital preservation service.

6.

7.

10. External Attack. Paper libraries and archives are subject
to malicious attack; there is no reason to expect their
digital equivalents to be exempt. Worse, all systems
connected to public networks are vulnerable to viruses
and worms. Digital preservation systems must either
defend against the inevitable attacks, or be completely
isolated from external networks.
11. Internal Attack. Much abuse of computer systems
involves insiders, those who have or used to have
authorized access to the system. Even if a digital
preservation system is completely isolated from external
networks, it must anticipate insider abuse.
12. Economic Failure. Information in digital form is much
more vulnerable to interruptions in the money supply
than information on paper. There are ongoing costs for
power, cooling, bandwidth, system administration,
domain registration, and so on. Budgets for digital
preservation must be expected to vary up and down,
possibly even to zero, over time.
13. Organizational Failure. The system view of digital
preservation must include not merely the technology but
the organization in which it is embedded. These
organizations may die, perhaps through bankruptcy, or
their missions may change. This may deprive the digital
preservation technology of the support it needs to
survive. System planning must envisage the possibility
the preserved content being transferred to a successor
organization, or otherwise being disposed of properly.

Media & Hardware Obsolescence. All media and
hardware components will eventually fail. Before that,
they may become obsolete in the sense of no longer
being capable of communicating with other system
components or being replaced when they do fail.

For each of these types of failure, it is necessary to trade off the
cost of defense against the level of system degradation under the
threat that is regarded as acceptable for that cost.

Software Obsolescence. Similarly, software components
will become obsolete. This will often be manifested as
format obsolescence when, although the bits in which
some data was encoded remain accessible, the
information can no longer be decoded from the storage
format into a legible form.

8.

Operator Error. Operator actions must be expected to
include both recoverable and irrecoverable errors. This
applies not merely to the digital preservation application
itself, but also to the operating system on which it is
running, the other applications sharing the same
environment, the hardware underlying them, and the
network through which they communicate.

9.

Natural Disaster. Natural disasters, such as flood, fire

2.1Economic Failure
Given the unprecedented world economic crisis; it is appropriate
to focus for a few paragraphs on the threat, ‘Economic Failure’.
The biggest threat to digital preservation over long (or even
short!) time frames is the uneven flow of money to support digital
preservation. Library budgets are and have been for decades,
under extreme pressure. Money spent on digital preservation
means less money is available for other important tasks, such as
acquiring new materials.
Unfortunately, digital preservation cannot be accomplished in fits
and starts; it must be protected from uncertain funding cycles.
Keeping digital content unchanged is an active process; the
content must be continuously audited, repaired and preserved if it
is to remain accessible. The LOCKSS system addresses this
requirement in two ways, by minimizing the cost to each library,
and by distributing copies of the content among a large number of
independently funded libraries.

Copyright 2009 Victoria Reich and David S. H. Rosenthal

In the LOCKSS system, ingest, preservation and dissemination
are all highly automated, minimizing the staff time required of
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participating libraries. The system does not require expensive,
enterprise-scale technology; it works well with low-cost consumer
technology using the replication and cooperation inherent in the
preservation network to provide reliability.
Since each LOCKSS Box serves a limited community, there is no
need to re-create expensive, high-volume publishing platforms.
Little of the technology is new; the system, for the most part, repackages Web crawler, Web proxy, Web server and peer-to-peer
technologies. The system is entirely open source, both in terms of
the components it re-uses and the new technology the team
developed to re-package them.
Figure 1: LOCKSS Box Journal Configuration user interface.
LOCKSS makes it economically and technically possible for even
relatively small libraries to actively preserve their own content.
The costs of development and support are spread widely, reducing
the impact on individual sites, and improving sustainability by
diffusing the impact of individual funding decisions.

The LOCKSS Box then performs four functions.

3.3Ingest
LOCKSS Boxes ingest content directly from target Web sites
using a Web crawler similar to, but not the same as, those used by
search engines. The LOCKSS crawler has specific information
about each publisher’s Web site through a small XML file called a
plugin. Every publishing site requires a plugin. The plugin knows
where to find the publisher’s LOCKSS permission statement, how
far to follow the chains of Web links, what times of the day are
permissible for content collection, how fast content can be
collected, etc.

3.HOW LOCKSS WORKS
3.1Making Content LOCKSS Compliant
The publisher (or whomever is hosting the content on the Web)
gives explicit permission for the LOCKSS system to collect and
preserve content via the Manifest Page.
The LOCKSS system requires the manifest page contain either a
suitable Creative Commons license, or, one of the following texts:
•

LOCKSS system has permission to collect, preserve,
and serve this Archival Unit.

•

LOCKSS system has permission to collect, preserve,
and serve this open access Archival Unit.

Once the Plugin is written and tested, it is distributed to
authorized LOCKSS Boxes. The Stanford University Libraries
LOCKSS team uses a set of infrastructure tools to manage the
content ingest process, including a Plugin repository, which is a
Web server with signed JARs of plugins; and a Title database,
which is a list of content available for preservation.

The Manifest Page also links to new content as it is published.

Each LOCKSS Box independently collects its content from the
publisher’s Web site. The Boxes then compare their collected
content to each other's using the polling mechanism described in
the next section. The content’s authoritative version is established
by agreement among the Boxes.

3.2Bringing a LOCKSS Box Online
A library uses LOCKSS software to turn a low-cost PC into a
digital preservation appliance called a LOCKSS Box.

3.4Preservation

The administrator downloads a CD image, burns it to a CD, and
uses the CD to boot a PC, turning it into a LOCKSS Box that
automatically joins the international distributed preservation
network [2]. The LOCKSS Box is a persistent Web cache that is
never flushed. Library staff administers their LOCKSS Box via a
Web user interface. The interface enables new content
preservation, monitors the preservation of existing content,
controls access to the appliance, and a wide variety of other
functions [Figure 1].

The LOCKSS Boxes continually audit the content they are
preserving via the LOCKSS peer-to-peer polling protocol. If the
content in one LOCKSS Box is damaged or incomplete, that
LOCKSS Box receives repairs from the other LOCKSS Box
peers. The LOCKSS audit mechanism proves at regular intervals
that a copy agrees with the consensus of the copies at peer
libraries. The more LOCKSS Boxes hold a copy of given content,
the safer it is. The more organizations preserve given content, the
stronger the guarantee that they will all have continued access to
it. Seven copies is the recommended minimum for normal
conditions.
The cooperative polling mechanism among the LOCKSS Boxes
performs a number of functions. The initial polls confirm that
what is being preserved is exactly what the publisher published,
The polls detect and repair damage, avoiding the need to back up
a individual LOCKSS Box. It also provides unambiguous
reassurance that the system is performing its function and that the
correct content will be available to readers when accessed. The
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LOCKSS Box interface displays how the content is being
preserved [Figure 2].

3.6Format Migration
The LOCKSS system stores only the original content. It
postpones migration until it is needed, when a reader is using a
browser that cannot render the original bits. When this format is
determined in this way to be obsolete a LOCKSS Box can, on
demand, create temporary access copies in a format that the
browser does understand to provide transparent, on-access format
migration. Web formats become obsolete only when the majority
of browsers no longer render that format. This is unlikely to
happen quickly, if at all.

Figure 2. LOCKSS Box preservation status user interface

The LOCKSS approach to format obsolescence also minimizes
costs by re-using existing technologies [5]. This approach exploits
the time value of money and allows each reader to see the result of
the state-of-the-art in migration at the time of his or her access. It
leverages the pervasive adoption of open source browser
technology for format migration and object rendering by
providing a framework in which both open and closed source
format converters can be deployed as they become available.

The open source software is updated on a six-week cycle. Updates
are automatically pushed to LOCKSS Boxes via a property server
that controls the system parameters.

3.5Dissemination
LOCKSS Boxes provide an institution’s readers with continuous
access to content preserved in that institution’s LOCKSS Box.
When the LOCKSS Box is properly configured within the
institutional network, it will transparently deliver content to
readers when the original Web site is unavailable. LOCKSS
Boxes provide access to content via one of two methods:
transparent proxy and serving content.

From the Library of Congress, “If a format is widely adopted, it is
less likely to become obsolete rapidly, and tools for migration and
emulation are more likely to emerge from industry without
specific investment by archival institutions…. Evidence of wide
adoption of a digital format includes bundling of tools with
personal computers, native support in Web browsers. [3].

3.5.1Transparent Proxy
The first access method is via Web proxy. Institutions often run
Web proxies, to allow off-campus users to access their journal
subscriptions, and Web caches, to reduce the bandwidth cost of
providing Web access to their community.

4.Distributed Preservation Networks
LOCKSS is currently being used to preserve content in two
distinct types of environments: a public LOCKSS Network and a
variety of Private LOCKSS Networks (PLNs). The publics
LOCKSS network are preserving materials of general interest to a
wide community. The Private LOCKSS networks are preserving
more specialized materials for smaller communities.

An institution can integrate their LOCKSS Box into these
systems, which intercept requests from the community's browsers
to the journals being preserved [1]. Then, whenever a reader
requests a preserved page, whether by clicking on a link to it,
selecting a bookmark for it, or typing the URL, behind the scenes
the proxy infrastructure intercepts the request and forwards it to
the LOCKSS box, which forwards it to the original publisher. If
the publisher delivers the content, then that's what the reader gets.
If the publisher doesn't deliver content to the reader, for example
if a journal subscription was canceled, then the LOCKSS Box
does. In this way, when the proxy access method is used, the page
remains accessible at its original URL so that links, bookmarks,
etc. still work. The reader need not know the LOCKSS Box exists.

4.1Public Networks
The public network preserves materials that are generally
available on the Web, including subscription-only material.
Sufficient replication is ensured because the materials preserved
in the public network are those that the wider community has
agreed they wish to preserve. The public network is maintained by
the Stanford University-based LOCKSS staff with funding
provided by the LOCKSS Alliance.
The public LOCKSS network comprises nearly 200 research
institutions worldwide. Libraries can join LOCKSS at no charge;
however, libraries serious about building local collections join the
LOCKSS Alliance for a nominal annual fee. Alliance member’s
LOCKSS Boxes can collect and preserve materials to which they
subscribe, along with other materials such as open access titles.
The preservation requirement for more than seven copies is
achieved because the content is of general interest. Most of the
institutions participating in the public LOCKSS network preserve
most of the content available to them, especially the content to
which they subscribe. The average replication factor in the public
LOCKSS network is approximately 40.

3.5.2Serving Content
The second access method is by serving the content. In this
method, the LOCKSS Box acts as another Web server from which
a reader can obtain the content, thus the LOCKSS Box is visible
to readers. Readers are guided to the content they need by their
library's text search and URL resolution systems such as SFX, so
these systems need to know about the LOCKSS Box and its
contents
If the content has internal links, for example the links from Page 1
to Page 2 of an article and vice versa, the LOCKSS Box needs to
rewrite these in the version it sends to the reader so that they point
to Page 2 and Page 1 in the LOCKSS Box, not to Page 2 and Page
1 at the original publisher, as they do in the preserved version that
the LOCKSS Box is storing. Unlike the proxy method, a few links
in content delivered in this way may not work because the URL
rewriting cannot be guaranteed to be perfect.

Access to content held in an institution's public LOCKSS Box is
“light” to that institution’s authorized users. LOCKSS members
are permitted to access the content to which they subscribe
whenever that content is unavailable from the publisher.
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More details, and links to each of these initiatives is available,
http://www.lockss.org/lockss/Private_LOCKSS_Networks

4.2 Private Networks
The LOCKSS technology also enables librarians and archivists to
create and manage their own preservation network via a "Private
LOCKSS Network" (PLN). A PLN is a scaled down version of
the public LOCKSS network.
The PLN model offers institutions with synergistic collections a
means to ensure the survival of content that is outside the
collection development scope of most institutions. In other words,
content preserved in a PLN is often more akin to a library’s
special collections, digitized images, local Web sites, etc.
Private LOCKSS Network partners explicitly agree to work
together, to share in the preservation of each other's specialized
content. Network members confirm that a potential member
institution will bring value to the network, for example, by
contributing appropriate content and having a working LOCKSS
Box online. Typically a PLN has seven to 15 institutional
participants.

•

Collection development. PLN participants share an
interest in preserving a particular type of publication
(for example government documents or ETDs) or a
specific subject area.

•

Access. Each PLN community sets its own access
policies based on local needs, resources, and the
intellectual property rights associated with the content.
Most PLNs are dark, however, with content access via a
hosting platform such as ContentDM or DSpace.

DataPass. Preserving Social Science data.

•

MetaArchive. Cooperative. Preserving Southern Culture.

•

CLOCKSS. Preserving published scholarly ejournals and
ebooks.

•

LOCKSS Docs. Preserving United States Federal
Documents.

•

Council of Prairie and Pacific University (COPPUL)
Consortium. Preserving content of interest to the Western
Canadian Region.

•

Alabama Digital Preservation Network (ADPN).
Preserving content of interest to the state of Alabama.
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•
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Abstract
The National Science Foundation has launched a US$100 million grant program for Sustainable Data Preservation and Access
Network Partners (DataNet). NSF’s vision includes the emergence of new organizations that combine the organizational
characteristics and skill sets of libraries with the technical competencies of information technology organizations. The five grant
awardees will become part of a DataNet federation that will form an organizational nucleus for data curation intended to transform
scientific research process while safeguarding public investments in that research.
Conceptually, the library is precisely the right organizational model. Libraries create value by building collections that anticipate and
meet the needs of a constituency. These collections must be managed across disciplines, languages, organizations, and economic
sectors. Scientific data repositories must be similarly managed. But data reuse and repurposing requires alignment of data structures,
semantics, applications, operating environments, and hardware. The machine room is the operational metaphor for DataNet. That is,
value will derive from more than just the collections. It will flow from services and tools developed to support the collections. .
The library community has some of the necessary experience and values for this increasingly important domain of data curation.
However if libraries are to play a significant role in this emerging domain, the profession must build the necessary capabilities (some
of which are currently only dimly understood) and develop the skills and resources to meet these needs (an assertion implicit in the
NSF’s belief that new organizations must emerge to meet these needs).
Meeting this challenge requires a clear understanding of the stakeholders, incentives, value propositions, and technical requirements
necessary to support a sustainable data services environment. Making the initiative sustainabe will require evidence of benefit -- a
framework of metrics to support assertions of value and allocation of resources. The present paper describes a value-metric
framework that will be useful in identifying and measuring value added in the data management lifecycle. The framework will help
to assure the availability of appropriate services and skills within organizations by making explicit their contribution to the data
curation value, and providing evidence for data-driven decision-making to support sustainable data curation services.

Introduction
There is growing global interest in data curation, evidenced in reports, grant programs, and national initiatives in various parts of the
world on the challenges of managing, sharing, preserving, and repurposing scientific data. The digital revolution is changing the
conduct of science, creating unprecedented opportunity for data sharing and repurposing, but also introducing new vulnerabilities and
requiring new skill sets for effective management of the life cycle of data. Failure to meet these challenges endangers research
investment and cripples the potential for integrative science. Data curation done well not only preserves society’s investment in
research, but also can amplify it through better discovery, repurposing, and reuse.
Data preservation is at the heart of the issue. Research communities must adopt policies, build and maintain infrastructure, and make
public commitments concerning the long-term management of data. But preservation is only the start -- and perhaps best understood
part -- of the curation challenge. Unstructured data will be too costly to reuse or repurpose. Unsupported data (data without tools for
rendering and analysis) will be ignored or underutilized. Inaccessible data is lost data and undiscovered data is a lost opportunity.
Harvesting greater value from data (and the human and financial capital used to create it) requires new skills brought together in new
ways, and managed by institutions charged with the responsibility of curating data. Achieving this will require detailed
understanding of the processes involved, and curricular changes to assure that appropriate skills will enter into the market place.
Existing staff must secure additional training or new staff must be hired. Changes of this magnitude are costly and must overcome
institutional and human inertia, even as global economic crises are further burdening overtaxed institutions with additional hardships.
All of these factors point to the necessity for a value-metric framework that makes explicit the costs and benefits of various facets of
data management, and which can help to rationalize resource allocations appropriate to long-term, sustainable data curation. This
paper reflects some of the thinking that has emerged in a response to the NSF DataNet solicitation by a team led by the University of
Washington Library, and informed by the RLG Partnership effort in the Research Information Management program.
The underlying notion is that various stakeholders will create value as well as benefit form value they or others create. Quantifying
such value requires metrics that may be denominated in various ‘currencies’, including monetary, attention, and reuse. Other
measures of value relate to expectations of future benefit. In aggregate, these value metrics will be used to improve the cost
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effectiveness of data curation by making explicit the values derived from various practices, and identifying skill sets and systems
necessary to support the creation of such value.
It should be emphasized that this analysis is exploratory; the characterization of stakeholders and value activities are preliminary and
will evolve as the value-relationships among them are informed by experience. Fig. 1 illustrates the outlines of such a framework.
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Stakeholders
Stakeholders include all groups related to the creation, management, or use of data, those who are involved in the enrichment of data,
and those who benefit from the enrichment. The effectiveness of data curation systems should be thought of in terms of the costbenefit ratios of the aggregate impact on these stakeholders. There can be no definitive deterministic metric of this, of course.
Rather, curation managers will need to balance relative benefits against the costs of providing services and the ability and willingness
of various stakeholders to support such costs.

Table 1: Stakeholder Categories
Primary researchers

Researchers actively engaged in the generation of research data

Collateral researchers

Candidates for review, reuse, and repurposing of existing data

Host Institutions

Organizations who host primary researchers, and hence have direct vested interests in
appropriate management of data

Domain organizational entities

Professional membership organizations, inter- and intra-national, which represent
researchers, and have indirect interests in data management

Educational entities

Organizations with curricular responsibilities that will benefit from better data
availability

Research sponsors

Public, private, not-for-profit agencies which fund research activities

Policy agents

Thosee who make or influence public policy

Non-expert public users

Students or interested citizens who will benefit from the availability of data and
appropriate rendering and analysis tools

Publishing entities

Commercial or public agencies who publish products associated with data sets,
potentially holding rights associated with data

Data Curators

Agents responsible for managing datasets on behalf of others

Commercial entities

Organizations who may license data or related applications for purposes of commercial
exploitation

Value Enrichment Activities
The spectrum of value enrichment activities is broad and open-ended. Some of these activities are commonplace, natural
components of the data life cycle, including publication, metadata creation, data management, and preservation. Others are relatively
new with less well-known benefits and newly emerging impact, including such things as social annotation and semantic linking.
These new aspects of curation in particular have the potential to amplify the value of data over time, creating new opportunities for
reuse and repurposing that will increase the value of research investments and justify the costs of curation in measurable ways.
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Table 2: Value Enrichment Activities
Publication of research

Creation of intellectual products based on analysis of a data set

Structure enhancement

Establishing the structure of a data set in conformance with a public schema

Rights declaration and management

Declaration of intellectual property rights by means of a public rights statement

Repository ingest

Deposit of a data set in a repository conforming to community best practices

Structured description

Creation of a metadata instance conforming to a public metadata schema

Structured association

Linking of data sets to bibliographic or other public information resources (other than
directly derivative publications)

Review and rating

Analytic review of a dataset by other than the creators, including formal peer reviews

Tool linking

Association of a dataset with analytic or rendering tools

Quality control

Review and correction of a data set according to a public standard

Social annotation

Annotation of a dataset by users that enhances discoverability or improves fitness-forpurpose judgments

Collection

Association of related data sets to support meta-analysis

Acquisition

Administrative activities that concentrate related data sets in a given domain

Discovery systems

Development, maintenance, and enhancement of discovery tools to improve data set
discovery

Datamining

Provision of datamining tools and procedures

Semantic linking

Linking of canonical identifiers of information assets to create interconnected resources
available through URIs (linked data conventions)

Canonical identity

Assignment and management of canonical identifiers for datasets

Stewardship commitments

Organizational commitment regarding data set management

Rights management

Brokering of access rights, management of privacy

Authority management

Alignment of author and institutional metadata with a formal authority control system

Metadata quality enhancement

Formal review and enhancement of metadata quality
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Value Metrics
The difficulties of cost-benefit analysis for libraries are well known. Few of the benefits are tangible or financial. Most are indirect,
which makes them even more challenging to quantify. The current economic crisis amplifies the need to carefully protect the
products of research investments even as competition for scarce resources increases. Understanding the costs and benefits of data
curation will be essential for assuring its sustainability.
The costs will be fairly straightforward to identify--the benefits less so, but no less critical. Scientific research expenditures are
rightly part of public debates about public expenditures, and documenting value for public expenditures is central to successfully
sustain them over time.

Value Categories
Value categories will be either tangible or intangible.
Tangible categories are those with objective measures of success or benefit, including regulatory compliance, management and
preservation of datasets, reuse of data sets as measured by linkages to publications, and downloading of datasets by users. In some
cases reuse may involve licensing of data sets for commercial exploitation, and so can be linked to revenue streams to support
activities. Additionally, improved data curation practices can be linked to increased funding for further research.
Intangible categories will include various measure of added value that are not directly measureable through reuse metrics, but which
contribute indirectly to reuse. The categories described below are adapted from Kevin Kelly’s Better Than Free manifesto [Kelly2008], an online essay describing the value propositions for free online information. Kelly’s essay is intended to illustrate what
information users might pay for, as compared to free online data. These same principles can be interpreted as supporting value
creation in data repositories. The first eight categories are his, with a data-centric interpretation, and the ninth is an additional
category.

Table 3: Intangible Value Categories
Immediacy

RSS feeds to notify of updates, corrections, new materials, publications based on data sets, error
correction, refutation, public debate

Personalization

A repository that tailors material to the profiles of its users

Interpretation

Availability of rendering, analysis, and interpretive tools

Authenticity

The imprimatur of a formal repository with public policies concerning privacy, persistence, accuracy, and
availability

Accessibility

Data are preserved according to community best practices and made available on demand over time

Embodiment

Data are rendered in appropriate, validated formats that promote reuse and repurposing

Patronage

The whole (of the repository) is greater than the sum of its parts, and that whole accrues value to the
community and the society that supports it. Value chains that are associated with particular researchers
should be auditable and contribute to the reputation of the researchers and their host institutions. Value
chains that are exploitable by the private sector should attract patronage based not simply on public good,
but economic benefit that can be harvested.

Findability

Unfound data is unused data. Perhaps the prime responsibility of a repository is to make data sets
discoverable

Interoperability

Data that is formally designed and structured for reuse will have greater impact.

These categories are not comprehensive, and will be amended and refined with experience.
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Conclusion
Recognition of the need for appropriate management of born-digital scientific data is growing at a time when resources are
increasingly scarce and the efficacy of research expenditures will be under increasing scrutiny. Curation expenditures compete with
research expenditures, and may raise the specter of cannibalizing innovation in the cause of preserving data for uncertain future use.
Alternatively, continuing to invest in one-off research projects that do little to allow for validation by others or to advance future
research seems just as irresponsible. Avoiding either requires that the curation process be understood as adding to innovation,
through the more effective use and reuse of data. Facing this difficult challenge demands new approaches to the design,
management, use, and repurposing of data –processes collectively referred to as curation..
If curation is to add to the benefits derived from research, it will have to add value to the scientific process through a variety of
practices, some now understood, others just emerging. These new practices will require new skill sets and organizational structures.
Attracting the resources and commitment to realize this new state of curation requires convincing metrics that both justify the public
expenditure on scientific research and guide the community towards the most valuable ways to invest those resources for the greatest
future benefit.
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General Terms

The Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype (TPAP) is a
research testbed developed in partnership between the United
States National Archives and Records Administration (NARA),
the Data Intensive Cyber Environments (DICE) Group at the
University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill (UNC-CH) and at the
University of California, San Diego (UCSD), and the University
of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer Studies
(UMIACS). Its aim is to research and develop theories, concepts,
and technologies for distributed long-term digital data
preservation. TPAP is a key component of the infrastructure in
the ERA Research Laboratories at NARA and is used as a
prototype to inform research for the Electronic Records Archives
(ERA) system currently being deployed at NARA. The testbed is
built upon the concepts of data grids and uses the data
virtualization paradigm applied in the Storage Resource Broker
(SRB) software developed by the DICE Groups. The system is
used to test concepts in infrastructure independence, technology
migration, distributed data administration, metadata management,
integration of complex archival processes and accession systems;
and concepts in physical and logical data aggregation, federation
of preservation systems, and scalable and fail-safe long-term
preservation. A second-generation prototype is currently being
assembled based on the integrated Rule-Oriented Data System
(iRODS). In this testbed, the main ideas that are studied include
the building of extensible preservation systems, migration
between preservation systems, policy virtualization for long-term
preservation, integration of multiple archival processes in a
service-oriented architecture framework and application of rulebased workflows for development of customizable archival
processes and enforcement of archival standards. In this paper, we
describe the concepts of the TPAP system and the lessons learned
over its development and deployment.

Management, Design, Reliability, Experimentation, Security.

Keywords
long-term preservation, preservation architectures, data grids,
policy-oriented data management, distributed storage, federation,
workflows.

1. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade, the amount of digitally-born data has
exploded. With the increased usage of the world-wide web
(WWW),
electronic
documentation
and
inter-personal
communications over the internet, massive amounts of digital data
are being produced and consumed at enormous rates. A study
conducted by International Data Corporation [5] has shown that
the amount of digital data being produced had risen to 281
exabytes by 2007! The United States National Archives and
Records Administration is charged with safeguarding and
preserving the records of the federal government and its agencies.
With the increased creation and usage of digitally-born data,
NARA started a research program in 1998 called the Electronic
Records Archives (ERA) with the strategic initiative to preserve
and provide long-term access to uniquely valuable electronic
records of the U.S. Government, and to make the records publicly
accessible. The deployment and production use of the ERA
system was launched last year (2008) and is being successfully
integrated into the NARA operations.
In 1998, NARA launched a research program to understand the
problems in long-term preservation and to analyze the state of the
art and emerging trends in digital preservation. As part of this
research, NARA launched the Transcontinental Persistent
Archives Prototype (TPAP) as a testbed to study long-term digital
preservation concepts. Under NARA guidelines and in close
collaboration with NARA, the TPAP testbed development has
been led by the Data Intensive Cyber Environment Groups
(DICE) at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (NC-

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Systems and
Software – distributed systems, information networks.
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DICE) and the University of California at San Diego (CA-DICE).
The TPAP testbed is distributed across additional partnership sites
at the University of Maryland Institute for Advanced Computer
Studies (UMIACS), Georgia Tech Research Institute,,
Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) and three NARA sites
– Washington, DC, College Park, MD, and Rocket Center, WV.
The research has been ongoing for the past 10 years, has
developed new concepts and technology for digital preservation,
and has created a platform for the study of long-term archival
processes.
The first generation TPAP was based on the Storage Resource
Broker (SRB) middleware, a data and storage virtualization
middleware that was developed and deployed by the DICE Group.
The second generation TPAP, with initial deployment in 2008, is
based on the integrated Rule-Oriented Data System (iRODS)
developed by the CA-DICE and NC-DICE groups. Both SRB and
iRODS belong to a class of middleware called data grids
[1,2,7,13] that manage large collections of distributed data. The
collections may be Petabytes in size and distributed across
multiple types of storage systems. Data grids enable sharing of
information across inter and intra-enterprise groups without
aggregating the data into central warehouses. Data grids facilitate
sharing by building virtual organizations of data, hiding the
idiosyncrasies of the underlying infrastructure from users and
applications. They enable discovery in large collections of
information through semantic indexing using associative metadata
describing the content and context of the data in the collections.
Data grids provide a paradigm akin to power grids – new data
collections can be dynamically added to or removed from the grid.
They can be rapidly discovered and accessed by users across the
system. The TPAP systems are preservation environments built
upon data grids concepts.

2. DIGITAL PRESERVATION
ENVIRONMENT CAPABILITIES
A digital preservation environment manages both the digital
objects that are being preserved and the context of the data being
preserved, i.e., the metadata that are used to describe the object
and to assert its authenticity and lineage [8]. Preservation
environments integrate storage repositories (including file
systems, tape systems and databases) with metadata repositories
(relational databases, XML databases and RDF databases), and
provide mechanisms to maintain relationships and consistency
between the context and the content. Preservation environments
also capture relationships between digital objects as well as
maintaining an ontology to describe the contextual information.
Based on the NARA TPAP prototype, a preservation environment
should implement the following capabilities:
Digital preservation environments should manage technology
obsolescence: Digital preservation systems rely upon multiple
vendor-supplied software systems to manage and interpret data
objects. Normally, a digital object is discovered through searches
on descriptive metadata. Once its location is identified, it is
retrieved from an online/archival storage system through an
application that issues operating system I/O calls to read and
manipulate the bits. The application can be as simple as a text
viewer (in case of textual objects), an image viewer (in case of
image objects) or as complicated as a Hierarchical Data Format

(HDF) application that extracts subsets of scientific data1.
Normally, the semantic labels that assign type definitions to
structures in the data are organized in a database and managed as
part of the preservation environment. This process of discovery,
access, manipulation and rendering requires multiple levels of
software, from the archival storage system software, to the
operating system on which the archive software is executed, to the
application that interprets and displays the digital entity, to the
database that manages the descriptive context. A preservation
environment assumes that each level of the software hierarchy
used to manage data and metadata will change over time, and
provides mechanisms to manage the technology evolution. Data
grids deal with technology obsolescence through the concept of
infrastructure independence. The information needed to locate,
access, and manipulate the data objects are managed
independently of the physical storage system. Interfaces between
standard access mechanisms and proprietary vendor access
mechanisms are provided to ensure interoperability.
Digital preservation environments should manage provenance
and lineage: The interval between the accession of a digital
object and its eventual disposition may exceed the lifetime of any
technology. This can lead to multiple operations being performed
on the object as it is migrated to new standards and technologies.
An archival context is needed to capture both the provenance
(origin) and the lineage (modifications).
The provenance
includes information about the origin and physical properties of
the object. The lineage captures information about the
preservation life-cycle processes that are applied to the objects.
The authenticity of an object relies on the capture and
preservation of both types of contextual metadata. Since most
archival storage systems do not capture the contextual information
or track processes applied to the records, additional software
infrastructure is needed. Data grids provide the mechanisms to
automate the capture of the authenticity metadata and store the
information in a metadata catalog.
Digital preservation environments should manage descriptive
metadata: The aim of preserving a digital object is to make it
available for future usage. For that one needs to make sure that
one can discover the object at a later stage with very little
institutional knowledge. Using a file naming convention to assign
semantic meaning to a file is a very brittle approach that may
break when files are migrated between storage systems. A
preservation environment that will span multiple decades requires
a robust discovery mechanism that preserves institutional
knowledge. Moreover, the context preserved by an ad hoc file
name may not capture lineage information.
Preservation
environments need to capture descriptive metadata in a more
formal manner and preserve them in a discoverable fashion.
Accession processes should be integrated to capture the
descriptive metadata either through user interaction or through
automatic metadata extraction processes. Domain-centric
schemas, and standardized element sets can be used for this
purpose. Data grids provide facilities for integrating accession
workflows, automating metadata extraction, and storing metadata
in a discoverable catalog. They also provide tools for assembling
submission information packages (SIPs) and archival information

1

The HDF Group, http://www.hdfgroup.org
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packages (AIPs) [12] and associating them with descriptive
context to enable discovery.
Digital
preservation
environments
should
manage
representation information that defines an interpretation
context: Each digital object requires a rendering/manipulation or
display application. Since these applications by themselves can
become obsolete this is the most difficult function for a digital
preservation environment. A viable approach is provided through
capture of the interpretation context. By annotating the
interpretation context as markups in a representation of the digital
object and capturing the semantics of the markups, one can
capture the rendering process at an abstract level. Then, one can
use this abstraction to build rendering systems that will be true to
the original rendering. Data grids by themselves do not support
such rebuilding of rendering systems, but provide features such as
service-oriented workflows and post-ingestion and pre-access
services that can be used for this purpose. The SHAMAN project
[16] provides tools for parsing selected data formats, and is
investigating mark-up based rendering through the Data Format
Description Language working group of the Global Grid Forum
[4]. The technology is being integrated with the iRODS data grid
system.

policies are consistent among themselves and do not contradict or
leave the collection in an inconsistent state. iRODS provides a
means for dealing with the policy needs of preservation
environments.

3. TRANSCONTINENTAL PERSISTENT
ARCHIVES PROTOTYPE
A persistent archive is an instance of a preservation environment
[7]. It has three main properties:

Digital preservation environments should manage technology
migration: Preservation environments manage data collections
for time periods that are much longer than the lifetime of any
storage repository technology. The properties of the collection
should be invariant and immune to changes while the underlying
technology evolves. When dealing with very large (Petabytesized and larger) collections, this is a non-trivial problem. The
preservation environment must provide mechanisms to migrate
collections onto new technology as it becomes available and
before the existing technology becomes obsolete. In the last few
decades, we have seen changes in storage technologies from tapes
with 100 Megabyte capacity to Terabyte capacity, disk systems
that have Petabyte capacity, and emergence of Solid State Devices
(SSD) and holographic storage systems that may replace banks of
spinning disk systems. Moreover, evolution in storage models is
also occurring. New technologies such as content-addressable
storage are being standardized. The preservation environment is
likely to see far more and exotic changes than these in the future
and has to deal with them. Infrastructure independence implies
that the preservation processes should continue to work no matter
which technology is used. The preservation environment maps
the evolving storage models and paradigms to a constant and
uniform access model. Data grids provide the technology
infrastructure independence needed by preservation environments.
Digital preservation environments should automate
administrative tasks: As preservation environments grow in size,
administrative data management functions need to be automated
to minimize labor. In addition, preservation environments should
deal not only with technology evolution, but also deal with
changes in preservation policies. This includes changes in system
administration, assessment criteria and collection ownership
changes. Even with changes in personnel and stewardship, the
persistent archive should maintain consistent management
policies. Moreover, the administrative policies themselves might
evolve. The preservation environment should be able to deal with
such changes and make sure that the collections are always
consistent with current policies. Also, the preservation
environment should be able to reason whether a given set of

1.

Infrastructure Independence: A persistent archive
provides the mechanisms to ensure that the hardware and
software components can evolve over time, without
compromising the integrity of the collection. When a
digital collection is migrated to a new storage repository,
the persistent archive guarantees the referential integrity
between the archival context, and the new location of the
collection. Also, persistent archives provide support for
standard preservation operations, ensuring preservation
procedures will work on all choices of physical
infrastructure.

2.

Integrity and Authenticity Maintenance: A persistent
archive provides mechanisms for ensuring and checking
integrity and authenticity of a digital collection. Integrity
is maintained through management of multiple replicas
for every digital object along with associated system,
descriptive and contextual metadata. Periodic integrity
checks need to be made to ensure non-corruption as well
as repairing when a corruption is identified. The system
will maintain integrity information such as checksums,
digital signatures, and enough replicas to ensure integrity
maintenance. Authenticity is maintained by using strong
levels of user identification (certificate based
authentications) and by enforcing rich access rights
(authorization).
Audit trails are maintained of all
operations performed upon a digital entity, enabling
verification that only allowed archivists applied
preservation procedures.

3.

Name Spaces and Ontology Maintenance: Persistent
archives evolve over time. Hence their own “vocabulary”
and entity-names can change over time. Persistent
archives solve this problem by abstracting a common set
of vocabularies (reserved key words or controlled lists)
and use these internally to make sure that operations and
relationships between entities are maintained. Moreover,
physical aspects (including names and properties) of
collaborating entities can change. For example, the user
base can evolve, resource names can change over time,
resources can change their physical locations and other
properties, operational methods can change in
nomenclature as well as semantics. A persistent archives
maintains a set of internal universal identifiers and maps
the entities and their properties to this set of universal
identifiers. So, even if an entity changes in the ‘real
world’, if the mapping is maintained properly, the internal
relationships will still be consistent and correct.

Data grids provide the above listed persistent archive features.
The Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype is built upon
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the data grid functionalities provided by the Storage Resource
Broker.
The SDSC Storage Resource Broker (SRB) is client-server based
middleware that provides a facility for collection-building,
managing, querying, accessing, and preserving data in a
distributed data grid framework. In brief, the SRB provides the
following capabilities (see [9,10] for details).
•

Global persistent identifiers for naming digital objects. A
unique identifier is used for each object stored in the SRB.
Replicas and versions of the same object share the same
global identifier but have different replication and version
numbers.

•

Support for metadata to identify system-level physical
properties of the stored data object. The properties that are
stored include physical resource location, path names or
canned SQL queries, owner, creation time, modification
time, expiration times, file types, access controls, etc.

•

Support for descriptive metadata to enable discovery through
digital library query mechanisms. The SRB provides
metadata in terms of attribute-value-unit triplets. Any
number of such associations can be added for each digital
object. SRB also supports standardized attribute sets such as
Dublin Core, Darwin Core, FITS metadata, etc.

•

Standard access mechanisms.
Interfaces include Web
browsers, Unix shell commands, Windows browsers, Python
load libraries, Java, C library calls, Linux I/O redirection,
WSDL web services, etc. The rich but uniform interface that
the SRB supports is forward compatible with its versions.

•

Storage repository abstraction. Files may be stored in
multiple types of storage systems including tape systems,
disk systems, databases and sensor networks.

•

Inter-realm authentication system for secure access to remote
storage systems including secure passwords and certificatebased third-party authentication.

•

Support for replication of files between resource sites.

•

Support for caching copies of files onto a local storage
system and support for accessing files in an archive. This
includes the concept of multiple replicas of an object with
distinct usage models. Archives are used as “safe” copies and
caches are used for immediate access.

•

Support for physically aggregating files into containers to
optimize management of large numbers of small files.

•

Access controls and audit trails to control and track data
usage.

•

Support for the execution of remote operations for data subsetting, metadata extraction, indexing, third-party data
movement, etc.

•

Support for rich I/O models for file ingestion and access
including in- situ registration of files into the system, bulk
data transfer of small files, and parallel transfer for large
files.

•

Support for federation of data grids. Two independently
managed persistent archives can establish a defined level of
trust for the exchange of materials and access in one or both
directions. This concept is very useful for developing a fullfledged preservation environment with dark and light
archives.

The SRB data grid system consists of several components. It has
one metadata catalog server, called the MCAT-enabled server,
which provides the metadata and abstraction services for the
whole data grid. There can be multiple resource servers that
provide access to storage resources. A resource server can provide
access to more than one storage resource. The system can support
any number of clients at a time. A client can connect to any server
on the grid and request access to digital objects from the system.
The request is parsed using the contextual and system information
stored in the MCAT catalog, and a physical object is identified
and transferred to the client. The request can be in terms of logical
object names, or a conditional query based on descriptive and
system metadata attributes. SRB is a peer-to-peer server system.
Hence, requests can be made to any server, which in turn acts
(brokers) on behalf of the client for transferring the file. The final
file transfer takes the shortest path in terms of number of hops.
The SRB has been successfully used in multiple data grid
implementations in domains including astronomy, seismology,
neuroscience, material science, physics, chemistry, etc. Apart
from TPAP, SRB has been used in multiple archival projects
including the Taiwan National Archives [18], and the National
Science Digital Library Archive. Currently, the SRB manages
multiple Petabytes of digital content throughout the world in
hundreds of installations.
The SRB-based TPAP has been in use as a research testbed since
2000 and contains seven terabytes of digital holdings. It started as
a single data grid with a single metadata catalog. In 2002, with
the introduction of the federation capability in the SRB, a fullfledged preservation environment prototype, with multiple
cooperating data grids (called zones in SRB), was implemented
for the TPAP. Currently, the TPAP is a distributed federation of
different, and independently administered, archival platforms that
interact as a single virtual repository. The TPAP presently has
seven nodes located at:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The National Archives at College Park in College Park, MD
The main National Archives building in Washington, DC
The Allegany Ballistics Laboratory in Rocket Center, WV
UCSD in San Diego, CA
UMIACS in UMD, College Park, MD
Georgia Tech Research Institute (GTRI) in Atlanta, GA
The Renaissance Computing Institute (RENCI) in Chapel
Hill, NC

3.1 Lessons Learned From SRB TPAP
The SRB TPAP has been put to rigorous testing through the
preservation of several collections with differing characteristics.
Some of the lessons learned during the operation of the SRB
TPAP include:
1.

Vendor Independence: The SRB-TPAP system is built
from COTS database and storage technology as well as
custom-built systems. SRB data grids have been based on
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mySQL, Postgres, and Oracle databases. SRB data grids
manage data stored in the High Performance Storage
System from IBM, Solaris file system, SAM QFS,
Windows FAT file system, Linux file systems (multiple
versions and types of Linux OS are supported), Mac file
systems, etc.
2.

Programming language independence: The SRB TPAP
had been accessed by client programs and scripts written
in multiple programming languages including, C, C++,
Java, Python, Perl, and PHP.

3.

Rich access mechanisms: SRB-TPAP supported GUIs for
the web, Windows, and Unix systems, a command line
interface for Windows and Unix, and several scripts for
ease of access and use.

4.

Non-alphabet character support: Common names of files
may include non-alphabet characters such as $,#,_,-,+ ,
etc. SRB can support many of these character
combinations in the naming of files and metadata.

5.

High scalability. SRB data grids preserves hundreds of
millions of files, and file collections of more than a
Petabtye in size.

6.

Support for producer-archive submission pipelines: The
PAWN producer archive workflow network has been
integrated with SRB to provide accession support [17].

7.

Support for digital library software. Both Fedora and
DSpace have been ported on top of SRB, so that one can
use these digital library software systems to store and
access data in the SRB.

4. TPAP – iRODS VERSION
One of the drawbacks in the SRB-based persistent archives is that
the archival processes that are performed are managed outside of
the SRB system. That is; all archival processes are encoded as
applications and/or workflows that use the SRB as a concurrent
repository. Any metadata that need to be stored for authenticity
purposes must be ingested by these scripts as a separate operation.
One solution to this problem is to see if one can provide support
for the archival processes and pipelines inside a data grid system
and hence ensure the requisite authenticity, lineage, and
provenance information are captured inside the system. Moreover,
if these processes can be controlled automatically based on events
happening in the persistent archive, it will simplify the
management and administration of the system. The development
of iRODS (as a next generation data grid) is based on these
principles. Management of authenticity is enhanced using iRODS
in a preservation environment.
The integrated Rule-Oriented Data System [6,11,14] (iRODS) is
adaptive middleware that provides a flexible, extensible and
customizable data grid architecture. It provides extensibility and
customizability by encoding operations into sequences of microservices. The sequence of micro-services are controlled by userdefined and/or administrator-defined Event-Condition-Action
rules similar to those found in active databases [3]. The rules can
be viewed as defining pipelines and/or workflows. An archival
process can be encoded as a rule (based on simpler archival
processes coded as micro-services) to provide a required

functionality. The rules are defined at a higher-level and can be
encoded by archivists, curators and data owners within limits
imposed by the system administrators. Hence, changes to a
particular process or policy can be easily constructed by the user
and tested and deployed without the aid of system and application
developers. The user can also define conditions when a rule gets
triggered thus controlling application of different rules (or
processing pipelines) based on current events and operating
conditions. The programming of rules in iRODS can be viewed as
lego-block type programming.
The building blocks for the iRODS rules are micro-services small, well-defined procedures/functions that perform a certain
task. Users and administrators “chain” micro-services to
implement a larger macro-level functionality (as rules) to be
executed on triggered events. The rules can be published for use
by others. For example, one may encode a rule that when
accessing a data object from a collection C, additional
authorization checks need to be made. These authorization checks
can be encoded as a set of additional rules with different triggers
that can fire based on current operating conditions. In this way,
one can control access to sensitive data based on rules and can
escalate or reduce authorization levels dynamically as the
situation warrants. The iRODS rule engine design builds upon the
application of theories and concepts from a wide range of wellknown paradigms from fields such as active databases,
transactional systems, logic programming, business rule systems,
constraint-management systems, workflows, service-oriented
architecture and program verification.
iRODS, similar to SRB, is a peer-to-peer client-server
middleware. It also has a metadata catalog server called the iCATenabled server that stores metadata and mappings of files to
physical locations. It also stores information about rules and
micro-services. Similar to SRB, it has resource servers and clients.
The main difference comes from applying rules at every resource
server to control operations performed at that storage location.
An iRODS server includes a rule engine for executing rules and
micro-services, a rule scheduler for performing periodic rule
execution, and a messaging system for handling asynchronous
messages between co-operating micro-services. The messaging
system provides a way of implementing workflow systems that
can function asynchronously. Apart from containers, iRODS
supports all required features that are needed for implementing a
persistent archive. Figure 1 provides an architectural diagram for
the iRODS system. Figure 2 provides a high-level diagram of the
iRODS resource server system. More information on iRODS can
be found at http://www.irods.org.
The iRODS version of the TPAP has been under construction
since early 2008 after iRODS version 1.0 was released. iRODS
version 1.0 did not provide federation capability and hence a
single data grid (based at The National Archives at College Park
in College Park, MD) was deployed.
As part of the
implementation, several collections from the SRB TPAP have
been replicated into the iRODS system. The integrity of the copies
is being checked before making them available for access. Also,
several new collections are being loaded into the iRODS system
to demonstrate scalability. One explicit goal is to demonstrate a
preservation environment with 100 million records.
The federation capabilities of iRODS are being used in a new
version of the TPAP testbed through installation of independent
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iRODS data grids at NARA,, UMIACS, and UNC-Chapel Hill.
The plan is to maintain these sites as exact replicas of each other
and use micro-services in iRODS to keep them in synchrony. We
also propose to use the rules based policy enforcement mechanism
of iRODS to test implementation and execution of the
RLG/NARA TRAC - Trustworthy Repositories Audit &
Certification: Criteria and Checklist [15]. An associated ISO
standard is being developed for identifying assessment criteria for
evaluating trustworthiness of repositories. The standard examines
three sets of criteria:
1.

Organization Infrastructure Assessment

2.

Digital Object Management

3.

Technology, Technical Infrastructure and Security.

We have mapped these criteria to a set of 105 assertions that can
be encoded using iRODS rules and micro-services. A few of the
assessment criteria that we have identified in this manner include:
•

List staff who have archivist execution permission on
collection

•

List all persons with access permissions on collection

•

Analyze audit trails to verify identity of all persons
accessing the data, and compare their roles with
desired access controls

•

Generate report listing all persons who accessed or
applied archival functions on the collection

•

Compare report with the deposition agreement

Currently, we have developed more than 150 micro-services that
can be used for preservation processing purposes. Some of these
are listed in Appendix A.

4.1 Lessons Learned From iRODS TPAP
In the past year we have learned some important lessons when
applying the iRODS data grid in preservation infrastructure.
1.

Management of structured information: The SRB
TPAP does not support server-side workflows and hence
the capture of authenticity and lineage metadata suffers.
By using iRODS workflows, one can automate this
process and indeed capture the audit trail needed when
performing complex preservation operations on a digital
object.

2.

Association/Ingestion of Metadata: The iRODS system
provides a very rich set of tools for extracting and
associating metadata. With the rule-based system, the
metadata extraction can be automated and does not need
any human supervision. Moreover, bulk and
asynchronous metadata ingestion is possible with
subsequent extraction and association with digital objects
as the objects themselves are ingested. This bifurcation of
metadata loading and association into two asynchronous
operations that can occur in any order provides a powerful
means of performing metadata-based archival processes.
The same asynchronous nature can also be applied to
other important archival operations such as arrangement
and creation of AIPs and SIPs.

3.

Importance of Micro-services: Micro-services play an
important role in defining preservation functions. The
micro-services and rules provide a way to characterize the
preservation policies that are being enforced locally.
They can also be used to access remote web services such
as JHOVE for file type checking. Important capabilities
include tailoring of operations for collection-level
application and automation of the execution of selected
micro-services based on the context of the data. These
capabilities are an important departure from normal
human-guided processes for archival applications. This
power of customizability is an important aspect of
iRODS-based persistent archives.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have described the implementation of a
Transcontinental Persistent Archives Prototype for the purposes
of defining and identifying concepts in long-term digital
preservation. We described two implementations, both based on
data grid concepts: an SRB TPAP and an iRODS TPAP.
Important lessons learned from these two deployments have
influenced the development of the data grid technology, and have
ensured the relevance of data grids in construction of preservation
environments. The iRODS TPAP continues to be used as a
testbed for researching new concepts in digital preservation.
Future research activities include building of extensible
preservation systems, migration between preservation systems,
policy virtualization for long-term preservation, integration of
multiple archival processes in a service-oriented architecture
framework and application of rule-based workflows for
development of customizable archival processes and application
to archival standards.
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APPENDIX A: PRESERVATION MICROSERVICES
msiRecursiveCollCopy - recursively copy a collection
msiGetDataObjACL
- get the access control list for an object
msiGetCollectionACL
- get the access control list for a
collection
msiGetDataObjAVUs
- get descriptive attributes for an object
msiGetDataObjPSmeta - get system attributes for an object
msiGetCollectionPSmeta - get system attributes for a collection
msiGetDataObjAIP
- contruct an AIP for an object
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msiLoadMetadataFromDataObj - extract metadata from an object
msiExportRecursiveCollMeta - export metadata from a collection
msiCopyAVUMetadata - copy descriptive metadata attributes
msiGetUserInfo
- get information about a user
msiGetUserACL
- get access controls for a user
msiCreateUserAccountsFromDataObj - create user accounts on
migrating data
msiLoadUserModsFromDataObj - load user information on
migrating data
msiDeleteUsersFromDataObj - delete user access to an object
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Figure 1. iRODS Architecture
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cost disk or tape. Sun Identity Management Suite is another
important component which provides provisioning and secure
access to the data in repository and preservation archiving
solution.

ABSTRACT
Digital Data Preservation is a long-term, error-free digital data
storage, with methods for retrieval and interpretation of data
during its entire life span. With Open Archival Information
Systems (OAIS) model commonly used for preservation archives,
the design and implementation of a long-term archive lacks design
best practices. This paper is intended to provide guidelines and
recommendations for building a cost effective, reliable repository
and preservation storage architecture using a combination of
mostly open solutions and some commercial solutions.

Tiered-storage architecture approach can provide reliable and cost
effective solution without compromising performance during
ingest, search and preservation of digital data. Sun Open Storage
solutions provide storage systems built with an open architecture
using industry-standard hardware and open source software. This
open architecture allows the most flexible selection of the
hardware and software components to best meet storage
requirements. In a closed storage environment, customers are
locked in to buying disk drives, controllers and proprietary
software from a single vendor at premium prices. Typically, they
cannot add their own drives or software to improve functionality
or reduce the cost of the closed system. Open storage solutions
offer long-term usability of software and hardware components
with open access, community based development and support.

For an archive storage system, the logical choice would be an
open source operating system, of which Solaris and Linux are
primary choices. Solaris OS is freely downloadable from Sun
Microsystems and is available with support on fee basis. ZFS, a
free open source file system available in Solaris OS, provides
higher data integrity with 256 bit checksums and is world's first
128-bit file system offering 16 billion times the capacity of 32-bit
or 64-bit file systems.

Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage Systems is one such open
solution which changes the economics of storage by utilizing a
high performance hybrid storage pool architecture, industry
standard components and open storage interfaces. It offers up to
576 TB of storage capacity using a combination of solid-state
drives (SSD), DRAM, and hard disk drives (HDD). Hybrid
storage pools utilize SSD for read and write cache, enabling
higher performance than traditional storage architectures at up to
75% less cost.

There are a number of repository solutions that provide the
capability to store, manage, re-use and curate digital information.
Fedora, DSpace and EPrints are some of the open source
repository solutions that can be used in the architecture.
Security, Storage and Application Interoperability are the key
points which are to be considered while architecting long-term
preservation storage architecture. Hierarchical Storage
Management (HSM) is a key software component of the
repository archive. HSM provides a way to automatically move
data between local storage systems and other storage systems
allowing effective storage utilization. Sun Storage Archive
Manager (SAM) software is a HSM solution which provides data
classification, centralized meta-data management, policy based
data placement, protection, migration, long-term retention and
recovery. It helps organizations to effectively manage and utilize
data across multiple storage systems with high speed disk, low

Keywords
OAIS, HSM, SAM, Fedora, DSpace, EPrints, Open Source, Open
Storage, Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage Systems, Sun Infinite
Archive Systems, ZFS, Solaris.

1. INTRODUCTION
Long-term preservation of digital data is one of the greatest
challenges for most of the organizations today. The importance of
preservation has magnified recently because of increased
dependency of computers and computer networks in storing and
accessing digital data. IDC estimates that the total amount of
digital information created, captured and replicated will grow at a
rate of 58% per year, reaching 1610 EB by 2011{1}.
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value. Flexibility of the tiered storage architecture allows you to
expand and contract your individual storage tiers independently as
your content storage requirements evolve. Here are a few
examples of some of the content type you may consider digitizing,
ingesting and preserving in your repository:

Digital Universe today consists of digital documents, music,
images, video etc., Though not all of these data needs to be
preserved, digital data within the public interest like digital
official and historical documents, research documents, video
records of important events etc., must be retained to maintain
accurate and complete record of our society.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The Data Repository and Preservation Storage Architecture which
is recommended in this paper illustrates the integration of open
source and commercially supported solutions. The architecture
includes specific recommendations for hardware and software
components that can help improve administration, performance
and efficient use of storage infrastructure.

2. BUILDING A DIGITAL REPOSITORY
AND PRESERVATION ARCHIVE
Initial step while building a repository and storage architecture is
the assessment of the business processes and then incorporating it
in to your archive architectural design.

e-Books
e-Journals
Government Documents
Images
Maps
Manuscripts
Music, Interviews and Video
Newspapers
Scientific and Research Data
Web Documents and Content

In addition to understanding your digital object types, you also
want to consider the size of those objects as well as the total size
of the repository. This will allow you to forecast the growth rate
of your digital repository in terms of the number of objects, object
size, replication of objects and total storage capacity. You will
also want to establish and adhere to standard file formats when
storing your digital objects such as pdf, odf, tiff, jpg or txt. It will
be important that these file formats can be read by the applications
that are available in the future when they are accessed from the
repository or archive. The design should also support storage and
management of millions of objects and should scale up in a
reliable and cost effective manner as the digital collection grows
over time.

There are various challenges like physical media deterioration and
digital obsolescence which are to be considered while architecting
a preservation archive. To overcome these challenges, there are
various strategies which can be used to combat data loss. They
are: Refreshing, Migration, Replication, Emulation, Metadata
attachment and Trustworthy digital objects. A long-term archive
should incorporate above strategies to ensure the longevity of the
information being stored and for that, open source standards
based software will be best suited to ensure ease of use and future
support.
Security, storage and application interoperability are the key
components which are to be considered while architecting an
efficient preservation storage architecture. The security layer
focuses on the data access in order to ensure integrity and privacy.
Objects must be stored and managed in an efficient way that
provides increased level of redundancy and security. Storage
addresses the placement of the objects within the various
hardware components based on retention policies. Application
interoperability is the systems and applications ability to be
backward compatible as well as the ability to support expanded
system functionality.

Funding is another important consideration when planning your
repository or preservation archive system. You must consider the
operating and upgrade cycles of your architecture in addition to
the initial acquisition costs. This will prevent you from
implementing a solution that is either too costly to maintain or
requires drastic re-architecture as a result of the growth of the
repository. The recommended architecture takes advantage of low
cost storage and open storage, combined with open source
standards that lower your total cost of ownership.
A sample archive architecture is as shown in the below figure 1. It
contains various building blocks which constitute to the overall
implementation of an archive solution.

When designing your repository or preservation archive system, it
is important to understand the needs of the users of the system.
Users are not limited to those who will be accessing the repository
or archive looking for objects, but includes those who will be
ingesting objects as well. Your users may consist of students,
faculty, researcher or even the general public. Each of them may
have different access needs. These needs will influence the server
for access as well as performance requirements of search and data
retrieval. You must be able to define your acceptable levels of
retrieval response times and also ensure that the objects are being
stored on the most appropriate storage device. For example, high
speed disk systems will provide you with faster data access
compared to tape library that may need to search and mount media
prior to retrieval.
When planning your repository or preservation archive, you
should consider the various content types you will be required to
support. This architecture supports a wide variety of content
types. Not all content has the same preservation requirements or

Figure 1. Sample Archive Architecture
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receive requests, applying controls to limit access,
coordinating the execution of requests to successful
completion,
generating
responses (Dissemination
Information Packages(DIPs), result sets, reports) and
delivering the responses.

3. UNDERSTANDING OAIS FUNCTIONAL
ENTITIES
The repository solution recommended in this architecture is built
using OAIS model as reference. Hence, understanding the
functional entities of OAIS model is important before we look in
to various repository solutions available for architecting the
digital repository and preservation archive.

4. REPOSITORY SOLUTIONS
Repository refers to the system in which objects are stored for
preservation archiving. There are a number of open source
solutions that provide the capability to store, manage, re-use and
curate digital materials. Repository supports multiple functions
which can be custom developed or extended. The following
repositories are considered for their ability to integrate with tiered
storage architecture and interoperability support.

4.1 Fedora (Flexible Extensible Digital Object
Repository Architecture)
Fedora is a modular architecture built on the principle that
interoperability and extensibility is best achieved by integrating
data, interfaces and mechanisms as clearly defined modules.
Figure 2. OAIS Functional Entities

Fedora provides a general purpose management layer of digital
objects. Object management is based on content models that
represent data objects or a collection of data objects. Fedora
supports two types of access services: a management client for
ingest, maintenance and export of objects or API hooks for
customized web-based access services built on either HTTP or
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol).

The role of each of the entities in figure 2 is as shown below:
•

INGEST
-

•

Fedora is the first open source repository designed to work as part
of an extensible framework of service components. This
extensible framework also allows Fedora to support trusted and
secure organizational repository needs. Fedora is developed by the
Fedora Commons non-profit organization as a platform for
providing sustainable technologies to create, manage, publish,
share and preserve digital content as a basis for intellectual,
organizational, scientific and cultural heritage.

This entity manages the overall operation of the archive
system.

PRESERVATION PLANNING
-

•

This entity provides the services and functions for
populating, maintaining and accessing both descriptive
information which identifies and documents archive
holdings and internal archive administrative data.

ADMINISTRATION
-

•

This entity provides the services and functions for the
storage, maintenance and retrieval of Archival
Information Packages (AIPs).

DATA MANAGEMENT
-

•

Fedora supports ingest and export of digital objects in a variety of
XML formats. This enables interchange between Fedora and other
XML-based applications, thus facilitating archiving tasks. Fedora
Digital Object Model allows tight management of metadata and
digital content, regardless of format. The system is scalable and
flexible allowing Fedora to associate objects with external or
distributed repositories. Fedora’s architecture is based on four
APIs: manage, access, search and OAI-PMH (Open Archives
Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting). Various applications
like Muradora, Vital etc., can be implemented as front end layer
over Fedora.

ARCHIVAL STORAGE
-

•

This entity provides the services and functions to accept
Submission Information Packages (SIPs) from Producers
and prepare the contents for storage and management
within the archive.

This entity monitors the environment of the OAIS and
provides recommendations to ensure that the information
stored in the OAIS remain accessible to the Designated
User Community over the long term, even if the original
computing environment becomes obsolete.

4.2 DSpace
DSpace is an open source repository solution that provides the
tools for the management of digital assets. It supports archiving of
wide variety of data including books, theses, 3D digital scan of
objects, photographs, film, video, research data sets and other
form of contents. DSpace was developed as joint effort between
MIT Libraries and Hewlett-Packard (HP). It is freely available to
all organizations under BSD open source license.

ACCESS
-

This entity supports consumers in determining the
existence, description, location and availability of
information stored in the OAIS and allowing consumers
to request and receive information products. Access
functions include communicating with consumers to
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DSpace is written in Java and JSP, using the Java Servlet API. It
uses a relational database and supports the use of PostgreSQL and
Oracle database. It makes its holdings available primarily via a
web interface, but it also supports OAI-PMH v2.0, and is capable
of exporting METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission
Standard) packages. DSpace supports multiple types of storage
devices through a light weight storage API. The storage layer
currently provides support for local file systems, Storage Resource
Broker (SRB), Amazon S3 or Sun SAM/QFS.

power of two quad-core AMD Opteron processors with up to
64GB memory and triple the system I/O bandwidth. These servers
are ideal for data formatting and storing them in various storage
arrays in a tiered storage environment.

5.1.2 Sun SPARC Enterprise (CoolThreads™)
Servers
Sun systems with CoolThreads™ technology delivers
breakthrough performance with dramatic space and power
efficiency. Sun CoolThreads™ Servers are powered by the
UltraSPARC® T2 or T2 Plus processor, the industry's first
"system on a chip" packing the most cores and threads of any
general-purpose processor available. These unique servers offer
energy efficiency and high performance for vertical and horizontal
scalability. The Sun SPARC Enterprise T5140 and T5240 servers
utilize the UltraSPARC® T2 Plus processor, which adds multi
socket capabilities to the successful UltraSPARC® T2 processor.

4.3 EPrints
EPrints is an open source software package for building open
access repositories that are compliant with OAI-PMH. It shares
many of the features commonly used in Document Management
Systems, but is primarily used for institutional repositories and
scientific journals. EPrints has been developed at the University
of Southampton School of Electronics and Computer Science and
is released under GPL license.

Sun Blade 6000 Modular Systems offers more flexibility for IT
organizations with the ability to support AMD Opteron™, Intel®
Xeon, and UltraSPARC® T1 processors with CoolThreads™
technology. One of the key benefits that IT organizations derive
out of blade systems is their ability to reduce the power and
cooling footprint when compared to the corresponding number of
rack-unit servers.

EPrints is a web and command-line application based on LAMP
architecture (mostly written using Perl). It has been successfully
run under Linux, Solaris and MAC OS X.

5. COMPONENTS OF STORAGE
ARCHITECTURE

These servers are ideal for meeting the demands of ingest, web
services and metadata management.

5.1.3 Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage
Systems
Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage Systems is an open storage
solution which changes the economics of storage by utilizing a
high performance hybrid storage pool architecture, industry
standard components and open storage interfaces. It offers up to
576 TB of storage capacity using a combination of solid-state
drives (SSD), DRAM, and hard disk drives (HDD). Hybrid
storage pools utilize SSD for read and write cache, enabling
higher performance than traditional storage architectures at up to
75% less cost.
Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage Systems take advantage of
Sun’s Fault Management Architecture (FMA) to automatically
and silently detect and diagnose underlying problems using an
extensible set of agents. When a faulty component is discovered,
the self-healing system automatically responds by taking the
faulty component offline. Automatic data integrity checking and
correction is also provided by ZFS. If its block level checksums
identify a corrupt block, ZFS automatically repairs it, providing
self-healing capabilities at the block level.
Sun Storage 7000 Unified Storage Systems support various data
protocols like NFS v3 and v4, CIFS, iSCSI, HTTP, WebDAV and
FTP. It also provides various data services like RAID-Z, RAID5
and RAID6, Mirrored and Striped Disk Configurations, Unlimited
Read-Only and Read-Write Snapshots, Data Compression,
Remote Replication of Data for Disaster Recovery etc.,

Figure 3. Archive Hardware Architecture

5.1 Hardware
5.1.1 Sun Fire X4540 Server
Sun Fire X4540 Server combined with OpenSolaris and ZFS file
system, provides virtually unlimited scalability with the highest
end-to-end data integrity and near-zero administration. Sun Fire
x4540 Server which is the first open storage server gives you the

All these features provide effective long-term archiving and
retrieval of data and also supports wider system access using
commonly used data protocols.
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5.1.4 Sun StorageTek Modular Library System

•

Personal and Corporate Finance Data

Sun StorageTek Modular Library Systems are the most scalable
solutions in the market with up to 56 PB and 70,000 tape slots.
Sun StorageTek Modular Library is complemented by the Sun
StorageTek VTL Plus or Sun StorageTek VTL Value virtual
solutions, which integrate seamlessly with physical tape. As a
result, you gain a no compromise solution that balances the
performance, reliability and ease of management of VTL to enable
tape consolidation with the low cost, cartridge removability and
long-term retention capabilities. This tiered storage solution is
managed by policies on the VTL, so the overall solution reduces
your labor costs for virtual and physical tape management.
Sun StorageTek Modular Library Systems provide greater levels
of reliability ensuring access to your data. The robotic mechanism
maintains reliability regardless of the number of expansion
modules and helps to increase the stability and predictability of
backups. Redundant hot-swappable components such as power
supplies and fans minimize disruption. An advanced digital vision
system automatically calibrates the library to reduce wear and tear
on the cartridge, drive and robot. Dynamic worldwide naming and
firmware code uploads eliminate single points of failure.

Figure 4. Archive Hardware Architecture with Sun
Customer Ready Infinite Archive System

5.1.5 Sun Customer Ready Infinite Archive
System

5.2 Software

Sun Customer Ready Infinite Archive System is a ready to deploy
solution which dramatically decreases the cost, risk, complexity
and administration of a multi-tiered storage archive environment.
Infinite Archive Solution scales easily up to multiple PB of
storage in a single, easily managed solution.

5.2.1 Solaris
Sun Solaris Operating System supported in x86 (Intel, AMD) and
SPARC systems is freely downloadable from Sun Microsystems
and it provides numerous technical advantages like Virtualization,
Security, Networking and Availability.

Sun Infinite Archive system is designed with the proper amount of
CPU bandwidth to handle huge data loads and provide a
continuous, self-protecting archive. It can be easily expanded by
adding more storage to any of the tiers, upgrading the server with
faster processors and adding more nodes.

Solaris ZFS file system offers a dramatic advancement in data
management with an innovative approach to data integrity,
performance improvements and integration of file system, volume
management capabilities. Solaris ZFS self-healing feature
automatically repairs corrupt data. ZFS is world's first 128-bit file
system offering 16 billion times the capacity of 32-bit or 64-bit
file systems.

Sun Infinite Archive System provides a three tiered storage
system consisting of the following components:
•
•
•
•

Server Module (Sun Fire x64 Servers or Sun SPARC
Enterprise Servers)
Tier 1 Disk Cache (Sun StorageTek 2540 array)
Tier 2 Disk Archive (Sun StorageTek 2540 array)
Tier 3 Tape Archive (Sun StorageTek FC LTO Tape Drives,
Sun StorageTek SL500 Tape Library etc.,)

Solaris Dynamic Tracing (DTrace) is a powerful tool that gives a
comprehensive view of the entire system, from kernel to
application, even those running in a Java™ Virtual Machine. This
level of insight reduces the time for diagnosing problems from
days and weeks to minutes and hours and ultimately reduces the
time to fix those problems.

Sun Infinite Archive system takes advantage of SAM (Storage
Archive Manager) software to manage the placement and
retention of data to ensure cost effective use of the storage
resources.

Predictive Self Healing is another innovative capability in the
Solaris OS that automatically diagnoses, isolates and helps you
recover from many hardware and application faults. As a result,
business-critical applications and essential system services can
continue uninterrupted in the event of software failures, major
hardware component failures and even software configuration
problems.

Sun Infinite Archive system is designed to support a wide range
of data-intensive applications including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Document Management
Medical Records
Seismic and other Geophysical Data Sets
Multimedia data – Photo Libraries and Videos
Enterprise Content Management (Web, e-mail, digital data)
Open Archiving for Oracle, SAP, and Siebel
Security, CCTV or other surveillance records

5.2.2 Sun Identity Management Suite
Sun Identity Management Suite is an important component which
ensures security and data integrity of the digital repository and
preservation archiving solution. Sun Identity Management Suite
streamlines and simplifies the process of managing user identities
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across a variety of applications in order to provide provisioning
and secure access, ensure ongoing compliance and enable
federation for sharing beyond boundaries.

6. BENEFITS OF THE RECOMMENDED
ARCHIVE ARCHITECTURE

Identity Manager provides comprehensive user provisioning and
identity auditing for efficiently and securely managing identity
profiles and permissions across the enterprise and beyond.
Directory Server Enterprise Edition provides a secure, highly
available, scalable and easy-to-manage directory infrastructure
that effectively manages identities in growing and dynamic
environments. OpenSSO (Single Sign On) enterprise provides
secure web access management, centralized access control and
single sign-on in an unified solution.

The proposed architecture integrates various solutions to create a
data repository and preservation storage architecture in order to
achieve the following benefits:

5.2.3 Sun StorageTek Storage Archive Manager

•

•

Reduced TCO
-

Improved Reliability and Availability
-

Sun StorageTek Storage Archive Manager (SAM) software
provides data classification, centralized meta-data management,
policy based data placement, protection, migration, long-term
retention and recovery. It helps organizations to effectively
manage and utilize data across multiple storage systems with high
speed disk, low cost disk or tape. SAM enables users to reduce the
cost of storing vast data repositories by providing a powerful,
easily managed, cost-effective way to access, retain and protect
business data over its entire lifecycle. This self-protecting file
system offers continuous backup and fast recovery features to help
enhance productivity and improve resource utilization.

•

Storage requirements for a growing archive solution can
be easily addressed because of the modular approach used
in various storage tiers in the architecture

Reduced Risk and Complexity
-

SAM reduces operating costs by providing data classification and
customer policy driven data movement across tiers of storage.
With SAM software, you can archive data using an open format
for ease of future access and to avoid vendor lock-in. SAM
technology creates storage “containers” that map fully to the
industry-standard UNIX® tar format for file encapsulation. So
any tape or disk archive generated by SAM technology can be
independently read and restored even without the software itself.
Physical disk and tape media both have finite useful life spans that
are typically much shorter than the overall lifetime of the data
contained on them. SAM software provides applicationtransparent migration between media during hardware
replacement cycles to dramatically simplify the process of moving
to newer storage media technologies.

Systems used in this architecture uses redundant
components and automated failover sequences which
ensures that the downtime of the system is minimal in the
event of any failure.

Scalability
-

•

Due to tiered storage approach, the total cost of ownership
is reduced without compromising on faster access when
required and also provides transparent access across
multiple tiers of storage.

Use of pre-configured, pre-tested, complete solution
reduces risk, complexity and deployment time of multitiered storage environments. (Archive Solutions designed
using Sun Customer Ready Infinite Archive System)

7. CONCLUSION
Repository and preservation archive solution is a long-term
solution which needs to be carefully architected based on one’s
business requirements. Use of open source standards and
solutions in the architecture help in reducing cost, improving
performance and longer support.
It has been observed that the storage solutions become obsolete
over a period of time and data needs to be migrated from older
storage to newer storage. Migration of data under such scenario
needs to be efficient and quicker, ensuring data integrity and
availability.

5.3 Management Interface
5.3.1 XAM (eXtensible Access Method)

Although this architecture may not cover all business scenarios
and requirements, modular approach may help to address some of
the requirements. Also, one or more storage tiers used in this
architecture may not be feasible to use due to business or
technical reasons. For efficient design, it is recommended to
consult subject matter experts before finalizing the overall
architecture of your digital repository and preservation archive.

XAM is a storage standard developed and maintained by Storage
Networking Industries Association (SNIA). XAM is an API for
fixed content aware storage devices. With XAM, content
generating applications now have a standard means of saving and
finding their content across a broad array of storage devices.
XAM is similar in function to a file system API such as the
POSIX file and directory operations, in that it allows applications
to store and retrieve their data.
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entirely digital. The quantum of digital information is estimated to
be 161 exabytes in the year 2006, and growing at a rate of six
times a year. Consequently, information management is not only
critical, but has to contend with diverse and difficult issues of
preservation. Given the fragility and malleability of the digital
medium, digital preservation has assumed vital importance to
society especially to those vested with the custodial responsibility
of intellectual and creative heritage and output. Governments and
professional groups have grappled with the growing anxiety
towards the horror of digital dark ages and the enormity of
challenges of digital preservation. Digital preservation aimed at
extending the life and afterlife of digital materials, essentially
encompasses two dimensions – bit stream maintenance and
content accessibility. The vulnerability of digital information
ranges from unstable media to hardware and software
obsolescence to mutation.

ABSTRACT
Given the criticality and complexity of the digital preservation
matters, it is very clear that there are no simple one size fits all
solution. Digital preservation requires an evolving and
synergizing approach of investment in diverse aspects from data
curation to data modeling to standardization. Our national
approach towards digital preservation will have to be a well
orchestrated programme of appropriate policies, Plan of actions,
and implementation plans.
Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference model
serves as a high level framework for the interaction between
different elements and the PREMIS ( preservation Metadata:
Implementation Strategies) Data Model consisting of three
semantic units – entities, relationships, and properties serves as
the next level building block for the digital preservation
initiatives. Given that each type of information resource and data,
whether textual or music or imagery or genomic data or geospatial
data, brings to the preservation problem its own complications
and special requirements, one of the key challenges is to develop
the next level of domain specific/mission specific data models and
data dictionaries. The Data model and the associated Data
Dictionary supplies a critical piece of the digital preservation
infrastructure, and is a building block with which effective,
sustainable digital preservation strategies can be implemented.

Recognizing the urgency of digital preservation, a number of
international and national efforts have attempted to address the
issues. It is hard to discuss information management topics today,
without encountering the term metadata (Lavoie and Gartner,
2005). Digital preservation efforts have also necessarily focused
on the preservation metadata. In 2003 OCLC (Online Computer
Library Centre) and RLG (Research Libraries Group) established
Preservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies (PREMIS),
Working Group (WG).

2. PRESERVATION METADATA

This paper will provide an overview of the digital preservation
metadata efforts especially the PREMIS and related work, and a
brief review of the different data modeling efforts for different
kinds of information objects and offers some suggestions for the
National Digital Preservation Programme efforts in India.

Though definitions of metadata abound, one of the most
comprehensive and precise one is given by National Information
Standards Organization (NISO). According to NISO ‘metadata is
structured information that describes, explains, locates, or
otherwise makes it easier to retrieve, use, or manage an
information resource. Usually, metadata is segmented into three
distinct but not so watertight categories such as descriptive,
structural, and administrative. This categorisation is helpful as it
informs us about the range of things that are encapsulated in a
metadata schema.

Keywords
Digital Preservation Metadata; OAIS reference model; PREMIS
Data Model; Implementation Case Studies

1. PREAMBLE
Information (or data) that supports and documents the long term
preservation of digital materials is referred to as preservation
metadata. Preservation Metadata (PM) is normally categorised as

As the world is increasingly turning digital, information life
cycles – from creation to consumption have become almost
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administrative, as preservation is a management function and
process. However, it is important to realize that preservation
metadata schema includes all the three categories - descriptive,
structural, and administrative. It also implies that one has to be
careful in delineating preservation metadata from other forms of
metadata at a higher level. Preservation Metadata is defined as
descriptive, structural and administrative metadata that supports
long term preservation of digital materials. PREMIS WG defines
“preservation metadata” as the information a repository uses to
support the digital preservation process.

Data Systems (CCSDS) to provide a conceptual framework and
common vocabulary for digital preservation activities (CCSDS,
2001). The model was approved as ISO standard 14721 in 2003
(ISO, 2003) and has gained wide recognition among the
community. Besides the functional model for preservation
activities, the OAIS also includes an information model specifying
types of information required for long-term preservation. These
information objects are then conceptually grouped together to
form an information package.
The OAIS reference model is a conceptual framework and
establishes terminology and concepts relevant to digital archiving,
identifies the key components and processes prevalent to most
digital archiving activity, and proposes an information model for
digital objects and their associated metadata. The reference model
does not specify an implementation, and is therefore agnostic on
digital object types or technological issues. For example, the
model can be applied at a broad level to archives handling digital
image files, born-digital objects, or even physical objects, and no
assumptions are obligated concerning the specific implementation
of the preservation strategy. One could follow different
preservation strategies such as migration or emulation, but still be
OAIS compliant.

2.1 Why preservation metadata?
Very simply, metadata is intended to help manage information
effectively and PM purports to help preserve digital information
more effectively. It is a self documentation tool. PM in a way,
regulates, standardizes and automates the process of digital
preservation management. PM is an essential component of digital
preservation strategy and tool. Given the fact that digital shelf life
is brief as they are technology dependent, and very mutable, PM
becomes a part and parcel of digital preservation strategy.

The OAIS Information model defines four different Information
Objects –

2.2 Scope of Preservation Metadata
The list of information required for preservation is quite deep and
ever expanding. However, after many deliberations consensus was
reached and PREMIS (WG), agreed on the five major areas
relevant to PM. They are Provenance, Authenticity, Preservation
Activity, Technical Environment, and Rights Management

•

1)

•

2)

3)

4)

5)

•

Provenance: Information relating to the custody and
custodial history covering the digital object’s life cycle from
creation to successive changes in physical custody and/or
ownership.
Authenticity: The information that can validate that the
digital object is what it purports to be and has not been
altered whether intentionally or unintentionally and not
documented.
Preservation Activity: Documenting the history of
preservation activity PM should also include actions that
have been taken over time to preserve the digital object.
Technical Environment : A description of the technical
requirements in terms of hardware, software including
operating system, applications software that are required to
render and present the digital object in which it is currently
stored.
Rights Management: Recording the intellectual property
rights of the repository to preserve and disseminate the
digital object.

•

Content Information – the information that requires
preservation
Preservation Description Information (PDI) – any
information that will allow the understanding of
the content information over an indefinite period of
time.
Packaging Information – the information that binds
all other components into a specific medium
Descriptive Information – information that helps
users to locate and access information of potential
interest.

The abstract and conceptual nature of the model is a source of
both strength and weakness as well. Its strengths lie in the fact
that it provides a common vocabulary and framework for planning
and comparison, and it can be fitted to different environments.
The weaknesses include – prone to different interpretations, more
library specific and less applicable to ‘data’ repositories.
Figure 1 provides an overview of the OAIS reference model.

4. THE PREMIS DATA MODEL
The OAIS reference model serves as a high level framework for
the interaction between different elements and the PREMIS. The
PREMIS WG was established to build on the earlier work of
another OCLC/RLG initiative the Preservation Metadata
Framework Working Group that produced A Metadata
Framework to support the Preservation of Digital Objects (the
Framework). The PREMIS standard is developed with the

3. OPEN ARCHIVAL INFORMATION
SYSTEM REFERENCE MODEL
The Open Archival Information System (OAIS) reference model
was developed by the NASA’s Consultative Committee for Space
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Framework as a starting point. Released in May 2005, produced
from an international, cross-domain consensus-building process
the PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata is the first
comprehensive specification for preservation metadata. The
version 1.0 of the PREMIS Data Dictionary released in 2005,
included a metadata set for long-term digital preservation, and
accompanying XML schemas, allowing for PREMIS compliant
metadata to be expressed consistently in XML.
PREMIS WG looked at metadata supporting the functions of
maintaining
viability,
renderability,
understandability,
authenticity, and identity in a preservation context. The Group
decided that the Data Dictionary should be wholly
implementation independent. That is, the core elements define
information that a repository needs to know, regardless of how, or
even whether, that information is stored. For instance, for a given
identifier to be usable, it is necessary to know the identifier
scheme and the namespace in which it is unique. If a particular
repository uses only one type of identifier, the repository is not
required to record the scheme in association with each object. The
repository would, however, need to know this information and to
be able to supply it when exchanging metadata with other
repositories.

1.

Intellectual Entities - a coherent set of content that is
reasonably described as a unit, for example, a particular
book, map, photograph, or database. An Intellectual
Entity can include other Intellectual Entities; for
example, a Web site can include a Web page, a Web
page can include a photograph. An Intellectual Entity
may have one or more digital representations.

2.

Objects or Digital Object - a discrete unit of
information in digital form.Object entities are
described in three sub-types-

Bit stream — the bit set embedded in a file
File — a named and ordered sequence of bytes
known by an operating system
•
Representation — the file set needed to render a
complete Intellectual Entity
3. Events - an action that involves at least one object or
agent known to the preservation repository.
4. Rights - or Rights Statements, are assertions of one or
more rights or permissions pertaining to an object
and/or agent
5. Agents - a person, organization, or software program
associated with preservation events in the life of an
object
•
•

Library of Congress set up the PREMIS Maintenance Activity to
coordinate the release and maintenance of the Data Dictionary and
its associated XML schema, as well as to serve as a permanent
Web home for PREMIS-related news, resources, and activities.
The Maintenance Activity also set up mechanisms to encourage
community feedback on the Dictionary, including a discussion list
for those interested in implementing the Dictionary in their own
digital archiving systems. After much revision based on feedback
and two commissioned reports (Coyle, 2006; WoodyardRobinson, 2007), the PREMIS Editorial Committee released the
version 2.0 Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata in April
2008.

Relationships: The Relationships are statements of association
between instances of entities. “Relationship” can be interpreted
broadly or narrowly, and any relationship fact can be expressed in
many different ways. The Relationships among Objects appear to
be variants of three basic types –

•

4.1 Semantic Units
One key principle that the WG followed was that the Data
Dictionary should be wholly implementation independent.
Because of the emphasis on the need to know rather than the need
to record or represent in any particular way, the group preferred to
use the term “semantic unit” rather than “metadata element.” The
Data Dictionary names and describes semantic units

•

Data Model consisting of three semantic units – entities,
relationships, and properties, serves as the next level of building
block for the digital preservation initiatives. The PREMIS Data
Dictionary consolidated and further developed the conceptual
types of information objects into more than 100 structured,
logically integrated, and implementable semantic units, and more
importantly, provided detailed descriptions and guidelines to
implement them. The PREMIS work can be viewed as a
translation of the Framework into a set of implementable semantic
units in the Data Dictionary.

•

Structural relationships show relationships between
parts of objects. The structural relationships between
the files that constitute a representation of an
Intellectual Entity are clearly essential preservation
metadata. If a preservation repository can not put the
pieces of a digital object back together it hasn’t
preserved the object.
Derivation relationships result from the replication or
transformation of an Object. The intellectual content of
the resulting Object is the same, but the Object’s
instantiation, and possibly its format, are different.
Many digital objects are complex, and both structural
and derivation information can change over time as a
result of preservation activities.
Dependency relationship exists when one object
requires another to support its function, delivery, or
coherence of content. The supporting object could not
be formally part of the object itself but is necessary to
render it.

Properties: The Semantic units are the properties of an entity. In
some cases a semantic unit can be a container that groups a set of
related semantic units and the grouped subunits are called
semantic components of the semantic unit.

Entities: To facilitate the logical organization of the PREMIS
metadata elements, the WG developed a simple model of five
types of entities involved in digital preservation activities –
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interpretation. The major findings and observations of the study
are -

4.2 Data Model

The common function use cases demonstrate how the
PREMIS core fits with the functions of a preservation
repository.
•
The common context use cases can then draw on which
PDD semantic units will be most relevant to a certain
type of repository.
•
Trends such as storing preservation metadata in either
XML structures or relational database management
systems (RDBMS) and allowing the design of systems
to be able to incorporate multiple strategies for digital
preservation continue to hold true.
•
Very few off-the-shelf tools are being used for
implementing preservation metadata. The main three
tools ( primarily relating to technical metadata creation)
in use are –
o DROID/PRONOM (Digital Record Object
Identification and format registry)*.
o JHOVE (JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation
Environment);and
o The National Library of New Zealand
Metadata Extraction Tool,
Many implementation methods are being developed in•
house for repositories as part of ingest workflow
* The PRONOM Technical Registry and DROID file format
identification tool has won the 2007 Digital Preservation Award
by the UK Digital Preservation Coalition.
•

The data model is nothing but a simple specification of the
semantic units defined in the Data Dictionary. The data model
includes five entities – Intellectual Entities, Objects, Events,
Rights, and Agents. A PREMIS semantic unit can be viewed as a
property of one of these entities. Thus, the Dictionary is a
compilation of the information about these entities that
repositories need to know in order to carry out long-term digital
preservation activities.
Figure 2 shows the different entities of PREMIS 2.0 Data Model

4.3 PREMIS and METS
The Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) is a
data encoding and transmission specification, expressed in XML,
that provides the means to convey the metadata necessary for both
the management of digital objects within a repository and the
exchange of such objects between repositories (or between
repositories and their users). This common object format was
designed to allow the sharing of efforts to develop information
management tools/services and to facilitate the interoperable
exchange of digital materials among institutions (including
vendors). The METS XML schema created in 2001 under the
sponsorship of the Digital Library Federation (DLF), is supported
by the Library of Congress as its maintenance agency, and is
governed by the METS Editorial Board. In 2004 it received NISO
Registration, which was renewed in 2006.

The Study noted that most repositories identified well with the
PDD data model, implementing equivalent metadata entities for
intellectual entities, object entities at representation, file and (less
commonly) bitstream levels, event entities and agent entities.
Rights entities were only occasionally created.

The PREMIS schema has been endorsed by the Metadata
Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS) as an approved
extension schema for METS. The METS schema is widely used
by digital repositories as a packaging mechanism for objects and
their associated metadata. PREMIS is registered as a recognized
metadata scheme to be used as administrative metadata with
METS. PREMIS metadata can be clustered as a single unit in a
sub-element (e.g., technical metadata, digital provenance
metadata) under the administrative metadata section of a METS
document, or it can be distributed over multiple sections.

6. PREMIS
STUDIES

IMPLEMENTATION

CASE

Given that each type of information resource, information and
data type, whether text or music or Imagery or genomic data or
geospatial data, brings to the preservation problem its own
complications and special requirements, one of the key challenges
is to develop the next level of domain specific/mission specific
data models and data dictionaries. The Data Model and the
associated Data Dictionary provide a very effective,
implementation framework for sustainable digital preservation
strategies can be implemented.

5. PREMIS IMPEMENTATION
APPROACHES – A SURVEY
The Library of Congress, as part of the PREMIS maintenance
activity, commissioned Deborah Woodyard-Robinson to carry out
a study of implementation of the PREMIS semantic units by
different repositories to understand the difficulties presented in
applying the semantic units and thus improve the specification.
Sixteen repositories were surveyed about their interpretation and
application of the PDD (PREMIS Data Dictionary). An analysis
of how the PREMIS core fits with the functions of a preservation
repository and which PDD semantic units will be most relevant to
certain types of repositories was made. The study found that
conformance to the PDD is difficult to measure and open to

Given the diversity of repositories of diverse kinds of digital
materials, a representative set of five projects covering diverse
intellectual entities – e-prints; learning materials; private papers;
discipline specific serials literature; and domain specific data were
studied in terms of their PREMIS implementation efforts.
We provide brief overview case studies of the PREMIS
Implementation in five different repositories –
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•
•
•
•
•

Preservation Service on ingest into the preservation repository and
stored in a METS package. It is supplemented by resource
discovery metadata provided by the institutional repository.

SHERPA Digital Preservation Project
Florida Digital Archive Project
PARADIGM (Personal Archives Accessible in Digital
Media)
MathArc(Ensuring Access to Mathematics over Time
NGDA (The National Geospatial Digital Archive)

6.2 Florida Digital Archive Project

6.1 SHERPA DP Project

The Florida Digital Archive is based on DAITSS (Dark Archive
in The Sunshine State), a preservation repository management
application, which is available as open source software under the
GPL license (DAITSS, 2008). The mission of the Florida Digital
Archive is to provide a cost-effective, long-term preservation
repository for digital materials in support of teaching and
learning, scholarship, and research in the state of Florida (FDA,
2003).

SHERPA DP (Securing a Hybrid Environment for Research
Preservation and Access) Digital Preservation is a two year
project funded by the JISC (Joint Information System Committee,
UK). The purpose of this project is to create a collaborative,
shared preservation environment for the SHERPA project framed
around the OAIS Reference Model (SHERPA DP Project, 2007).
The project brings together the SHERPA institutional repository
systems with the preservation repository established by the Arts
and Humanities Data Service (AHDS) to create an environment
that fully addresses all the requirements of the different phases
within the life cycle of digital information.

In support of this mission, the Florida Digital Archive guarantees
that all files deposited by agreement with its affiliates remain
available, unaltered, and readable from media. For those materials
designated to receive full preservation treatment, the Florida
Digital Archive will maintain a usable version using the best
format migration tools available.

The Arts and Humanities Data Services are investigating a
disaggregated service provider model, in which preservation
functions are provided by a third-party institution. In this model
the AHDS provides a shared preservation store, and undertakes
preservation planning and preservation functions, whilst the
repositories continue their usual work to raise awareness and
promote deposit of content, ingest, storage of content for delivery
and access.

The PREMIS semantic units obtained from the information
available from DAITSS as follows:
In the PREMIS data model there are Intellectual Entities and three
types of Object entity: representation, file and bitstream. In the
DAITSS model there are Intellectual Entities and two types of
Object: files and bitstreams. Representations are not currently
tracked.

The initial SHERPA DP project investigated the provision of
preservation services for e-print archives operated by the members
of the SHERPA consortium. During the project, the AHDS
developed a high-level model and a shared preservation
environment for use by partner institutions.

PREMIS does not require a repository to track all three types of
Object, it only requires that if a particular type is controlled,
applicable semantic units should be supported. At this point in
time, there is an assumption that DAITSS Intellectual Entities are
one-to-one with representations; that is, that a single SIP contains
a single representation of an Intellectual Entity. Therefore the
information pertaining to Intellectual Entities in DAITSS can be
considered to pertain to the PREMIS representation, and some
elements are recorded as applicable to the defined representations.

The SHERPA DP2 project will extend the collaborative model to
consider the development of preservation services for institutional
repositories that archive a wider range of content types and
implement different organizational models (Knight, G. 2005).
Although each entity has some relevance in a preservation system,
a subset of the PREMIS entities and metadata were considered
essential by the SHERPA DP. Two PREMIS entities were
especially relevant are :

However perhaps is not entirely accurate because the assumption
breaks down in two places:
1.

1.
2.

Object: Information about an asset or file
Event: Information that describes important events in
the lifecycle of the digital object, such as migration,
transfer of an object between repositories, or deletion
from the preservation archive

2.

what people send cannot be controlled, and have no
guarantee a SIP contains a single representation of a
single Intellectual Entity, and
Archive-created migrations and normalizations create
representations that are not tracked.

6.3 PARADIGM
The Agent entity is also important to identify the person or
software tool responsible for an event. However, it is expected
that it will be developed at a later date. Sherpa DP uses 27
information ‘units’ considered essential to maintain and preserve
an e-print in the long-term. Preservation metadata is not created
for bibliographic records that do not refer to a valid e-print. The
majority of this information will be generated by the AHDS

The Personal Archives Accessible in Digital Media
(PARADIGM) project brings together libraries of the Universities
of Oxford and Manchester for exploring the issues involved in
preserving digital private papers through gaining practical
experience in accessioning and ingesting digital private papers
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into digital repositories, and processing these in line with archival
and digital preservation requirements. It aimed at developing
repository software to provide a managed environment for digital
objects, such as documents and images. It overarching aim was to
develop prototype preservation repository in the context of key
standards such as OAIS, Fedora, METS and PREMIS.
(PARADIGM, 2008).

section of a METS document. Although PREMIS metadata may
contain technical metadata, for example, format descriptions—
information that MathArc is already storing in the METS techSec
section—all PREMIS metadata for the object will be stored
within the <digiprovMD> element in order to be able to validate
the xml stream against the PREMIS schema.

PARADIGM explores digital preservation from ‘personal’ and
‘collecting’ perspectives in the context of a ‘hybrid archive’ and
gained hands-on experience of technical issues and tools.
Paradigm realized that putting METS AIP together for digital
archivists is difficult and therefore CAIRO, a user-friendly ingest
tool for archivists to ingest complex collections of born-digital
materials was developed. CAIRO maps output to preservation
metadata standards (PREMIS and object-specific) in METS
package for Fedora submission via DirIngest according to content
modelstent models (Susan, T., 2006).

6.5 The National Geospatial Digital Archive
(NGDA)
The NGDA is one of eight initial projects funded by the Library
of Congress’s National Digital Information Infrastructure and
Preservation Program (NDIIPP) (NGDA, 2009). NGDA
participants include the Map & Imagery Laboratory at the
University of California at Santa Barbara and Branner Earth
Sciences Library at Stanford University. The project’s
overarching goal is to answer the question: How can we preserve
geospatial data on a national scale and make it available to future
generations?

Figure 3 shows the implementation of PREMIS in the
PARADIGM project.

6.4 MathArc – Ensuring
Mathematics over Time

Access

The NGDA architecture is an attempt to satisfy the requirements
that the Project developed keeping in view the principles of digital
preservation. The architecture is based on a OAIS Reference
Model and the PREMIS data model that defines a uniform
representation of all information in the archive, paired with a
storage API that abstracts the storage subsystem. The storage
subsystem is assumed to provide reliable, long-term storage
through redundancy and active monitoring. A suite of components
built on top of the data model and storage API provides ingest and
access functionality (Janee, G. et al, 2008). Figure 4 illustrates the
architecture of NGDA.

to

MathArc - a collaborative project of Cornell University Library
and Göttingen State and University Library aims at the
development and maintenance of reliable digital archives of Serial
Literature in the field of Mathematics. The objective is to develop
an archive of serial mathematics literature that will be available to
libraries worldwide and would serve as a model for similar efforts
in other disciplines within the library and publishing
communities.

7. COMPARISON OF DATA MODELS
In MathArc every AIP, SIP or DIP is defined as an “asset”. An
asset is a digital representation of content which is going to be
archived. For that reason the asset has a well-defined and rich set
of metadata attached to the digital content. An asset is not
restricted to containing a document at any particular level of
granularity. A single asset can include a single article, an issue, a
volume or even whole journals. Different end-user systems may
have different document models – according to these models, the
content of an asset may vary. The PREMIS schema is used for
preservation metadata. In order to be adopted in a METS
(Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard)-based
document, PREMIS consists of four different schemas. The
different schema can be used independently from each other
(Brandt, O. et al, 2005). In MathArc the following PREMIS
schemas are used:

Table 1 presents the results of our attempts to compare the
PREMIS implementation in these select five repositories. Our
study also finds that most repositories do comply with the Object
identification and some kind of event recording with reference to
preservation activity. The ‘agent’ is either not well defined or
sparsely adhered to. Rights details are again not well attended to.
A data archive (such as NGDA) requires deeper level of detail
than information resource repositories.

8. CONCLUSION
Given the criticality and complexity of the digital preservation
matters, it is very clear that there are no simple one size fits all
solution. Digital preservation requires an evolving and
synergizing approach of investment in diverse aspects from data
curation to data modeling to standardization. Our national
approach towards digital preservation will have to be a well
orchestrated set of appropriate policies, programmes, and action
and implementation plans.

object: contains information about an asset or a single file
event: contains information about migration (on file level) or
information about transferring or deleting a whole asset in one
of the partner's archive.
Rights information is currently not used in the MathArc format.
METS provides four different sections of administrative metadata.
Usually preservation metadata is stored in the <digiprovMD>

•
•
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OAIS reference model serves as a high level framework for the
interaction between different elements and the PREMIS Data
Model consisting of three semantic units – entities, relationships,
and properties serves as the next level of building block for the
digital preservation initiatives.
Given that each type of
information resource and data, whether it be text or music or
Imagery or genomic data or geospatial data, brings to the
preservation problem its own complications and special
requirements, one of the key challenges is to develop the next
level of domain specific/mission specific data models and data
dictionaries. The Data model and the associated Data Dictionary
supplies a critical piece of the digital preservation infrastructure,
and is a building block with which effective, sustainable digital
preservation strategies can be implemented.

Figure 3. PREMIS implementation in PARADIGM

Intellectual Entity
Archive of Politician X

rights: 1
Details the permissions
granted by Politician to
undertake Preservation
Actions in respect of
material in the archive to
which Politician X is the
rights holder

Figure 1. OAIS Information Model
Intellectual Entity
MS. Politician X 2 3

objectRepresentatio
n:1

objectRepresentatio
n:2

Event:1
objectFile:1
Original Locoscript
file

Migration from
Locosript to RTF

objectFile:2
RTF file

agent:1
MS
Archivist
(Event authoriser)

agent:2
Migration Software

Figure 4. Architecture of NGDA

Figure 2. PREMIS Data Model Diagram
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Table 1. Comparison of Select PREMIS implementation in five
repositories
SHERPA DP

FDA (DAITSS)

PARADIGM

MathArc

NGDA

(Arts and
Humanities Data
Service)

(Materials in support
of teaching and
learning, scholarship
and research in the
State of Florida)

(Personal Archives
Accessible in Digital
Media)

(Serial
Literature in
Mathematics)

(Geospatial Resources
in Stanford Digital
Repository)



Object Identification

•
•

objectIdentifierValue
objectIdentifierType

Alpha numeric
value
E.g.: glassprints789





[table_name].
[column.name]
Assigned by Ingest

ObjectFile 1: Original
Locoscript File
ObjectFile 2: RTF
File




Used to identify
•
•
•
•

Preservation Level

Three levels of
preservation are
proposed
•
•
•

00 – Bit-level
01 – Contentonly
02 – Full

Size

Intellectual Entity

Events
eventidentifierType
eventidentifierValue
eventType
eventDateTime
eventDetail
eventOutcomeInform
ation
• eventOutcomeInform
ation
Agents
•
•
•
•
•
•

Rights

ePrints

Supports the
Event entity

data_file.pres_level
assigned by Ingest
based on parameters
supplied by depositor
when account is set
up
data_file.size
determined by
Ingest
(Digital Materials in
support of teaching
and learning,
scholarship and
research in the State
of Florida)

Provenance
Data
Trustworthiness
Data Quality
Appropriate Use



•
•

Only events
performed by
DAITSS are recorded.

Archives of People
and their work
E.g.: Archive of
Politician and Speech
by a politician
Event : Migration
from Locoscript to
RTF

Digital
Journals /
eJournals in
the field of
Mathematics



Geospatial Resources

Changes, modifications
to the data inside the
preservation archive

DAITSS does not link
agents to events, but
archive software
creates all events, so
the archive could be
identified as the agent
by default
The only individuals
defined in DAITSS
are contact persons
for problems, billing
etc. Data for contacts
is entered manually
into the system.

agent 1: Event
authorizer (Ms
Archivist)

Not Supported

Rights1: Details the
permissions granted
by person to the
repository to
undertake
preservation actions
in respect of materal

agent2: Migration
Software


Who are the parties
responsible for the
creation , development,
storage and/or
maintenance of the data
set

Rights entity
permissionStatement
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in the archive to
which the person is
the rights holder


Relationships

•
•
•
•
•

relationshipType
relationshipSubType
relatedObjectIdentifie
rType
relatedObjectIdentifie
rValue
relatedObjectSequen
ce

The following
relationships
are stored:

Only relationships
between files are
recorded in
relationship table,
others must be
inferred

Relationship
to generalattribute
assets
Relationship
to migrated
assets

Additional Details recorded in NGDA not available in PREMIS
4.

Semantic Underpinnings
•
•
•
•

Meaning or essence of the data
Significance of the data. Why does the object need to
be preserved?
Function of the data, purpose
Intended community or audience

5.
6.

7.
8.

Domain Specific Terminology
•

Theme Keywords, Spatial Coverage, Time Period,
Stratum
9.

Data Quality
•
•
•

•

Accuracy of the identification of entities and
assignment of attribute values in the data set.
Explanation of the fidelity of relationships in the data
set and tests used”
Assessment of the accuracy of the measurements
taken, e.g., where the center point of each pixel is
located.
Description of how far apart individual measurements
were taken, e.g., the size of each pixel.

10.

11.

12.
13.
14.
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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new approach to conceptualizing digital and
media art forms in order to preserve them for the future. This
theoretical approach will be explored through issues raised in the
process of creating a formal declarative model (alternately known
as a metadata framework, notation system, or ontology) for digital
and media art. The approach presented and explored here is
intended to inform a better understanding of media art forms and to
provide a practical descriptive framework that supports their
creation, re-creation, documentation and preservation. Expanded
notes and appendices for this paper can be found online at:
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/ciao/avant_garde.html

1 NEED FOR A FORMAL NOTATION
SYSTEM
Digital and media art forms include, but are not limited to, Internet
art, software art, and computer-mediated installations as well as
other non-traditional art forms such as conceptual art, installation
art, performance art, and video. This paper will not define the
boundaries of digital and media art, but will propose a descriptive
framework that centers on digital and related media art forms.
The digital and media art forms listed above have confounded
traditional museological approaches to documentation and
preservation because of their ephemeral, documentary, technical,
and multi-part nature and because of the variability and rapid
obsolescence of the media formats often used in such works. It is
not feasible for the arts community to keep the original equipment
and software in working order over the centuries and industry has
no incentive to continue producing old parts or to keep all new
equipment backward compatible indefinitely. Besides, preserving
media art as “original” physical object may be counter-productive
as discussed below. Due to lack of documentation methods, and
thus access, such art works often are not used in research and
instruction. In many cases these art forms were created to
contradict and bypass the traditional art world's values and
resulting practices. They have been successful to the point of
becoming victims to their own volatile intent.
A new way of conceptualizing media art is needed to support
documentation and preservation as well as other activities that
surround media art. New projects from the artistic, academic, and
museum communities are being formed to address these needs.

This paper is a direct outgrowth and continuation of two such
projects, Archiving the Avant Garde [1] and the Variable Media
Network [2]. These projects investigate many aspects of media art
preservation including migrating or updating media art works over
time or using emulation to run old software on new computers as
tested in the Guggenheim exhibition, “Seeing Double”. This paper
will focus on the development of a formal notation system for
media art. It is best to begin by introducing the concept of a formal
notation system in the context of media art.
Media art is as much performative or behavior-centric as it is
artifactual or object-centric. Media art has variable form much like
music. A single musical work can be performed using different
instruments or hardware each time. As long as the essential score
performed is the same, the musical work itself will be recognizable
and retain its integrity. A work by Bach can be performed on a
relatively modern piano as well as on a harpsichord for which
many of Bach's works were originally created (in fact these works
can be performed on a computer or synthesizer). Even on the
piano, we recognize the work and its creator; we consider it to be
authentic. The performing arts are not exclusive in their variability;
music merely provides a useful and widely understood analogy.
Digital media also are inherently variable. Digital media are by
definition computational media; that is media that may be the end
result of computational processes or composed of ongoing
computational processes. Digital media are beholden to the
separation of content from infrastructure, of logical from physical,
that is required by the theory of a "universal machine". A universal
machine is a machine whose infrastructure may be reprogrammed
to work with and produce almost infinite varieties of content - a
computer. Computation may manifest physically, but it is not tied
to any specific physical instance. In practice, digital art works may
be authored on one brand of computer hardware and software
platform, but presented under a different configuration. For works
of Internet art, aspects such as color, scale, and speed can vary
significantly when viewed on different monitors over different
network speeds. This variability is not considered corruptive but
rather an inherent property of the medium and the work. Digital
and related media art will almost certainly use different hardware
for presentation a hundred years from now, but it can still be
considered authentic.
Given the similar variability of music and media arts, it is
appropriate to consider a mechanism like a score for binding the
integrity of media art works apart from specific instruments. What
would a score for media art look like? For digital art, code acts as a
kind of score - a set of instructions that trigger actions or events.
However, this level of instruction is often too environmentspecific, operating differently under variable conditions such as
operating system or hardware. This would be like musical notation
working for one brand of tuba, but not another. A system of formal
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notation for media art should be abstracted from specific
environmental factors. It should be robust, generic, adaptable, and
portable - universal content for a universal machine. A formal
notation system must also accommodate media art works that are
not necessarily digital and it should be legible well into the future
independent of the media it is intended to preserve. For these
reasons, we cannot count on computer code to be a selfdocumenting notation system for art works.
It is important to note that systems of formal notation for media art
and musical scores are analogous, but not identical. Musical scores
embody admittedly complex relationships to the works they
transcribe, and are often open to a wide range of interpretation. The
reason that musical scores provide a useful model for media art
notation is that they provide the clearest example of description
that compiles formalized (systematic) discrete elements into
documents that aid in the re-performance or re-creation of works of
art. Musical scores also demonstrate how to navigate the border
between prescription (maintaining the integrity of the work) and
the variability that is inherent in media art. Formal notation
systems necessarily embody trade-offs in their level of abstraction;
too abstract and they lack capacity for integrity, too prescriptive
and they lack portability and robustness. So, a media art score
would share the goal of a musical score not to provide the perfect
recipe, but the best possible one.
The development of a system of formal notation for media art first
requires the development of a conceptual model. The formal
notation system could be considered an expression of that model.
A score is a specific instance of notation. In music, the conceptual
model structures sound into pitch and rhythm etc., the notation
system is composed of notes and other graphics used to write
music, and a score is a specific combination of notes in a musical
work. It is important to note that the conceptual model and
expression format are distinct entities. For instance, a conceptual
model for media art could be expressed using various formats such
as Extensible Markup Language (XML)[3], formats built upon
XML like RDF, or in a database. In this way the conceptual model
itself defines the integrity of the score while allowing for
variability in its expression. The conceptual model could be
considered a kind of meta-score.
This new conceptual model and notation system could be used: to
aid in preservation of media art works; for their re-creation in the
future; as a documentation format; as an architecture for media art
management databases; as a framework for online public access
catalogs of media art; for educational and community forums
dedicated to media art, or as a framework for generative and
collaborative artist networks like the Pool at the University of
Maine [4]. For the semantic web community, this conceptual
model and expression format comprise an ontology. For the digital
library and broader cultural informatics communities, it comprises
a metadata framework. For our purposes here, it is a system of
formal notation for scoring works of digital and media art.

2 REQUIREMENTS
NOTATION SYSTEM

FOR

A

purposes it is intended to serve. In this context, it must reflect the
nature of media art. It must be able to describe the artwork not just
as an object or collection of objects, but also as an event or activity
(or any combination of these). It must accommodate not just the
declaration and location of files and objects, but also the explicit
declaration of behaviors, variables, and contingencies. This formal
notation system may not describe the artistic process per se, but
should be able to describe the work as set of parameters manifested
as a product or occurrence. It should describe levels of agency and
choice within the work, allowing for a continuum of assignable
human or automated roles from creator to user.
A specific document instance of the notation system - a score should comprise a guide to aid in the re-creation or re-performance
of the work. A formal notation system must be capable of
describing all-digital, all-physical, or hybrid art works. Many
media art works combine digital with physical components and the
descriptive needs of discrete digital and non-traditional physical
works are similar enough to justify an integrated notation system.
It should be able to describe not just the aggregate work, but also
make explicit the structure of sub-components of the work. Details
such as technical data, creator info, rights info, and related choices
may vary between different parts of a work.
A notation system should provide broad interoperability with other
descriptive and technical standards that digital media art interacts
with, including cultural informatics, library and museum standards,
and media industry standards. There are many prototype standards
(several based on XML/RDF) being tested in the museum and
library communities for managing and providing online access to
cultural materials such as books and artworks. A notation system
for media art is distinct from these in that it needs to include the
level of detail needed not just to describe the works, but to recreate them. However, interoperability with these other prototype
standards is needed so that documentation for media art works
does not remain marginalized, but can instead easily co-exist
alongside traditional art documentation within larger databases or
systems. Though standardized, the notation system should be
flexible enough to allow for local descriptive practices within the
overall framework.
The notation system should employ an expression format that is
standardized so that the development of software tools, training,
documentation, and support is feasible for the arts community and
leverages larger community or industry efforts. To allow durable
and transparent scores, the notation system should integrate both
human-readable (natural language) layers that allow high-level
functionality and machine-readable (artificial/encoded language)
layers that allow for automated processing. A notation system
should be practical, cost-effective, scaleable, and tractable. It
should allow varying levels of implementation from minimal
scores to complex scores that are expanded upon at various points
in the life cycle of the work. Addressing these concerns results in
a more useful and accurate conceptual model by addressing media
art works not as abstract and isolated entities, but rather as entities
in the complicated context of the real world.

FORMAL

The first requirement of a system of formal notation for scoring
works of media art is that it is appropriate to the content and

3 SURVEY OF RELATED WORK
In addition to the aforementioned projects this paper builds upon,
other projects share similar goals or subject matter. This overview
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of related work is not comprehensive, but cites projects that have
the closest parallel or influence on this paper. This survey will
draw out the similarities and differences between approaches for
comparison.

3.1 Preservation and Archival of New media
and Interactive Collections (PANIC)
Jane Hunter and Sharmin Choudhury of the Distributed Systems
Technology Center in Brisbane Australia present their research in
"Implementing Preservation Strategies for Complex Multimedia
Objects" [5]. "The goal is to investigate alternative approaches to
the archival and preservation of mixed media objects and
determine the optimum approaches for ensuring their longevity and
to facilitate their redisplay."
Hunter and Choudhury outline a solid strategy in many respects.
They promote the use of existing standardized metadata schema
that leverage previous cultural and industry efforts. These
standards include Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard
or METS for descriptive metadata [6], and the Synchronized
Multimedia Integration Language or SMIL for structural metadata
[7]. They also propose a layered preservation strategy that accounts
for uneven availability of documentation, metadata, and original
files for media objects.
However, it is difficult to encode the structure of a work in SMIL
without manually re-creating the work entirely. SMIL is not
scaleable because one cannot create an outline of the work's
structure to be completed at a later date. Hunter and Choudhury
recommend the use of several "behaviors" (such as Networked or
Installed) that have been defined previously in the Variable Media
Network as "types" or broad genre classifications for whole media
art works. These types might be even more useful if applied to
relevant sub-components of works. For instance, a tele-robotic art
work might be Installed, Networked, and Encoded all at the same
time. To re-create the work, it would be essential to know which
parts were Networked and which Encoded.
PANIC points out the real need for software tools for preserving of
media objects. Tools are an important consideration because
without tools and other mechanisms for implementing our
conceptual models, we are left with far fewer options for testing
these models.

3.2 Capturing Unstable Media Conceptual
Model (CMCM)
The V2 Organization in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, has developed
CMCM. V2 "...has conducted research on the documentation
aspects of the preservation of electronic art activities -- or
Capturing Unstable Media -- an approach between archiving and
preservation...Defining strategies for collecting and preserving
actual works is outside the scope of this research project " [8]
CMCM is not intended for preservation per se, but as a conceptual
model for documenting and describing art projects. Nonetheless,
CMCM is a rich model with multiple potential applications and
influences, preservation among them. CMCM has identified a goal
of interoperability that goes beyond crosswalks (comparison and
mapping). CMCM could potentially be used in combination with
other models such as the one described in this paper.

CMCM recognizes the importance of collaboration and distributed
authorship in media art. CMCM accommodates this by defining a
list of creative roles such as choreographer and visual designer,
meant to act like the semi-standardized set of roles described in
film credits. CMCM has similarly detailed lists of technical
behaviors, dependencies and relationships, project component
types, and more. Most of these lists embody crucial recognition of
factors absent in traditional art descriptive standards, but as
implementable strategies they reflect the tension between
sophistication and tractability in conceptual modeling. A
conceptual model for media art should allow detailed description at
very granular levels, but should not necessarily require it. The level
of granularity evident in CMCM points to its sophisticated grasp of
the complexities of media art, but may ultimately make the model
difficult to implement and test. Moreover, the defined lists of
possible creator roles, user interactions, and such may be too
prescriptive in the context of media art where new forms of
interaction and relationships are formed at a rapid pace. CMCM
would benefit from clear guidelines that define high-level simple
application and low-level granular usage.
CMCM includes description of certain intents and parameters in
the form of user interactions. Audience interaction with media art
works can be described explicitly using CMCM, but other types of
intents and parameters are included only implicitly. These other
parameters include choices the artist or others might make in recreating the work or environmental variables that presenters of the
work must navigate. Ideally, these creator parameters would be
explicit and thus durable as well.

3.3 Digital Music
Specification V2

Library

Data

Model

"The Indiana University Digital Music Library project aims to
establish a digital music library testbed system containing music in
a variety of formats, involving research and development in the
areas of system architecture, metadata standards, component based
application architecture, network services, and intellectual property
rights." [9]
This data model is in part based on the Functional Requirements
for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) [10]. In the Digital Music
model, “a single musical work can be manifested in a range of
physical formats". Like FRBR, the Digital Music Library Data
Model clearly separates the logical work from its various
manifestations or physical expressions. Despite the domain origin
of the Digital Music Library Data Model, this model may describe
a score as a component of a musical work but does not itself
function as a score for re-creating the work. Thus this model holds
a slightly different position in relation to the work itself than is
desired for a media art score.

4 EXPRESSION FORMAT FOR A FORMAL
NOTATION SYSTEM
The next question is how to express, or write out, a conceptual
model for media art analogous to the way that musical notation is
used to write out music. It is no coincidence that all of the related
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projects surveyed above utilize XML as the syntactical expression
format for their conceptual models. In addition to being widely
documented and used in numerous domains and communities,
XML supports two important aforementioned requirements for a
formal notation system for media art.
XML is standardized in the sense that the specification is not
proprietarily owned by any private interest. An equally important
aspect of XML is that, as a standard, it is not dependent on any
particular hardware or software environment. Adoption of XML
endows benefits of standardization, increased interoperability and
durability for preservation. XML also meets the requirement of
transparency. It offers support for high-level meaning to be
included as natural language text that is human-readable with
minimum interpretation or processing. At the same time, XML
supports multimedia and machine-readable "hooks" that aid in
computer-mediated processing and use of the content.
For the purposes of developing a formal notation system for media
art, it is logical to pursue XML as a baseline expression format. It
bears mentioning again that the overarching conceptual model for
media art may also be expressed in other ways such as a database,
but that XML comprises the default and preferred expression
format.
XML is a standardized syntax, but it does not define what that
syntax is used to construct. Domain-specific communities are left
to define the structures (schema) they want to build using XML.
One schema may be used to describe car parts and another used to
describe art objects. If an XML schema obtains consensus within a
large enough community, then it becomes a de facto standard of its
own. It is preferable to adapt rather than invent an XML schema
for reasons of interoperability and leveraging the efforts of entire
communities. Following is a description of one such schema that
warrants investigation as the potential basis for a formal notation
system for media art.

4.1 Basis for a Formal Notation System
MPEG-21 is part of the MPEG family of standards that includes
the familiar MPEG video format standards. Here we are concerned
with MPEG-21 Digital Item Declaration, a documentation
standard. "The purpose of the Digital Item Declaration (DID)
specification is to describe a set of abstract terms and concepts to
form a useful model for defining Digital Items. Within this model,
a Digital Item is the digital representation of “a work”, and as such,
it is the thing that is acted upon (managed, described, exchanged,
collected, etc.) within the model. The goal of this model is to be as
flexible and general as possible, while providing for the “hooks”
that enable higher level functionality" [11]. The DID conceptual
model is expressed using an XML/RDF schema, the Digital Item
Declaration Language (DIDL).
DIDL may be used to describe many types of digital items from
games to art works. The very open conceptual model of DIDL
defines abstract elements (like 'container', 'item', and 'component')
that may be mapped to domain-specific meanings for art works.

This flexibility and descriptive extensibility is one reason the Los
Alamos National Laboratory adopted DIDL as the building block
for its digital library [12]. DIDL supports description of multicomponent works and explicit description of complex decision-tree
like choices and conditions related to a work. In many XML
schemas, description of "interactivity" assumes and supports an
invisible barrier that separates creator from user and often
structurally limits users to trivial navigation or selection actions.
Instead of 'interactivity', DIDL describes 'choices' without limiting
who or what makes those choices. DIDL does not structurally
differentiate between the choices made by creators from those
made by presenters or audiences. This allows agency to assume the
form of a smooth continuum that stretches between creator and
user and suits the description of highly interactive works,
distributed authorship, and even open-ended collaborative projects
and systems.
DIDL is supported by a large and diverse media and technology
industry. This allows for a large enough economic base to ensure
the development of cheap and plentiful tools and means of
implementing DIDL. Description of physical assets or resources is
required to accurately describe many hybrid media art works, and
DIDL accommodates description of both digital and physical
primary assets at the same level (as components of the same work).
At first glance, consideration of a media industry standard like
MPEG-21/DIDL for adaptation as a media art formal notation
system might seem awkward. However, the tradition of the arts
(especially media arts) borrowing and adapting from applied
sciences is well established. As far back as the sixteenth century,
while developing the western system of musical notation, scholars
adopted the alchemical visual symbols for gold and silver to
represent perfect and imperfect tempus [13]. The critical factor in
favor of DIDL is that it is generic enough to accommodate domainspecific adaptation and extension. Among the various domainspecific XML schema, DIDL meets the most requirements for a
formal media art notation system and seems the best choice to test
and build upon.

5 PRESENTING THE
NOTATION SYSTEM V1.0

MEDIA

ART

What follows is a definition of the conceptual model and
expression format that comprise the Media Art Notation System
(MANS). The MANS conceptual model is not the same as the
MPEG-21 DID model, but is close enough that they both use the
DIDL XML schema as their preferred expression format. MANS
defines a set of usage guidelines below that creates a new "flavor"
of DIDL tailored for the art world. Following is an outline
description of core concepts of the MANS conceptual model.
These core concepts form a "broad-strokes" description of the
work. This broad description could be formed by the artist or
museum at the time the work is created or collected. Further
details, alternate accounts, and audience annotations could be filled
in later in the life of the work.

5.1 Outline Structure of the Media Art Notation System
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Corresponding DIDL XML elements are indicated in <BRACKETS>.
Score: xml metadata document itself
<DIDL>
Descriptor: descriptive data about score document
<DESCRIPTOR>
Work: logical media art work or project
<CONTAINER>
Descriptor: descriptive data about work or project
<DESCRIPTOR>
Version: an occurrence/state/ account of work
<ITEM>
Part (optional): logical sub-component
<ITEM>
Choice (optional): variables affecting
configuration
<CHOICE>
Resource: physical or digital
components
<RESOURCE>
The elements above may be repeated as necessary. For instance, one Work may have several Versions, and one Version may have multiple
Parts. In this model, variability necessary for preservation and re-creation (such as replacing dysfunctional files or objects with new ones)
will most likely occur at the lower levels of Parts and Resources while higher levels of the model maintain the integrity of the work.

5.2 Descriptive Metadata in the Media Art
Notation System
The cataloging, wall label, or "tombstone data" that comprises
descriptive metadata in most traditional art contexts may not
provide the most useful description of media art works. For
instance, complex multi-component works, highly collaborative
works with numerous authors over time, works that re-configure
over time, or works with complex technical descriptions are not
well accommodated in traditional art description systems. In
"Death by Wall Label" [14], Jon Ippolito writes, "Wall labels are
the pins that fix the butterflies of new media to museum walls."
MANS attempts to provide more appropriate descriptive metadata
and a way to map MANS descriptive practice to more traditionally
oriented museum or library descriptive practices and standards.
MANS adapts and extends another standard, the Dublin Core (DC)
[15], as the formal expression of descriptive metadata within a
MANS score. The DC was developed by cultural agencies and
industry to describe digital documents, but has since been adapted
to describe art objects and other cultural artifacts. While the
conceptual model above outlines the structure of the media art
work (structural metadata), the following elements provide
descriptive details (descriptive metadata) about the work. The
following elements could be used to describe any level of the work
from a whole project to a specific part.

5.2.1 Descriptive Metadata Elements of the
Media Art Notation System
Name: Type
Definition: Genre or classification of a Work or Part of a Work,
taken from the Variable Media Network list of behaviors.
XML: <dc:type>
Name: Date

Definition: Date of first creation or occurrence of a Work or Part.
If multiple dates are listed, then the first should be the date of
creation. Other dates could be important milestones in the life of
the Work that are spelled out in the larger structure.
XML: <dc:date>
Name: Title
Definition: A name given to a Work or Part. First instance of
which is the primary title. Repeats may include alternate or past
titles.
XML: <dc:title>
Name: Measurements
Definition: Dimension, duration, file size, or other measurement
applied to the Work or Part.
XML: <dc:format.extent>
Name: Subject
Definition: That which is depicted in the Work or Part or
important concepts, places, people, or things associated with work
that may serve as intellectual access points. Keywords.
XML: <dc:subject>
Name: Creator
Definition: An entity or entities primarily responsible for making
the Work.
XML: <dc:creator>
Name: Contributor
Definition: An entity or entities responsible for making
contributions to the content of the Work or who are secondarily
responsible for making the Work.
XML: <dc:contributor>
Name: Host
Definition: Owner or steward of the Work. The permanent owner
of the Work should not to be confused with temporary presenters
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of the Work. Being duplicable, digital art may be collected by
multiple owners. Unlike traditional art descriptive schemas, MANS
allows the identification of multiple owners of the work.
XML: <dc:publisher>
Name: Identification
Definition: An unambiguous reference to the Work within a given
context.
XML: <dc:identification.number>
Name: Version
Definition: Identification of an instance or occurrence of the
Work.
XML: <dc:relation.version>
Name: Language
Definition: A natural language of the intellectual content of the
resource.
XML: <dc:language>
Name: Location
Definition: The current physical or logical location of the Work or
Part.
XML: <dc:identification.location>
Name: Authorization
Definition: Statement about authority to re-create, configure,
access, verify, represent, depict, or otherwise use Work or Part
XML: <dc:rights>
The expanded online notes for this paper include a metadata
crosswalk with Dublin Core and other art-oriented descriptive
standards and examples of MANS scores written out using XML.

6 CONCLUSION
The Media Art Notation System has three levels of implementation
progressing from simple to more complex. These levels
qualitatively change the nature and function of the resulting Score.
The first and simplest level of implementation would be a short,
simple Score that is mainly composed of high-level descriptive
metadata and minimal XML markup. This would create a Score
that serves as a record of the Work. The second level of
implementation would include more granular description of subcomponent parts expressed structurally through XML markup and
more Descriptors containing text, images, and other media that
document the Work. This would create a machine-processable
Score that functions as a representation of the Work. The third
level of implementation would include technical metadata, Choices
that model every behavior of the Work, very granular description
and structural markup to the level of individual Resources, and
inline bitstreams or linked source files that comprise the work
itself. This would create a machine-processable Score that would
function as a working model or manifestation of the Work (or
partial manifestation for hybrid physical/digital Works).
A Media Art Notation System allows one to grow from the first
and simplest implementation toward the third level of
implementation over time. A realistic near-term scenario is that
Scores created using MANS would serve as guides for people to
re-create or re-perform a work for an exhibition. These scores need

not initially include sophisticated functionality (inline original
bitstreams activated by emulators for instance [16]), but they could
easily include links from Resource descriptions to original media
files and applications. In this way the MANS Score would
represent a media-independent logical backbone for the Work that
relies on the original files to provide detailed functionality and
appearance. This feasible level of implementation would create an
interoperable record of the work, a guide to re-creation, and a way
to maintain the integrity and cohesion of complex works into the
future.
MANS is one of a hand-full of proposed conceptual models and
expression formats that could be used to describe, investigate, and
utilize media art. It remains to artists, museums, and others who
make up the cultural informatics community to critique, refine,
integrate, and test such models on actual art works in real-world
environments. It is the hope of this author that MANS will make a
useful contribution to the field, aiding practical but urgent
activities like preservation and furthering rigorous investigation
into the nature of media and art. It is clear that in these efforts there
is no one silver-jacketed-bullet solution. Reflecting the
fragmentary, dynamic nature of media art works themselves,
solutions will come in the form of interpenetrating clouds of
conceptual models, multi-layered implementations, argument and
collaboration.
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of digital art in order to document and preserve it. Rinehart's
papers, projects, and more can be found at
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Smart Planet - Preservation of data in the Real World
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ABSTRACT
Today there is growing consensus that global integration is changing the movement of information, work and capital across developed and
developing nations – as profound as those are – constitute just one aspect of global integration.
In the last few years, our eyes have been opened to global climate change, and to the environmental and geopolitical issues surrounding
energy. We have been made aware of global supply chains for food and medicine. And, of course, we entered the new century with the
shock to our sense of security delivered by the attacks on 9/11. We also now understood the biggest challenge in front of us, ensuring
information on board at all times.
These collective realizations have reminded us that we are all now connected – economically, technically and socially. But we’re also
learning that being connected is not sufficient, securing information is not sufficient and ensuring information for today and for some time
is not sufficient. Yes, the world continues to get “flatter.” And yes, it continues to get smaller and more interconnected. But something is
happening that holds even greater potential. In a word, our planet is becoming smarter.
It means infusing intelligence into the way the world literally works – the systems and processes that enable physical goods to be
developed, manufactured, bought and sold… services to be delivered… everything from people and money to oil, water and electrons to
move… and billions of people to work and live…and from using of data, securing of data to preserving for long term.
What’s making this possible?
• First, our world is becoming instrumented: The transistor, invented 60 years ago, is the basic building block of the digital age. Now,
consider a world in which there are a billion transistors per human, each one costing one ten-millionth of a cent. We’ll have that by 2010.
There will likely be 4 billion mobile phone subscribers by the end of this year… and 30 billion Radio Frequency Identification tags
produced globally within two years. Sensors are being embedded across entire ecosystems – supply-chains, healthcare networks, cities…
even natural systems like rivers.
• Second, our world is becoming interconnected: Very soon there will be 2 billion people on the Internet. But in an instrumented world,
systems and objects can now “speak” to one another, too. Think about the prospect of a trillion connected and intelligent things – cars,
appliances, cameras, roadways, pipelines… even pharmaceuticals and livestock. The amount of information produced by the interaction of
all those things will be unprecedented.
• Third, all things are becoming intelligent: New computing models can handle the proliferation of end-user devices, sensors and actuators
and connect them with backend systems. Combined with advanced analytics, those supercomputers can turn mountains of data into
intelligence that can be translated into action, making our systems, processes and infrastructures more efficient, more productive and
responsive – in a word, smarter.
What this means is that the digital and physical infrastructures of the world are converging. Computational power is being put into things
we wouldn’t recognize as computers. Indeed, almost anything – any person, any object, any process or any service, for any organization,
large or small – can become digitally aware and networked. With so much technology and networking abundantly available at such low
cost, what wouldn't you enhance? What service wouldn’t you provide a customer, citizen, student or patient? What wouldn't you connect?
What information wouldn't you mine for insight?
The answer is, you or your competitor – another company, or another city or nation – will do all of that. You will do it because you can –
the technology is available and affordable. But there is another reason we will make our companies, institutions and industries smarter.
Because we are not smart enough to be sustainable and preserving for next generations.
We also have to infuse intelligence including digital preservation into our systems and ways of working. The world has become flatter and
smaller. Now it must become smarter for the coming generations to come.
The paper will share on the importance of digital preservation, use of preservation data stores in CASPAR for real world data, tool for
assessing an organizations preservation readiness and on the role of standards in preservation in order to make our Planet Smart.
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made up of a variety of digital information content creators and
stewards.

ABSTRACT
The Library of Congress has led the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) since 2000.
After nearly a decade of work, the program is transitioning to a
new form as a permanent activity. The Library and its partners
have learned a great deal through NDIIPP, much of it through
practical experience. The most valuable experience has come
from leveraging the involvement of over 130 partners from many
different communities with a stake in digital stewardship. The
Library committed to a collaborative, decentralized approach
early in the program and is satisfied that the results validate this
choice. This paper outlines the three major NDIIPP components:
content stewardship, partnership network, and technical
infrastructure.

The vision of NDIIPP is to ensure access over time to a rich body
of digital content. A partnership network is essential to fulfilling
this goal, which requires the distributed selection, collection and
preservation of at-risk digital content. NDIIPP has engaged
partners from libraries and archives, universities, commercial
content producers and distributors, technology providers, and
federal and state government agencies. From the start, the
program adopted a practical approach. Each project is seen as an
opportunity to “learn by doing” and to share results and best
practices. The work of NDIIPP falls into three broad categories:
content stewardship, partnership network, and technical
infrastructure. Participants work within and across projects to
advance practices relating to metadata, policies, file formats, tools
and services, repository workflows, copyright, and other issues.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.2—Information Storage; H.3.7 Digital Libraries – Standards,
Systems issue

In addition to its work within the U.S., the Library is engaged
with digital stewardship activities around the world. The Library
is a founding member of the International Internet Preservation
Consortium, a partnership of over three dozen nations working to
preserve Internet content. [1] NDIIPP is also a member of the
Digital Preservation Coalition, an international membership
organization based in the United Kingdom that works to raise
awareness of digital preservation. [2]

General Terms
Documentation,
Theory

Design,

Experimentation,

Standardization,

Keywords

The NDIIPP experience is useful to consider for the development
of other national digital stewardship strategies and programs.
NDIIPP has explored methods for convening stakeholders,
soliciting and selecting projects, and communicating results. The
various NDIIPP-supported projects cover the full scope of
activities required for providing long-term access to digital
content. What NDIIPP ultimately demonstrates is the power of
collaboration: multiple institutions working together can achieve
far more than they could working alone.

NDIIPP, Archiving, digital preservation, digital stewardship,
collaboration, repositories

1. INTRODUCTION
Revolutionary changes in the global digital information
environment have taken place over the last decade, not only in
technology but also in social interaction and digital content
creation. In 2000, the United States undertook a national program
to coordinate the preservation of digital information valuable for
scholarship, public policy, and cultural heritage. Led by the
Library of Congress, the National Digital Information
Infrastructure and Preservation Program (NDIIPP) made an early
commitment to a collaborative decentralized approach. At the
same time, the Internet itself was evolving toward what became
known as Web 2.0: a growing emphasis on cooperation,
collaboration, and engagement among diverse members of the
World Wide Web community. NDIIPP was able to benefit from
this trend in working to build a preservation partnership network

2. PROGRAM HISTORY
In December 2000, Congress appropriated $100 million for
NDIIPP. [3] The legislation called for the Library to work with
other federal agencies and also with a variety of additional
stakeholders to develop a national approach to digital
preservation. In taking this action, Congress recognized that
digital content with cultural heritage value—the volume of which
was growing exponentially—was at risk of disappearing. The risk
related to a series of interrelated problems. There was no single
institution with a mandate for providing national leadership for
digital preservation. Added to that was the paucity of established,
effective practices for maintaining heterogeneous data over time.
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And finally, whatever practices that did exist were bound to be
overwhelmed by the growing scale and technological complexity
of digital content. Congress aimed to address these issues through
NDIIPP, which cast the Library in the role of a catalyst in
working with digital preservation communities across the country.

Table 1: Major NDIIPP Accomplishments (Through 2008)
December
2000

Congress authorizes NDIIPP.

Shortly after Congress established NDIIPP, the Library consulted
with a range of experts and met with many stakeholders from the
public and private sectors. The consultation began with the
establishment of a 27-member expert advisory group, the National
Digital Strategy Advisory Board. A series of national meetings
followed that brought together stakeholders representing
professional associations; entertainment, film, music, and
broadcasting; higher education; libraries, museums, and other
cultural institutions; journal and book publishing; and information
technology companies. Despite the great diversity in perspectives
among the participants, the meetings established some important
areas of consensus, including a strong preference for a distributed
approach, as opposed to pursuing a centralized technological
solution. Attendees agreed that more research was needed into
the technologies and practices needed for digital preservation.
There was recognition that social, legal, and economic issues
establish the context for technological interventions.

September
2001March 2002

The Library of Congress convenes
stakeholders in a meetings around the nation
to gather information about digital
preservation needs and the direction of
NDIIPP.

October 2002

NDIIPP submits Preserving Our Digital
Heritage to Congress, which summarizes the
results of extensive meetings and planning
sessions for the digital preservation program.

August 2003

The Library of Congress issues an
announcement seeking applications for projects
that will advance the nationwide program to
collect and preserve digital materials.

June 2004

Through NDIIPP, the Library enters into a joint
digital preservation project with Old Dominion,
Johns Hopkins, Stanford and Harvard
universities to explore strategies for the ingest
and preservation of digital archives.

June 2004

NDIIPP partners with the National Science
Foundation to establish the first research
grants program to specifically address digital
preservation.
NSF is to administer the
program, which will fund cutting-edge
research
to
support
the
long-term
management of digital information.
NDIIPP funds eight consortia comprising 36
institutions. The award winners agree to
identify, collect and preserve specific types of
born-digital materials. These awards from the
Library are matched dollar-for-dollar by the
winning institutions in the form of cash, in-kind
or other resources.

Perhaps most significantly, the consultations revealed that many
public and private cultural heritage institutions agreed on the
specific problems of preserving digital content and also on the
need to developing common solutions through collaborative
action. It also was widely agreed that the Library had a unique
role to play as a convener and leader in forging institutional roles
and responsibilities. These and other initial NDIIPP findings are
outlined in a 2002 strategic plan, Preserving Our Digital
Heritage. [4]

September
2004

In implementing NDIIPP, the Library focused on three major
areas.

•

•

•

Capturing, preserving, and making available significant
digital content. Content under stewardship by NDIIPP
partners includes geospatial information, web sites, audio
visual productions, images and text, and materials related to
critical public policy issues.
Building and strengthening a network of partners. The
NDIIPP national network currently has more than 130
partners drawn from federal agencies, state and local
governments, academia, professional and nonprofit
organizations, and commercial entities.

March 2005

NDIIPP holds the first in a continuing series of
meetings with its partners. The meetings aim to
spur collaboration and communication among
the partners.

April 2005

The newly formed Section 108 Study Group
holds its inaugural meeting. The goal of the
group, named after the section of the U.S.
Copyright Act that provides limited exceptions
for libraries and archives, is to prepare findings
and make recommendations for possible
alterations to the law.

April-May
2005

NDIIPP holds convening workshops with
representatives from all 50 states as well as the
District of Columbia and several territories. The
workshops are intended to gather information
about digital preservation issues in association
with state government information and to
explore how NDIIPP might work with the states.

Developing a technical infrastructure of tools and services.
NDIIPP partners work collaboratively to develop a technical
infrastructure by building the policies, models, information
systems, tools, and services that support digital preservation.

NDIIPP undertook a variety of activities to meet its objectives.
This led to a number of accomplishments, most of which were in
direct support of at least one of the three areas noted above. Table
1 provides a high-level outline of major accomplishments.
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May 2005

NSF and NDIIPP award 10 university teams
grants to undertake pioneering research to
support the long-term management of digital
information.

October 2005

NDIIPP publishes Preservation of State
Government Digital Information: Issues and
Opportunities, which presents findings gathered
from the three states workshops.

October 2005

NDIIPP supports development of Portico, a
nonprofit electronic archiving service developed
by Ithaka. This award, supports development of
a technical infrastructure and an economically
sustainable business model for a continuing
archiving service for scholarly resources
published in electronic form.

April 2006

NDIIPP holds a strategy session with leading
producers of commercial content in digital
formats and learns that creators of television,
radio, music, film, photography, pictorial art
and video games are keenly interested in the
preservation of their digital materials for
archival and other purposes.

May 2006

NDIIPP issues a Request for Expressions of
Interest inviting interested state partners to
submit proposal ideas for multi-state
demonstration projects for the preservation of
state government digital information.

May 2006

NDIIPP holds a joint meeting in Washington,
DC, with the United Kingdom’s Joint
Information Systems Committee to discuss
collaboration and common issues.

June 2006

NDIIPP partners with Stanford University to
collaborate on development of the NDIIPP
technical architecture.

July 2006

NDIIPP seeks private sector partnerships with
a request for expressions of interest to support
preservation of creative works as part of its
new Preserving Creative America initiative.

July 2006

NDIIPP supports preservation of foreign news
broadcasts with an agreement with SCOLA to
ensure access to television programming of
long-term research interest.

August 2007

NDIIPP funds eight partnerships as part of
Preserving Creative America. These partners
will target preservation issues across a broad
range of creative works, including digital
photographs, cartoons, motion pictures, sound
recordings and even video games. The work will
be conducted by a combination of industry trade
associations, private sector companies and
nonprofits, as well as cultural heritage
institutions.

January 2008

NDIIPP funds four multi-state demonstration
projects involving over 20 states as part of a
new Preserving State Government Information
initiative. The goal of the effort is to spur
collaborative efforts to preserve important state
government digital information.

March 2008

The Section 108 Study Group releases its report
and recommendations on exceptions to
copyright law to address how libraries, archives
and museums deal with copyrighted materials in
fulfilling their missions in the digital
environment.

June 2008

NDIIPP releases International Study on the
Impact of Copyright Law on Digital
Preservation. The report is a joint effort of
NDIIPP, the Joint Information Systems
Committee, the Open Access to Knowledge
(OAK) Law Project, and the SURFfoundation.
Copyright and related rights issues, and various
strategies to address them, are discussed in
detail.

3.
CAPTURING, PRESERVING, AND
MAKING
AVAILABLE
SIGNIFICANT
DIGITAL CONTENT
The Library of Congress has long provided stewardship for
documentary materials with cultural heritage and other value.
NDIIPP has enabled the Library to focus on “born digital”
content: materials that came into being through information
technology and which typically do not have a paper or other
analog equivalent. This work also distributes the effort involved
in collecting, preserving, and making available this content among
a network of institutional partners.
The content managed by the NDIIPP partners is rich and diverse,
encompassing many different subjects, as well as many different
formats. Some materials—such as business records—are highly
specialized within the network and managed by a single partner.
Other materials—web sites, for example—are more generalized
and are managed by several partners. NDIIPP envisions the
existence of a national digital collection, which would eventually
cover a very broad array of digital content. Copyright and other
kinds of restrictions commonly apply to digital materials, and the
NDIIPP partners are responsible for managing their collections in
compliance with such laws and policies. What follows is a highlevel summary of digit content currently under NDIIPP
stewardship.
3.1 Business Records
Business records are primary resources for historians researching
our past. An NDIIPP partner is preserving at-risk digital materials
from the American business culture during the early years of the
commercialization of the Internet, from 1994 to 2001. The project
collects business, marketing and technical plans; venture
presentations; and other business documents from more than
2,000 failed and successful Internet startups. These records are
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collected
through
personal
donation
to
http://www.businessplanarchive.org, through special agreement
with venture capital firms, and via an unprecedented court
decisions to archive the records of a bankrupt silicon valley law
firm. The private nature of many of these records allows the
testing of secure and limited access archive systems. [5]

test samples. Another partner is preserving 8,000 high-interest
hours of foreign news broadcasts per year from 30 countries,
including Qatar (Al-Jazeera) Iran, Pakistan, Russia, Egypt, South
Africa and the Philippines, to ensure future availability. [10]

4. BUILDING AND STRENGTHENING A
NETWORK OF PARTNERS

3.2 Social Science Data

Based on findings from early NDIIPP stakeholder consultations,
the Library determined that a partnership network was both the
most effective and the most inclusive approach. The NDIIPP
national network currently has more than 130 partners drawn from
federal agencies, state and local governments, academia,
professional and nonprofit organizations, and commercial entities.
The network has evolved through several phases during its
development.[11]

While social science data provides the full story of the social and
cultural experience of America, much of this data is missing or atrisk. With NDIIPP support, opinion polls, voting records, largescale surveys and other social science studies have been brought
under stewardship. Significant data collections that had not been
deposited in a permanent archive have been identified and
acquired by partner institutions. Through NDIIPP funding, these
data are being preserved and made available through a shared
catalog. [6]

4.1 Phase 1: Seeding the Network (2002-2005)
The first phase involved supporting several small, loosely-coupled
partnership networks. Each focused on preservation, but from
different perspectives. Work began in September 2004 when
NDIIPP funded eight projects involving 36 total partners. Project
consortia focused on specific content types and developed
individual relationships and processes; each also established its
own technical agenda. These initial partners were largely from
the academic sector, but also included commercial companies,
non-profit service organizations, and public television stations.

3.3 Web Archives
NDIIPP supports or has relationships with many thematic or
event-based Web archive collections. Topics include U.S. national
elections; public policy; the Iraq War; legal blogs; the crisis in
Darfur, Sudan; changes in the Supreme Court’s membership; and
the tragedies of September 11, 2001, and Hurricane Katrina.
Other collections cover U.S. federal and state government agency
activities; political policy documents; campaign literature; and
information relating to political movements. [7]

In May 2005, the National Science Foundation and the Library
awarded 10 university teams grants to undertake pioneering
research to support the long-term management of digital
information. These awards are the outcome of a partnership
between the two agencies to develop the first digital preservation
research grants program. The projects addressed challenging
topics, such as preserving rich oceanographic data from hundreds
of deep-sea submersible missions; automating methods to
describe digital objects and place them in secure archival storage;
testing how to preserve digital video when it is first created; and
preserving complex three-dimensional digital content.[12]

3.4 Thematic Cultural Heritage Collections
A number of partners are preserving digital materials of relevance
to the study of the culture and history of the American South. In
addition to Web-accessible digital collections and publications,
the preserved content includes digital masters of scanned images,
digitized sound and video files, research databases created by
scholars, online exhibitions, dissertations, theses and political
correspondence files. [8]
3.5 Maps and Geospatial Data
Geospatial data document the location of, and relationships
between, geographical features and the shape and location of
objects on the Earth’s surface. This information is transformed
into powerful digital databases whose content are used in
applications that help monitor pollution, plan alternative traffic
patterns, redraw voter districts, or track agricultural drought
conditions. A variety of partners are engaged in preserving
geospatial data from government agencies as well as from private
sources. [9]

Other partners, added in later years, include Portico, which is
developing an archiving service for electronic journals; SCOLA
(Satellite Communications for Learning), which is saving foreign
news broadcasts such as those from Al-Jazeera and from Pakistan,
Russia and the Philippines; and LOCKSS (Lots of Copies Keep
Stuff Safe), a multi-site distributed archive of content.
Still other partners focused on developing aspects of a technical
architecture based on distributed tools and services. A project
completed in June 2005, the Archive Ingest and Handling Test,
studied ingest of a digital archive into diverse repository systems.
The Library conducted the test with Johns Hopkins, Harvard,
Stanford and Old Dominion universities. A key finding was that
taking several approaches to preserve data is preferable to a
homogeneous approach, which presents single points of failure.
[13]

3.6 Television
Project partners are designing an archive for the long-term
preservation of public television programs, which now are
produced solely in digital formats. Activities include completing
program inventories, drafting selection criteria and testing actual
repository design and operations. The influential series "Nature,"
“Religion and Ethics Newsweekly” and “Frontline” are providing
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and communities of practice emerged.
Partners identified
particular roles in which they could provide leadership and
expertise. At the same time, partners became aware of aspects in
which they could benefit from assistance from other partners.

This phase of network development highlighted the individuality
of institutional business processes and constraints. Initial
collaborations were tentative and exploratory, as most partners
were focused on a project-centric approach to the enterprise.
Everyone was challenged by legal and administrative mechanisms
for distributing funding across institutions. Building business
relationships to accomplish unified objectives consumed an
unexpected amount of time. But eventually each of the consortia
worked out the necessary agreements and policies.

4.3 Sustaining the Network (2009)
NDIIPP is building a stewardship network of partners that operate
in one or more functional roles:

4.2 Phase 2: Strengthening and Expanding the Network
(2006-2008)
Building on learning from the first phase, the second phase
strengthened and sustained network relationships while adding
new partners and identifying sharable tools and services. Partners
began by identifying common tools and services needed to
preserve digital content. Tools to work with metadata and to
examine, characterize, and verify file formats were of highest
priority, along with large-scale storage services.

•

Committed Content Custodians

•

Communities of Practice and Information Exchange

•

Services

•

Capacity Building

A layered model (Figure 1) illustrates the single or multiple roles
any one organization would fulfill.

In May 2006, the Library began a project with the University of
California, San Diego, San Diego Supercomputer Center to assess
third-party storage services. The main objectives were to
demonstrate guaranteed data integrity and to test remote data
access, management, processing and analysis.
Two new initiatives marked this phase. One was Preserving State
Government Information, which focuses on capturing, preserving,
and providing access to a rich variety of state and local
government digital information. Four lead projects work with 23
states to collect and preserve publications, geospatial data,
legislative records, executive agency documents, and other
information of long-term value. Each project works to develop
and share tools, services and practices to help all states make
progress in managing their digital heritage. Project partners
include state archives, libraries, historical societies, and other
organizations with an abiding interest in the ongoing stewardship
of government digital information. [14]

Figure 1. Layers in a Stewardship Network
The Committed Content Custodians layer illustrates a central
tenant of NDIIPP, which is that individual institutions are willing
and able to preserve substantial amounts of digital content. The
actors in this layer include government agencies such as national
archives and libraries, universities and other preserving
organizations.

The second initiative is Preserving Creative America, which helps
to preserve commercial content in digital form. Eight partners
examine preservation issues across a broad range of creative
works, including digital photographs, cartoons, motion pictures,
sound recordings and video games. The partners consist of a
combination of industry trade associations, private sector
companies and nonprofits, as well as cultural heritage institutions.
Several of the projects will develop standardized approaches to
content formats and metadata. The initiative aims to catalyze
collaborations within and across industries, as well as with
libraries and archives. [15]

The Communities of Practice and Information Exchange layer
focuses on activities rather than partners. The roles here relate to
sharing information and expertise.
The Services layer identifies tools and services that enable or
assist digital stewardship. The roles in this layer relate to work
that is useful to many entities, and could vary from large-scale
centralized services to niche activities that serve a limited number
of users. Examples of services in this layer are tool and format
registries or copyright registration and deposit tools.

Identification of common tasks and enhanced collaboration
characterize this phase. Partners began to implement preservation
network functions that are generalizable across different content
communities. Defined partner roles emerged within the network

The Capacity Building Layer relates to leadership roles on behalf
of activities in all four layers. Government agencies at the federal,
state and local levels will, for example, have roles here.
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preservation of paper or other analog works of authorship, digital
preservation requires exercise of exclusive rights of the author or
other rights holder. A preserving institution typically is obligated
to make multiple copies of digital materials for security and other
purposes, despite the limitation of copying under copyright law,
for example. Many observers agree that there is a misalignment
between the requirements of copyright law and the practices
needed for digital preservation.

Outcomes for this phase of NDIIPP include addressing access,
developing and formalizing roles, and adopting standards.
Another key outcome will be a formal report from the Library
reviewing the accomplishments of NDIIPP and providing ideas
about how best to move ahead with digital stewardship on a
national scale.
4.4 Formalizing the Network (2010-2015)

NDIIPP has participated in two in-depth efforts to address this
issue and provide balanced ideas for moving forward. The first
effort was the Section 108 Study Group, a select committee of
experts charged with recommending changes to the U.S.
Copyright Act to effectively balance the rights of creators and
copyright owners with the needs of libraries and archives. The
group met for three years and issued its report in March 2008.
[16] The second NDIIPP undertaking was in conjunction with the
Netherlands, United Kingdom, and Australia, who together issued
a report, International Study on the Impact of Copyright Law on
Digital Preservation. The report made recommendations for
legislative reform and other solutions to ensure that libraries,
archives and other preservation institutions can effectively
preserve digital works of authorship in a manner consistent with
copyright law. [17]

Rapidly changing social, fiscal, and technical realities present
challenges for a national digital stewardship effort. The Library is
committed to supporting a national digital preservation network,
and plans to add additional partners. Organizational roles and
responsibilities will be refined and adopted. Growing public
awareness of the need for digital preservation should provide
additional momentum. The Library’s vision is for a network of
content creators, producers, stewards, service providers, and
others, all of whom rely upon (and continuously improve) a body
of proven standards and practices.

5. DEVELOPING A TECHNICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE OF TOOLS AND
SERVICES

5.3 Business Models
The initial NDIIPP plan outlined a concept for a digital
preservation infrastructure. Despite the many technical and other
changes occurring in the intervening years, that original concept
has held up well and continues to guide ongoing work. The plan
outlined several core capacities required of the infrastructure:
•

Selection and content development

•

Intellectual property

•

Business models

•

Standards and best practices

•

Communication and outreach

The NDIIPP plan identified a need for greater understanding
about the economics of digital preservation. The basic issue is
that maintaining large volumes of heterogeneous content is
expensive. A successful preservation infrastructure must take
account of economic sustainability issues, including how to
identify and manage costs. NDIIPP has taken a number of steps
to explore this area. The program helps support several active
enterprises that aim to offer sustainable services, such as Portico
and LOCKSS, and more generally has enabled prototypical efforts
for many separate institutions to use shared tools and services.
NDIIPP also has helped expand understanding about economic
sustainability by forming a Digital Preservation Sustainability
working group in May 2007. The group surveyed a number of
NDIIPP partners regarding economic sustainability issues,
including business cases, business models, and costs. Analysis of
the survey results revealed a mix of consensus and division on
various issues and shed light upon the sustainability of
preservation programs generally. [18]

5.1 Selection and content development
Preceding parts of this paper have discussed the substantial
progress made by NDIIPP partners in building robust digital
content collections. This pioneering work required development
of new approaches and techniques in diverse areas such as web
content capture; geospatial data preservation; and social science
data stewardship. These content area domains are now working
with each other and with the Library to preserve digital content,
and NDIIPP has developed a supporting infrastructure of policies,
tools, and practices.

NDIIPP also is engaged with the work of the Blue Ribbon Task
Force on Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access. The task
force, made up of experts from the economic, library, and archival
fields, is working to identify effective models to support the longterm needs of institutions that preserve digital content. [19]

5.2 Intellectual Property
Intellectual property issues remain among the most challenging of
the barriers to digital stewardship. Works of authorship—in
forms traditional, such as books and journals, and forms new,
such as web pages and blogs, are increasingly created and
disseminated in digital form. There is also a growing trend to
convert analog material to digital form.
But unlike the

5.4 Standards and best practices
When NDIIPP held its initial convening sessions, there was
general agreement about an acute shortage of effective standards,
tools, services, and practices for digital preservation. This is a
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critical gap in the overall digital stewardship infrastructure, and
NDIIPP has placed much attention on improving the situation.
The Library and its partners have developed over two dozen tools
and services; all are outlined in an online inventory. [20] Some
examples are provided below.
The University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill has developed a
Web-based archiving tool as part of its NDIIPP VidArch project.
The tool, ContextMiner, enables users to collect links to online
videos and blogs along with extensive metadata. [21]
Funding has gone to several NDIIPP partners to support
development of the JSTOR/Harvard Object Validation
Environment (JHOVE) to validate digital file formats. Since its
release, JHOVE has gained acceptance worldwide as an essential
tool for format validation. JHOVE is designed to process a digital
object and determine what the object claims to be (identification),
if the object conforms to requirements (validation) and the
properties of the object (characterization). [22]
The Library released a suite of open-source software tools that
cultural heritage organizations can use to send and receive digital
data. The tools are based on the BagIt specification, which is a
hierarchical file packaging format for the exchange of digital
content. The Library worked with the California Digital Library to
jointly develop the specification. [23]
NDIIPP is supporting LOCKSS and CLOCKSS (Controlled Lots
of Copies Keep Stuff Safe), both of which are based at Stanford
University Libraries. LOCKSS is an international community
initiative that provides preserving institutions with tools and
support to collect and preserve their own copies of authorized econtent. CLOCKSS is a collaborative, community initiative to
provide a decentralized and secure solution to long-term
archiving, based on the LOCKSS technical infrastructure. [24]
5.5 Communication and Outreach
Sharing information and reaching out to communities are central
to the aims of NDIIPP. The Library has always seen NDIIPP as a
catalyst: an activity that can draw attention to a common problem
and help spur collective action for improvement. This was the
basis for the initial stakeholder convening sessions, as well as for
the NDIIPP operational strategy. In building partnerships, the
Library has expected that institutions will forge new and effective
relationships with other entities and also will share results with
the larger preservation community. As noted, NDIIPP now has
over 130 partners working across boundaries of geography,
subject domains, and institutional type.
In 2005, NDIIPP held workshops with representatives from all 50
states as well as the District of Columbia and several territories.
The workshops gathered information about digital preservation
issues in association with state government information and
explored how NDIIPP might work with the states. These
meetings were the first time that state librarians, archivists, and
information technologists had the opportunity to meet and discuss

digital preservation issues. The three groups discovered they
shared many problems and there was common recognition that the
best way to develop solutions involved working together.
NDIIPP used information gathered from the meetings to launch
the Preserving State Government Information initiative, which
currently involves almost half the U.S. states as partners.
In a similar vein, one of the most successful aspects of NDIIPP
has been the regularly scheduled partners meetings. Each of the
NDIIPP partnership institutions send one or more participants to
share and discuss project findings. The meetings have led to
several new collaborations, which is solid evidence that the
gatherings are successful in bringing people together to solve
shared problems.
NDIIPP has invested significant effort in maintaining its web site,
www.digitalpreservation.gov and an associated monthly
newsletter. These services provide wide-ranging information and
news relating to the digital stewardship work of the Library and of
the NDIIPP partners.

6. CONCLUSION
Over the course of its existence, NDIIPP has made substantial
progress in developing the basis for digital stewardship. The
Library believes that effective, long-term management of digital
resources requires the same intertwined components that
characterize NDIIPP: content stewardship, partnership networks,
and technical infrastructure. The expectation is that this work will
be extended and improved through transition to a permanent
activity, including a formally constituted national stewardship
network.
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Abstract
Last few decades have changed the concept of Communication and Information Technology, worldwide. Most of the research work went
in these areas, which resulted in faster phasing out of the hardware and software platforms, applications (online and products as well) and
format of data etc. Same time, one level backward compatibility support was always extended by the industry with every development.
Today, majority of the data is being generated digital (borne digital) and we have left with no other option than to plan for its long term
availability. This is mainly because the electronic equipment are easy to handle, quality checking of data generated is mostly in real time
and storage is cheaper and condensed. Also, digital conversion is only means to integrate the traditional form of data (converted digital)
with borne digital data and with its metadata.
Several positive and negative lessons learnt by various institutions. Success and failure of any technology application in an institution
depends upon the institutional policy, long term plan and commitment of the staff concerned. The same is true for the digital media. Every
three month there is a new hardware model and modified software (with new or additional features). An application based product is
always defined with the delivery platform and hence has a very limited life. An online application can have the possibility for its migration
to the updated platform more easily. A digital data can have a longer life compared to a product and application. For this, the computer
manufacturers have to extend the support for particular format of data for a longer period and media readability up to two levels of
backward compatibility. The media manufacturers have to ensure the life of the media for a longer period.
The institutions should mainly focus from the accessibility point of view of the digital data. For long term preservation of digital data, a
National Digital Archives with State Digital Archives in every state may be proposed to support the institutions. The acceptance of data
by these digital archives must be only in standard formats and regular migration of data form one media to another, one format to another,
for its long term availability will be the responsibility of these archives. The Indira Gandhi National Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), New
Delhi, like many other institutions initiated the multimedia content creation and digitization of cultural heritage in India and some of the
outcomes of the IGNCA projects is presented here.
*********
The Indira Gandhi national Centre for the Arts (IGNCA), established in the memory of Smt. Indira Gandhi, is visualised as a centre
encompassing the study of all the arts. The uniqueness of the IGNCA’s approach to the arts lies in the fact that it does not segregate the
folk and the classical, the oral and the aural, the written and the spoken and the old and the modern. Here the emphasis is on the
connectivity and the continuity between the various fields that ultimately relate human-to-human and human-to-nature Symbiosis. The
important functions in this endeavour are to search for and to store materials and data pertaining to the art and culture of India. Vitally
related to these is the dissemination of the information collected through further processing and research for publications, exhibitions, and
displays through the conventional media and through the information technology media.
IGNCA has been designated by the Government of India as the nodal agency for creation of a data bank on art, humanities and cultural
heritage, the National Mission for Manuscripts, and National Mission on Intangible Cultural Heritage. The Centre has also been identified
by UNESCO as nodal agency for the development of regional databases for South and South East Asian countries on art, cultural heritage
and life-styles through the application of state of the art technologies for standardization, exchange and dissemination of data.
Recognizing the need to encompass and preserve the distributed fragments of Indian art and culture, and to serve as a major resource centre
for the arts, the IGNCA initiated many computer based projects in the past and a brief account of some of them is placed herewith.
Case study-1
Computer section of the IGNCA established under the supervision of National Informatics Centre (NIC) in 1988 at Vigyan Bhavan
Annexe, to look after the computerization needs of the centre. The computer section was equipped with mini super computer HP 3000
Server, HP MINISIS Database management System and other equipments like Touch Screen computer etc.
Many database applications developed on HP system includes KK Term (Kala Kosha Terminology) - Database of terminologies on art
and culture from the classical texts, CATCAT (Catalogue of Catalogues) – Database of union Catalogue of Catalogues available all over
the India, MANUS – Database of Manuscripts data sheets, PICTO – Database of paintings and photographic collection (like Raja Lala
Deen dayal collection), and Database of Musical records collection (LP records and Audio Tapes) available in IGNCA collection.
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With fast change in the technology and no institutional policy for data migration, majority of the data couldn’t be migrated on the PC
platform and finally large volume of data was lost during the transition between the super computer environments to PC environment.

Case study-2
Second major computer based event in the IGNCA was interactive multimedia exhibition titled “Gita Govinda- A multimedia experience”,
a 12th Century epic by Jayadeva. The exhibition was developed in collaboration with Xerox Polo Alto with an objective to familiarise
audiences on the fundamental concepts of Indian music, dance, art and their inter-relationships and interpretation.
The exhibition consisted of a network of 13 physical and virtual multimedia spaces that interpreted six songs of the poem spatially, laid out
across two circular rings. Arranged on the circular axis were the songs of the poem, showing various emotional situations of Radha and
Krishna in love. The multimedia experience makes explicit the dynamics of the variable and the invariable in Indian arts and bears
testimony to the phenomenon of the underlying unity within the diversity of Indian culture.
This has involved a major documentation effort in video, audio, photography etc. - in total, forty giga bytes of authored Gita Govinda
content was presented. This was presented to the public in December, 1997-January, 1998 and highly appreciated by the viewers.

Case study-3
Interactive multimedia CD_ROMs on Devadasi Murai – a temple tradition of India, Rock-Art – early rock paintings of India, Muktesvara
Temple – A Siva temple from Karnataka and AJANTA – a World Heritage site from Maharashtra (India) were released by the IGNCA.
These products (CDs) were designed for defined hardware and software specifications in terms of platform like (PC/MAC), Operating
system like (Windows 98/ 2000/ XP), display resolutions like (480*600, 600*800, 724*1024) etc.
With the fast changing technological scenario the life of the products (CD/DVD) are very limited.

Case study-4
Continuing with failures and successes, the IGNCA in collaboration with Ministry of Communication and Information Technology,
initiated a pilot online database application projects KALASAMPDA (Digital Library: Resources of Indian Cultural Heritage), for the
development of databank on Indian Art and Culture.
Kalasampada facilitates the scholars to access and view the materials including over couple of lakhs of manuscripts, over a lakhs of slides,
thousands of rare books, rare photographs, audio and video along with highly researched publications of the IGNCA, from a single
window. Multimedia computer technology has been used for the development of a software package that integrates variety of cultural
information accessible at one place. This will provide a new dimension in the study of the Indian Art and Culture, in an integrated way,
while giving due importance to each medium. The system aims at being a digital repository of content and information with a user-friendly
interface. The knowledge base such created will help the scholars to explore and visualize the information stored in multiple layers. The
facility is currently available only on intranet, for the very fact that these materials are priced possession and covered under Intellectual
Property Rights, and copyright etc. Although, the partial information can be accessed from the IGNCA’s official website
www.ignca.gov.in, uploaded with necessary approvals.
The major reasons for the data loss in the IGNCA were follows:
• The institution do not had policy for periodic data migration. With the change in the computing environment the data was never
ported on the new platform and on new data storage media.
• Multiple copies of data were never made to store the same at different locations for security purpose.
• Frequent change of supervisors on the projects and improper data handover
Technology Scenario
• Frequent change in hardware (with a limited support for long time)
• Fast change in software platform and versions alarming applications being outdated.
• Change in Storage Media (with a limited support for long time)
What we need?
• Long term data availability
• Support of data accessibility on all platforms
• Data migration policy both in terms of media and format
What are problems?
• Institutions generally does not have sustained source of income
• Institutions have limited technical manpower
• Limited infrastructure in terms of hardware and software
• No Policy
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Some suggestions • Generation of High quality data by the institutions as per the archival formats
• Institutions should mainly focus for dissemination of the content in digital form.
• Applications must be platform independent
• Products must be treated as short term dissemination tools.
• Digital data must have multiple copies with a copy in Central Archive
• Archives must have all the provisions for the availability of data for a longer duration.

Conclusion
The institutions should mainly focus on the dissemination of content in digital format. For long term preservation of digital data, a
National Digital Archives with State Digital Archives in every state may be proposed to support the institutions. The acceptance of data
by these digital archives must be only in standard formats and regular migration of data form one media to another, one format to another,
for its long term availability will be the responsibility of these archives. National Digital Preservation Policy may work on standardization
of data format as well as digitization format for each data types, in collaboration with the industry partners.

******
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DELNET : Concerns and Strategies for Digital Preservation
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ABSTRACT
The growth and use of full-text digital resources in libraries has been affecting the functioning of resource sharing library networks. This
presentation highlights the concerns and strategies for digital preservation and sharing being adopted at DELNET . The author describes
DELNET as a major resource sharing library network in South Asia with about 8 million bibliographic records available online for member
libraries. About 1500 libraries from all parts of India and 6 other countries are members of DELNET. The author finds that the digital
resources with DELNET and those with its member libraries are growing fast. The issues that concern DELNET are that the users of
member-libraries depend more on Web resources which are haphazard in growth and partly unreliable. The shift to services and databases
by member-libraries is leaving an impact on resource sharing methodology. The born digital collections and those that are converted
from print and manuscript forms to digital forms vary in quality and standards used. To this are going to be added Video Recordings;
Sound Recordings; Podcasts; Mixed Media; Geographic Information; Software programs; Blogs, Wikis; etc. The issues such as the
technical sustainability of the software, adoption of risk assessment procedures, facilities for long term archiving; etc. are not looked into.
Systems that need to use complex computing and mixed topologies and to access multimedia and other full-text databases in order to
provide information through one window are not available.
Most of the member libraries have not begun cataloguing Internet resources. This needs to be done and the resources to be shared with
other libraries. The archiving of licensed content for which the institutions have paid is not done. In some cases there is no clause in the
agreement in its favour and with most of libraries no archiving facilities are available. The metadata used with most of the digitized data
is not upto the mark or is missing. Standards such as Dublin Core Metadata guidelines need to be uniformly adopted.
DELNET is working towards developing a network of knowledge resources. DELNET needs to introduce standard Digital Library
Technologies including tool kits, Digital Wallets etc Interactive networking which covers digital LAN signals, video, television signals,
local video, personal computers, television receivers, video cassette recorders, printers, and video cameras have yet to be introduced.
Intuitive computing facilitates will have to emerge to get answers to all types of questions in a given environment. Complex relationships
between the bits of knowledge resources will have to be handled by computing models which will revolutionize the networking
requirements As there is going to be increasing access to digital resources than to physical collections every document will have to get
linked, for further explanation or reference, to every other necessary documents through the hypertext. Very large hypertexts and shared
information spaces are going to emerge.
DELNET will have to undertake social networking using Web 2.0 tools in addition to existing methods of creating union catalogues and
union lists.. The packaging and delivery of knowledge is going to be a challenging and specialised art. The types of experts who will
have to get involved with the work include domain experts, computer experts, training specialists and users who look into all types of
documents. The semantic retrieval methodologies; retrieval of images either from the Web or from databases by using image and text
recognition software; advanced knowledge sharing technologies; Knowledge Delivery Services; etc. will have to be adopted.
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ABSTRACT
This paper is a practical extension of the author’s previous work
developing an economic model for long-term digital data resource
stewardship services. That model suggests that to be broadly
valuable, these services must have several potentially conflicting
characteristics. They must be highly portable across computing
systems and time, present low interface or integration costs, yet
capture and offer delivery of the full nuance of any particular
computing environment’s data model. They must offer high
performance yet maintain low costs for bulk operations. And they
must accommodate many different levels of scale simultaneously
while scaling predictably at each of the levels. To provide a
system supporting these characteristics, the author proposes a
layered-stack architecture inspired by network stack design, where
simpler uniform low-level infrastructure layers naturally support
great diversity and complexity at higher layers.

General Terms
Performance, Design, Economics, Reliability, Security, Human
Factors, Standardization, Verification.

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Purpose
The purpose of this paper is to introduce an architectural
paradigm for low-level, general-purpose digital preservation
infrastructure. Its components—and the ideas behind them—are
not new, but their application in support of Long-term digital data
stewardship (aka “Digital Preservation”) is not common. I hope to
present something here that is not so much complete as highly
plausible, and in doing so seed some productive discussion,
research, and with any luck, development.

1.2 The Challenge
As described in the abstract, provisioning long-term Digital Data
Stewardship Services of sufficient scope for a large research
institution has a combination of seemingly incompatible
requirements. These services should gracefully and richly
accommodate the huge diversity of native data types, formats,
metadata, and organization used in the institution’s various
communities, while presenting low costs to these communities.
They must also maintain meaningful data robustness and
provenance evidence while offering access and annotation agility.
These built-in tensions present a formidable challenge.
Yet there are more challenges. Practical solutions for mitigating
low-level threats to long-term data stewardship remain elusive;

long-term “bit-preservation” itself, once thought trivial to manage,
has proven hard to nail down. And basic portability issues such as
filesystem metadata incompatibilities continue to plague even
simpler interoperability attempts—even before long-term
technology evolution adds additional incompatibilities. These
lower-level wrinkles have the potential to scuttle higher-level
stewardship ambitions.
Perhaps the biggest issue, though, is that existing attempts to
address some of these challenges don’t show evidence of scaling
well (and cheaply) enough to meet the known need. Failure to
scale could scuttle all long-term stewardship ambitions, large and
small.

1.3 The Proposal
Given these challenges, this proposal deliberately reduces the
scope of centralized long-term digital data stewardship services to
the bare essentials. As long as the essentials are covered, the
scope may always be increased when sufficient resources are
available. How to decide what is essential is beyond the scope of
this paper, but previous work suggests the following.
First is focusing on “data at rest” versus “data in use.”
Stewardship of data in active use happens most richly and
naturally when distributed close to its myriad users. Stewardship
of data not actively in use, on the other hand, is a burden when
mixed with active use stewardship, and is more economically
appropriate for centralized stewardship. One key ramification of
focusing on “data at rest” for centralized services is that those data
tend to be static and serialized, less “live” or interactive.
Second is strategically choosing native filesystems as a sweetspot, least-common-denominator interface for centralized
stewardship services. Filesystems are not only ubiquitous, not
only capable of maintaining complex structures gracefully, but are
also already employed naturally in most workflows to manage
“data at rest.” People already use and understand filesystems.
Third is attacking long-term bitstream corruption risks by making
highly decorrelated copies and auditing them against each other.
Reliable corruption detection is a particularly valuable service in
the long term; it is also not available in most current technology
environments.
Fourth is optimizing all bulk storage operations by buffering
client transactions into streams as early as possible, allowing
storage processes to optimize bandwidth utilization around
predictable flows instead of sporadic bursts. Also useful is to
minimize synchronization requirements across streams; a
powerful strategy to reduce synchronization events is to wait for a
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desired state to happen naturally, rather than trying to force it to
happen quickly.

they should create a smaller number of appropriately sized
Batches.

Fifth is taking advantage of encapsulation and summarization
wherever possible to reduce transaction overhead, and to further
reduce synchronization requirements. If a batch of 10,000
transactions can be encapsulated and summarized successfully,
then one bulk transaction can do the work of those 10,000
transactions.

A Batch specifies only one task type, so (for example) deposit
submissions and delivery requests may not be mixed in the same
batch. At bare minimum, a Batch consists of a BID, its submitter’s
Identity, a task type, and some number of filesystem or Logical
Namespace nodes. Submission time is embedded into the BID
semantics so that chronology may be established without parsing
Batch contents.

2. ARCHITECTURE
2.1 Actors

From the Stewardship Client’s perspective, Batches will likely be
instantiated as filesystem branches. Within the LDRI, a Batch
behaves like a stream and may be instantiated any efficient way:
in a single container, in multiple containers, or even in packets.

This model has two classes of actors. First is a “Data Stewardship
Client” (or DSC), an entity wishing to deposit data for long-term
stewardship. A Data Stewardship Client may be a single person, a
research project, a department, or any organized community that
wishes to deposit into and organize a branch of namespace in an
institution’s long-term data reuse infrastructure. There are
typically many different DSCs for a given set of stewardship
services.
Second is a “Long-term Data Reuse Infrastructure” (or LDRI), the
entity that provides centralized data stewardship services. This
paper describes only one LDRI instance as might be created at
one institution. However the model assumes that multiple LDRIs
could interoperate as peers, potentially offering each other
services.

2.2 Client Interface Data Model Elements
2.2.1 Logical Namespace
From a Data Stewardship Client’s perspective, the LDRI looks
like a large, browse-able, hierarchical namespace tree. The LDRI
can allocate a namespace branch (at any level) to a depositing
DSC and manages the relationships of these branches to each
other. In this respect, it resembles the DNS system, another
unified namespace with organized distribution of control.
The logical namespace is hierarchical not only to distribute
control, but also to interface seamlessly with filesystems. The
primary data interface channel between LDRI and a Data
Stewardship Client is the DSC’s native filesystem.

2.2.2 Identity
Every person who interacts with the LDRI must have a systemregistered identity. This paper assumes that Identity and
Authentication systems are most appropriately provisioned by
local implementations; it therefore says nothing about their
implementation. However it does assume that any interactive
session with a human or machine actor is wrapped in an identity
context.

2.2.3 Batch
Client transactions always happen within the context of a “Batch”:
a client-submitted work request. The “Batch” encapsulates
complexity by aggregating related data and requests into a single
package for a given task type. Batches may be different sizes to
optimize for different clients or data, but all work is associated
with a Batch ID (BID), and may optionally be containerized by
Batch. For example, a Data Stewardship Client with 10,000 files
to submit for ingest should not make 10,000 transactions; instead

2.2.4 Storage Service Level
A given LDRI will implement some number of storage service
levels. Though a batch may not contain more than one task, it will
group its constituent file nodes into service level groups.
Service levels are labels specifying service expectations for files,
allowing a client to group files within a Batch by expected use
affinity. In any given deposit, some files may be appropriate for
very deep storage, others appropriate for merely infrequent access,
and still others may need access anytime the batch itself is
touched. Files containing batch structure, such as directories,
typically fit into this third category. Files sharing a service level
may appear scattered at random amongst the Logical Namespace
nodes in a Batch, but when the Batch is serialized these nodes are
serialized next to each other, creating Storage Service Level subbatches.

2.3 Client Namespace Implementation Layers
2.3.1 Client Interface
The primary data interface for bulk or native file operations is the
Data Stewardship Client’s native filesystem type. The control
interface could also be implemented solely in a filesystem, but
will more naturally be implemented using current-day client
application technology (like a natively-compiled application, java
application, browser-based application, etc.).
To illustrate using a deposit task, imagine that the DSC starts with
a set of files (in their own filesystem tree) to deposit. The LDRI
client application could be something very simple that
authenticates the depositor, gathers the required deposit metadata,
and wraps the files for deposit; this would be like “tar” wrapped
in an order-form interface. Or the LDRI client application could
be something very interactive and complex—perhaps a browserbased AJAX or Flash application that provides more context and
feedback. In either case, from the Client’s point of view, their data
to deposit resides naturally in their filesystem and the application
packages as necessary.

2.3.2 Filesystem Abstraction Layer, implementing
the SPOORE format
Control interface and formatting is left as an implementation
choice at these layers, however below the Client Interface Layer
all data is serialized into a single filesystem-agnostic format—I
suggest calling it “SPOORE” (for Standalone Portable Objects
Optimized for Reuse and Exchange). SPOORE binds a file’s
filesystem metadata to the file in a self-describing serialized
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object. These objects may be concatenated so that many can be
serialized in a single physical file, with or without a reference
catalog. Ideally, recursion would also be supported.

other formats. This not only provides robustness, but affords more
agility in system (re-)implementation choices over time.

Many “archiving” utility file formats do something like this
already, and indeed SPOORE may be most easily implemented on
top of, as an extension to, or as a development fork of an existing
utility or format. What SPOORE requires at minimum is a
combination of the following features:

2.3.3 Session Management and Authorization Layer

•

•

•

In a SPOOREfile, Filesystem metadata are bound to the
file object, not the container object. A file’s name (and
its whole path), its permissions, its checksum(s) , etc.
are bound to the file. So if a SPOOREfile is taken out of
a container context, it still knows its original name. This
capability of SPOORE is similar to those in T10 and
subsequent “object storage” definitions.
SPOOREfiles should not be easily re-writeable. They
should be optimized instead for appending, so history
will tend to remain static and attached.
SPOOREfiles should serialize all filesystem metadata.
In this respect, they are similar to backup formats, since
all filesystem features—even proprietary ones—are
included and could be restored from the SPOORE. The
mechanism for serializing these metadata must therefore
be extensible and inclusive to accommodate any
metadata number or type. The conventions for
serializing a particular filesystem version, however,
should be controlled, and existing conventions
respected where possible. For instance, POSIX
semantics and identifiers would likely be appropriate for
the baseline metadata of many filesystems, and could be
uniformly serialized in SPOOREfiles from different
POSIX-supporting filesystems.

•

The SPOOREfile format definition should define an
algorithm to provide determinate, unambiguous (i.e.,
canonical) ordering of elements for SPOOREfile
aggregates or trees. Ideally, the definition should also
specify an algorithm to order elements (such as
filesystem metadata) within a single SPOORE. When
serialized for transfer or storage, the elements would
preferably be in that order, though not required to be. In
LDRI, throughput is favored over strict normalization,
and there may be cases where reordering a SPOORE is
advantageous for processing or communications
throughput. The purpose of having an available
canonical order is to facilitate unambiguous
summarization, especially of checksums.

•

SPOOREFile structure should be predictably and
deliberately extensible for new or proprietary
functionality. This supports local extendibility while
also facilitating adherence to Postel’s law in larger
contexts. One application of extension might be to
embed control information directly into serialized
SPOOREs, obviating the need for a separate control
channel.

Since SPOOREfiles are self-contained, they may be instantiated
in any storage environment, or be sent over any communications
link, without losing any semantics. They may also be wrapped in

As mentioned previously, authentication, authorization, and by
extension capabilities management are left for local
implementation. On top of the Logical Namespace Layer seems
the logical place to put these services, so that an authenticated
identity context and associated capabilities rules can be enforced
in all transactions crossing this border.

2.3.4 Logical Namespace Layer
This layer provides the unified logical namespace for a single
LDRI instance. From above, it manifests as a singly-rooted
hierarchical namespace tree, though what is visible or accessible
to a particular Data Stewardship Client will depend on the specific
capabilities granted to their identity.
In general, a Data Stewardship Client will have a “home
directory” at a branch of this tree, and may deposit and organize
data inside that home. From within, they may also cite, reference,
link to, or annotate any node in the entire tree they have access to,
allowing them effectively to composite other nodes in their
“home”, or to add their own metadata to nodes they don’t own.
Clients may also be granted authority for managing sub-clients
within their namespace; this capability allows namespace
administration to be distributed along with namespace as
appropriate. An institutional department, for instance, could take
responsibility for distributing namespace to its groups or
members, empowering it to manage its namespace in sync with
the rest of its organizational structure.
The logical namespace is built up over time from the deposits and
activity of Data Stewardship Clients, as would any regular
filesystem. The logical namespace should mimic the Client’s
native filesystem, so that when a Client deposits a tree of files
(from their native filesystem), it appears identically in the logical
namespace (though it was serialized into SPOORE form for
transmission). Similarly, when a Client requests files in logical
namespace from the LDRI, those files are delivered to their native
filesystem for use. If that filesystem’s capabilities are
incompatible with the metadata in the requested files, the Client
Application Layer’s SPOORE parser is responsible for
encapsulating and instantiating the incompatible metadata on the
target filesystem in some consistent and logical way. For instance,
handed a multi-forked file to deliver into a single-forked
filesystem, the SPOORE parser could instantiate the extra fork as
another file, using a consistent naming convention, thereby
providing access to its contents.
The logical namespace, in browse-able form, is maintained “live”
only in the logical namespace layer; by design it is considered
ephemeral and may be rebuilt from lower storage layers (where
the copy-of-record for any LDRI transaction lives). In fact, as
storage layers are audited, the logical namespace layer can itself
be audited and refreshed, and any inconsistencies used to detect
and heal corruption.
The logical namespace is a kind of “virtual filesystem,” but it
differs from common filesystems in a few ways.
First, the logical namespace—indeed the whole LDIR—is a
Write-Once-Read-Many (WORM) system that maintains a
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persistent history of all transactions. To maintain their home
namespace, Data Stewardship Clients may perform most standard
filesystem operations, such as adding files, relinking files to
different paths, replacing files with revisions, creating directory
nodes, etc. This is possible because any reference to a logical
namespace node has both a path and a timestamp. To resolve a
reference, the timestamp determines the state of nodes as they are
walked, starting from the root: only transactions from before the
timestamp are applied to each node’s state, so the path takes the
shape it had when the reference’s timestamp was taken. Thus
logical namespace references are persistent, and may be used for
persistent access for citation or evidence. A browsing client may
also choose to freeze the logical namespace in order to look at a
particular point in time, or to avoid nodes shifting dynamically in
the middle of browsing.
Deletes are discouraged in general in a LDIR, though they are
possible and result in a node disappearing after a given timestamp,
i.e., they get versioned with “null”. Retrospective deletion should
generally be impossible in an LDIR; if it must be implemented in
response to legal action, then a stub containing a record of the
authority invoked and other details of the deletion should remain.
Moreover, deleting data from storage media should be
systemically prevented at all times. If a logical namespace node
must be deleted retrospectively, leaving a stub, then the storage
file(s) representing the node should not be deleted, though they
may “fall out” of storage by being skipped during the next
physical media migration.

2.3.5 Storage Namespace Interface Layer
This is either a very lightweight layer, or may be considered part
of the Logical Namespace Layer above. Its purpose is to translate
Logical Namespace transactions into Storage Namespace
transactions. Logical Namespace visibility is not required in any
of the storage layers, so it is encapsulated within the Storage
Namespace context.
From above, the Storage Layers behave like a journal containing
all storage transactions; retrieving files is a matter of “replaying”
the appropriate transactions. The data and transaction model for
the Storage Layers is an extension of the model used for
communication between DSCs and the Logical Namespace Layer:
it uses the same Batches and SPOOREfiles.

2.4 Storage Data Model Elements
Since the storage service is modeled on a journal, its datamodel is
based primarily on time and secondarily on Storage Service
Levels.

2.4.1 Batch, revisited for Storage
Client-driven storage transactions always happen within the
context of a Batch, one typically very close to a single Batch
generated from the Client Interface Application. Storage Batch
data are also serialized in SPOOREs; with careful implementation
the original SPOOREs from the Client Interface Application
should be directly reusable in the Storage Layer context—either
as-is, encapsulated, or lightly appended.
The storage Batch retains the BID from the Client until the Batch
is pulled off the queue for storage processing. It then gets a new
Storage Batch ID reflecting the storage transaction time. This
Storage Batch ID is both immutable and unique, and becomes the

handle for all subsequent transactions (such as retrievals or
service level changes) on files in the Batch.

2.4.2 Storage Service Level
Just like client Batches, storage Batches are subdivided by Storage
Service Level. The Storage Service Level for a subgroup of Batch
files determines the storage treatment those files receive in the
LDRI with respect to a couple of parameters.
First is storage treatment robustness; this generally translates into
the number of full data replicants (copies) required at this service
level and the distribution of those replicants. Second is the storage
retrieve latency; this translates roughly into the amount of time
required to begin fetching a Storage Service Level sub-batch. In a
sense, it is an abstraction of traditional storage tiers, allowing an
LDRI to implement storage at different price-points.
Whether or not financial costs are passed through to DSCs, the
greater the storage treatment robustness and the lower the storage
retrieve latency for a given Storage Service Level, the greater the
costs of that Storage Service Level.

2.4.3 Time-based Aggregate IDs
At the Storage Service Layer, transactions may be defined in
Time-based Aggregates (TBAs) in addition to BIDs. TBAs are
organized in a pyramid scheme inspired by the Auditing Control
Environment(ACE). For example, a scheme might specify a TBA
for every hour, every day, and every year. The aggregates can
reduce transaction costs for bulk operations by offering flexible
levels of granularity. More important, they can be used to
summarize checksum information (as in ACE), to enable
asynchronous bulk checksumming and low-cost bulk checksum
comparison.

2.5 Storage Layer Design
This proposal’s storage layer design was inspired in largest part
by LOCKSS research, technologies, and implementations. It
adopts and extends the strategy of using independent, decorrelated
copies to reliably detect data corruption (either accidental or
intentional.) It is also careful about specifying pull-based
propagation to make injecting erroneous data from within the
lower storage layers extremely difficult.
This paper leaves decisions on a healing methods corrupt data as
to implementation; presumably different LDRIs at different
institutions would adopt significantly different policies. In all
cases, healing should be persistently logged, preferably with all
data replicants—not just with the healed copies.
There are only two storage layers, the Storage Level Management
Layer and the Storage Service Layer, though the Storage Service
definition itself is high-level enough that any implementation will
need internal layers.

2.5.1 Storage Service Management Layer
At the top of the storage stack is a layer receiving and managing
the queue of storage transactions. It is responsible for defining the
available Storage Service Levels, then translate transactions
specified according to those Levels into specific transaction
requests for each Storage Service. It also maintains a consolidated
view of data replicant status for the layers above.
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2.5.2 Storage Service Layer

•

Storage Services are at the bottom of the proposed architecture.
The requirements for a Storage Service are as simple as possible
to facilitate low-cost implementation with multiple complimentary
technology stacks, and to facilitate third-party, distributed Storage
Service provisioning.

Having received the parameter to store checksums only
for this batch, the fourth Storage Service generates a
Batch checksum from the data stream. It stores the
checksum on its media, then reads the checksum back
and pushes it to the Storage Management Service.

•

When the Storage Management Services receives all the
expected checksums, it verifies that they all match each
other and the Batch checksum passed from above. Upon
verification, it commits the transaction both internally
and to the Storage Services.

•

The Storage Management Service pushes an ingest
success notification (or receipt) back to the Storage
Namespace Interface Layer, which then pushes it to the
Logical Namespace layer.

•

The Logical Namespace layer updates the status of
logical namespace nodes in the batch, also replacing the
ingest Batch ID with the storage Batch ID. The nodes
now have an “ingested” status, and may be retrieved
from the Storage Layers using the storage Batch ID
handle.

A Storage Service may implement one or more storage tiers,
communicating their characteristics to the Management layer
above. A Storage Service has three basic functions: write, retrieve,
and retrieve checksum; these functions may be applied to a
storage Batch or a Time-Based-Aggregate. When writing, the
Service may be instructed to store the full data or only a checksum
of the data as a corruption-detection fingerprint. Checksums are
never passed directly into a Storage Service, they can be created
only from a full data stream, even if the stream is discarded
afterwards. Moreover, checksums returned to the Storage Service
Management Layer must be read from storage media, even if they
are also available in memory (from a recent checksumming
operation). The Storage Service should also automatically create
checksum summaries for TBAs, based on timestamps embedded
in the storage Batch IDs.

2.5.3 Workflow Example
To get a feel for how this might work in practice, imagine the
storage layers instantiated in a single Storage Management
Service and four Storage Services. When handed an ingest
transaction from the Storage Namespace Interface Layer, the
following events would happen:
•

The ingest transaction (Batch) is put on the Storage
Management Service ingest queue.

•

At some point, the transaction reaches the head of the
queue. The Storage Management Service starts
processing it, giving it a new Batch ID with a current
timestamp, and creating a record for the Batch ID in its
own ID database.

•

The Storage Management Service interprets the Service
Levels requested in the transaction. In this transaction
there are two levels: all files should be stored with the
same robustness (three copies), but some files may have
offline latency, while the rest should have online
latency.

2.6 Autonomous Storage Functionality
The storage layer design facilitates asynchronous and autonomous
execution of bulk storage and audit tasks.
A Storage Service should continually audit its media, pushing
new checksums (and any detected errors) to the Storage
Management Service. The Management Service keeps record of
the latest audit for every replica of a Batch, consolidating and
making visible overall audit freshness, and potentially detecting
error trends in individual Storage Services.
A Storage Service can also independently migrate its media,
though the new data copies must be verified and commited by the
Storage Management Service using the same technique illustrated
in the Ingest example. Presumably the Storage Management
Service would also help schedule media migration to avoid
overlap between Services.
Entirely new Storage Services may be brought online and
populated in a peer-to-peer fashion from existing Storage
Services, so long as the data are verified and committed by the
Storage Management Service.

2.7 Scaling Considerations

•

The Storage Management Service translates these
requirements into specific control parameters for each
Storage Service.

•

The Storage Management Service sends the requests to
each Storage Service. When the Storage Services are
ready, they subscribe to Storage Management Service’s
data stream instead of receiving the data as a push.
Ideally this allows network multicasting to multiplex the
data stream in hardware to all Storage Services in
parallel, rather than requiring individually-supplied
feeds.

2.7.1 Client Interface Layer

Three of the Storage Services store the data for the
whole batch on their media (as the data is streamed to
them), then read their media to generate a Batch
checksum. They each push this checksum back to the
Storage Management Service.

2.7.2 Logical Namespace Layer

•

All the layers in this proposal have opportunities to support linear
scaling through parallelism. Below are some important ones.

Heavy-lifting is distributed to the clients as much as possible, so
this layer employs significant parallelism already. Every client’s
native filesystem hosts the original data and facilitates its
organization, and the client’s computing environment runs the
Client Interface Application responsible for packaging the data
into SPOOREs.

As a tree, the Logical Namespace can be divided up at branch
nodes. It can also be divided up along the time dimension. Any of
these divisions can be used to shard the layer’s implementation
across multiple hosts.
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2.7.3 Storage Layers
All storage layers benefit from lower transaction costs by working
on Batches instead of individual filesystem nodes. Time-BasedAggregate Batches offer increasingly coarser levels of granularity,
potentially reducing transaction costs more dramatically for bulk
operations.

Storage Systems may also be divided up for parallel operation by
time-range, given the strict time-ordering of the storage data
model. This may be particularly appropriate if data see less use as
they age.
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ABSTRACT
Preservation architecture of any archiving software is of vital
importance and heavily influences the life-cycle of digital objects
as well as takes care of sustainability and longevity of digital
objects. Along with other supporting technologies, preservation
metadata plays a crucial role by facilitating the interoperability
without losing authenticity, digital provenance or other vital
preservation information. It is proved from recent preservation
projects that any single preservation schema in a standalone mode
is hardly capable of delivering the desired output. For the current
study, we believe, PREMIS, METS and FEDORA are potential
candidates for a study as a sort of digital preservation package.
There are a few archiving platforms claiming to preserve digital
information to ensure accessibility in future. Digital
obsolescence, probable migration, emulation and replication are
some of the key points to be dealt with. The present work
analyzes Flexible and Extensible Digital Object and Repository
Architecture (FEDORA) and its support for long-time
preservation and access through metadata. It also examines the
PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata (version 2.0)
with METS (Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard) and
architectural support FEDORA provides for preservation
metadata handling and management.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Digital Libraries Collection, Dissemination, Standards, Systems issues.

General Terms
Performance, Verification, Experimentation

Keywords
Digital Preservation, Preservation Metadata, PREMIS. METS,
FEDORA, Digital Repository Software, Archiving.

1.INTRODUCTION
Digital preservation means a "series of actions that individuals
and institutions take to ensure that a given resource will be
accessible for use at some unknown time" [14]. The challenges
posed by digital preservation are not only technical but also
organizational. To deal with these challenges Lee et al. [10] have
identified four distinct strategies, based on preserving technology,
emulation, migration and encapsulation. These strategies
basically depend on the metadata of the preserved document.
Preservation is integral to some definitions of metadata. For
example, Cunningham [2] defines it as "structured information
that describes and/or allows us to find, manage, control,
understand or preserve other information over time."

2.PRESERVATION METADATA
Metadata is as important as the basic technological infrastructure.
Besides its main role of management and facilitating access to the
corresponding collection, preservation metadata has to tackle the
additional challenge of obsolescence of the preservation
technology. Thus preservation metadata spans administrative,
technical, and structural metadata elements with emphasis on
Rights, Digital Provenance and relationships among different
objects within the preservation among other factors. Here we
discuss one of the emerging best practices in this regard, which is
a symbiosis between METS and PREMIS - two metadata
standards, which are known to possess many of the desirable
features for preservation of e-resources.

3.METS- METADATA ENCODING AND
TRANSMISSION STANDARD [3]
The Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard, (METS) is a
data encoding and transmission specification, expressed in XML.
It provides a means to convey the metadata necessary for both the
management of digital objects within a repository and exchange
of such objects between repositories (or between repositories and
their users). Its most fundamental task in accomplishing this goal
is to provide a mechanism for recording the various relationships
that exist between pieces of content, and between the content and
metadata that compose a digital library object. A METS document
has different sections for various types of metadata elements
categorized as Structural, Descriptive, and Administrative
metadata, which are enclosed in the outermost <mets> element.
Additionally a METS document can have a METS Header which
is actually the metadata about Metadata, which describes the
METS document itself, and Behavior Metadata, a means to link
digital content with applications or computer programming code
that are used in conjunction with the other information in the
METS document to render or display the digital object.

3.1 Structural Metadata
Structural metadata describes, anchors and organizes the
components of a digital object together so that the integrity of the
digital object may be retained even when its components are
stored in different places. Tools meant to render and display the
object (e.g.: a page turning software) can also make use of
structural metadata. Structural Map, Files Section and Structural
Links constitute the Structural metadata of the METS document.

3.2 Descriptive Metadata
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The descriptive metadata section <dmdSec> records metadata
associated with the digital object encoded with METS, to
facilitate discovery. Elements of any selected descriptive metadata
standard can be inserted within this section. The chosen metadata
can be either embedded within the METS document; or as an
alternative, it can be stored in a separate file, and a reference can
be given to its location. Descriptive metadata can be expressed
according to many current content standards viz- MARC, MODS,
Dublin Core, TEI Header, EAD, VRA, FGDC, DDI, or a locally
produced XML schema.

4.1 Entities
Entities are “things” relevant to digital preservation that are
described by preservation metadata .The data model defines five
entities, particularly important in regard to digital preservation
activities. They are Intellectual Entity, Object Entity, Event
Entity, Agent Entity and Rights Entity.

•

Intellectual Entity- It is a set of content that is
considered a single intellectual unit for purposes of
management and description (e.g., a book, a
photograph, a map, a database).It may have one or more
digital representations.

•

Object Entity- Object entity is the discrete unit of
information in digital form. Objects are what repository
actually preserves. There are three types of Objects:
File, Bitstream -Data within a file; and RepresentationSet of files, including structural metadata.

•

Event Entity- An action that involves or impacts at
least one Object or Agent associated with or known by
the preservation repository. It can track history of
Object through the chain of Events that occur during
the Objects lifecycle. Examples: create a new version of
an Object in an up-to-date format (Migration Event).

•

Agent Entity- Person, organization, or software
program/system associated with an Event or a Right
(permission statement).

•

Rights Entity- An agreement with a rights holder that
grants permission for the repository to undertake an
action(s) associated with an Object(s) in the repository.
It is not a full rights expression language and it focuses
on permissions relevant for preservation.

3.3 Administrative Metadata
The Administrative Metadata Section <amdSec> contains the
administrative metadata pertaining to the digital object, its
component data files and any original source material from which
the digital object is derived. The <amdSec> is separated into four
sub-sections that accommodate Technical metadata <techMD>,
Intellectual Property Rights metadata <rightsMD>, Source
metadata
<sourceMD>,
and
Provenance
metadata
<digiprovMD>.
The <techMD> element records technical metadata about content
files, which may contain information regarding a file’s creation,
format, and use characteristics etc. <rightsMD> records
intellectual property rights information regarding the content of
the digital object. <sourceMD> records descriptive, technical or
rights information about an analog source document used to
generate the digital library object, and <digiprovMD> records
digital provenance information, which is about the digital library
object's life-cycle and history. It is also possible to include all
metadata not considered descriptive into the <amdSec> without
distinguishing the types of administrative metadata further.
METS does not define a vocabulary or syntax for encoding
administrative metadata. Administrative metadata can be
expressed within a METS file according to any community
current content standard or a locally produced XML schema. It
can also be stored externally in another file and can be referenced.
To date, the administrative metadata schemes endorsed by the
METS Board include: MIX XML Schema; NISO Technical
Metadata for Digital Still Images (NISOIMG); TextMD: Schema
for Technical Metadata for Text; LC-AV (Audio /Video
Technical Metadata Schema); METSRightsMD Schema; and
Preservation metadata developed by the OCLC-RLG
PREservation Metadata: Implementation Strategies Working
Group (PREMIS).

4.2 Properties of Entities (semantic units)

4. PREMIS- PRESERVATION METADATA
IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES [13]

isParentOf, hasSibling, sourceOf, isDerivedFrom etc.

PREMIS comprise a 'core' set of preservation metadata elements
(Data Dictionary) along with strategies for encoding, packaging,
storing, managing, and exchanging metadata. The PREMIS
working group developed a simple data model to organize the
concepts defined in the Data Dictionary. This Data model
includes entities, Properties of Entities (semantic units),
Relationships between Entities. The element <premis> provides
for a container element that may be used to keep all PREMIS
metadata together.

Each semantic unit defined in the Data Dictionary is a property of
one of the entities in the data model. Note that semantic unit is
not a metadata element. Instead metadata element is an
implementation decision - how and whether a semantic unit is
recorded in the system. For example format is an
objectCharacteristics, which is a semantic unit for Object types
file and bitstream.

4.3 Relationships between Entities
A relationship is a statement of association between instances of
entities. Relationships among objects appear to be variants of
these three basic types: structural, derivation, and dependency.
E.g.: isPartOf, isScannedFrom,

5 PREMIS IN THE METS CONTAINER [7]
OAIS (Open Archival Information System) reference model is the
basis for much of the current thinking on repositories in digital
library community. The OAIS information model provides a
conceptual foundation in the form of a taxonomy of information
objects and packages for archived objects, and the structure of
their associated metadata. The PREMIS Framework is an
elaboration of the OAIS information model, explicated through
the mapping of preservation metadata to that conceptual structure.
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The combination of METS and PREMIS, which is based on
OAIS reference, is set to be the best strategy for preservation
metadata.
METS functions as common transfer syntax between repositories
and was specifically designed to facilitate the interoperable
exchange of digital materials among institutions. It is a trend to
use METS for structural metadata and as container for descriptive
and administrative metadata; where as PREMIS is specifically
conceived for preservation, which forms part of administrative
metadata. This again asserts that using PREMIS in METS
container will be an ideal combination for preservation metadata
and its exchange across different archives.
As mentioned earlier, the METS Board endorses PREMIS Data
Dictionary for administrative Metadata. METS and XMLencoded PREMIS could be combined in several ways. Either the
whole PREMIS can be embedded as a single unit in METS
<amdSec> or PREMIS data can be distributed among the
subsections of METS <amdSec>.
While using all PREMIS units together, the entire package goes
in the Provenance metadata <digiProvMD> with the <premis>
element as a container. But there might be advantages splitting
data for maintenance and reuse purposes.
If not keeping all PREMIS metadata together in the same METS
section under <amdSec>, it is not required to use the <premis>
container and PREMIS first level data elements should be used in
the METS sections as described below1. Object entity in technical Metadata section <techMD> or in
Provenance metadata <digiProvMD> . E.g.:
<mets:amdSec>
<mets:techMD ID="object1">
<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="PREMIS:OBJECT">
<mets:xmlData>
<premis:object xsi:type="premis:file"xsi:
schemaLocation="info:lc/xmlns/premis-v2
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v2/
premis-v2-0.xsd">

<premis:objectIdentifier>
<premis:objectIdentifierType>hdl
</premis:objectIdentifierType>
<premis:objectIdentifierValue>
http://hdl.handle.net/1849/267
</premis:objectIdentifierValue>
</premis:objectIdentifier>
...................
</premis:object>
</mets:xmlData>
</mets:mdWrap>
</mets:techMD>
</mets:amdSec>

2. Event entity in Provenance metadata <digiprovMD>. E.g.:

<mets:amdSec>
<mets:digiprovMD ID="event1">
<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="PREMIS:EVENT">
<mets:xmlData>
<premis:event>
<premis:eventIdentifier>
<premis:eventIdentifierType>
FedoraRepository
</premis:eventIdentifierType>
<premis:eventIdentifierValue>eing0211</premis:eventIdentifierValue>
</premis:eventIdentifier>
<premis:eventType>ingestion
</premis:eventType>
<premis:eventDateTime>
2008-02-12T01:12:03.004
</premis:eventDateTime>
.............
</premis:event>
</mets:xmlData>
</mets:mdWrap>
</mets:digiprovMD>
</mets:amdSec>

3. Agent entity in <digiprovMD> or <rightsMD>.
<mets:amdSec>
<mets:digiprovMD ID="agent1">
<mets:mdWrap MDTYPE="PREMIS:AGENT">
<mets:xmlData>
<premis:agent>
............
<premis:agentName>
Prasad, A.R.D.
</premis:agentName>
<premis:agentType>person
</premis:agentType>
</premis:agent>
</mets:xmlData>
</mets:mdWrap>
</mets:digiprovMD>
</mets:amdSec>

Similarly, Rights entity can be used in Intellectual Property
Rights metadata <rightsMD> section.
Encoding all the metadata about an archive in a single METS file
will result in a complex METS file with enormous size. It will be
difficult to work with it especially when new Representations,
Files, events and agents are created through migrations.
Additionally it demands careful planning and control over the
assignment of identifiers and linking mechanisms. A better
approach is to split up the archive into numerous, smaller, METS
files and use the linking mechanisms in METS and PREMIS to
connect these. Separate METS files are created for: Intellectual
Entities, Representations of Intellectual Entities, Files, Agents,
Events and Rights. This helps to reduce METS file sizes and it
avoids unnecessary duplication of metadata. For instance, where
the same metadata (e.g. rights) relates to numerous objects, it is
possible to link from all of those objects to a single METS file
containing the common information. [16].
Even though structural relationships are detailed in the METS
Structural Map, PREMIS relationships are also used for both
structural and derivative relationships. PREMIS allow
relationships between all kinds of objects. Event and Agent
information can also be stored with a relationship in PREMIS. It
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can link to objects outside of current xml-file. Where as none of
these options are available with METS alone.
Still there are many confusions and challenges in developing a
METS-PREMIS document such as: How to deal with overlaps
between the schema, for example the overlap between METS
attributes, PREMIS elements, descriptive metadata elements and
format specific schemes used in technical Metadata section.
Another confusion is whether to use ID and IDREFS or
embedded identifiers or nested XML elements to tie different
sections together. Ambiguity regarding the METS sections in
which to embed the various PREMIS entities should be cleared
through the standardization of the process [9].

5.1 PREMIS in METS: Real World
Implementations
There are a few real world examples for the implementation of
PREMIS in METS profile. Some are:

5.1.1 MathArc - Ensuring Access to Mathematics
Over Time
MathArc - Ensuring Access to Mathematics Over Time (formerly
abbreviated EATMOT) – is a collaborative project of Cornell
University Library and Göttingen State and University Library.
The project was aimed to create a distributed, interoperable
system for the long-term preservation and dissemination of digital
serial literature in mathematics and statistics. It intended to
establish metadata requirements and communication protocols for
data ingest, data management, archival storage, archive
administration, and access processes. Two institutions with
established data and metadata structures will enable separately
administered databases to function as a digital archiving system,
and the preservation requirements of this distributed set of
repositories will be managed through common processes [11].
The core of the Math Arc system is the metadata format that
supports preservation. METS and PREMIS preservation metadata
are used to transfer assets between two partner’s archives. Using
OAI-PMH, these assets are exchanged to store information
redundantly in two different preservation systems. Every asset in
the MathArc system may be represented by a METS-stream. The
METS-based stream adopts PREMIS Object and Event schemas.
Rights information is not used in the MathArc format. All
PREMIS metadata for the object are stored within the
<digiprovMD> section of a METS in order to be able to validate
the xml stream against the PREMIS schema. [1]

5.1.2 Paradigm (Personal Archives Accessible in
Digital Media)
In the Personal Archives Accessible in Digital Media (Paradigm)
project, the major research libraries of the Universities of Oxford
and Manchester came together to explore the issues involved in
preserving digital private papers through gaining practical
experience in accessioning and ingesting digital private papers
into digital repositories, and processing these in line with archival
and digital preservation requirements. The project was funded
between 2005 and 2007, by JISC. [12]
Paradigm identified METS as the most appropriate means of
storing all the metadata required for long-term preservation. Each
digital object in a personal archive should have an associated
METS document, which wraps up, or points to, all the metadata

needed to preserve that object, thus forming an Information
Package. Relationships with other digital objects will be made
manifest by means of the METS structural map mechanism.
Metadata about agents, events and rights were encoded in METS
as defined by the PREMIS standard. [16]

5.1.3 The ECHO DEPository
The ECHO DEPository (The Exploring Collaborations to
Harness Objects in a Digital Environment for Preservation) is a
5-year (2004-2009) digital preservation research and
development project at the University of Illinois at UrbanaChampaign, funded by the Library of Congress under their
National Digital Information Infrastructure and Preservation
Program (NDIIPP) [15]. Project developed a repository test bed
consisting of installations of DSpace, Fedora, EPrints, and
Greenstone, which demanded an interoperability layer that would
easily move digital packages between these repositories and
facilitates a unified preservation strategy for those objects. The
OAI-PMH has done much to facilitate the widespread sharing of
metadata, but there are no similar standards that do the same for
digital objects. Hub and Spoke (HaS) was developed to meet this
demand [8].
As it sounds, it has two main parts ‘Hub’ and ‘Spokes’. ‘Hub‘ is a
family of SIP/DIP/AIP METS profiles, METS import/export and
utility programs & JSR-170/283 compliant content repository.
‘Spokes‘ consists of programs that translate repository-specific
formats to and from METS profiles at Hub. The ‘Hub and Spoke’
architecture can be summarized as - A common METS-based
profile with PREMIS for archival & preservation metadata; A
Java programming API; A series of scripts that use the API and
METS profile for creating Information Packages, which can be
‘used’ across different repositories. Probably the most important
part is the METS profile which remains mostly neutral regarding
content files and structure but defines a minimum level of
descriptive (MODS) and administrative (PREMIS) metadata with
a strong emphasis on preservation, particularly technical data and
provenance [8].
The Hub performs the transformations required to convert from
and to the METS profile, and it manages the generation and
validation of technical and provenance metadata. Initially the
Hub is simply a staging area as packages are moved about.
However, the ultimate goal is to develop the Hub into a trusted
preservation archive capable of handling submissions from
various other repositories and also disseminating packages to
those repositories, as well as handling all the other required
functions of a trusted digital repository [8].

6. FEDORA - FLEXIBLE EXTENSIBLE
DIGITAL OBJECT REPOSITORY ARCHIT
ECTURE
Fedora digital object repository management system is based on
the Flexible Extensible Digital Object and Repository
Architecture (Fedora). It is an open-source digital content
repository service, which provides a flexible tool for managing
and delivering complex digital objects. It runs as a web service,
which provides the tools, and interfaces for creation, ingest,
management, and dissemination of digital contents. It was joint
funded project by University of Virginia and Cornell University
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and currently managed by Fedora Commons. In addition to digital
content item and its metadata in any format, the Fedora repository
stores the relationships between content items stored - which is
often as important as the content items themselves. It also
provides functionality to store just the metadata and relationships
for the content, which is held either locally or by another
organization or system. While the Fedora Repository is capable of
operating as a standalone content server, it is really designed for
use with other software. In most cases, the Fedora Repository
will be only part of a complete content solution, which will
incorporate other components such as authoring or ingest
applications, search engines, workflow management, and security
components such as user identity management [6]. Fedora’s
flexible and open architecture presents a technological solution
for the Digital Preservation dilemmas.

6.1 Fedora- Preservation Friendly
Architecture [4]
Following are the salient features of Fedora, which support digital
preservation

6.1.1 Powerful digital object model
The digital objects, or units of information, in Fedora may
combine any number and any variety of data streams. These data
streams can be local to the repository or may reference content
anywhere on the web. For example, one digital object may
aggregate a scholarly document in multiple text formats, and
another may combine the text, images, and video that are the
basis of a rich web page. Each object assigned a PID (Persistent
Identifier). It provides the key by which the digital object is
accessed from the repository regardless of its location.

6.1.2 Extensible metadata management
Because metadata and data are treated uniformly in the digital
object model, any number and variety of metadata formats may be
stored as data streams, alongside content, in a digital object.
Metadata management in Fedora is discussed in next section.

6.1.3 Expressive interobject relationships
Digital objects contain metadata that can express any type of
relationships such as membership in collections, structural
associations like articles in journals or pictures in albums, or
taxonomic relationships. Relationship metadata is indexed and
can be searched using semantic web query languages.

6.1.4 Web service integration
Fedora fits in with n-tier applications because of two types of web
service integration:
•
Dynamic content delivery: Web services can be
associated with any of the data streams in a digital
object. As a result, a digital object can deliver dynamic
content: the output of a web service processing data in
the digital object. For example, an image processing
service can be associated with a digital object that
contains an archival tiff image, making it possible to
convert the image to other formats (jpeg, gif) or resize
and scale the image. Or, a metadata crosswalk service
can be associated with a digital object that contains
MODS metadata, making it possible to deliver other
metadata formats such as Dublin Core.

•

Management and Access APIs: A Fedora repository
runs as a service within a web server. All of its
functionality and all features of its digital object model
are accessible through well-defined REST and SOAP
interfaces. Thus, a Fedora repository can be easily
integrated into a variety of application environments
with different user interfaces.

6.1.5 Version management
Fedora stores a history of all modifications to digital objects. The
full history is accessible through the Fedora access API.

6.1.6 Configurable security architecture
Access to all aspects of the Fedora management and access API
can be controlled by fine-grained XML-based access-control
policies. These policies define sets of rules to permit or deny
access by users and groups to repository operations.

6.1.7 OAIPMH conformance
Fedora repositories are fully conformant with the interoperability
framework defined by the Open Archives Initiative Protocol for
Metadata Harvesting. The Fedora OAI-PMH service exploits
Fedora’s extensible metadata management, supporting harvest of
any form of metadata delivered by digital objects.

6.1.8 Preservation worthy
Fedora repositories incorporate a number of features that facilitate
the complex tasks associated with digital preservation. Internally
all Fedora digital objects are represented in the file system as files
in an open XML (FOXML) format. These XML files include
data and metadata for the objects plus relationships to services
and other objects. The entire structure of a Fedora repository can
be rebuilt from the information in these files. In addition, Fedora
repositories are compliant with the Reference Model for an Open
Archival Information System (OAIS) due to their ability to ingest
and disseminate Submission Information Packages (SIPS) and
Dissemination Information Packages (DIPS) in standard
container formats such as METS and MPEG-DIDL.

7.METADATA MANAGEMENT: THE
FEDORA WAY [5]
For the long-time preservation and maintenance of digital objects
and to support interoperability, it becomes mandatory for any
digital archiving package to provide flexible way to manage
various metadata schemas. An ideal system should be capable of
supporting activities like metadata editing, import, export, schema
validation and preserving the relationship among various
metadata schemas, services and objects.
Before getting the picture of handling the metadata in Fedora it is
necessary to understand two basic terms specific to Fedora, i.e.
Digital Object and Datastream. A digital object is basic unit for
information aggregation in Fedora and basically consists of:
1.

An identifier or PID (Persistence Identifier); and

2.

Dublin Core metadata that provides the basic
description of the digital object.

A datastream is a component of a digital object that represents
data source. A digital object can have just the basic Dublin core
metadata set or it can have any number of datastreams associated
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with it. Here it is worth to mention that each datastream can be
any mime typed data or metadata.
Basically, Fedora by its own describes the digital objects in
Dublin core. But there are various ways by which other metadata
formats can be incorporated. The metadata datastreams can be
associated and managed locally or by some externally referenced
data source.
It provides five ways to associate metadata to a digital object:

•

Internal XML metadata (Internal management of
metadata): In internal XML metadata, the metadata
and the datastream is stored in XML format and it is
restricted to a well-formed XML, as it will be stored
inline with the part of XML structure of the digital
object. This is best way to associate metadata with the
datastream as in this case the datastream content is
stored as part of the XML structure of the digital object
itself and is thus included when the digital object is
exported which helps in archiving.

•

Managed content: Metadata is stored with a particular
digital object inside the repository. The XML
restrictions are not that much with this type of metadata
association and the content can be of any mime type.

•

External referenced content: Third approach of
managing metadata is importing it from external source
just by providing a reference URL. The fetched
metadata is stored inside the repository with the digital
object.
Redirect Content: Here, the metadata is not stored
inside the repository but at a web accessible location.
Here the reference is given by providing the URL of the
metadata file.

•

•

By using some external or local Service: As fedora
can store as many metadata datastreams with a
particular digital object, it is always good to store one
metadata format rather than packing multiple metadata
formats with a digital object. It is possible to package a
single base metadata format in a digital object (for
example, fully qualified Dublin Core) and use that base
format as the basis of metadata crosswalks. To do this,
one could associate an XSLT engine (e.g. saxon)
service with the digital object that processes the base
format with a transform XSL document (packaged as a
datastream in another digital object) to derive one or
more additional formats.
In all of the above methods, XML files containing
PREMIS elements in METS container can be
associated. For Internal XML Metadata an XML
schema definition is required for proper validation as it
requires formal rules/restrictions.

8. CONCLUSIONS
The Fedora architecture is based on the concept of objectoriented programming, a software design method that models
digital objects using classes that define properties of the objects

and operations that may be performed by those objects. Fedora
employs XML and METS (Metadata Encoding Transmission
Standard) to create digital objects by encapsulating content, along
with metadata about the content, and actions that can be
performed on the content. This linkage of the content to the
applications that are used to search, render, and display it
distinguishes Fedora from other digital repository systems.
Clients (administrative or patrons) interact with the Fedora
repository through an application-programming interface (API)
that provides management and access services.
Fedora software assures that the object-oriented architecture of
Fedora makes migrations less risky and less complex for
repositories storing heterogeneous collections.
Comparatively, Fedora doesn’t have much support to many of the
routine activities, e.g. workflow management, access control, selfarchiving, web based submission modules, role management, etc.
Various third party tools are available for Fedora to perform
almost all of the above tasks. Some of them are Fez, Elated,
Valet, Muradora, etc. One of the important features of Fedora
architecture is that it has the flexibility to deal with the diversity
of electronic record types, supports versioning to preserve access
to former instantiations of both content and services, can manage
digital objects as items within a collection and manage collections
with complex structures and includes a technology suite that
incorporates XML and Web Services, which are ideally suited to
nourish and develop preservation networks.
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ABSTRACT
Johns Hopkins University (JHU) is the lead institution for The
Data Conservancy, an international network of partners working
toward the development of sustainable data curation infrastructure
through a pending US National Science Foundation DataNet
award. The Data Conservancy (DC) embraces a shared vision:
data curation is not an end, but rather a means to collect, organize,
validate, preserve and make available data to address the grand
research challenges that face society. DC’s sustainability plans
encompass both technological and economic dimensions.
One of the major challenges for DC will relate to continuously
changing technologies and end user expectations. The DC
technical framework comprises a set of highly cohesive, loosely
coupled components, each with well-defined interfaces and unit
tests. This design will facilitate migrations from less effective or
deprecated approaches to newer, superior ones. Component
replacement will primarily involve adapting the new technology
to the corresponding interfaces and validating it against the
component’s unit tests. This makes future software integration
more tractable by clarifying the upgrade path and reducing the
costs, risks, and complexity. DC will maximize conformance to
widely accepted data, format and interface standards.
DC economic sustainability rests upon a “diversified portfolio”
approach that includes alignment of DC’s deliverables with
existing partner institution priorities, well-defined scientific needs
and multiple revenue streams. DC Principal Investigator G.
Sayeed Choudhury is a member of the Blue Ribbon Task Force on
Sustainable Digital Preservation and Access (BRTF-SPDA). The
BRTF-SPDA has developed its first year report that outlines the
“positive” (in the economics sense of “what is” or state of the art)
aspects of the current environment.
Over the course of the
upcoming year, the BRTF-SPDA will shift its focus to the
“normative” (in the economics sense of “what ought to be”)
dimensions in order to develop economic models for
sustainability that account for costs and revenues during rapidly
changing conditions. DC will incorporate the findings of the
BRTF-SPDA as part of its sustainability efforts.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.7 [Information Systems]: Digital Libraries – collection,
dissemination, standards, systems issues.
K.6.0 [Management of Computing and Information Systems]:
General – economics.

General Terms

Mark.evans@tessella.com

Management, Design, Economics, Standardization.

Keywords
Data Curation, Digital Preservation, Sustainability, Service
Oriented Architecture, Frameworks, Data Standards.

1. INTRODUCTION
The Data Conservancy is an international network of partners
working toward the development of sustainable data curation
infrastructure through a pending United States (US) National
Science Foundation (NSF) DataNet award.
The DataNet
solicitation1 expresses NSF’s intention to support five “exemplar
national and global data research infrastructure organizations
(dubbed DataNet Partners) that provide unique opportunities to
communities of researchers to advance science and/or engineering
research and learning.” Johns Hopkins University is the lead
organization for The Data Conservancy (DC). US partner
institutions include: Cornell University, Encyclopedia of Life,
Fedora Commons, National Center for Atmospheric Research,
National Snow and Ice Data Center, Portico, Space Telescope
Science Institute, Tessella Inc., University of California Los
Angeles, and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.
International partner institutions include: Australian National
Data Service, Australian National University, British Library,
Digital Curation Centre, National Library of Sweden, University
of Queensland. Other partner institutions include: Microsoft
Research, Nature Publishing Group, the Optical Society of
America, the Sakai Foundation, and venture finance group Zoom
Intelligence.
The Data Conservancy embraces a shared vision: data curation is
not an end, but rather a means to collect, organize, validate,
preserve and make available data to address the grand research
challenges that face society. The overarching goal of The Data
Conservancy is to support new forms of inquiry and learning to
meet these challenges through the creation, implementation, and
sustained management of an integrated and comprehensive data
curation strategy. DC will address this overarching goal with a
comprehensive program comprising four inter-dependent threads:
1) infrastructure research and development, 2) computer science
and information science research, 3) broader impacts, and 4)
sustainability. The explicit identification of sustainability as one
of the four major threads of DC reflects the importance of this
particular topic. DC’s sustainability plans encompass both

1

http://www.nsf.gov/pubs/2007/nsf07601/nsf07601.htm
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technological and economic dimensions to help ensure persistent
data access for research and learning needs.

2. TECHNOLOGICAL SUSTAINABILITY
One of the major sustainability challenges for DC will relate to
continuously changing technologies and end user expectations.
For this reason, the DC technical framework comprises a set of
highly cohesive, loosely coupled components, each with welldefined interfaces and unit tests.
The technical framework of DC (Figure 1) will ensure that the
sustainable infrastructure preserves locally held data, curates data
in non-local locations, interfaces with the existing network of
national and international data centers, integrates with existing
scientific practices and services, and accommodates a diversity of
data types, software environments, and underlying hardware
systems. The framework is comprised of an Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) style preservation archive, a
Preservation / Curation Service (PCS), and a Format Registry
Service.

services will together provide a set of Dissemination services
supporting a rich set of capabilities for the discovery and access of
assets contained within or curated by the archive. Scientists will
be able to discover assets by a variety of means, such as simple
keyword and parametric search of both metadata and content, and
by navigation through multiple taxonomies or ontologies.
A format registry will enable the capture and use of representation
information (syntax, semantics, etc.) and policy related to the
managed data, enabling appropriate rendering and long-term
preservation management of this content.
The Format Registry service will support a local format registry
while providing links to global and other external registries such
as PRONOM [6] and GDFR [5]. The OAIS Reference Model is
well described elsewhere [4], but there are several components of
the preservation archive that bear further discussion. Storage
plugins will allow the abstraction of the storage interfaces
exposed directly to the Archival Storage component of the
preservation archive. We will implement several reference plugins
including one that will support standard Unix file system
semantics. Additionally, we will investigate the use of custom
storage plugins to enable access to non-local content registered
through the Curation service and may implement additional
plugins, depending on project needs. The External Storage
Interface will provide hooks to mechanisms that support data
protection.
The framework outlines a set of components that can be
implemented and reimplemented using a variety of existing
technologies or written anew. This component-based approach
will allow us to integrate new technologies as they become
relevant and to migrate seamlessly away from less effective
technologies as they become deprecated. This feature is especially
important as requirements arise based on evolving scientific
needs.
Component replacement will primarily involve adapting the new
technology to the existing interfaces and validating it against the
component’s unit tests. This makes future software integration
more tractable by clarifying the upgrade path and reducing the
costs, risks, and complexity. DC will maximize conformance to
widely accepted data, format and interface standards.

Figure 1: Data Conservancy Technical Framework
The PCS will support all end user and end system facing services.
We will create a set of content ingestion and metadata extraction
tools to enable deposit to a physically distributed and replicated
archive. Such tools known as Submission services will be
implemented as process flows behind the following service
interfaces that are exposed to contributing users and systems. A
Deposit service will accept data and metadata for preservation and
curation, passing it to the appropriate process flow. A Curation
service will support the identification of data being preserved
elsewhere for the purpose of extracting and creating metadata to
support its use in the future. An Import service will operate in a
manner similar to Curation, except that it will additionally gather
and store the referenced data for preservation. To support the
needs of data consumers Discovery, Export, and Presentation

Initial examples of existing repositories and research
environments whose integration within this framework would
provide immediate benefit include the Fedora Commons opensource repository, the Sakai community-source collaboration and
learning environment, and Microsoft Research’s (MSR) Research
Information Centre (RIC) and their currently unnamed research
output repository.
The Fedora Commons open-source repository and its related
components provide a robust foundation for research
environments supporting scientific and scholarly communities.
Fedora Commons enables interconnections of data, metadata and
operations by combining features of a robust data archive with
features of a knowledge network based on semantic technologies.
Fedora Commons is middleware that easily integrates with a
variety of larger frameworks and systems. The integration of
Fedora in the DC technical framework will build upon substantial
experience from other installations within eResearch
environments.
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Sakai is a community source project focused specifically on the
integration of research and education that has been considered as
a reference implementation for aspects of the eResearch
framework in the UK. Data repository services and interfaces will
support the data-centered activities of the information lifecycle
management for eResearch identified in the final report of the
Sakai VRE portal demonstrator [7]. While this report mainly
addresses user tools for research, the research lifecycle implies
requirements for data storage and services, both for research and
teaching purposes. These requirements will provide direction as to
which of the several repository integration strategies already
underway in Sakai will be most suitable for DC framework
integration.
The Microsoft Research (MSR) research output repository will be
capable of efficiently and robustly storing various types of data
and the relationships between them. MSR will also provide a
collection of services to enable a repository for which no
additional software development is necessary. MSR and the
British Library are developing Research Information Centre
(RIC), which integrates collaboration services and supports
aggregation of research-related information and services and
common research tasks into an easy-to-use environment. This
combined approach of incorporating open-source and commercial
software will demonstrate that the DC technical framework can
accommodate a diversity of technologies and sustainability
strategies.

3. ECONOMIC SUSTAINABILITY
DC economic sustainability rests upon a “diversified portfolio”
approach that includes alignment of DC’s deliverables with
existing partner institution priorities, well-defined scientific needs
and multiple revenue streams. As an example, JHU is currently
engaged in prototype development projects that include Fedora
Commons, Sakai, and MSR research output repository. As part of
the aforementioned Submission Services, JHU and MSR are codeveloping a set of authoring tools, publication submission
workflows, and associated repository services to submit data
associated with scientific articles into a persistent digital archive
[3]. One of the near-term DC deliverables will include production
versions of this prototype system.
DC will bolster its
sustainability prospects by aligning its goals with such existing
institutional priorities.
It is worth noting that each of these technologies is supported
through different sustainability strategies. Fedora Commons is
supported through a grant from the Gordon and Betty Moore
Foundation and a community of software developers and
practitioners. Similarly, the Sakai Foundation taps into a
community of contributors, yet also relies upon institutional
membership fees. MSR gains its support from the larger
Microsoft Corporation. DC will leverage the tap into the diverse
sources of funding and human resources of its partner institution
network.
On a broader level, JHU particularly brings a strong institutional
commitment to DC’s goals and experience generating diverse
revenue streams. For example, JHU has created a Presidentiallevel Climate Change Task Force whose work will connect with
DC. By choosing the library as its lead institution for DC, JHU
has recognized its library’s leadership in this realm. The
Association of Research Libraries eScience Task Force report [1]

discusses the need for libraries to make structural adjustments.
The DC offers an excellent environment to make these
adjustments in a strategic manner and to provide a model for
libraries in the data age. Beyond institutional support, the JHU
Libraries embrace creative business models that reflect the value
generated by their projects. For example, the Entrepreneurial
Library Program (ELP) of the JHU Libraries is a unique,
innovative group that delivers fee-based information and library
services. Through the ELP, the JHU Libraries have raised
significant revenue through consulting and customizing services.
With the expertise and guidance of ELP, JHU has recently signed
a memorandum of understanding and statement of work with the
Astrophysical Research Consortium to build a digital archive of
the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) data. This arrangement
includes funding from ARC to JHU that will subsidize the costs of
the underlying storage architecture for DC infrastructure.
For other partner institutions within DC, this alignment of
existing priorities with DC goals takes the form of defining
scientific needs.
Cornell University, National Center for
Atmospheric Research, University of California at Los Angeles
and University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign have well
established information science research capacity related to
understanding scientific data practices and needs. DC will build
on these capacities to ensure that well-defined scientific needs
determine the data curation requirements, particularly toward
service provision. In this regard, DC provides an opportunity for
a feedback mechanism. The aforementioned SDSS agreement
represents an excellent, tangible set of requirements that can be
factored into the information science research agenda. Through
the development of the most eagerly required scientific
capabilities, DC will feature services with high demand thereby
bolstering its prospects for economic sustainability.

3.1 Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable
Digital Preservation and Access
DC Principal Investigator (PI) G. Sayeed Choudhury is a member
of the Blue Ribbon Task Force on Sustainable Digital
Preservation and Access (BRTF-SPDA). As indicated on its
website the BRTF-SPDA has the following goals:
•

Conduct an analysis of previous and current models for
sustainable digital preservation, and identify current
best practices among existing collections, repositories
and analogous enterprises.

•

Develop a set of economically viable recommendations
to catalyze the development of reliable strategies for the
preservation of digital information.

•

Provide a research agenda to organize and motivate
future work in the specific area of economic
sustainability of digital information.

The BRTF-SPDA [2] has developed its first year report that
outlines the “positive” (in the economics sense of “what is” or
state of the art) aspects of the current environment. Over the
course of the upcoming year, the BRTF-SPDA will shift its focus
to the “normative” (in the economics sense of “what ought to be”)
dimensions in order to develop economic models for
sustainability that account for costs and revenues during rapidly
changing conditions.
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These economic models will provide the theoretical and practical
framework for partnerships such as DC to develop sustainable
policies and practices for data curation. The economic team of
BRTF-SPDA recently called for “preservation frameworks” that
describe types of data, current approaches, and proposed models.
Based on a review of these frameworks, the economic team of
BRTF-SPDA has chosen the SDSS agreement as one of the first
case studies for further development. DC will incorporate the
findings of the BRTF-SPDA as part of its sustainability efforts,
with SDSS as the important first case study.

3.2 Sustainability Team
DC features teams for each of four threads mentioned in the
introduction, including sustainability. The DC sustainability team
includes the head of the JHU ELP Barbara Pralle, Optical Society
of America publisher/senior director John Childs, PI Choudhury,
Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition senior
consultant Raym Crow, Portico executive director Eileen Fenton,
JHU senior director for corporate and foundation relations
Deborah Perrone, and a representative from the venture finance
group Zoom Intelligence.
DC will benefit from the expertise of these diverse individual and
institutional perspectives. The DC sustainability team will focus
on developing business requirements and models that will
complement the scientific and technical requirements identified
through the infrastructure and information science teams. The
most important point to stress is that the sustainability team will
introduce business requirements at the beginning of DC’s data
infrastructure development effort.
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National Policy on Digital Preservation for India: A Basic
Framework
Jagdish Arora and Usha Mujoo Munshi

1. Introduction
The digital technology offers several advantages over their print counter-part, however, preservation is not one of them since associated
technologies are in a continuous flux of change. There is a constant threat of backward compatibility for digital contents that were created
using older versions of software. The digital content face constant threat of “techno-obsolescence” and transitory standards for file formats,
compression techniques, hardware components and network interfaces. Digital preservation is a cost-intensive process and requires
continuing attention and monitoring well after the analogue materials have been digitized and ingested into a collection. The national
digital preservation policy should highlight country’s ongoing commitment to its digitally preserved valuable collections.
Although digital preservation and digitization are related they are two distinct activities. While digitization is one-time activity, digital
preservation is an ongoing process. Preservation of digital resources continues long after completion of digitization of analogue materials.
However, since parameters used in the process of digitization can adversely affect preservation and access of digital objects created in the
process of digitization, policy for capturing content (born digital or scanned from analogue media) is prerequisite to the policy on digital
preservation.
The India is rich in terms of arts and cultural heritage resources (including manuscripts, works of art and artifacts) as well as scholarly
resources generated in educational institutions. A number of organizations possess such resources. It is, therefore, important to evolve a
National Digital Preservation Policy to ensure the preservation of valuable information and cultural heritage resources for their long-term
preservation in digital format. The Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, Government of India has set up a “National
Digital Preservation Programme (NDPP)” with an aim to evolve a policy and identify agencies with larger stakes.

2. Basic Premises
i)

Digital objects are created in academic institutions, R & D organizations, commercial establishments, etc. in a highly distributed
environment. As such the protocols and parameters used in the process of digitization should be well-defined. Besides, enforcing
protocols and parameters, digital collections should undergo the process of approval to ensure that the digitized collections are
created with due consideration for their long-term preservation;

ii)

The creator, owner or provider of digital information owns the responsibility of preserving it or to deposit it into a secured digital
repository. It is, therefore, desirable to design a system of digital preservation that facilitates archiving at the stage of creation of
digital objects;

iii)

Long-term digital preservation requires elaborate digital archiving infrastructure capable of supporting distributed digital archives.
Such an infrastructure requires trusted organizations and technological partners capable of hosting, storing, migrating and
providing access to digital content; and

iv)

Preservation is a ongoing process that commences with creation of a digital object and its purpose is to transmit the authenticate
copy of digital objects to the future generations;

3. Challenges
Some of the challenges in implementing an effective digital preservation programme are as follows:

i)

Rapid changes in technology are a major challenge for implementing digital preservation. E-publishing technology that enables
variety of formats and dissemination is in a continuous flux of change. Establishing a programme that is responsive to change is a
huge challenge;

ii)

Digital preservation is a cost-intensive activity on ongoing nature involving several participants and organizational commitment.
Sustenance of digital preservation programme is a major challenge;
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iii)

The dynamic nature of digital document itself is a challenge. Web sites, as well as several other digital documents have imbedded
links to other web sites / documents that are changing all the time;

iv)

Digital resources, in many cases, are tied to platforms and application software that are used for creating them. Preservation of such
digital objects with all their components, attributes and functionalities is not possible;

v)

The storage media used for storing digital contents are inherently unstable and highly fragile because of problems inherent to
magnetic and optical media that deteriorate rapidly and can fail suddenly because of exposure to heat, humidity, airborne
contaminants, or faulty reading and writing devices. Effective digital preservation warrants continuing migration from one media to
another;

vi)

Digital documents are available in a large variety of formats and styles. New formats such as hypertext, multimedia, dynamic web
pages, geographic information systems and interactive video have emerged. Each format or style poses distinct challenges relating to
its encoding and compression for digital preservation; and

vii) IPR

issues in digital environment have implications not only on digital content but also to any associated software. Long-term
preservation and access may require migration of digital material into new forms or emulation of the original operating environment
which may not be possible without appropriate legal permissions from the original rights owners of the content and underlying
software.

4. Goals of Digital Preservation
i)

Recreating Digital Object on New Platform: Primary objective of digital preservation is migration and recreation of digital
objects on newer platform with all its essential features and components.

ii)

Preserve Essence: It is tempting to preserve digital materials with all its features, functionalities and components. However, it
may not always be possible to do so. For example, it may not be advisable to preserve a MS Word document in its native format,
however, a PDF version can be preserved that represent all its essential features including layout, fonts and formatting.

iii)

Authenticity of Preserved Digital Object: Ideal preservation system should ensure authenticity of digital object. It should serve
as a reliable and neutral communication channel for transmitting preserved digital objects to the future.

5. Objectives
The primary objective of the National Digital Preservation Policy for India is to preserve the intellectual and cultural heritage of the
country. The objectives of the policy are as follows:

i)

National commitment to the people of its country to preserve and provide current and continuous access to digital and digitized
material;

ii)

Identify, select and acquire digital assets, including materials that originated in digital form (born digital) and those that were
converted from analogue media to digital form through digitization process to be preserved across new generations of technologies;

iii)

Protect country’s digital investments through a fully-implemented digital preservation programme;

iv)

Provide for sustainable funding for the preservation programme and its distributed digital archiving infrastructure;

v)

Identify, select and support trusted organizations and core working groups to develop and operate distributed digital archiving
infrastructure and provide requisite training and support;
Develop an affordable and cost-effective methods using means such as system-wide integration, shared responsibilities, and
automating human-intensive efforts;

vi)
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vii)

Ensure compliance to prevailing protocols and standards for digital preservation and expand, and develop digital preservation
methods that are appropriate to promote inter-institutional cooperation and collaboration nationally and internationally; and

viii)

Identify, share and contribute to the best practices in digital preservation.

6. Scope
The scope of the national digital preservation policy is to identifying, securing, and providing the means to preserve and ensure ongoing
access to selected digital assets distributed across the country in academic institutions, R & D organizations, libraries and museums. Not all
of the digital content can be preserved. The National Digital Preservation Programme may, therefore, commit to those classes of objects
with associated preservation priorities and levels of commitment:
Born digital materials - Rigorous effort should be made to ensure preservation in perpetuity of material selected for preservation, both
scholarly resources and institutional records.
Digitized materials – Print material that has already been digitized (including manuscripts, art works, images and pictures, etc.) should be
preserved with its print copy.

7. Principles and Policies
General
i)

Preserve material according to physical medium (text, audio, video, etc.) and intellectual content incorporating significant
properties of digital material. This will enable preservation of `look and feel’ of the original;

ii)

Preserve the original bit-stream of digital objects according to collection policy retention decisions;

iii)

Establish procedures to meet archival requirements pertaining to the provenance, chain of custody, authenticity, and integrity (bitlevel and content) of institutional records and assets

iv)

Schedule preservation activities within appropriate timeframe. Some activities can be postponed to a later date without threat to its
existence, while others may require immediate attention due to technology obsolescence or other factors;

v)

Work with developers of application software to use i) non-proprietary file formats; ii) file formats that are de-facto standards; iii)
improve the longevity of proprietary file formats to reduce the frequency and complexity of the digital preservation actions;

vi)

Implement tools and techniques of knowledge management so as to apply knowledge gained from previous experience by all the
participants in distributed environment with the preservation of older materials so as to ensure that preservation of current materials
is more effective and efficient despite an uncertain technological future;

vii)

manage hardware, software, and storage media containing archival copies of digital content in accordance with environmental,
quality control, security, and other standards and requirements;

viii)

Apply best practice from the print world where it is applicable for the preservation of digital materials;

ix)

Collaborate, cooperate and coordinate nationally and internationally with the key players in digital preservation. Share experience
with and learn from other organizations through selective national and international collaboration. Join international initiatives and
platforms like Digital Preservation Coalition (DPC) and participate in its agenda to share expertise, foster collaborative projects,
and raise awareness of current developments in digital preservation.

x)

Perform experimental preservation activities using demonstrative digital materials;
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xi)

Process of preservation is inseparable from its access.

Digital Repositories
xii)

Make provision for setting-up flexible, scalable, reliable and certified distributed digital repositories to ensure continued access to
digital collection;

xiii)

Ensure that the distributed digital archives are interoperable and are set-up open source software, whenever feasible;

xiv)

Implement relevant international standards and practices for setting-up trusted digital repositories including:

a. Setting-up of trusted digital repositories;
b. Conform to Open Archival Information System (OAIS) Reference Model
c. Apply metadata standards such as METS, Dublin Core
d. Use persistent identifiers such as CNRI’s handles or OCLC’s Persistent URL
xv)

Evolve consistent, well-documented policies, procedures and practices for operation of the distributed digital archives across
collaborative institutions

Access Management
xvi)

Define policies and procedures for the preservation and availability of digital assets respectful of intellectual property ownership
and rights.

xvii)

Tools and techniques, relevant standards and best practice for access arrangement should be followed to address appropriate rights
and permissions requirements and administrative concerns.

Digital Asset Management System
xviii) Use Digital Asset Management System to identify, track and flag digital assets that require migration across new generations of
technologies.

8. Define Channels for Acquisition of Digital Materials
i)

Sources of digital objects may include resources that are “born digital”, digital resources that are acquired from external agencies, or
licensed digital resources.

ii)

Existing “Delivery of Books Act of India” should be revised to incorporate delivery of digital publications as well as to make
provision for delivery of digital materials in preference to their print counterpart.

iii)

Assess and document complete lifecycle of digital materials at acquisition and /or creation stage including decisions on its retention,
use and preservation so as to ensure minimum loss of digital content, functionality and accessibility.

iv)

Protocols and parameters used in the process of digitization should be well-defined. Besides, enforcing protocols and parameters,
digital collections should undergo the process of approval to ensure digitized collections are created with due consideration for their
long-term preservation.

v)

The National Digital Preservation Policy should also include Web Archiving Programme to capture and preserve web-based materials.
The International practices, expertise and toolsets that are already available nationally and internationally should be used.

vi)

Selection of digital material for preservation is an ongoing process intimately connected to the active use of the digital files. As such,
digital materials may be disposed-off or maintained with a lower level of confidence of successful preservation due to practical
considerations. Guidelines for these decisions should be developed and clear responsibilities will be assigned for decision making.
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9. Metadata
The following types of metadata will be created and maintained so as to ensure continued access to all digital objects and their long-term
preservation:


Access and retrieval (Descriptive metadata)



Navigation (Structural Metadata)



E-resource Management: Rights and permissions (Administrative Metadata)



Hardware and software Required (Technical Metadata)



Long-term preservation (Preservation Metadata including provenance metadata)

Preservation metadata that describes and records a range of activities concerned with preserving specific digital objects is important for
long-term accessibility of digital objects. Comply with the existing preservation metadata standards (PREMIS / METS) for effective
preservation of digital objects.

10. Persistent Identifiers / Handles
Three registry or resolver-based applications that are being used currently for providing persistent URLs to digital objects to ensure that no
digital object is lost. These services are: PURL, handles and DOI. It is proposed that CNRI’s Handles can be used to assign persistent
identifiers to digital objects in India. India may also set-up its own handle server if desired.

11. Digital Content Types and File Formats
Digital content may include text-based resources (books, journals, theses and dissertations), resources generated using office applications
(spreadsheets, Power Point Presentations), Electronic Records (E-mails, financial and administrative records, etc), Audio, Video, images
and animations (movies, documentaries, speeches, conference recordings, high-resolution images of works of arts). As far as possible, the
archival version of the digital content should be preserved in a lossless, non-proprietary format or file formats that are considered as de
facto standards.

Examples of Digital Content Type
The format landscape is ever changing as new formats emerge overtime. Examples of digital formats include:

Content Type

Format Example

Text

ASCII (ANSIX3.4 ECMA-6, ISO646), UTF-8 Unicode

Audio (voice, music) AIFF, Wave, MP3
Video

MPEG, MPEG-2, AVI

Image

Gif , JPEG, JPEG2000, TIFF (TIFF4.0, TIFF5.0, TIFF6.0)

12. Secured Storage, Back-up, Maintenance Strategies, Storage and Disaster Recovery
i)

Deploy appropriate storage management for digital content, utilizing on-line, near-line, and off-line storage as appropriate;
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ii)

Conform to standards and best practices (including online, offline and near-line storage and RAID implementation) to make
communication between these storage system possible so as to make backup, disaster recovery and hardware migration less risky
and more economical;

iii)

An archival master copy (highest resolution, fullest capture, lossless compression) should be kept in the secured digital
repository isolated from the repository available for access and use with a schedule for regular refreshment, and migration;

iv)

Resources that are currently in use should be kept online with regular backup, refreshment and migration;

v)

Provide for adequate redundancy through mirror sites or caching, etc. Store multiple copies of each digital object in different
physical locations;

vi)

Take backups and apply integrity checking to ensure that no data is lost due to media decay, or catastrophe;

vii)

Assess the risks for loss of content posed by technology variables such as commonly used proprietary file formats and software
applications; and

viii)

Set-up a disaster prevention and recovery programme to handle emergent situations;

13. Digital Preservation Strategies
There are several short-term and long-term digital preservation strategies. No single strategy is appropriate for all data types, situations or
institutions. A number of strategies may, therefore, be necessary to cover the range of objects and characteristics to be preserved. A
National Digital Preservation Programme, therefore, should pursue a range of digital preservation strategies to ensure that preservation
strategy used is feasible, sustainable, practicable and appropriate. Implement and evolve digital preservation strategies as mentioned below:


Medium and Long-term Preservation: Medium-term preservation refers to continued access to digital materials beyond changes in
technology for a defined period of time but not indefinitely. Long-term digital preservation refers to continued access to digital
materials, or at least to the information contained in them, indefinitely. Such digital preservation strategies include: Migration,
Viewers and Migration at the Point of Access Emulation, Canonicalization, Emulation, Restricting Range of Formats and Standards,
Reliance on Standards, Data Abstraction and Structuring, Encapsulation, Software Re-engineering and Universal Virtual Computer.



Short-term preservation: Access to digital materials either for a defined period of time while use is predicted but which does not
extend beyond the foreseeable future and/or until it becomes inaccessible because of changes in technology. Such digital preservation
strategies include: Bit-stream Copying, Refreshing, Replication, Technology Preservation or Computer Museum and Backwards
Compatibility and Version Migration.



Alternative strategies: Alternative strategies are not essentially preservation strategies but are alternatives that are considered in case
of failure to implement digital preservation strategies. It includes: Analogue Backups and Digital Archaeology or Data Recovery.

Select the most appropriate strategy for the preservation of the digital object. Migration and emulation are the most widely adopted
strategies for the long-term preservation of digital resources. Migration may lead to compromise in the integrity and cause loss of
functionality of digital objects. Moreover, it has to be done regularly during the life cycle of a digital object. The process of emulation
recreates the functionality and avoids repeated costs associated with migration. However, none of the strategies has not been tested widely.

14. Monitoring and Evaluation
i)

Evolve monitoring and evaluation processes and programmes to ensure quality assurance and quality control; and

ii)

Implement a comprehensive technology watch mechanism to monitor and provide advance warning of the need for preservation
action. Keep abreast of technological change and monitor new developments in the digital preservation field, including an
awareness of international standards.

15. Training and Awareness
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Make provision for training and awareness programmes (both in technology and metadata creation) for manpower in organizations
responsible for maintaining digital archiving infrastructure as well as in libraries, museums and other institutions.

16. Roles and Responsibilities and Funding
Responsibility for digital preservation should logically rest with the organization responsible for creation of digital content. The national
digital preservation policy aims at providing broader guidelines that should be followed / adopted by organizations responsible for creation
of digital content.
Digital preservation activities, including maintenance of trustworthy and certified digital repositories, back-up and migration of digital
content, imparting training, etc. would require dedicated manpower, computing and networking infrastructure, consumables in different
organizations. These organizations would require requisite funding for this purpose. It would, therefore, be desirable to involve major
ministries and other stakeholders for proper implementation of the National Policy on Digital Preservation.
Agencies funding digitization project should ensure continual availability of digital resources that are created through funding provided by
them by taking organizational commitment of grantee. Moreover, these agencies may also increase research support and ensuring that
indirect or direct costs included in the grant proposals help meet the costs of data management, data sharing and preservation.
Ministry of Communication and Information Technology, Ministry of Culture and Ministry of Human Resource Development and
autonomous institutions under these ministries have a larger role to play in the process of evolving and implementing a National Digital
Preservation Policy.
17.

Epilogue

This framework provides broader aspects of digital preservation for further discussions and deliberations with an aim to formulate a robust
national digital preservation policy that can be implemented nation-wide and monitored through various distributed centres so that nation’s
scholarly content and cultural and intellectual heritage can be preserved and made accessible in digital format.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, the author provides a high level background history
of the Washington State Digital Archives -- the first digital
repository in the United State dedicated to the preservation of the
long term legal, historical and fiscal records of state and local
government. Also described are the background issues that lead
to the legislative support and funding of a digital repository, the
creation of the feasibility study and proof-of-concept, and the
lessons learned from the process.
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H.3.7 Digital Libraries: Collection, Systems Issues, User Issues

General Terms
Management, Human Factors, Legal Aspects.

Keywords
Compliance, Digital Archiving, Lessons Learned, Records
Management

1. INTRODUCTION
The Washington State Digital Archives was the first archives in
the United States dedicated specifically to the preservation of
electronic records that have permanent legal, fiscal or historical
value from both state and local agencies. Located in Cheney, WA
on the Eastern Washington University campus, the program was
developed from the ground up to address the complex problem of
preserving electronic records with a records management
framework. The web interface and database storehouse were
custom designed specifically by the Digital Archives to: hold the
cultural and intellectual assets found throughout the state, provide
simple, straight forward access to researchers, and comply with
existing standards. This paper will provide a high-level overview
of the development of the digital archives concept, obtaining the
funding and legal support, and building the program. Also
discussed are the challenges that needed to be overcome and the
lessons learned from the project.

2. LEGAL FOUNDATION
Since 1954, the State of Washington has had legislation requiring
the proper management of the records of the state. RCW 40-14
states “any records that have been made by or received by any
agency of the state of Washington in connection with the
transaction of public business” are considered to be public
records. The key in this legislation is the use of the work ANY -there is no limiting factor to the file format, type, generation or

location on the record. This law clearly includes records in all
formats, including secondary copies and those that exists
exclusively in an electronic format. The law further goes on to
state that “no public record may be destroyed unless it is on an
approved retention schedule”. This single law has created a large
compliance problem through the state. Simply put -- there is NO
agency within the State of Washington that is in compliance with
this regulation. Electronic records are being destroyed, lost and
mismanaged as a routine course of business even though strong
rules and regulations are in place requiring such records be kept.

3. LACK OF COMPLIANCE
The reason for this poor level of compliance is three-fold. First,
there is a noticeable and identifiable lack of understanding,
education, knowledge and experience on how to deal with
electronic records within a legal records management framework.
This not only applies to the agencies themselves, but also to the
Washington State Archives -- the agency within the state that has
been identified as the state ‘watch dog’ responsible for the proper
management and preservation of the records of the state. In the
knowledge vacuum that exits, agencies are left to their own
devices, where path of least resistance is the common choice.
Secondly, there is a strong resistance to change in any
environment. People simply like to do things ‘the way we have
always done it. If it worked in the past, it’s good enough for me’.
Almost universally the records producer is already at or near the
limit of productivity. To add in yet another requirement of having
to actively manage the large number of emails, desktops
documents, reports and other records generated on a daily basis
would cut significantly into their daily work, work that remains
their primary focus. The mindset remains that while records
management would be ‘nice’, the producers are neither properly
trained nor do they have the tools to do such. That remains the
responsibility of the State Archives.
Which leads to the last leg of the non-compliance stool; the tools
do not exist with the state environment to provide for the
effective, efficient management of electronic records. In the paper
based environment, producers had file folders, cabinets and a preexisting filing system to put the records into. In the environment
that exists today, new hard drives are empty of any such preexisting systems allowing each knowledge worker to create their
own filing plan that makes sense to them, and more often than
not, little sense to anyone else.

4. OFFICE OF SECRETARY OF STATE
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Secretary of State Sam Reed understood these limitations when he
took office in 2000. The Secretary of State in Washington is the
second highest elected official within the state, and since the state
was founded in 1889 has had two primary constitutional
responsibilities: oversee the elections in the state, and safeguard
the records of the state. As an open and democratic society,
citizens understood the importance of elections and maintaining
their integrity, but they had little understanding or appreciation
for the records of the state. Fortunately, Secretary Reed was the
auditor for Thurston County from 1978 until elected Secretary of
State in 2000. As one of the primary duties of county auditors is
to publically record documents that stipulate and maintain
citizens’ rights, such as marriage, land titles, power of attorney
notations, etc., Reed had an intimate understanding of the
importance of preserving these records.

4.1 Lack of E-records Management
The inability of the State Archives to effectively manage the
electronic records of the state was clearly illustrated when in the
mid 90s Auditor Reed installed an electronic imaging system in
Thurston County to scan all the documents for increased
workflow efficiency and access; then shred the paper as the
records center was out of space. Where in the paper environment
microfilmed copies would be sent to the archives, when Reed
attempted to send electronic copies, the State Archives refused
and informed him, that if he printed them out, they would take the
paper copies. One of his primary campaign points in 1999 was to
create the institutional capacity within the State Archives to deal
with the increasing use of electronic records in state government.

4.2 Funding Support
Upon taking office, Secretary Reed added a digital repository to
the agency technology portfolio. Strategies were developed to
identify the technology, policy and management factors that
would assist or hinder in the preservation of electronic records.
These strategies were then used to analyze how these factors
would affect the budget of the office and the new assets that
would be required. By 2001, a series of bills were introduced to
the legislature to fund the expansion of the State Archives role in
electronic records management. Substitute Senate Bill 6155 was
introduced allocating $826K to the design of a specialized facility
to store the electronic records, $13M toward the construction of
said facility and $650K to acquire the technology necessary to run
the facility. Substitute House Bill 1926 - Chapter 13 amended
RCW 36.22.175 to add a $1 surcharge to all recorded documents
within the State of Washington, with all fees collected to be
dedicated specifically to the digital archives budget.

5. CREATING A DIGITAL ARCHIVES
Throughout 2002, key members of the State Archives staff and
executives from the Secretary of State’s office toured some of the
most renowned archival institutions in the United States,
including the Library of Congress and the National Archives and
Records Administration. What they found was that nobody was
taking a comprehensive approach to electronic records
management. There were institutions that were web arraying
records, but those were very limited in scope and largely scanned
images of paper records. There were also institutions that were
accepting electronic records into the collection, but either just

accepting ASCII converted files, or simply taking everything and
placing the records in the vault alongside the paper records
without regard to technological obsolescence. These lessons
learned from others institutions were used to form the basis of the
business requirements for the system needing to be designed.

5.1 Construction Begins
By 2003, construction had begun on the facility that would be
located far eastern side of the state, three hundred miles from the
state capital. This location was chosen for two reasons: location
and politics. The location was chosen as it was geographically
removed from the center of state government with a large
mountain range between it and the seat of government. Eastern
Washington’s environment is high desert due to its elevation and
limited yearly rainfall, reducing risk of loss due to flooding.
Another important consideration was that the area was comprised
of basalt flats, cooled lava fields that supply a very firm
foundation, reducing the risk of earthquakes. From the political
end, the president of Eastern Washington University was
interested in creating partnership programs with state agencies in
order expand the cooperative opportunities with various degrees
offerings on campus. EWU was very willing to work with the
State Archives to provide land and resources in exchange for use
of the facility and the possibility of hosting interns from the
university graduate programs.

5.2 Feasibility Study
During the first half of 2003, a vendor independent consulting
firm was hired to conduct a feasibility study on the current state of
digital preservation: hardware, software and infrastructure.
Concurrently, the first of several targeted hires was announced for
the digital archives project. For the first time in state history, a
digital archivist was on staff. While the skill set was desperately
needed for the project, the timing for this hire was seriously
delinquent -- much of the key planning had already commenced.
The building was already planned and under construction and the
feasibility study near completion. Neither the consultants nor the
archives staff had a strong understanding of the space or system
requirements for a digital preservation system and it shows in the
organization of the building and the output of the consultants
work. While the feasibility study was strong in hardware and
storage subsystems, it was very week in the preservation
requirements and software systems. The facility had several
design flaws that limited its functionality and expansion
capabilities.

6. PROOF OF CONCEPT
Toward the end of 2003, a series of fortunate events paired up the
digital archivist and Microsoft Corporation. The digital archivist
was researching emerging technologies that would be use on the
project, one of which was Digital Rights Management (DRM).
Originally, the assumption was that there existed a strong need for
DRM within the system in order to safeguard and protect
information from release that by law should not be disclosed. As
the discussions between the digital archivists and Microsoft
continued, it was mutually determined that the biggest challenge
would not be protecting the data, but rather processing the large
amount of records that already existed in a timely fashion. Unlike
paper accessions, that are accepted, treated and tracked as one
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record set, the electronic records were to be treated as individual
records; each categorized, indexed and arranged independently.
This determination was based on two reasons: first, the
aforementioned unique filing systems of individuals, as well as
the method in which records are produced and stored, diverges
greatly from traditional paper filing and management; secondly, as
the record existed in an electronic environment, far greater
amounts of metadata existed and more complex indexing could be
done and exposed to the researcher -- allowing for faster, more
efficient search methodologies. As the discussions continued,
researchers from Microsoft were interested in the unique problems
presented by the long term management and preservation aspects
of records creation and offered to conduct a pilot project to
demonstrated some of the emerging technologies that could be
applied to this particular problem.
The State Archives provided a subset of data, comprised of record
sets from three county auditors, and Microsoft set about creating a
proof-of-concept (POC) that would demonstrate the capabilities
of a custom design solution. The key points of the POC would be
to consume large quantities of data, normalize this data into a
XML framework while converting non-standardized file formats
into ‘archival quality’ file formats, and place all original and
converted data into a web accessible database. This database
would provide security on the data based on the Department of
Defense records management standard DoD 5015.2, while also
leveraging off of the 2002 ISO standard Open Archival
Information System (OAIS) Reference Model. The OAIS model
was developed by a joint task force of the largest national space
agencies from around the globe, based on their experiences
attempting to preserve data from early space flight.

7. COTS VS HOME GROWN
The beginning of 2004 proved to be a pivotal point in the project.
The consultants’ feasibility study assessed the current state and
cost of commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) content management
systems and the facility was nearing completion. Based on the
consultants’ findings, none of the COTS options addressed
preservation of information, or more specifically, provided
solutions to the technological obsolescence issue or the wide
variety of file formats to be encountered. Additionally, the price
tag for the COTS solutions was in the neighborhood of $1.5M
initial investment, followed by an additional $500K-$1M per
agency, depending on the size. The largest prohibiting factor was
the licensing model prevalent among COTS products of the per
user license charge for both contributors and researchers. The
State of Washington has over 3300 state and local agencies,
totaling several hundred thousand employees; meaning the overall
cost of a state-wide implementation could be prohibitively
expensive. It was also made clear early on, that if the digital
archives interrupted the revenue stream received by local agencies
from the resale of certified copies, they would oppose the project.
Since none of the COTS solutions offered e-commerce
capabilities, satisfying the preservation requirements and the
political constraints would have proven to be a great challenge.

7.1 Custom Stakeholder-Driven Solution
Instead, based on the moderate success of the POC with Microsoft
and the open nature of developing a custom solution, it was
determined to be in the best interests of the project to create to

create a custom-built solution that would address all of the system
requirements. Building a custom solution would also put the
source code to the solution in the hands of the state, rather than
relying upon a third party to provide necessary bug fixes and
feature enhancements. When comparing the long term total cost
of ownership, it was determined that hiring a professional
software development consulting firm would result in a slightly
higher initial cost, but significantly lower on-going costs.
Furthermore, the system would be able to directly address all of
the feature requirements, functional and political, without the
bloat of unneeded features.
In February of 2004 a Request for Proposal was released using the
‘convenience’ contract process created by the state IS department.
The purpose of the ‘convenience’ contract was that vendors had
pre-accepted set terms to contracts issued by the state in order to
streamline and shorten the time required for contract negotiation.
Bids were accepted from consulting firms with a stated system
implementation date of October to coincide with the grand
opening of the new facility. A successful final candidate was
found in March, and business requirements, project timelines and
final contract negotiations began -- and continued for the next
fourth months. Despite the ‘convenience’ contract concept, there
were many stumbling blocks due to the large and historic nature
of the project.
The delay in starting the contract proved to be damaging to the
project. With a little more than three months before the grand
opening, months of lost ground had to be made up. Exacerbating
the issue was that fact that no one from the consulting
organization had any real understanding of ‘archiving’ electronic
records. Rather, their understanding was the typical IT concept of
writing data off to tape and sending the tape offsite. So in
addition to having to educate the archives staff, the consultants
also had to have a crash course in electronic records preservation.
Having to operate the project in a near-crisis mode stifled the
amount of prototyping and implementation discussions that would
normally have been required by a project of this magnitude. All
efforts were put into getting the product out the door, in a
functional state, for the grand opening.

8. GRAND OPENING
Come October 4, 2004, the system was ready for debut, barely.
The week leading up the grand opening was around the clock
development and ingestion of records. One of the more dedicated
contractors literally slept on the floor in front of the ingestion
servers, babying them along. But come debut time, the system
was stable with over four million searchable records, and survived
numerous hacker scans. Overall, the project was an incredible
success, but debuted prematurely. The system needed a major
overall within the first three months in order to keep pace with the
amount of searches conducted and records ingested. Two more
major overhauls would be required over the next three years due
to the rapid expansion and lack of real prototyping. But it
worked, and blazed a trail for other archives around the globe to
follow. The Washington State Digital Archives proved that it
could be done, should be done and was an achievable goal for a
governmental archives with little to no previous experience in
digital preservation. All that was required was relentless
leadership on the ground that had the vision, tenacity and support
to get the project done.
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9. LESSONS LEARNED

developed that shows promise and technologies have been tested
in the current environment.

9.1 Strong Executive Sponsorship
In order for a project of this nature to be successful, it will require
strong executive level sponsorship and active participation. The
executive sponsor will play a critical role in redefining
relationships and responsibilities between agencies and within
agency domains of influence. The executive sponsor will also play
a vital role in obtaining necessary funding and legislative changes
by forming the requisite political partnerships and utilizing
contacts to form a strong backing for the initiative.

9.2 Regular Cross Functional Team Meetings
It is strongly recommended that a cross functional team be created
when undertaking projects that have the potential to so profoundly
affect the way in which day to day business is conducted across an
agency. Representatives from HR, IT, Fiscal, Management,
Administration, etc. should be represented on the team, and
committed to the time requirements necessary for the project to be
successful. Potential end users from each functional unit within
the agency should have input during software requirements
development and prototyping of interface and workflow. The end
users are the experts at their job and should have input as they
will also be the advocates or doomsayers of the final system. One
of the largest contributors to software development failures is not
engaging end users early and often.

9.3 Training
The level of records management/retention training that had been
done in the state was inadequate for the legal responsibilities
toward records that all government employees have by virtue of
their positions. Many did not understand what records were, how
to deal with email, or if the agency even had records management
policies. Jointly with the creation of a project committee, a
training committee needs to be formed to look at ways to increase
the general level of understanding amongst government
employees of their responsibilities. This committee also should
formulate ‘recommended practices’ for policies and procedures.
By forming joint committees early in the process, by the time the
digital initiative is ready to launch, training should have been
created and begun, stressing the importance of the project. Early
and frequent training and educational opportunities will not only
better equip producers to manage electronic records but will
ultimately lead to the acceptance of the initiative as well.

9.4 Multiple Proof of Concept Iterations
Get something done and get it out there – rapid software
development is way to learn what works and what doesn’t. Using
strong, documented functional requirements, roll out a Proof-ofConcept (POC) to test specific iterations of functionality, the rest
of the system can be mocked up, static screens. But by starting
small and working incrementally, different approaches and
technologies can be tested, while errors will be found sooner
rather than later. This also allows for an excellent opportunity to
pull in the end user community repeatedly and get them engaged
in the process to achieve a sense of ownership. After the first POC
is rolled out, analyzed and commented on, another POC should
address the shortcomings of the first until a methodology is

9.5 Phased Implementation
Leveraging off the proof of concept, run the project as a series of
small focused phases, each one rolling out a new set of
functions/screens/record types, interleaved with POCs covering
the upcoming phase functionality and/or technology. Again, by
starting small and working incrementally, problems can be found
sooner and successes can be demonstrated earlier, allowing for
more support and understanding through the subsequent phases.
When attempting to bring more partners on board, add more
record sets, or obtain further funding, it is very advantageous to
have a functioning model and happy end users/beta testers to help
sell the business case to those who control the strings.

9.6 Software Prototyping
The Author is a strong believer in rapid prototyping as a
development concept during the phased implement and the POC
processes. One of the most difficult aspects of implementing a
digital repository is that there just do not exist sufficient numbers
of active government models to learn from. Therefore, a
noticeable portion of the system will need to be ‘make it up as you
go’. This concept leads to a high potential for failure for a least
part of the system. While it may look good on paper, it just may
not function well in the real world. It must be recognized going
into this process that major parts of the system may require
rework soon after deployment. To help alleviate this rework,
software prototyping can be utilized to try to determine which
method will seem to work the best based on our existing model
and knowledge of the environment. While this multiple
prototyping may seem a wasted effort, if carefully planned and
orchestrated, valuable knowledge for the long run will be gained
on what works and, just as importantly, what doesn’t work. This
knowledge, if well documented, will be valuable to the project as
it continues to evolve.

9.7 Distributed Non-Standardized
Environment
The one constant in government is that nothing is standardized.
Regardless of the IT standards established by the top IT authority
in the government, only a limited number of agencies are required
to follow those established standards. Local government, higher
education, judicial and legislative branches almost always go their
own way. Disparate systems must be accounted for in the initial
planning phases of the project or the project will ultimately fail in
that it will only interact with a limited subset of government. This
same philosophy must apply to software file formats as well.
Previous attempts to standardize on a ‘single file format’ for
government have thus far proven un-implementable and
ultimately unsuccessful. The same goes for major state wide
systems, such as imaging systems, ERP systems, emails systems
and the like. It is far better to plan a system that will be flexible
enough to handle whatever data is sent into it rather than design
around specific file formats or systems that are destined to change
within the next three to five years. Rather focus efforts on the
requirements of exporting the data into a neutral format that can
be ingested by the digital repository and maintained, migrated and
preserved. Use formats such as XML, PDF, TXT, HTML and the
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like that are open standards and the processes in which the data is
transferred to the repository with the appropriate metadata.

9.8 No Metadata Standards
Or rather too many metadata ‘standards’ exist. A metadata
standard that fits your environment will need to be created. There
are too many existing metadata ‘standards’ to be helpful in the
long run. While some are better than others, one will need to be
used that is applicable in a diverse government environment.
Therefore, it is recommended that the digital repository create a
metadata schema of its own that borrows from the best of the
metadata standards, while injecting a healthy dose of the current
archival ‘metadata’ captured with archival transfers and records
center storage, mixed with Encoded Archival Description (EAD)
fields where appropriate. By creating a metadata standard that fits
your environment and needs, templates can be created and
prefilled with some of the redundant information from one
transfer to a next and fully documented in an XML file with self
describing tags.

9.9 No Technology Experience in Agencies
It has to be assumed that there exists no technology experience
amongst the records keepers at target agencies; and that the IT
departments within the agencies have limited to no experience in
records management issues. Therefore it is very important to have
a core group of employees within your agency that have a strong
understanding of both IT and Records issues to be able to go into
the agencies and effectively communicate the goals of the project
and how the project intends to execute on these goals. In my
experience, when attempting to obtain an agreement with an
agency head to protect, preserve and store their records, the head
of IT would be there (rarely if ever was the records officer asked
to attend). It was my responsibility to explain to the head of IT
how I would go about ensuring the safeguarding of ‘their data’, at
least as well – if not better – than they could. Without a group of
effective communicators with strong understanding of both sides
of the shop, it will be more difficult in the beginning to obtain
partnership agreements. The process is made easier once a core
group of satisfied partners can serve as reference to the robustness
and security of the project. Additionally, lots of training should be
done to increase the level of records knowledge amongst IT, and
electronic records knowledge amongst records officers.

9.11 Limited Internal Expertise
The skill set necessary to design, develop and manage a digital
repository likely does not exist in the current environment.
Therefore, a comprehensive training plan and targeted recruitment
are recommended to address any shortcomings of the current staff
in IT and electronic records issues. There are a fair number of
basic IT certification programs that can be utilized for the IT
training side, but quality electronic records training is a bit harder
to come by. The Managing Electronic Records conference hosted
by Cohassett and Assoc in Chicago is one of the better
opportunities. SAA and ARMA often have targeted e-records
workshops that may also be of value.

9.12 Consultants Not Always Experts
Be wary of consultants that bill themselves as experts in electronic
archiving of data. Most likely they are strong IT powerhouses that
understand their way around a network, but have a very different
definition of ‘archiving’ from that which is required for long term
access to important government records. There are very few
‘experts’ in archival science as it is applied to electronic records,
so make sure to thoroughly vet any potential consults to
understand their strengths and weaknesses; and confirm that their
definitions (for instance archiving) match your understanding and
needs.

9.13 Cannot Disrupt Agency Business
Local government was very clear on this issue for the Washington
project. If the Digital Archives interrupted their revenue stream,
they would not support its implementation. Local government
typically operates on a very tight budget that they protect very
strenuously. If it is felt that a centralized repository will drive
away revenue generating business, local government will not
participate and work against the project as it seeks funding and
legislative updates. In order for the project to be successful,
methods of revenue sharing should be examined; one of the most
effective for Washington was offering e-commerce services to
collect orders and payments for pass-through back to the
originating agency to fulfill. While the amount of revenue was not
great, it does help reduce the foot traffic into the agency during
peak hours, and gives a sense of ownership and partnership to the
local agencies in the project. As a result, the local government
agencies are more willing to support the project and participate by
sending their records.

9.10 Unpredictable Growth Rate
Whatever system is designed, it needs to be flexible in its storage
growth rate. As agencies start to come on aboard to store records
in a digital repository, the amount of records they will be bringing
with them is unknown and unpredictable; even though two similar
agencies will be of similar size and records holdings, the amount
of data they store electronically can vary widely. Whatever storage
technology is chosen, it should be one that can be easily and
rapidly increased to meet the storage demands as they are
discovered. Following a storage-on-demand philosophy will keep
the agency from overbuying storage in the beginning, and
allowing for better prices down the road as storage prices
decrease. Specific technologies to evaluate for an archival system
are NAS, SAN and direct attached storage units.

9.14 Cannot Add Burden to Agencies
Whatever workflow and methodologies are employed to transfer
records into the repository, it must have a low burden on the IT
departments of participating agencies. Most IT departments are
already pushing the envelope of available time and resources
without an additional requirements forced upon them. The digital
repository will need to be designed to be flexible enough to accept
data from the agencies in the formats that they can easily and
readily produce. Mandating a specific file format or transfer
format will result in opposition, feet dragging or outright
rebellion.
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9.15 Stress Test with Real Data
Get real data (and the right type of data) from agencies and as
many different samples as possible for each type of record prior to
development. Design the system around a firm understanding of
the types of records that exist out in the environment, accounting
for the breadth and depth of the different flavors of each type of
record and the data extracts that can be provided by the various
systems used by partner agencies. While two agencies may
produce the same type of record on similar systems, the way they
are stored and the data points captured may vary widely. In order
to reduce the amount of digital repository rework, try to get as full
of a picture of the data as possible. When it comes time to put the
system through the initial test phases, the work done collecting

samples up front will pay dividends when it comes time to stress
test the system and see how it handles a variety of data thrown at
it.
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ABSTRACT
The ecosystem and iterative loop shaped lifecycle model are the
imperatives for long term sustainability of digital preservation in
India. Digital preservation initiative can be launched with
minimum upfront investments and basic infrastructure combined
with long term and user centred vision. Training and certification,
process design, stakeholder ownership, tools and technologies
relevant in Indian context can immensely help in building the
digital collections. Continuous enhancements, technical support,
collective learning, auditing and validation of quality can truly
empower the archiving organizations and gear up for sustenance.
Content enrichment and value added applications for users can
make the digital preservations truly sustainable.

is a manifestation of ecosystem [3]. It requires you address the
most vital issues such as-

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 The Indian Context
Digital archiving projects in India so far have focused on using
computers for cataloging the materials. Computerization of
libraries and archives is primarily used for managing local and
physical transactions of books or antiquities or films or any other
materials. Online digital libraries are a recent phenomenon here.
On the contrary, microfilming has been the most preferred
technique for preservation of documents. Long term digital
preservation and providing accessibility to the outside world has
rarely been explored. When we refer to digital preservation in
India, the first thing that comes to one’s mind is digitization of
materials in analog form and then comes the born digital data.
Using digital technology for long-term preservation is entirely a
new paradigm for archives and museums in India. The socioeconomic conditions, implication of legacy of laws, work culture
in archiving organizations, speed and level of acceptance to new
technologies and age-old procedures need serious consideration.
Therefore, based on some examples and the common trends
observed in India, we propose to suggest an ecosystem and an
iterative lifecycle model for long-term digital preservation.

1.2 Ecosystem for digital preservation
Analogically, if digital preservation is considered as an organism
then it becomes inevitable to treat it with the knowledge that life

What kind of environment is essential for it to
come to existence?





How should it be nurtured?
How will it sustain?
How can we know if its survival is threatened?

Therefore, we have tried to visualize an ecosystem for digital
preservation, which is particularly relevant in Indian context. Our
discussion is primarily based on following aspects-
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1.3 Experience of Digital Preservation at
Indian Museums and other heritage archives
The proposed ecosystem and iterative lifecycle model of digital
preservation is conceived based on prior experience of working
with the leading museums and heritage archives in India, where
Human-Centred Design and Computing (HCDC) group of CDAC, Pune has deployed its digital collection management system
named “JATAN: Virtual Museum Builder”. The HCDC group has
worked with following museums•

Salar Jung Museum, Hyderabad, India

•

Chhatrapati Shivaji Museum (erstwhile Prince of Wales
Museum), Mumbai, India

•

Raja Dinkar Kelkar Museum, Pune, India

2. RELATED WORK
Many approaches to lifecycle models for digital preservation
management have been proposed up till now. The life-cycle
concept has been useful in promoting a sense of order, a
systematic approach, to the overall management of recorded
information [1].
The report prepared by Nationaal Archief on costing of digital
preservation illustrates the cost model and recommends that the
costs incurred in making future changes need to be incorporated
in the computational model right from the very beginning [7].
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The LIFE project research review also investigates both life cycle
costing and digital preservation, with a view to creating a useable
lifecycle costing model that can be applied to digital preservation.
The general concept of lifecycle costing (LCC) is explored as a
cost management tool [8].
Digital Curation Centre (DCC) has also proposed a curation
lifecycle model. It primarily focuses on illustrating the sequence
of major steps and technical activities involved in digital curation
[4].

Each lifecycle model has emphasized and characterized different
aspects of digital preservation depending on the nature of digital
data and the context. It is important to note that existing lifecycle
models for digital preservation do not mention the need of
ecosystem as that is taken for granted due to inherent
resourcefulness in developed countries.

Figure 1. Analogical illustration of “The Ecosystem for Long Term Digital Preservation in Indian Context”
Absence of conduciveness at every stage of growth is indicated as the potential Death Trap for digital preservation.

3. STAGES OF GROWTH AND
DEATHTRAPS IN DIGITAL
PRESERVATION
We have applied the analogy of Birth, Parenting, Nurturing and
Sustenance to visualize the stages of growth in digital
preservation (refer Figure 1.). An ecosystem supporting all stages
of growth is most essential for the long term survival of digital
preservation. Absence of conduciveness at every stage of growth
is indicated as the potential Death Trap for digital preservation.
These are explained by giving some examples relevant
particularly in Indian context.

3.1 Birth of digital preservation
We discuss some of the important steps involved in starting a
typical digital preservation project, which are broadly grouped in
the stage of birth as shown in figure 1.
•
State-of-the-art but basic infrastructure
We have always ensured that our museum clients refrain from
exhausting their funds on unwieldy computing infrastructure. We
never encouraged them to buy Storage Area Network (SAN)
systems while starting the project, as their digital data was in the
process of getting created. Today, after 5 years have passed, they
can easily buy 1 terabyte storage disk for very less price. In this
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approach, we not only saved their money but also provided an
opportunity to procure more sophisticated technology.
•

Minimize upfront investments

Many times the funding patterns and the tendency of technology
vendors are such that the archiving organizations end up making
huge upfront investments in buying heavy computing
infrastructure and exhausting all available funds. This lands you
up with unwieldy infrastructure which may not get used fully in
the beginning of digitization projects. By the time the project
reaches its peak, such infrastructure becomes old and obsolete.
Therefore the mantra is to create minimum necessary
infrastructure while saving the funds for more sophisticated
technologies that could be procured at right time.
•

Long term / scalable / and flexible approach

Long term approach implies long term commitment, scalability
and flexibility that allow you to adapt with the changes in
technology. C-DAC’s museum archival system is developed using
open source web technologies that provides lot of flexibility for
adapting to changes. It is observed that archival software
developed using proprietary and closed source tools and databases
often pose difficulty in migration after some years.
•

•

Socio-economic suitability

It is extremely important to study the socioeconomic conditions
and contextual needs of users while deciding the roadmap to
digitization of collections managed by libraries, museums, and
archives. In a developing country like India much more support,
guidance and time is required for proper adoption of digital
preservation practices.
Digital preservation initiative can be launched with minimum
upfront investments and basic infrastructure combined with
long term and user centred vision.

3.2 Parenting for digital preservation
Funding agencies and decision makers need to play the role of
parenting and facilitate the following activities, when a digital
preservation project is shaping up.
•
Training for preservation officers
Training and certification programmes on digital preservation,
starting from introductory level up to advanced level are essential
for preservation officers. Specialized topics under digital
preservation based on the type of contents such as audio, video,
films, images, documents, etc. need to be given proper coverage
to enable the preservation officers.
•
Process design
Digital preservation processes need to be designed with proper
understanding and interweaving of traditional processes followed

Maximize stakeholder participation

Many times the funds are made available to archivals with
improper anticipation of time and effort required for digitization.
As a result, to pass on the difficult target, the archivals in India
tend to sub-contract entire project to private parties. But in the
process of subcontracting, main stakeholders like archivists,
preservation officers and curators remain unexposed to
technologies and processes. You miss a great opportunity of
technical capacity building within archivists and collection
managers. The final outcome of such subcontracted project lacks
the sense of ownership. The archiving staff faces difficulties in
managing such digital archives due to lack of technical knowhow.
Effective partnerships between the prime stakeholders is most
essential, for instance in case of museums - department of culture,
department education, and the department of information
technology should collectively support digital preservation
initiatives [5]. Interdisciplinary cooperation and collaborative
efforts between government and the private sector need
encouragement [6].
•

User centred vision

All decisions pertaining to digital preservation must be taken
based on deep study of user needs. The primary users of digital
preservation are archivists, curators, collection managers,
administrators, etc. And the secondary users include all those who
use the digital contents and benefit from the knowledge derived
from digital collections. Digital preservation initiatives, though
very few in India, seem to be more technology centred than user
centred in the approach.
•

by the archiving organizations, to reduce the resistance or to avoid
complete rejection to new processes.

Contextual tools and technologies

Digital preservation tools and technologies need to be grounded
in the Indian context to address local needs and achieve greater
acceptance from users.
Training and certification, process design, stakeholder
ownership, tools and technologies relevant in Indian context
can immensely help in building the digital collections.

3.3 Nurturing the digital preservation
The stage of nurturing translates into encouragement, mentoring
and helping the digital preservation and the staff that manages it
mature.
System and process enhancement
•
The digital preservation system and process design is not a
onetime activity but it requires continuous enhancement until it
matures. Systems and processes need to be tuned and enhanced
based on the feedback of preservation staff.
•

Frequent guidance and technical support

C-DAC’s team has been supporting its museum clients for the
past 5 years for all the aspects involved in the creation of digital
archive. It includes guidance and support for hiring of technical
staff, upgrading the archiving system, process design, training and
helping in unforeseen problem situations.
•

Auditing and validation of quality

Best practices are never static, they have to keep evolving. The
implementation and effectiveness of best practices must be
ensured through periodical auditing and validation.
•

Continued learning and motivation

Organization and participation in seminars, workshops and
conferences for archiving professionals will help in raising their
exposure to new developments and knowledge of digital
preservation. It will also help in creating a vibrant community of
digital preservation practitioners and researchers. Other
motivational aspects like incentives can be considered for speedy
transformation from traditional to digital.
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•

Rooting the culture of digital preservation

Synchronization and effective implementation of all activities
involved in stages like birth, parenting and nurturing together can
create the much required culture for digital preservation.
Continuous enhancements, support, collective learning,
auditing and validation of quality can truly empower the
archiving organizations and gear up for sustenance.

3.4 Sustenance
•

Content enrichment

Users of digital preservation can truly benefit if the digital archive
is rich with contents and description of metadata. We have
observed that most Indian museums are able to describe only 10%
of the parameters for every digitized antiquity. They do not have
historical description about ancient antiquities, which is of great
interest to users.
•

We have tried to focus more on the overall ecosystem and
sustainability of digital preservation, which is most relevant in a
developing country like India. Due to adequacy of computing
infrastructure and resources in USA and European countries, their
digital preservation lifecycle models seem to presume the
availability of basic ecosystem and focus more on the curation and
costing activities.
On the contrary, the model proposed in this paper is ‘loop
shaped’ and it focuses more on the issues of sustainability and
how the digital preservation could rejuvenate itself and possible
funding patterns for it to survive. The ‘loop shaped’ lifecycle
model is an integral part of the ecosystem for digital
preservation, which is an imperative for any lifecycle to run.

Value added services

Applications and value added services need to be built while
keeping the interest of users in focus. For example, it is possible
to build e-learning applications for teaching ‘history’ using the
museum archives.
•

User benefits

Mere digital preservation is like mummification unless its rich
information content is not disseminated and made accessible to its
potential users.
•

Wealth creation

Wealth in terms of knowledge, accessibility to digital information
resources and revenue generation from value added applications
can provide sustainability to digital preservation.
•

Legal clarity

Legal clarity with regard to copyright sharing, dissemination and
usage of digital contents is most important when we think about
sustainability of digital preservation. Due to lack of knowledge on
legal aspects and government’s policy, the archiving organizations
are caught up in the copyright phobia, which results in futility.
The digital preservations remain unused.
•

Figure 2. Loop shaped and iterative lifecycle model
for digital preservation
The loop is divided in two parts as shown in Figure 2.



In the right half of the loop, one requires to evaluate the
validity of file formats of digital data, storage media, metadata, databases, accessibility, software compatibility, etc. In
case of technological obsolescence or non-compatibility
threats or problems with backup media, appropriate
migration or upgradation plans have to be prepared.

Economic and technical sustenance

Economic sustenance leads to technical sustenance. The digital
preservation can get its second birth or it can rejuvenate itself only
and only if it has sufficient financial resources to undertake
technological upgradation and migration.
Content enrichment and value added applications for users can
make the digital preservation truly sustainable. In summary, an
ecosystem with conducive environment is most essential to
support all phases in the evolution of digital preservation for its
sustenance and growth. Absence of conduciveness at any stage
can become a potential death trap for the digital preservation.



Re-digitization or technical course correction
Based on the outcome of risk analysis, validation and
evaluation of digital contents- re-digitization, conversion,
migration and upgradation activities need to be undertaken,
which eventually provide a new lease of life to digital
preservation.

4. ITERATIVE LIFECYCLE MODEL
In our proposal, we have incorporated Barry Bohem’s spiral
model [2] at an abstract level in each loop of the lifecycle. It is
primarily because the spiral model gives major emphasis on risk
analysis, risk resolution and overall risk management in an
iterative and evolutionary manner.

Risk analysis (involving migration and upgradation
requirements)

Self-sustenance is most crucial while performing the above two
activities that need to be performed repeatedly with certain
periodicity.
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Figure 3. Repetition of loop in the lifecycle model of digital preservation

5. CONCLUSION
Indian government should plan for creation of proper ecosystem
along with long-term commitment to sustain the entire lifecycle of
long-term digital preservation. Short-term plans with short-term
commitments will never lead to long-term digital preservation.
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workshops organised by FICCI, CII, Trading Blocs, UN Organisations
representing IBM.
Sanjeev is a postgraduate in science, MBA from FMS and Lean Six Sigma Black
Belt from ASQ. He loves reading books and cooking.

N.S.Mani
N.S. Mani, Microphotographist working in National Archives of Archives, is a
B.Sc. in Physics. Before joining National Archives in January 1977, he had a
brief stint with Tamilnadu Forensic Science Laboratory, Chennai. He has been
actively involved in the Security Microfilm and Digitalization Programmes in
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National Archives of India. Besides, he was actively associated with the
development of “Archival Information Management System” [AIMS] software for
retrieval of records housed in National Archives. He has contributed a number of
technical papers in the field of Electronic Record Management and Digitization of
Records in various national and international forums.

Ramesh C Gaur
Ramesh C.Gaur is Librarian & Head, Kala Nidhi, and the Project Coordinator of
ABIA Art and Archeology Index (www.abia.net ) at Indira Gandhi National Centre
for the arts (www.ignca.nic.in ), New Delhi. Digitization, Digital Preservation and
Digital Archiving of Indian Cultural Heritage are the main areas of his present
assignment.
A Fulbright Scholar, Dr. Gaur is a Science graduate with Ph.D in Reengineering
Library and Information Services, with exposure to several-advanced training
programme on the applications of IT to Library Management. His past
assignments at Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR), Mumbai,
Institute of Management Technology (IMT), Ghazaibad and Management
Development Institute (MDI), Gurgaon have been widely acknowledged by both
the profession and the organizations where he has worked.
Dr. Gaur has visited USA, Germany, Thailand, Indonesia, Cambodia,
Bangladesh, Malaysia and the Netherlands in relation to various assignments
related to Digital Library and allied areas.
He is the Member of Governing Board of Delhi Public Library (Ministry of Culture,
GOI). He has also represented various Committees such as UGC National
Committee on e-theses, National Knowledge Commission Committee on Private
Collections, etc. Conferences He is the Life Trustee of Ranganathan Research
Trust and Founder Convenor of Ranganathan Research Circle (RRC), New
Delhi.
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Muralidharan Kesavan
Muralidharan Kesavan has 9+ years of work experience with expertise in testing
and test automation of enterprise storage hardware and their management
software.
He has worked in various test teams and test automation teams of multiple
storage array vendors like Dell, EMC and Sun Microsystems. Muralidharan is
proficient in testing storage arrays, SCSI controllers, RAID controllers (Adaptec,
LSI) and their management software. He is also good in Perl and Python
programming.
He also has expertise in designing and building test automation infrastructure
especially for testing of storage arrays. He has worked on various
heterogeneous SAN arrays like HP-EVA, EMC Clariion (CX Series), EMC
Symmetrix, Sun StorEdge Disk Arrays etc., He has good knowledge on various
storage network virtualization techniques and has worked in QA team for EMC
Invista which is based on network based out-of-band virtualization.
Muralidharan has published white paper on storage testing and has been a
speaker on a storage testing methodology during the 6th International
Conference on Software Testing organized by Software Test Practitioners Forum
– India.
His areas of interest are Storage Networks, Storage Virtualization, Storage
related Testing, Open Source Solutions, Data Redundancy Techniques, Cloud
Computing and Information Lifecycle Management.

Usha Mujoo Munshi
Received formal education in basic sciences from University of Kashmir. Did
MLISc from Delhi University, Masters in Public Administration from University of
Rajasthan and Ph.D. from Jiwaji University, Gwalior. Since joining INSDOC in
August 1983, was associated with number of assignments including computer
application to various activities, education and training, bibliometrics, number of
consultancy and sponsored projects etc. During her tenure at INSA, New Delhi
as Head, Informatics Centre, she was looking after several activities pertaining
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to: Informatics Centre, Science Popularization, Science and Society, Science
Education programmes and also bringing out a quarterly publication – Science
Information Notes (SIN). Currently involved with several Digitization projects.
Initiated the digitization projects at INSA in 1999 and has already converted
besides other material, all Academy journals in the electronic format which are
available as open archive resources for free and open online access for the
scientific community in particular. In addition a digital repository has also been
created which at present has publications of INSA Fellows that is getting
populated, besides other collections/communities . She joined Indian Statistical
Institute (ISI) as Chief Librarian and Head of the Library, Documentation and
Information Science Division, that comprised Library, Repro Unit, Museum &
Archives and teaching and training unit - DRTC at Bangalore. Presently at Indian
Institute of public Administration (IIPA), she is heading the Library. Dr. Munshi is
actively associated with teaching and training as resource person organized by
various academic and R&D institutions. Have over 120 research publications and
a few books to her credit, besides a number of other publications. Recipient of
Raizada Memorial Award 1994 for Young Information Scientist of the Society of
Information Science (SIS); SIS Fellowship in 1999; Fulbright Scholarship in
1996-97. The paper on Building Digital Resources has been selected as one of
the papers under the ASSIST International Best Paper Award category by
ASSIST, USA in 2002. Received SATKAL Best Librarian Award 2002. Member 4
National delegation to Germany pertaining to LIS education - trends and
developments. Received Indo-French Cultural Research program Award and
visited France for research work. Recently, Dr. Munshi has recently obtained
post of DEA (directeur d` etudes associe), an academic recognition given to her
by Fondation Maison des sciences de l`homme, Paris, (France) for which she
would be visiting some host research institutions in France for a short duration
for pursuing her work plan.
Nominated from November 2003 as a Reviewer for the International journal –
Malaysian Journal of Library & information science, published by University of
Malaya. Nominated as a member for the Steering Committee of IAP and task
force on Digital resources - US National Academy of Sciences. Currently acting
as a member of various national and international committees in the area of
information science and technology. Editorial Board member – DJLIT, Desidoc,
New Delhi and International Journal of Digital libraries, TERI, New Delhi.
Research interests include information technology with special reference to
human computer interaction and Bibliometrics. Member of number of
professional bodies and is currently serving as executive member in some of
them.

Jagdish Arora
Dr. Jagdish Arora, joined as the Director of Information and Library Network
(INFLIBNET) Centre in August, 2007. Prior to his present assignment, Dr. Arora
has worked as the Librarian and Deputy Librarian at the Indian Institute of
Technology Delhi from Sept. 2003 to August 2007 and from March 1991 to June
2002 respectively. He was also the National Coordinator of the INDEST-AICTE
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Consortium, one of the most successful consortia initiatives in India. He was also
Librarian at IIT Bombay from June, 2002 to August, 2003. He was
Documentation Officer at the National Institute of Immunology, Delhi (1983 1991) and Asstt. Documentation Officer, ICRISAT, Patancheru, A.P. (1980 1983).
Dr. Arora is recipient of Fulbright Professional Fellowship in Library and
Information Science (1997 – 98), SIS Fellow (1999), Young Librarian of the Year
(2001, SATKAL), Librarian of the Year (IASLIC, 1999) and ILA-Kuala Best
Librarian Award, 2004. Dr. Arora was the Principal Investigator for several
projects sponsored by agencies like AICTE, Deptt. of Biotechnology (DBT),
Ministry of Information Technology (MIT), Ministry of Human Resource
Development (MHRD), the National Highway Authority of India and University
Grants Commission.
He was a member of the delegation that visited selected libraries and library
science schools in Germany in 2002. He was a member of the delegation to
Jakarta, Indonesia deputed by the Ministry of External Affairs to discuss
development of INDO-ASEAN S & T Digital Library in November 2003. Dr Arora
was a member of the International Library Advisory Boards of IEEE and IEE.
Dr. Arora has more than 60 research articles to his credit that were published in
learned research journals and as chapters in books and conference proceedings.
He has presented research papers in several national and international
conferences and symposia in India and abroad.
His current research interests includes consortia-based subscription to eresources, digital libraries, digitization of old and fragile documents and their
storage, database-driven Web interfaces and Web-based library services, Webbased learning and education, scientometric analysis, etc.

H.K. Kaul
H.K. Kaul is a Library and Information Specialist. He is an author, bibliographer
and a knowledge expert. He has 40 years experience as a Library specialist and
is the Founder Director of DELNET Developing Library Network(estd. in 1988)
Dr. Kaul obtained first-class-first in M.L.I.S. from the University of Mumbai and
Ph.D.from the University of Pune. He has received several awards, including a
Senior Fellowship of the Department of Culture, Government of India. He has
been a member of the Working Group on Libraries of the National Knowledge
Commission, Indian National Commission for Unesco, and the member of major
national committees and Advisory Board and Board of Management, National
Library, Calcutta; Raja Rammohun Roy Library Foundation, Calcutta; Delhi
Library Board; Committee to Review the Functioning of the Asiatic Society,
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National Selection Committee, Fulbright Professional Fellowships in Information
Science and Technology; Scientific Advisory Committee, Ministry of Environment
and Forests, Working Group on Libraries and Informatics, and Convenor, SubGroup on Modernisation, Manpower Development, Informatics and Finance,
Ninth Five Year Plan, 1997-2002.. among many other important assignments.
Dr. Kaul is an expert in Library Networking. He established DELNET, the first
operational resource sharing library network in India. DELNET networks about
1500 libraries in India and six other countries and gives access to about eight
million bibliographical records. Dr. Kaul s first book came out in 1972 and since
then he has authored and edited 48 books, besides over 100 research papers in
the fields of library networking, bibliographical studies, history. His books include
* Library Networks: An Indian Experience; Library Resource sharing and
Networks; Library and Information Networking(11 vols.) *and * National Library
Services.*

Dr. Mukul K Sinha
Dr. Mukul K Sinha is the Founder Director of Expert Software Consultants Ltd., a
company involved in product development, and consultancy services in the niche
area of Web services, Internet Based Applications, Mobile Applications, and
Indic Languages. The company has business relations with Govt. organizations
like CDAC, NIC; R&D institutions like IIIT Hyderabad, IIT Delhi, AU-KBC Center,
and various other private companies.
He has been associated with various committees of Dept. of IT (DIT), Govt. of
India. Specially, in the field of Indic Languages, Speech Processing, and eGovernance, and he has been associated with TDIL (Technology Development
in Indian Languages) Committees of DIT since almost last fifteen years.
He is an ex-Research Scientist of Tata Institute of Fundamental Research,
Mumbai, earlier associated with IIT Delhi as External Faculty in Dept. of
Computer Science, and as Visiting Scientist at Laboratory of Computer Science,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge USA
Earlier he was full time researcher for almost seventeen years, in the field of
Computer Science and has good number of publications in IEEE Transactions
on Software Engineering and other referred Journals. Presently, he guides
candidates for their Ph.D. theses, and till date five of his students have
completed their Ph.D in the field of Software Engineering and Education
Technology.
He was earlier associated as National Project Person with UNESCO for
Computer Informatics Lab of Indira Gandhi National Center for Arts (IGNCA),
New Delhi between 1996-99, and as Project Consultant with UNIDO, Vienna for
a Nigerian Project.
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He is Senior Member IEEE, and is also AICTE-INAE Distinguish Visiting
Professor for AU-KBC Center, Chennai.

Pratapanand Jha
Pratapanand Jha is heading the Cultural Informatics of the Indira Gandhi
National Centre for the Arts, New Delhi. He has over eighteen years of
experience in project management, multimedia content creation, software design
and development, telecom solutions and system integration. He has initiated
many projects including Kalasampada (Digital Library of Resources of Indian
Cultural Heritage), which received Golden Icon Award for Exemplary
Implementation for e-Governance Initiative, under category Best Documented
Knowledge and Case Study for the year 2004, from the Department of
Administrative Reforms and Public Grievances, Government of India. Other
projects of National importance under him includes the digitisation of Kanjur and
Tanjur manuscripts at the National Library of Mongolia, Digitisation of
manuscripts at the Oriental Research Library, Srinagar and Rabindra Bhawan
holdings at Visva-Bharati, Santiniketan.
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